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ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation: The Q2 and Transverse Momentum

Dependence of Jet Production in

Photon-Photon Interactions

Allan Joseph Tylka, Doctor of Philosophy, 1984

Dissertation directed by: Gus T. Zorn,

Professor of Physics,

Department of Physics and

Astronomy

An expérimental study of jet production in photon-

photon interactions is presented. The study is based on

events collected with the PLUTO detector at the e+e" storage

ring PETRA. The data sample, which corresponds to an

integrated luminosity of ~40 pb"1 taken at an e+e~ center-
of-mass energy of 34.6 GeV, consists of 1226 events in the

so-called "single-tagged" mode, in which only one of the

scattered beam électrons is detected. The data sample
2 2

extends over the kinematic ranges 0.1 < Q < 18.0. GeV ,

where -Q2 is the squared invariant mass of the tagged

virtual photon, and jet transverse momentum (pT) up to ~ 5

GeV/c, where pT is measured with respect to the photon-

photon collision axis in the center-of-mass frame of the

observed hadrons.

At ail Q2 the data show a high pT tail characteristic

of hard, point-like interactions, as exemplified by the

fundamental reaction yy + qq. The jet production cross-



section approaches the standard Quark Parton Model (QPM)

expectation for fractionally-charged quarks of three colors
2 2

from above as either Q2 or jet pT increases. At Q .> 10 GeV

the observed cross-section is consistent with the standard

QPM to within ~ 20% statistical uncertainty at ail values of

p . This resuit rules out the naive Han-Nambu integrally-

charged quark model at a level of about five standard

déviations.

It is demonstrated that overall the data are consistent

with the hypothesis of a two-jet final state. Moreover, the

total jet production cross-section is shown to be well-

described by an incohérent sum of the Generalized Vector

Dominance Model (GVDM), for which the final state is

hadronized as two oppositely-directed low pT jets, and the

QPM, which accounts for final states consisting of two high

pT jets.

Some discrepancies between the data and the GVDM+QPM

ansatz are observed. At Q2 £ 1 GeV2 and 1.5 < jet pT < 4.0

GeV/c, the data lie systematically above the GVDM+QPM

prédiction. The thrust distribution of the excess events,

however, looks less two-jet-like than expected for quark

jets with standard Feynman-Field fragmentation. Several

possible interprétations of this excess, including that of

higher-order Quantum Chromodynamic (QCD) processes, are

discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Photon-photon interactions, or the scattering of light by light, is
impossible in the framework of classical physics. According to
Maxwell's equaUons, two intersecting beams of light merely yield a
linear superposition of their electromagnetic fields; the beams pass
through each other undisturbed. In quantum mechanics, on the oth-
er hand, the uncertainty principle allows a photon to fluctuate, for
example, into a pair of charged particles at small time and distance
scales. The interactions between thèse virtual particles produce
light-light scattering.

The first investigation of photon-photon interactions was made by
two experimentalists, A.L. Hughes and G.E.M. Jauncey, in 1930 [Référ
ence 1.1]. Since light had been shown to behave as particles
(photons) rather than waves in many processes, Hughes and Jauncey
reasoned that direct collisions between thèse light quanta should also
be possible. Their experiment consisted of two focused beams of sun
light passed through red transmission filters and intersecting at an
angle as shown in Figure 1. According to momentum conservation,
the scattered light (if any) at point P must hâve a shorter
wavelength. They therefore looked for light through a green trans
mission filter at this point. Their observations were made simply
with the human eye. They observed no light at point P and hence, by
considering the eye's sensitivity to green light, set an upper limit on
the scattering cross-section of 3 x 10~80 cm8 for photons of énergies
of a few eV. They concluded that the "diameter" of a "red photon"
must be less than 2 x 10"10 cm.

The first theoretical study of photon-photon interactions was
made by H. Euler and B. Kochel in 1935, who calculated the
cross-section for elastic photon-photon scattering [1.2]. Expressed in
the modem language of Feynman diagrams, their calculation consid-
ered scattering through an intermediate électron box, such as shown
in Figure 2. For visible light wavelengths, their calculation predicted
a cross-section of about 10"70 cm-2, certainly consistent with Hughes'



Figure 1: The first photon-photon experiment [Référence I.l]. A
beam of sunlight was passed through a red transmission
filter and into a light-tight box AB through lens C, which
focused the beam at point 0. A similarly filtered second
beam was reflected from mirror E and brought to focus at
0 by lens D. The observer watched at point P through a
green transmission filter N. He sat with his head inside
the helmet H which admitted light only along the path
MOP. In order to adapt his eye to the darkness, the
observer sat in the helmet for as long as sixty minutes
before attempting observation.

and Jauncey's resuit - and far below the limits of expérimental
observability. Their calculation predicted, however, that the
cross-section should grow with the sixth power of the photon energy1.

This behavior is the low energy limit of the cross-section's energy
dependence. Of course, the cross-section does not grow indefinitely
with increasing energy. See Référence 1.3, pp. 287-99.



Figure 2: The basic Feynman diagram corresponding to the calcu
lation of Euler and Kochel for the reaction 77 -> 77.

Today photon-photon interactions are a fruitful area of research
in elementary particle physics. Current studies consider the inter
actions of photons with énergies on the order of 1 GeV, and
cross-sections on the order of 10"32 cm2 hâve been measured for ine
lastic 77 interactions. Elastic 77 interactions hâve also been studied
[1.4], but only via a mechanism (namely yy-*T)-*yy) unknown in the
1930's.

Because high intensity beams of high energy photons per se are
not yet available, the study of 77 interactions is carried out in a
somewhat more indirect manner than that used by Hughes and
Jauncey. As first pointed out by Fermi in 1924 [1.5], the
electromagnetic fields of a relativistic charged particle can be con
sidérée! as a cloud of parallel-moving virtual photons. Thus,
photon-photon interactions also occur at e+e" colliding beam facili-
ties, as illustrated in Figure 3a. This type of "two-photon" interaction
is distinct from the more familiar one-photon annihilation process,



Figure 3: (a) Photon-photon interactions with e+e~ colliding beams.
(b) The one-photon annihilation mechanism for particle
production in e+e~ interactions.

illustrated in Figure 3b, for which the e+e" facilities were primarily
built.

The study of 77 interactions with e+e~ (and e~e~) colliding beams
was first proposed by F.E. Low in 1960 as a means of measuring the
lifetime of the 7r° meson [1.6]. Soon thereafter, F. Calogero and C.
Zemach [1.7] made the first prédictions for the reactions

e*^ e±e~7T+TT"

This work began a period of extensive theoretical research in
photon-photon interactons, with particular emphasis on résonance
production, hadron-pair production at low invariant masses, and the
development of a précise formalism for deducing properties of the
reaction 77 -> X from measurements of the process e+e~ -*• e+e"X
[1.8]. Soon after the discovery of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD),
the candidate theory of strong interactions [1.9], many theorists



recognized photon-photon interactions as an important testing
ground for this theory [MO]. This interest continues today.

The first expérimental observations of photon-photon interactions
at e+e~ storage rings did not come until more than a décade after
Low's proposai. A few events of the type

e+e-->e+e"e+e"

were observed at storage rings in Novosibirsk [1.12] and Frascati [1.13]
in 1971-72. A few events from the reactions

e+e~->e+e ii+{X
and

e+e"-»'e+e_Tr+TT"

were also reported from Frascati in 1974 [1.14, 1.15]. The first sub-
stantive expérimental resuit on photon-photon interactions came in
1979, with a measurement of the reaction

e+e~ -»• e+e 77'

with

77' -* 7T+7T"7

reported by the Mark II Collaboration at SPEAR [1.16]. In récent years,
photon-photon interactions hâve become recognized as an important
component of the research program at high energy e+e" storage
rings, like PETRA and PEP.

Current expérimental and theoretical research in 77 interactions
covers a wide range of topics [1.17]. Thèse topics may be classified as
follows:

• Exclusive final states, by which it is meant that the exact parti
cle composition of the final state is known. Exclusive reactions
include:

- Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) processes (77 -♦ e+e_, //+M~.
T+T-).



- The exclusive production of even charge conjugation parity
(C=+l) résonances (yy->r], 77', f0, f, A2> ...)

- Non-resonant exclusive hadronic final states. (yy-+p°p°, 7r+7T~,
K+K-, pp,...)

Inclusive hadron production, which means that the final state is
known to include hadrons but is otherwise unspecified. Topics
which may be grouped under this heading include:

- The total cross-section for 77 hadron production

- The photon structure function.

- Hadron production at high pT, where Pt dénotes momentum
transverse to the 77 collison axis.

Several attractive features of 77 interactions hâve encouraged
this great diversity of interests. Unlike electroproduction and
hadron-hadron scattering, the initial state in 77 interactions is the-
oretically simple. Also, as certain parameters of the interaction are
varied, the whole range of hadronic phenomena can be systematically
studied. Two important parameters for thèse investigations are:

• Q8 = -q2, where q2 represents the square of the invariant mass of
one of the interacting photons.

• pT, where the transverse momentum can be that of either single
hadrons or narrow clusters of hadrons, known as jets.

In particular, consider the so-called "single-tagged" mode, in which
one photon is almost on mass-shell while the Q8 of the other varies.
As Q8 changes, the nature of the interaction changes as well:

• At low Q2 (say, Q2 S 1 GeV2), the cross-section for inclusive hadron
production can be largely understood as the scattering of two
vector mesons. In this régime, 77 interactions are qualitatively
no différent from other types of hadron-hadron scattering (np,
pp, etc.).



• As Q8 is increased, the rôles of the two photons can be distin-
guished. The reaction can then be interpreted as the high Q2
photon probing the quarks within the quasi-real target photon.
With increasing Q8, the structure of the target photon is probed
at smaller time and distance scales. If QCD is correct, at suffi-

ciently high Q2 the target photon should manifest itself as a free
qq pair, in which the quarks hâve had insufficient time to bind
themselves together via gluon exchange. By définition, such
behavior is never observed in the study of hadronic bound states.
Expérimental information is needed to détermine how large Q2
must be to reach this régime and to clarify the nature of the
intervening transition.

Similar changes in the nature of 77 interactions are expected as the
pT in the final state grows:

• Reactions in which the photons behave as vector mesons produce
jets with small pT (say, pT ;$ 1 GeV/c).

• At sufficiently large pT, on the other hand, jet production should
be dominated by the fundamental, point-like interaction 77~*qq.
The observation of this reaction is another confirmation of the

basic notion of QCD, that the strong interaction becomes simple
at large momentum transfers.

Obviously, a particularly powerful method of unraveling the complex
nature of 77 hadron production and of uncovering the underlying
simplicity promised by QCD, is to study the reaction with significant
variation in both Q2 and pT.

This Study

This thesis présents an expérimental study of the Q2 and pT
dependence of jet production in 77 interactions. The experiment was
performed at PETRA with PLUTO, a detector modified for the special-
ized study of 77 interactions. The data sample consists of 1227
single-tagged events, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
approximately 40 pb_1. The data cover the Q8 range from 0.1 to 18.0
GeV2 and measured jet pT's up to 5 GeV/c. For Q8 ;S 1 GeV8, this analy
sis is based on three Urnes as much luminosity as previous
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expérimental studies. This work is the first study of jet production at
Q8 > 1 GeV8 and therefore represents a first attempt to systemat
ically explore the évolution of 77 interactions outlined above.

The Organization of This Thesis

This thesis is divided into eight chapters. Chapter 1 provides a
gênerai introduction to the study of 77 interactions at e+e" colliders.
The topics discussed in this chapter apply equally well to ail such
studies. regardless of the particular final state. Chapter 2 specif-
ically concentrâtes on some theoretical aspects of inclusive hadron
production. This chapter also includes a brief review of the expér
imental status of 77 hadron production and a more précise state-
ment of the goals of this study. PETRA and the PLUTO detector are
described in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, détails of the data réduction
are given. Chapter 5 is a gênerai discussion of the final event sample,
which covers the event sélection criteria, background contamination
estimâtes, results of studies on how well the events are reconstructed
with the PLUTO detector, and acceptance calculations. The actual
analysis is presented in Chapters 6 and 7. Chapter 6 discusses some
gênerai characteristics of the data, including the observed Q2
dependence of the 77 cross-section and high pT hadron production.
Chapter 7 présents an analysis in terms of jets and more detailed
studies of the event topolgy. Finally, the results of this work and the
conclusions which may be drawn are summarized in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL FEATURES AND THEORETICAL
DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTION e+e~ -» e+e~X

1.1: Introduction

This chapter provides a gênerai introduction to the study of
photon-photon interactions in e+e_ collisions. Section 1.2 gives the
variables and notation used throughout this thesis. Section 1.3 dis-
cusses the gênerai features of the reaction

+e" - e+e"X (11)e

An immédiate conséquence of some of thèse features is the expér
imental technique known as "tagging", which is introduced in Section
1.4. The exact formalism for calculating the differential
cross-section for reaction (1.1) and relating it to the process

77 X (1-2)

is presented in Section 1.5. Section 1.6 then discusses some useful
approximations to the exact formula. The structure function
formalism is briefly explained in Section 1.7. Finally, other diagrams
and radiative corrections for reaction (1.1) are discussed in Section
1.8.

1.2: Notation

The basic diagram for the two-photon interaction (1.1) is shown in
Figure 1.1. The four-vectors used to describe the interaction are as
follows:



^ -^

Pi = (p.Eb) <-

s = (Pi+p2)2

Pi' =(Pi',Ei')

p2=(-p.Eb)

P2'=(pV,E2')

Figure 1.1: The reaction e+e~->e+e~X.

10

P! = (p, Eb) and p2 = (-p, Eb) are respectively the four-vectors of
the oppositely directed incoming positron and électron, each
with beam energy Eb.

Pi' = (pYJV). i=l,2, are the four-vectors of the scattered
positron and électron, respectively.

qi = (Pi-Pi') = (qi.E7i) , 1=1.2, are the four-vectors of the virtual
photons emitted by the positron and électron, respectively.

k =, (qi+q2) = £ki is the four-vector of the produced System X,
which consists of n particles of momenta ki, i=l,n.
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The important scalar variables are:

• ©i, i=l,2, the scattering vangles of the positron and électron,
respectively, from their original directions.

• Qi8 = -qt2. i=l,2. where qi8 is the squared invariant mass of the
virtual photon i. Since the virtual photons are space-like, with
iqV > E7t, Q42 > 0. In terms of other quantifies,

Qt8 = 2EbE1'(l-vTTm77ËTFVÏ::(m77E1Tcos01)
2EbEi'(l - cos®i) (for me/Eb, me/Ei' << 1)
EbEi'©!2 (for ©! << 1), (1-3)

where me is the électron mass.

we = (q1+q2)2 = k2. Wis the invariant mass of the produced Sys
tem X. Neglecting terms proportional to the électron mass,

W2 = 4E7iE72 - 2E1'E2'(l-cos®1cos®2-sin®isin02cos<ï>)
4E7lE7s (for small ©j. and ®2), (1.4)

where $ is the angle between the positron and électron scatter
ing planes.

+«-s = (pi^P2)2 = 4Eb2 is the square of the total e+e
center-of-mass (CM) energy.

1.3: General Features of the Reaction e+e ->e+e X

As an introduction to the study of 77 interactions at e+e"
colliders, some of the gênerai features of the reaction e+e-^e+e"X are
discussed in this section. In particular, the characteristics of I-7
annihilation and 2-7 interactions are compared.
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Some of the important features of two-photon interactions are
the following:

1. Small invariant masses. Because the virtual photon émission is a
bremstrahlung process, it primarily produces low energy
photons, with the characteristic 1/E7 spectrum. As a resuit, the
produced System X generally contains only a small fraction of the
total e+e~ center-of-mass energy. Unlike I-7 events, in which
the produced system always (neglecting radiative corrections)
has the full energy Vs, the invariant masses of 77 events are dis-
tributed according to [1.1]

d<7 1 , W v

—~- F - ) a77(W) (1.5)
dW W x vs '

where

F(z) = (2+z2)2ln(l/z) - (l-z2)(3+z8) (1.6)

is Low's function [1.2] and a77(W) gives the W-dependence of the
subprocess 77->X. For W << Vs, this formula reduces to

d<7 1 / s \
— ~ - In - a77(W) . (1.7)
dW W v W8 '

2. Boosts relative to the lab frame. Because the two virtual photons
generally do not hâve equal momenta, the system X typically has
a boost relative the the lab frame. Thèse boosts can be quite
large. This is also in constrast to I-7 events, in which the
produced system (again, neglecting radiative corrections) is at
rest in the lab frame.

3. Small-angle particle production. Unlike I-7 annihilation inter
actions, 77 interactions primarily yield particles at very small
angles to the e+e_ beam direction.

• First, the positron and électron scattering angles are typical
ly very small. Each photon propagator in Figure 1.1 intro-
duces a factor of I/Q18. For me/Et << 0, << 1 [I.l],
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da ~ d0!/0i (1.8)

Second, the particles in the system X also tend to be
produced at small angles. The virtual photons tend to be
parallel to the e+e~ beams, and the angular distributions for
the subprocess 77-+X generally hâve much stronger peaks
than found in I-7 interactions. For example, the muon angu
lar distribution in the reaction yy-+/j,+fx~ is given by [1.1]

da 1 + /?8cos8t?
^ (1.9)

dcosi? 1 - 08cos2/tf

where /S=lEMl/EM is the muon velocity and i5 is measured in
the reaction's center-of-mass frame. The same distribution

for the reaction e+e~-»fx+yr, on the other hand, is given by
the formula

da

~ 2 - /S2 + /S2cos8i? (1.10)
dcosi?

Moreover, the large boosts also tend to push the particles of Sys
tem X toward small lab-frame angles.

Because of this predominantly small-angle particle pro
duction, one of the most important requirements for a 2-7 exper
iment is the ability to detect particles as near to the beam line
as possible.

4. Large cross sections. Relative to the I-7 annihilation channel,
2-7 interactions hâve large cross-sections. Compare, for exam
ple, the total cross-sections for the reactions

e+e_ -* e+e~/x+/ur (111)
and

e+e" - /x+/x- (112)

On the basis of the number of photon-lepton vertices in the low-
est order Feynman diagrams, one would naively expect the
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cross-section for the former to be smaller by a factor of a2,
where a=l/137 is the electromagneUc fine structure constant'
However, whereas the photon propagator in the diagram for
reaction 1.11 has value s"1, the propagators in the 77 diagrams
contribute a factor of (Q^*)-». Since Q,8 and Q,8 are generally
very small, this factor is very large and compensâtes for the
addiUonal powers of a. For very large VS, the total cross-section
for reaction (1.11) is given1 by [1.3,1.4]

28a* 1

a(e+e--+e+e-M>-) = [ln(s/me2)]8 • ln(s/m 2)
27tt mM8

(1.13)

where m„ is the muon mass. The factor [ln(s/me8)]2 cornes from
intégration over the électron and positron énergies and scatter
ing angles, and the ln(s/mM8) arises similarly from an intégration
over the muon variables. On the other hand, the cross-section
for reaction (1.12) is given by

47Ta8

<7(e+e-^V) = /S(l +(l-/S8)/2) (1.14)
3s

There is some confusion about this cross-section calculation in
the literature. Brodsky, et_aL, [i.l], give a formula which yields
cross-sections larger by a factor of 3/2 at very large values of s
According to Budnev, et_aL, [1.4], the Brodsky resuit is due to an
incorrect Equivalent Photon Approximation. (See Section 1.7.)

A more exact (but still approximate) calculation is given in
Référence 1.5 and repeated in équation F.5 of Référence 14 For
Vs > 3 GeV, this calculation agrées to within a few percent with
results obtained with the program of Vermaseren, et al [l 71
which calculâtes exactly the lowest order Feynman~ïïïagrams
The asymptotic form given in équation 1.13 above exceeds the
exact resuit by almost a factor of two over most of the Vs range
shown in Figure 1.2. See also Référence 1.6 for calculations
applicable near threshold.
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The cross-sections for reactions 1.11 and 1.12 are plotted versus
Vs in Figure 1.2. One sees that whereas the I-7 annihilation
cross-section falls as 1/s with increasing e+e" center-of-mass
energy, the 2-7 cross-section grows logarithmically. At énergies
accessible at the PETRA storage ring (VS « 12-45 GeV), the 2-7
cross-section is larger by two or three orders of magnitude.

5. Small expérimental acceptance. The low energy and small pro
duction angles in two-photon events cause their expérimental
acceptances typically to be very small. For example, the minimal
requirement in most detectors for the study of e+e-->e+e><,+/x
events is that both muons be produced at lcos®l < 0.80 and pT >
150 MeV/c, where the production angle © and the transverse
momentum pT are measured with respect to the e+e~ beam axis
in the lab frame. At Vs = 35 GeV, only approximately 3.5% of ail
e+e-^e+e-^^- satisfy this requirement [1.7]. In practice, the
total expérimental acceptance is generally smaller than this by
yet another order of magnitude or so. In comparison, the
acceptance for I-7 events is about 60-80% for most detectors at
e+e" colliding beam facilities. Thus, in spite of the différence in
cross-sections, the observed rates of 2-7 and I-7 events are gen
erally quite comparable at PETRA/PEP énergies.
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Figure 1.2: Total cross-sections for the reactions (a) e+e~^e+e-/j,+/u,-
(solid curve) and (b) e+e~^fx+/j,- (dashed curve) versus
total e+e~ center-of-mass energy. The cross-section for
(a) is calculated not from équation (1.13) but from the
more exact formula given in Référence 1.5.
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1.4: Tagging

An important expérimental aspect of the study of 77 interactions
is the détection of the scattered initial state électrons2. This procé
dure is known as "tagging" and leads to a natural classification of
e+e--»e-e-X events into three catégories:

1. DQUBLE-TAGGED events, in which both of the scattered
électrons are detected. In principle, such events provide
the best method of studying 77 interactions: a measure
ment of both "tags" completely détermines the kinematics
of the event, and no part of the system Xneed be observed.
In practice, however, the study of double-tagged events is
difficult for two reasons. First, most detectors are unable
to measure électrons at scattering angles less than about 25
mrad. Because the électron scattering angle distributions
are so strongly peaked at small angles, only about 1% of ail
77 events' satisfy the double-tagged condition [1.8]. The
rate of such events is therefore very low. Secondly, the
resolutions of tagging devices are generally insufficient to
provide a good measurement of the invariant mass of the
system X.

2 SINGLE-TAGGED events, in which only one of the scattered
électrons is detected. Since the undetected électron is gen
erally at small angles, the virtual photon emitted from it is
nearly on mass-shell, with Q8 typically smaller than 0.01
GeV8 at PETRA énergies. The "tagged" photon, on the other
hand, generally has Q2 > 0.1 GeV8. The rate for single-tagged
events is generally larger than that for double-tagged
events by an order of magnitude or so [1.8].

Actually, two types of single-tagging should be distin-
guished. In some analyses, the second électron may also be
within the expérimental acceptance, but the expérimenter
intentionally ignores it. Astronger version of single-tagging
requires that the second électron not be seen in the exper-

8 In this context, the word "électron" is used generically and includes
both électrons and positrons.
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imental acceptance. This requirement is known as
"anti-tagging". Anti-tagging is used to insure that the "un-
tagged" photon is quasi-real, with a mass as close to zéro as
possible.

3. NO-TAGGED (or UNTAGGED) events, in which both of the scat
tered électrons are unobserved (or ignored). In this case,
ail knowledge of the event relies upon measurements of the
system X, and generally both of the interacting photons are
quasi-real. The cross-section for no-tagged events exceeds
that for single-tagged events by roughly an order of magni
tude [1.8].

Tagging is important for several reasons. The variation of the 77
cross-section with the values of Q8 is interesting in itself. A good
example of this is given in the next chapter, where the Q2 dependence
of inclusive hadron production is discussed. Also, measurements of
the tags can be used to détermine the spin state of the interacting
photons. In principle, very detailed information about the helicity
structure of the reaction 77-^X can thereby be obtained. (Current
experiments, however, hâve insufficient data to make such compre-
hensive studies.) Finally, tagging can serve to identify 77 events and
to separate them from background processes. For example, the
reaction e+e~->hadrons sometimes produces events whose measured
invariant mass is much smaller that VS, because some particles are
lost in régions of the solid angle not covered by the detector ("ac
ceptance holes"). The absence of a well-identified tag can be used to
distinguish such events from genuine 77 interactions.
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1.5: The Differential Cross-Section for e+e ->e+e X

Using the standard rules for Feynman diagrams3, the transition
amplitude for the process shown in Figure 1.1 can be written [1.10,
1.11]

^ee-eeX

e

û(pi,si)7Mu(Pi.si) • Rav • • v(p2,S2)7l/v(p2,s2)

(115)
qi8 izz

where u(p,s) and v(p,s) are respectively the Dirac spinors for
électrons and positrons of momentum p and spin s. RMl/ is the tensor
which appears in the transition amplitude for the process

7(qi.£i) + 7(q2.fc0 -X (1.16)

where qi, £t dénote the four-momentum and helicity of the photons.
Specifically. the transition amplitude for this process is given by

T77,x = eAqO^qa)^ (117)

where the e^ are the photon polarization vectors. For example, for
the reaction 77"*qq, whose lowest order Feynman diagrams are shown
in Figure 1.3,

, (fit. - Ki " mq) (Ai ~tz ~mq) ^
RM«v=ieq2ûq(k1,<-1) j 7M yv +yv 7^ (vq(k2,<-2)

t + mq2 u + ma8
(1.18)

where respectively, eq, mq are the quark charge and mass; kt and Ci
are the quark four-momenta and spins; and uq, vq are the quark and
anti-quark spinors. The Mandelstam variables are defined as

t = -(qi-kO2
u = -(qi-k2)8. (1.19)

3 The notation used hère is that given in Bjorken and Drell, Référence
1.9.
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«a WW ki qi ki

q2 WW q2 VWV

Figure 1.3: Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for the reaction 77-*qq.

The differential cross-section for the reaction e+e~-*e+e~X can
then be written

1 d3Pl' d3p2'
daee.eeX = £lTi8 (2tt)4 c54(p1+P2-pï-p2-k) • • df

2s (27t)32E!' (2tt)32E2'
(1.20)

where £lTI8 is the transition probability averaged over the initial
state e+e~ spins (for unpolarized beams) and summed over final state
e+e~ spins, and

d3k4

dr = n
1=1 (27T)32ki0

(1-21)

is the phase space volume élément for the system X. The quantity
X)lTi8 can be written

£lTI8 =
(qi8q22)8

li"" Uvo Ruv Rpa* (1.22)
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where L^, (momentarily dropping the label "i") is the familiar leptonic
tensor

W = è Z [n(pi,sî)7Mu(Pi'si)] • [0(pi.si)7Pu(pî,sO]
ss'

= è Tr [ 7M(P/+me)7/0(p"+m.) ]

= [q8gw+ 2( pmp; + p;pp )] (123)

If one now intégrâtes over the momenta of the particles in the
system X and sums over their spins, a new rank-4 tensor is intro-
duced [1.4]:

WMvpff = è fdr (2tt)4 <5*(q1+q2-k) £ R^R^* (1.24)

Also, lw is generally re-written in terms of the (unnormalized)
photon polarization density matrix [1.4],

1

p{*> = li**9 (1.25)
qi2

With thèse définitions, équation 1.20 becomes

a8 1 1 d3Pi' d3p2'
daee.eeX = PlW P?" >W (1.26)

16tt* s qi8q28 Ei' E2'

where a=e8/47r and natural units (*fe=c=l) hâve been used.

In the above expressions, the matrices pt are completely known
from QED. For QED reactions, where X=e+e~, /J,+n~, or t+t~, the tensor
Wttvpo is also completely calculable. In the case of hadron production,
on the other hand, W^^ is generally unknown.

WM„p<y has a total of 44=256 components. General principles, how-
ever, provide constraints which relate many of thèse components and
make some identically zéro. By gauge invariance, for example,
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qiMWMl/p<T = qzvyt„vf>cr = qfYf^p,, = qzaW»vpv = 0 (1.27)

and so for each Lorentz index, only three of the components are
independent. This reduces the number of unknowns to 3*=81. Con
servation of angular momentum and invariance under spatial inver
sion and time reversai further reduces this number to 8 independent
parameters for the interaction of two virtual photons [1.10, 1.11, 1.12.
1.13].

This réduction of the tensor WMly/0<7 is most easily carried out in the
so-called "helicity basis", in which the tensor is expanded in terms of
a complète set of orthogonal four-vectors provided by a particular
représentation of the photon helicity states [1.14, 1.15]. Since the
photon has spin 1, there are three such states, two transverse (de-
noted X=±l) and one longitudinal (A=0), Using this basis, the tensor
contraction on équation 1.26 can be re-written

Pi'W'IW = Picap2dbW.bod (1.28)

The effect of gauge invariance is évident in this expression: since
a,b,c,d can each take on only three values (+.0,-), W,bCd has at most
34=81 components. (Further discussion of the helicity basis and the
réduction of the tensor Wis presented in Appendix A.)

In the helicity basis, the eight independent components of the
tensor W,bCd can be expressed as [1.12, 1.4]

WipT = 2-(W++++ + W+.-+-) = 2Kt7xT
wTL = W+o+o =z 2Kcttl
wLT = wo+o+ = 2KaLT
wLL = woooo = 2K<7ll
W yp = w++__ = <2K.Tt<t
WTTL = è(W++00 + W0+_-o) = 2Kttl
WaTT = à("++++ ~ Wq+ -o) = 2Kt*tt
WTl = è(W++00 - W0+. o) = 2KTaTL

where K8=(q1q2)8-q18q28.

(1.29)

The quantities a and t are real-valued functions which dépend
only upon the scalars qx8, q28, and W. The a's are cross-sections arid
the t's are interférence terms (and hence not necessarily
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positive-definite). The subscripts "T" and "L" dénote respectively
transverse and longitudinally polarized photons. Introducing the
addiUonal cross-sections an and aj. for two transversely polarized
photons with either parallel or perpendicular linear polarizations,
one can write [1.12, 1.4]

ctt = è ( aw + °"i)
ttt = ( a„ - ax) (1.30)

Thus, in the helicity basis the components of the tensor W hâve sim
ple physical interprétations.

Using the above terms, the cross-section for the reaction
e+e~->e+e~X with unpolarized beams can be written [1.4]

a2 1 K d3Pl' d3p2'
daee^eeX =

Brr4 s qi2q28 Ei' E2'

x [ 4p1++p2++o"TT + 2p1++p200aTL + 2lp1+_p2+_l-TTTcos2^

+ 2p000p2++^LT + 2p000p200^LL " 8lp1+0p2+°lTTL-COS^ ]

(1.31)

Explicit formulae for the photon density matrix éléments are given in
équation 5.13 of Référence 1.4. In équation 1.31, <p is the angle
between the électron and positron scattering planes in the 77 CM
frame. The interférence terms ttt and ttl disappear after inté
gration over <p and hence do not contribute to the total
cross-section. The terms raTT and TaTL can only be measured with
polarized e+e~ beams and do not enter équation 1.31. Note that by
symmetry between the two photons,

aTL(W>qi2,q22) = aLT(W,q22,qi8), (1.32)

so there are really only five independent terms which can be meas
ured with unpolarized e+e~ beams.



It can be shown that in the limit qt8 -+ 0 [1.4]

aTT(W.qi2.qa2) -» a77(W)
rTT(W•qi2.q22) -* r77(W)
£TTL oc q22
aLT K qi8
^LL « qi2q22
TTL oc VqiKq28.
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(1.33)

where a-p, and t77 describe the interactions of real photons. The van-
ishing of the longitudinal terms as qt8 -♦ 0 merely reflects the fact
that real photons can only be transversely polarized.

Equation 1.31 can be schematically represented as [1.16]

daee.eeX = £ Lh(pî,p2) • ah77.x(W,qi2,q22) dPl'dp2' (1.34)

where the summation index h represents the various combinations of
photon helicities. The functions Lh dépend only upon the momenta of
the scattered électrons (and the total CM energy, of course). Thèse
functions are generally referred to as photon "flux factors" or
"luminosity functions" and, as demonstrated above, are completely
calculable in QED. The functions a^-x are the various cross-sections
for the subprocess yy-*X and dépend only upon the subprocess
parameters. Because the cross-section for e+e"->e+e~X can be cast in
this factorized form and because the luminosity functions are pre-
cisely calculable, properties of the reaction 77-+X can be extracted
from measurements of e+e~-»e+e~X.

1.6: Approximations for the Differential Cross-Section

The full helicity structure shown in équation 1.31 is obviously very
complex. Fortunately, in most calculations it can be considerably
simplified.

This thesis is a study of events in which one of the scattered
électrons is measured at angles 30 S 0 <> 300 mrad and the other is
undetected and most probably at 0 <, 30 mrad. This section first of
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ail présents a réduction of équation 1.31 appropriate for this
"single-tag/anti-tag" configuration.

For the purposes of this discussion, suppose that the scattered
positron provides the tag and the scattered électron is undetected.
(It is trivial to symmetrize the calculation at the end.) Since the
"untagged" photon is quasi-real, the longitudinal terms associated
with it in équation 1.31 can be neglected. Also, since only the scat
tered électron is observed, an intégration is effectively performed
over the angle <p. The interférence terms in équation 1.31 therefore
also drop out. The équation can then be written

d3Pi' d3p2'
daee<ee-»eeX = LTT aTTtW.Qx2) + eaLT(W,Q12) (1.35)

Ei* E2'

where

a8 1 K
ltt = ++/->_++

87T4 s qi8q28
4pi++p2 (1.36)

and

e = po00/2Pl++ (1.37)

LTT is the transverse-transverse luminosity function. Contrary to
appearances, LTT is not factorized; that is, it is not expressed as the
simple product of two functions. each of which dépends only upon the
momenta at one of the eey vertices. In particular,

2pj++

2p8++

= X-1(2pi-q2 - qrq2)2 + 1 + 4me2/q12
= X-Hè(W8-qi8-q32)2 - 4EbE72q28) + 1 + 4me8/qi8
= 2pi++(subscripts 1 and 2 interchanged) (1.38)

where 4X= (W2-q!2-q22)8 - 4q12q2£
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It has been shown that provided W is not too small (specifically,
W2 >> Q22, where Q28 refers to the untagged photon), LTT can be
factorized [1.17, 1.18]. After a change of differential variables,
équation 1.35 can be re-written

daee-eeX — Tt arrtW.Qi8) + £aLT(W,Q18) N7(z2,©2max) dz2dE1'dn1',

(1.39)

where

a Eï (1 + (1-y)8)

2tt2 Qi2 y
rT =

and

a 1

N7(z2,®2m") = - -
7T Z2

(1 + (l-z2)2)ln
Eb@2max(l-z2)

mez2

The variables y and z2 are given by

Y = (qrçuOApi-qz) * 1 " (E17Eb)cos2(@1/2)

and

22 = E72/Eb

(1.40)

1 + z2

(1.41)

(1.42)

(1.43)

and 02max is the maximum scattering angle allowed for the unob-
served électron. In terms of the variable y, e can be written

c(y) = 2(l-y)/(l+(l-y)8). (1.44)

Note that TT and c dépend only upon the positron's momenta and N7
only upon the electron's. The factorization has thus been explicitly
demonstrated.
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This factorized form of the cross-section is amenable to a simple
interprétation. TT gives the flux of virtual photons with polarization e
produced by positrons scattered into the solid angle dCV with energy
Ei'. N7(z2,02max)dz2 is the number of quasi-real photons of energy
z2Eb produced by électrons scattered at angles ©2 ^ 02max -

The accuracy provided by this single-tagged approximation to the
full transverse-transverse luminosity function has been studied in
Référence 1.18. It is there shown that this approximation agrées with
the exact resuit to within less than 1% for W £ O.lOVs, the Wrange
considered in this thesis.

There are, of course, even simpler réductions of équation 1.31. In
many calculations, both photons are predominantly quasi-real and
ail terms except aTT can be dropped. In such cases, one may also use
the factor N7 given in 1.41 above (or a simplified or appropriately
modified version thereof, as discussed below) to describe the photon
fluxes at both ee7 vertices. This formulation comprises the so-called
Weizsacker-Williams or Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA), a
well-known and generally useful method of calculating cross-sections
involving relativistic charged particles [1.19].

The EPA appropriate for 77 interactions4 can be cast in many
forms, which differ in the formula chosen for N7 . Starting from the
expression for LTT in 1.36, a change of variables and considération of
the limits W2 >> Qi8,Q22 yields [1.4]

d3Pl' d3p2'
ltt = dn^ dn2T (1-45)

Ex' E2'

4 It is important to note that not ail EPA's are the same; due to dif
férent kinematic conditions, the proper form of the EPA varies from
process to process. As pointed out by Budnev, et al., [1.4, Section 6.7]
and Field [1.8], a common source of confusion in the literature is the
application of the EPA derived for electroproduction to 77 calcu
lations. This misuse of the EPA apparently traces back to the papers
of Brodsky, et al. [1.1] and is responsible for the différent formulae
for the total e+e--^e+e-/uV cross-section found in the literature.



where dn,7 are the differential photon flux factors

a / dQi8
dni7 = Pj++ (zjdzi)

2tt Qi2
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(1.46)

where z=E7/Eb- (Intégration over the photons' azimuthal coordinates
has been done.) Dropping the subscript i, dn7 can be written

where

a dz dQ*
dn7 =

tt z Q

è(l + (1-Z)8) - (1-2)
2 L

me8z8 r

Q8.
(1-z)

m."

1 + 0( )
2

bEt8

W mil

Q2

(1.47)

(1.48)

Integrating équation 1.47 between limits Q2mln and Q8max yields

a 1 r Q2
JM7\Z,y min»** maxj è(l +(l-z)8)ln - (1-z) 1 -

Q mir

7T Z Q2min Q2

(1.49)

In the case where Q8mttI is determined by some maximum scattering
angle ©mttX << 1, Q8max * Eb2(l-z)®8m« and

« 1 r / Eb(l-z)em«x ,
N7(z,0mftx)= - - I(l+(l-z)2)lnf )-(l-z)(

7T Z mez

1-

2„2m„*z

Eb8(l-z)8@2r

(1.50)
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In the further lirnit of 0max >> me/Eb, the last term in the above
expression can be neglected to yield équation 1.41.

In an approximation for tagged cross-section calculations, with
the tag found at 0min < 0 < ®max , the différence between équation
1.41 evaluated at the two limits can be used to give

O 1 / ©max

N7(z,©min,©max) = (l +(l~z)8) lnf ) (1.51)
7T Z ^ 0min

This approximation is less accurate than the formulation given in
équation 1.39. For 0min >> me/Eb and ©max2 << 1, however, it agrées
with the exact calculation to within 10%, provided that W is neither
too small nor too large and that aLT can be neglected [1.8].

Finally, if there is no explicit maximum électron scattering angle
and no effective Q8 cut-off in the cross-section for 77-+X, Q2max =
4Eb2(l-z) Equation 1.49 becomes

al,- , 2Eb(l-z) v 1 me2z2 v•
N7(z) = - - (l +(l-z)8)ln - (1-z)- 1

n z L x mez ' x 4Eb2(l-z)8 '•

(1.52)

This équation is often reduced to the leading-log approximation

al / Eb \
N7(z) = (1 +(1-z)8) lnf j (1.53)

77 z ^ me

Using this leading-log approximation for both virtual photon spectra
and integrating over photon énergies subject to the constraint
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W8 - 4E7lE72 yields the Low's formula and the Wspectrum given in
équation 1.5.

The EPA, particularly with formula 1.51 or 1.53, is often used by
theorists to estimate cross-sections and event rates.

The reliability and range of validity of the EPA has been studied by
many authors [1.4, 1.15, 1.20-1.22]. The gênerai conclusion is that for
calculations which are dominated by quasi-real photons, such as the
total cross-section for e+e~->e+e~X or the cross-section for "doubly
anti-tagged" events, the EPA can be accurate to within a few percent.
In other circumstances, the error can be much larger.

It should be noted that there are computer programs which are
able to integrate numerically the exact 77 luminosity functions; the
approximations given in this section are therefore somewhat
obsolète. They are still valuable, however, in that they provide rela-
tively-easy-to-calculate quantitative prédictions and make transpar
ent the physics underlying the calculation. In practice, thèse
approximations are applied to the analysis of expérimental data only
when then the tensor WBbCd is not completely known. For example, for
QED reactions (or QED-like reactions, such as quark-antiquark pair
production without QCD corrections), computer programs [1.7] which
calculate exactly the lowest order Feynman diagrams are generally
used. The results produced by thèse programs are therefore équiv
alent to the full expression given in équation 1.31.

1.7: Structure Function Formalism

Equation 1.39 gives the single-tagged cross-section for e+e-->e+e~X
in terms of cross-sections for the subprocess y*y->X, where the aster-
isk dénotes that one of the photons is much farther off mass-shell
that the other. In this case, the rôles of the two photons are in some
sensé distinguishable. A more natural interprétation of this reaction
is that of électron scattering off a photon target. That is, the high Q8
photon serves as a probe of the charged constituents within the low
Q8 photon. This view is identical to the customary interprétation of
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electroproduction (electron-proton scattering), except that the pro
ton target is hère replaced by a photon.

Given this interprétation, équation 1.39 is often recast in terms of
the photon structure functions, which can be related to the 77
cross-sections as follows [1.23, 1.24]

FT(x,Q8) =

FL(x,Q2) =

Q2

a-rn" M 1

8TT8ax

Q2
aLT(W,Q8)

4TT8a

where x is the scaling variable

Q8 Q*

2qrq2 Q8 + W8

(1.54)

(1.55)

There is also a third structure function (generally denoted F3) which
corresponds to the interférence term ttt in équation 1.31. F3 can be
measured, however, only with double-tagged events.

More commonly used are the structure functions Fx and F2, which
are defined by

F* = FT

F2 = 2xFT + FL (1.56)

Using thèse functions, équation 1.39 can be re-written

4a8E!' r- -,
(1-y) F2 + xy2 Fi • N7(z2,©2max) d^dY^'d^'.

(157)

daBe-.oex = —
Q4y
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In most experiments, the tag is at a small scattering angle and
must hâve a relatively large energy in order to be identified. Conse-
quently y « 0 (corresponding to e b 1), so that (l-y) >> xy8 and the
term porportional to Fx in équation 1.57 can be neglected. The
équation then becomes

4a2E!' r
daee-eeX = " (l-y) F2 1•N7(z2,©2m») dz2dE1'dn1'.

Q4y L J

(1.58)

The structure function F2 has a simple physical interprétation.
The variable x corresponds to the fraction of the target photon's
momentum (in the infinité momentum frame) carried by the charged
constituent which the probe photon strikes. Let Gi/7(x) represent the
probability density for finding a constituent of type i with momentum
fraction x and charge ej within the target photon. F2 is then given by

F2(x) = £ ei2xGi/7(x) (1.59)

where the summation runs over ail constituent types5. In gênerai, the
functions Gj/7(x), and hence the structure function as well, also
dépend upon the Q2 of the probing photon. By the uncertainty prin
ciple, increasing Q2 probes the target at smaller time and distance
scales, thereby revealing finer détails of the structure. Structure
functions which are independent of Q8 are said to "scale"; conversely,
any Q8 dependence is known as a "scale-breaking" effect.

3 In this définition, a factor of ei8 is also contained in the function
Gi/7(x).
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1.8: Other Diagrams and Radiative Corrections

In addition to the basic two-photon diagram of Figure 1.1, there
are other order a4 diagrams for the reaction e+e~-*e+e~X. Some of
thèse are shown in Figure 1.4. In thèse diagrams, the system X is
attached to only one of the photon lines and therefore has odd
charge-conjugation parity (C=-l). Genuine two-photon interactions,
on the other hand, produçe final states with even charge conjugation
parity (C=+l). Experimentally, the two types of events are
indistinguishable, and the C=-l processes constitute a background in
the study of 77 interactions.

Figure 1.4: Odd-charge conjugation parity diagrams for the reaction
e+e"-»e+e_X

Thèse extra diagrams, however, are generally unimportant. Dia
grams like Figure 1.4a are usually neglected on the grounds that they
are suppressed by factors ~ 1/s from a photon propagator [1.21].
Diagrams of type (b) constitute the so-called inelastic Compton proc
ess. This background is generally below a percent. It can be more
important, however, at very small W or very large Q8 [1.23]. This is
because, roughly speaking, where the 77 diagrams hâve a photon
propagator with value l/Q8, the corresponding propagator in the
Compton diagrams has value 1/W2. Interférences between odd and
even C-parity diagrams produce azimuthal asymmetries, but do not
affect the total cross-section.
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Lowest-order (0(a9) radiative corrections to the two-photon proc
ess hâve been considered by several authors [1.25-1.29]. The cor
rections can be divided into three classes:

1. Corrections arise from the interférence between the 0(ae) vir
tual photon diagrams shown in Figure 1.5a-c and the basic
0(a4) diagram of Figure 1.1. Thèse graphs include vertex cor
rections, vacuum polarization, and the so-called "photon-box"
diagrams. In most calculations, the contribution from this
third category are neglected, since there is little overlap in
momentum space between photons (either real or virtual)
emitted from the oppositely-travelling électrons and
positrons.

2. There are bremstrahlung graphs for the process e+e~-*e+e"X7,
as shown in Figure 1.5d Thèse processes must be considered
for two reasons:

• The vertex corrections contain infrared divergences which
can only be cancelled by simultaneous considération of
low-energy bremstrahlung.

• Final states X7 cannot be distinguished from the final
state X when the extra photon has undetectably small
energy, is colinear (to within the expérimental resolution)
with one of the électrons, or goes into an acceptance hole.
Also, in complicated final states X, the photon may be
mistakenly treated as part of X

Like the photon-box diagrams, the interférence between
bremstrahlung graphs in which the extra photons are
attached to différent électrons is generally neglected.

For convenience, the calculation of the bremstrahlung cor
rections is generally divided into two parts. The "soft
bremstrahlung" corrections consider only the radiation of
photons with energy below some arbitrary cut-off. This
cut-off is generally chosen to be on the order of the smallest
experimentally détectable photon energy. Thèse corrections
contain the infrared divergence which cancels the
identically-structured but oppositely-signed divergence in the
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vertex corrections. The "hard bremstrahlung" corrections
consider photons of energy greater than the cut-off parame-
ter. Of course, the total ("soft + hard") correction must be
independent of the value of the cut-off.

3. There are also graphs (not shown) in which the addiUonal
photons (either virtual or real) are attached to the central
system X. Thèse diagrams are also generally neglected: since
X typically has very little energy. it has only a small probabili
ty of emitting additional photons. Consequently, most calcu
lated radiative corrections are to a large extent independent
of the type of system X.

The earliest calculations of radiative corrections to the

two-photon process considered only the correction to the total
cross-section at a fixed value of W [1.25, 1.26]. Thèse corrections
were found to be typically less than 1% at PETRA énergies, and they
exhibited cancellation to a remarkably high précision between large
négative corrections (from the virtual photon and soft bremstrahlung
contributions) and large positive corrections (from hard
bremstrahlung). The calculation of such "global" corrections are not
sufficient, however: they do not consider the possible effect of limit-
ed expérimental acceptance. If the radiative corrections tended to
change the angular distributions of the produced particles, their
effects on measurements could be considerably larger.

Several authors hâve addressed this problem. In Référence 1.27,
the author considered the corrections to the no-tagged cross-section
for e+e-->-e+e-7r7T, with limited acceptance for the pions. Thèse cor
rections were found to be less than a percent. In Référence 1.28, the
corrections to the structure function with Q2 between 2 and 25 GeV2
hâve been calculated. Thèse corrections were also typically a few
percent6. It therefore appears that radiative corrections to the

6 It should be noted that this calculation was purely analytical and
did not consider the errors introduced when the emitted hard photon
is treated as part of the system X. To take this into account, a com
plète Monte Carlo generator for the reaction e+e~->e+e-X7 is neces-
sary. Only recently has such a program [1.29] become available.
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Figure 1.5: Radiative corrections to the reaction e+e~- e+e~X. The
diagrams shown include (a) vertex corrections, (b) vacu-
um polarization, (c) "photon-box" diagrams, and (d)
bremstrahlung diagrams.
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two-photon process may generally be small Accordingly, radiative
corrections are given no further considération in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2: HADRON PRODUCTION IN PHOTON-PHOTON INTERACTIONS

2.1: Introduction

This chapter discusses hadron production in photon-photon inter
actions. The discussion hère does not cover résonance production
and other exclusive reactions. For information on thèse topics, the
reader is referred to the appropriate sections of Références 1.17.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 intro-
duces in gênerai terms two models, the Vector-Meson Dominance
Model (VDM) and the Quark-Parton Model (QPM), which provide a
framework for understanding many features of 77 hadron
production. In Sections 2.3-2.5 some spécifie features of thèse two
models (namely, their prédictions for the W, Q8, and pT dependence of
the hadron production cross-section) are contrasted. In Section 2.6,
it is pointed out how the différences between thèse models can be
exploited to isolate the fundamental, point-like interaction 77-^qq.

In Sections 2.7-2.11, some particular theoretical aspects of 77
hadron production are discussed in détail. Thèse topics include:

High pT processes
Higher twist effects

R77 and the quark charge
QCD corrections to the QPM prédictions
The photon structure function

In Section 2.12 some aspects of the expérimental study of 77
hadron production are briefly discussed, and Section 2.13 offers a
short review of previous expérimental results. Finally, in Section 2.14
the work of this thesis is introduced and related to the theoretical
and expérimental issues raised in this chapter.
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2.2: Models for Hadron Production in 77 Interactions

There are two commonly-considered models for hadron pro
duction in 77 interactions.

1. Vector-Meson Dominance Model (VDM). From photoproduction
(7-proton) and electroproduction experiments, it is well estab-
lished that photons couple directly to neutral vector mesons, like
the p°, cj, and <p. Obviously this coupling does not occur through
the meson's charge; instead, it results from a fluctuation of the
photon into another state with the same quantum numbers. This
behavior is known as "vector-meson dominance" [2.1]. Its appli
cation to 77 interactions is sketched in Figure 2.1a. Hère, both
photons behave as vector mesons, and 77 collisions are essential-
ly no différent from other types of hadron-hadron interactions
at comparable CM énergies. The momentum transfer in such
reactions is carried by complicated objects, such as Pomerons
and mesons. Such reactions are called "soft" because momen

tum transfers are generally small. The momentum transfer
presumably causes the mesons to "break up" into the
multihadronic final state which is observed.

2. Quark-Parton Model (QPM). One can also imagine hadron pro
duction in 77 interactions occuring as pictured in Figure 2.1b:
both photons couple directly to the quark current via its electric
charge [2.2]. The quarks then fragment to produce the observed
hadrons. The reaction 77^qq is called "point-like" because the
participating particles are generally believed to be mathematical
points, with no intrinsic size. (This is in contrast to the
"hadron-like" interactions above, in which the mesons hâve

transverse dimensions on the order of 1 fermi.) The momentum
transfer in this reaction can be large because it is carried by a
point-like object, the quark. Large momentum transfer
reactions are said to be "hard".

The above pictures are two extrême views of hadron production in
77 interactions. QPM is really zeroth-order QCD. Ignoring the prob-
lem of fragmentation, it describes how the reaction would look if
indeed the strong interaction were not strong and as, the strong cou
pling constant, were small. In such a case, the reaction could be cal-
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wc WW

^AX

a

Figure 2.1: (a) The reaction 77~>hadrons according to vector-meson
dominance.

(b) The Quark Parton Model reaction 77->qq
(c) An intermediate view, the so-called "target" VDM.

culated perturbatively with the lowest-order diagram of Figure 2.1b
giving the dominant contribution. This QED-like process would there
fore account for ail features of the reaction. VDM, on the other hand,
represents the régime where the strong interaction is so strong that
presently-known perturbative calculation methods are not useable.
The only picture we hâve of such interactions is semi-empirical.

According to QCD, the strong coupling constant "runs", becoming
smaller at larger momentum transfers. Consequently, both of the
above models should hâve their own domain of applicability. More-
over, thèse two extrême models do not totally account for
two-photon hadron production. For example, presumably at some
point, the intermediate "target VDM" (TVDM) view of Figure 2.1c, in
which one photon behaves as a vector meson and the other couples
in a point-like fashion to the quarks within the meson, must also be
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appropriate. The évolution from the soft, hadronic régime (repres-
ented by VDM) to a hard point-like behavior (described by QPM)
makes 77 interactions complicated. It is also, however, what makes
their study interesting, and one hopes, useful in understanding the
strong interaction.

In the next three sections, the VDM and QPM are compared with
respect to their prédictions for

1. the W dependence of a77;

2. the Q8 dependence of a77;

3. the expectations for da/dpT8, where pT dénotes the momen
tum - of either particles or jets - transverse to the 77 colli
sion axis.

2.3: W-Dependence of the 77 Cross-Section

Consider the interaction of two real photons.

1. In vector dominance models, the cross-section for the inter

action of real photons is generally written

a77(W) = A + B/W. (2.1)

This form is derived via the optical theorem from Regge theory.
The W-independent term is associated with diffractive inter
actions in which a Pomeron is exchanged between the vector
mesons. The 1/W term arises from the exchange of résonances,
like the f0 and the A2> on the highest non-leading Regge trajecto-
ry. Contributions from other trajectories, which fall off with
higher powers of W, are generally considered negligible. The coef
ficients A and B can be estimated from factorization arguments
applied to the measured cross-sections for pp, 7p. and other
reactions. For example, as sketched in Figure 2.2, the
W-independent term can be estimated as [2.3]
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[a7P(W -* oo)]« [120/xb]2
a77VDM(W -* oo) = = = 240 nb (2.2)

app(W -> oo) 60 mb

Estimâtes of B involve more complicated arguments. In Référ
ence 2.4, it is given as

Y

P

B = 270 nb-GeV.

P

P

(2.3)

YY " C f Oyp =C fv fp Qpp = C f|

Figure 2.2: Factorization relationship between a77, ayv, and a
'pp
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2. In the Quark-Parton Model, a straight-forward calculation yields
[1.4]

a77«™(W) =
4-rra2

£eq4
4mq2 8mq4 4mq2

At1 + L - 1 +

W2 W2 W4 W2

where (2.4)

r W W8 1/2 4m2x 1/2
L = 2 In - 1 and At 1 -

L 2mc 4mq2 W2

and eq and mq are the quark charge and mass, respectively. The
summation runs over ail quark flavors and colors for which
W > 2mq. Dropping terms of order mq2/W2, this expression can
be re-written

a 77«PM(W) =
4770C£

W2
IX4 In

W2

m. H (2.5)

The cross-sections ay^niU and a77QPM are plotted as functions of W
in Figure 2.3. The QPM calculation includes u,d,s, and c quarks with
standard fractional charges (eu=2/3, ed=-l/3, es-l/3, and ec=2/3)
and three colors. The calculation is shown for two choices of quark
masses, constituent masses (mu=md=300 MeV, m,=500 MeV, and
mc=1.6 GeV) and current algebra masses (mu=md=10 MeV, ms=100
MeV, and mc=1.2 GeV)1. From the above formulae and Figure 2.3, it is
seen that

1 As the name implies, constituent masses are estimated from the
masses of observed hadrons, like the proton, neutron, Q", and J/*.
The current algebra masses, on the other hand, are claimed to give
the masses of free quarks, outside of a binding potential.
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The QPM prédiction obviously falls off with increasing Wmuch
more quickly that that of VDM. As W-» °°, a-,/0" is independent of
W, while a77«PM ~ 1/W2.

Depending upon the choice of quark masses, the QPM can greatly
exceed the VDM expectation at low W.

ct (nb)

1000

100 r

10

(7(77 -» hadrons) vs. W
-1 1 r -1 1 r

\ QPM (current masses)
Q2 = 0

VDM

QPM (constituent masses)- "-
-> 1- 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 I "'T-

10 15

W (GeV)

Figure 2.3: a77(W) for real photons in the vector dominance model
and standard QPM (u.d.s.c quarks, fractional charges,
three colors), using either constituent or
current-algebra quark masses. (See text.)
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2.4: Q2-Dependence of the 77 Cross-Section

Consider reactions in which one of the photons is real.

1. In vector dominance models, the Q8 dependence arises from the
meson propagators in Figure 2.1a. Thus, in gênerai, the
cross-section can be written in a factorized form

^(W.Q2) = a77(W,Q2=0) • F(Q2) (2.6)

To a first approximation, only the p° meson need be considered
in this calculation, since the 7p° coupling constant is so much
larger than that for other vector mesons. Thus, the
cross-section becomes

<777(W,Q2) = (240 + 270 GeV/W) • FP(Q2) nb (2.7)

where

FP(Q2) = 1/(1 + Q8/mp2)8. (2.8)

2. The Q2 dependence of a77QPM is exactly calculable [1.4]. It can be
written

<777QPM = ctttqpm + ctltqpm (2.8)

where, neglecting terms of order mq8/W8,

4Tra8 ,
aTTQPM = _ . ) in(W8/mq8)

W8(l+Q2/W8)3 <•

and

1+Q4/W + Q2/W2 - 1 i

(2.9)

47TCX2
aLTQPM = . (4Q2/W2) . (2.10)

W8(l+Q2/W8)3
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The above équations must be summed, of course, over quark colors
and flavors.

Note from the above équations that

• For W2 >> Q2, a77QPM is essentially independent of Q8. The VDM, on
the other hand, shows a strong Q8 dependence at ail values of W.

• For Q8 >> W2, a77QPM ~ 1/Q2. In the limit Q8 >> mp8, on the other
hand, a^™ ~ 1/Q4.

Thus, the QPM cross-section has a considerably weaker Q2 depend
ence than VDM. This is shown quantitatively in Figure 2.4, in which
the cross-sections are plotted2 vs. Q2 for W = 9 GeV (the average value
of W for this data). The flatter Q2 dependence of the QPM is obvious.
At Q2 ~ 5 GeV2, a77t)PM exceeds d,,™" by about an order of magnitude.

It should be noted at this point that "VDM" is really a generic
label. Unlike QPM, VDM does not hâve a précise, unambiguous theore
tical formulation. Many modifications of the simple p-propagator Q2
dependence hâve been proposed by theorists. Thèse modifications
generally give a weaker Q2 fall-off than FP(Q2), but one which is still
stronger than that of QPM. One of thèse other formulations, the Gen
eralized Vector Dominance Model (GVDM) [2.5, 2.6] is also plotted in
Figure 2.4. GVDM and other such models are discussed further in Sec
tion 6.2.

2 The exact formulae for Ott**™ and aLTQPM, which are given in
équation E.3 of Référence 1.4., hâve been used in calculating the
curves in Figure 2.4. Also, the QPM calculation uses standard frac-
tionally-charged quarks with constituent masses. This holds for ail
other QPM calculations in this chapter, unless specifically stated oth-
erwise.
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Figure 2.4: Q2 dependence of a77 for W = 9 GeV according to
p-propagator VDM, GVDM, and standard QPM (udsc).

2.5: Transverse Momentum Dependence of 77 Cross-Section

1. Vector dominance models really address only the question of the
total cross-section; they make no prédictions about the momen
tum distribution of particles in the final state. However,
VDM-like 77 interactions are merely another species of
hadron-hadron scattering; and the features of such interactions
are well-known [2.7]. Specifically,
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• The final state hadrons are produced with an average
momentum transverse to the collision axis of about 300

MeV/c, independent of the total available center-of-mass
energy.

• The particle pT8 distribution is given by an exponential

da/dpT2 ~ exp(-kpT) (2.11)

where k = 6-7 GeV"1.

2. The quark parton model, on the other hand, gives a significantly
différent behavior. From équation 1.18, it is easy to show that for
massless quarks the 77-^qq cross-section can be written
[2.10-2.16]

da 2na2 / t u v

— = Eeq4 - +- <2-12)
dt W4 V u t '

This cross-section has the characteristic dimensions of

[Energy]-4 which persists in other differential cross-sections for
this process. After fragmentation of the quarks, the particle pT8
distribution can be written in the form [2.14]

da 47Ta8

= Eeq4 f(xllX2) (2.13)
dpT8 pT4

where the dimensionless variables x^ and x2 are given by

X! = 2EhBd/W and x2 = pT2/2WEhad (2.14)

and Eh«d is the particle energy.

Figure 2.5a shows the results of a Monte Carlo calculation3 of the
charged hadron pT2 distributions predicted by VDM and QPM for the

3 Détails of the final state hadronization used in ail the Monte Carlo
calculations shown in this section are given in Chapter 6.
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reaction e+e~-*e+e-+hadrons. (The effect of the virtual photon energy
spectrum has therefore been folded in. The pT however, is still meas
ured with respect to the 77 axis in the 77 CM frame.) The shown
curves are for Eb=17.3 GeV and include events with W > 3 GeV and a
single tag detected at 31^0^55 mrad. No detector effects are taken
into account in this calculation. One sees that at pT2 £ 4 GeV2/c2, the
QPM cross-section is larger than that of VDM by more than an order
of magnitude.

The transverse momentum distributions of jets can also be con

sidered.

1. Vector dominance models also fail to make explicit prédictions
for the jet pT distributions. Roughly speaking, however, one
expects VDM to yield jets along the 77 axis. This expectation is
also based on the properties of other hadronic interactions.
Elastic pp scattering at Itl < 1 GeV8/c2 [2.7] and the exclusive
photo- and electroproduction of vector mesons [2.8] follow an
exponential momentum transfer distribution, da/dt ~ exp(-bltl).
At small scattering angles, exp(-bltl) ~ exp(-bpT2), so the pT2 dis
tribution has the same form. Jets in non-exclusive
electroproduction at Q2 ^ 6 GeV2 are also well described by such a
distribution [2.9]. For thèse various processes, the parameter b
ranges between 2 and 10 (GeV/c)-2 It is reasonable to assume
that VDM jets follow a similar distribution.

2. In the QPM, the quarks hâve the same angular distribution as
muons (équation 1.9). Thus, some of the quarks are produced at
large angles to the 77 axis, and hence at large pT- Like the parti
cles, the jets can be expected to show a characteristic pT~4 dis
tribution.

A Monte Carlo calculation of the jet pT2 distributions for the
reaction e+e"-»e+e~ + 2 jets given by VDM and QPM is shown in
Figure 2.6. At jet pT2 £ 4-5 GeV2/c2, the QPM cross-section
exceeds the VDM cross-section.
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Figure 2.5: Monte Carlo calculation of the transverse momentum dis
tributions for charged hadrons in the reaction
e+e~->e+e~+hadrons according to VDM and QPM (udsc).
The events were generated at Eb = 17.3 GeV with a single
tag between 31 and 55 mrad and W> 3 GeV. The resulting
distributions were fitted to the smooth curves shown
above. No detector effects are included in this calcu
lation.
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Figure 2.6: Monte Carlo calculation of the jet transverse momentum
distribution in the reaction e+e~->e+e~+hadrons accord
ing to VDM and QPM (udsc). The curves were calculated
as in Figure 2.5, except that the generated events were
required to hâve W > 6 GeV in order to make an analysis
in terms of jets sensible. The calculation included frag
mentation, and the jets were reconstructed using a
thrust algorithm in the hadronic CM frame. No detector
effects were considered.
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2.6: Isolating the Reaction 77->qq

Of particular interest in the study of photon-photon interactions
is the fundamental process 77~»qq. From the foregoing discussion,
one recognizes three kinematic régions where direct évidence for this
reaction may be found:

1. LowW.

2. High Q2

3. High transverse momentum, in either particles or jets.

In practice, however, it is not as simple to find évidence for the
reaction 77~*qq as the above list implies.

1. The study of low W events is hindered by very small expér
imental acceptances. Also, the situation at W £ 2 GeV is
obscured by résonances, whose effects may completely
invalidate the simple QPM picture of this région.

2. High Q2, of course, is limited by the small event rate. Also,
given ail the variations of VDM which theorists hâve sug-
gested, it is not clear how high in Q2 is high enough.

3. As discussed in the next section, 77~*qq is not the only
source of high pT hadrons and jets in 77 interactions.

Evidence for the reaction 77-qq therefore generally cornes from the
overlap of the kinematic régions listed above.

1. In studies of the photon structure function, for example,
the évidence is found at large x, which practically means
large Q2 and small W. (Also, at high Q2 résonances are pre
sumably suppressed by form factors.)

2 In this thesis, évidence is sought by studying the
cross-sections for inclusive hadron and jet production as
functions of both Q2 and pT.
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2.7: High pT Processes in 77 Interactions

The simple reaction 77-^qq is not the only means of producing
high pT hadrons and jets in 77 interactions. Because of QCD and
extra diagrams involving gluons, there is actually a whole hierarchy
of high pT interactions. In fact, there are also diagrams which lead to
high pT from the scattering of two vector-dominated photons. A sys-
tematic study of thèse processes has been made in Référence 2.11.
Similar calculations are presented in Références 2.12-2.16. This sec
tion reviews that work.

Large momentum transfer processes are generally calculated in
the framework of the "hard-scattering expansion" [2.17]. This is an
approximate method for calculating Feynman diagrams which con
tain an identifiable large-momentum transfer subprocess. The tech
nique is illustrated in Figure 2.7, which depicts the inclusive reaction
interaction

A + B -» C + X . (2.15)

The incoming particles A and B contain constituents a and b, which
undergo a hard (that is, large momentum transfer) interaction. This
hard interaction is isolated in Figure 2.7 by the box. The observed
product of the interaction, which may be either a jet or a single
hadron, is denoted C. To calculate the cross-section for this inter

action, the necessary ingrédients are

• "Fragmentation" or "splitting" functions Gi/i(xj), (I=A,B;
i=a,b), which give the probability density of getting from I a
constituent of type i carrying fraction x4 of particle I's
momentum. (Note that for 1=7, this is precisely the same
function which occurs in the photon structure function,
équation 1.59)

• The cross-section for the hard-scattering subprocess

a + b - C + X' . (2.16)
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Figure 2.7: Diagrammatic représentation of the hard scattering
expansion.

The invariant cross-section for reaction 2.15 can then be written

Ecda

d3p

i i

(AB^CX) = dxadxb
C 0 0

Ga/A(xR) Gb/B(xb)

da s

— (ab-»CX*) - ô(s+t+û)
dt 7T

(2.17)

where the careted Mandelstam variables refer to the subprocess,

§ = (Pa+Pb)2
t = (Pa-Pc)2
Û = (Pb-Pc)2

(2.1B)
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Note that différent fragmentation functions are easily
concantenated according to the rule

i i

Gc/R(x) = dydz Gc/b(y) Gb/a(z) ô(x - yz)
o o

i

= f (dz/z) Gc/b(x/z) Gb/a(z) (2.19)
xJ

Thus, given the fragmentation functions G7/e(x) (which is simply the
photon flux factor of Section 1.6) and Gw/q(x), one can calculate the
cross-section for e+e_->e+e~+7r+X using the subprocess cross-section
for yy->qq (équation 2.12).

Hard-scattering processes are naturally classified according to
the power of the pT-dependence of the cross-section. The subprocess
cross-section can in gênerai be written in the form [2.18, 2.19]

da

— (ab-CX') ~ [ Pt2 ] 2~N • G(®c,xT) (2.20)
dt

where N is the total number of elementary constituents (quarks,
leptons, gluons, and photons) in the subprocess, 0C is the production
angle of C relative to the a-b collision axis in the subprocess CM
frame, and Xt is the dimensionless variable xT = 2pT/VsAB- For sub-
processes with strong interaction vertices (qqg, ggg, gggg), each such
vertex also brings a factor of as(t), where

12tt

as(t) = (2.21)
(33 - 2nF) ln( t/A8 )

Depending upon the structure of the subprocess, t=pT8 may be the
appropriate argument for as, thereby introducing an addiUonal loga-
rithmic pT dependence into équation 2.20.
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As an example of équation 2.20, note that for the reaction 77~»qq,
N=4. Equation 2.12 can be re-written

da 7ra2

= X>q4 G(0q) (2.22)
dt 4pT4

where

G(0q) = sin20q(l + cos80q) (2.23)

Subséquent quark fragmentation does not significantly distort

this distribution, and jets and particles follow the same pT
power law as the quarks. (The functions G are différent for

jets and particles, however.)

It should be noted that observed cross-sections only approximate-
ly follow the power law given by équation 2.20. For example, Kajantie
has shown that the jet pT distribution in the reaction
e+e~ -»• e+e qq ->• e+e + 2 jets can be written [2.15]

dOee-ee + 2 jets 64a4 , , 1
1Va *1 ,.,PIL^q ) >>

dpT2 3rr x 1 pT4
H(xT) (2.24)

1 Pt4

where 7? = [ln(Eb/me)], XT=2pT/Vs, and

H(xT) = [ln(2/xT) - 11/6 + •••]. (2.25)

Equation 2.25 is valid for moderate values of xT. Because of the xT
dependence, the cross-section falls off slightly more quickly than
Pt-4- This effect arises for two reasons. First, as équation 2.22 shows,
the pT~4 behavior i», strictly speaking, observed only at a fixed value
of 0C . For observations which average over a range of angles, the
function G(0C) and the corrélation pT = £Wsin0c distorts the pT spec-
trum. Second, very high W (and hence very high pT) values are
suppressed due to the energy spectrum of the virtual photons.
Departure from the perfect pT-4 behavior is also observed in the
reaction e+e--*e+e-/Li+/ur, where the final state is uncomplicated by
fragmentation effects. Measurements hâve shown da/dpT2 ~ pT_b,
with b » 4.2-4.5, consistent with QED prédictions [2.20]. Similarly, the
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high pT tail of the QPM jet distribution in Figure 2.6 actually has b =
4.6.

Diagrams for px-4 processes in 77 interactions shown in Figure 2.8.
They include -

1. The basic reaction 77->qq-

2. The 3-jet reaction 77^-qqg- In this process, "pT" applies to
the quark and gluon jets which participate in the hard
interaction. The third jet is essentially along the 77 axis
with low pT.

3. The 4-jet reactions 77-»qqqq and 77^qqgg- In thèse dia
grams, there are two high pT and two low pT jets.

4. Four-jet reactions in which at least one of the photons
behaves as a vector meson, such as 7p-*qqqq and pp^-qqqq.

Although ail of the above processes hâve the same pT power law,
the corresponding H(xT) functions are quite différent. At a fixed e+e"
center-of-mass energy, phase space considérations alone suppress
the multijet processes at the very highest values of pT: some of the
available energy must be carried away by the low pT jets. In Référ
ence 2.11, the cross-sections for e+e"^e+e"+jet+X at ©c=90° for the
various subprocesses are given as

77 -* 2 jets: da/dpx2 ~ (l-xR) • pT~4
77 -» 3 jets: da/dpT2 ~ (l-xR)2 • pT~4
77 -> 4 jets: da/dpT2 ~ (l-xR)3 • pT"4
yp -* 4 jets: da/dpT8 ~ (l-xR)4 • pT~4
pp -+ 4 jets: da/dpT2 ~ (l-xR)5 • pT~4 (2.26)

where xR=Ejet/Eb. Thèse forms are valid in the (theoretically tracta-
ble but experimentally useless) limit xR-»l. Thus, for each low pT jet
in the reaction, an additional factor of (l-xB) suppresses the high pT
jet production. Also, each vector-dominated photon introduces
another factor of (l-xR): to zeroth order in a,,
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a)

vuw
b)

77->qq

c) d)

77"*qqqq 77-^qqgg

e) f)
vu

vu vu

7P"*qqqq pp-"qqqq

Figure 2.8: pT * processes in 77 interactions.
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Gq/7(x) ~ x8 + (1-x)8 , (2.27)
while

Gq/P(x) ~ (l-x)/x. (2.28)

Thus, because Gq/P(x) falls off quickly with increasing x. it lets more
of the available energy go into the low pT débris formed by the com
ponents of the p which do not participate in the hard scattering.

Of particular interest are the QCD 3- and 4-jet processes in Figure
2.8b-d. A calculation of the ratios of the 3- and 4-jet cross-sections
to that for 2-jets as a function of xT is shown in Figure 2.9 [2.16].
According to the calculation, thèse multijet processes hâve
cross-sections roughly comparable to the 2-jet cross-section for the
pT values accessible in this study, xT £ 0.4. At first thought, one
might expect thèse multijet processes to be suppressed by factors of
aa or a82, as in e+e" annihilation. However, in 77 interactions, the
fragmentation functions Gq/7(x) from each 7->qq vertex outside the
hard interaction box introduces a factor of a8-1 [2.21]. Thèse cancel
the powers of cx8 in da/dt.

It is very important to note that the calculations shown in Figure
2.9 are for untagged events in which both photons are quasi-real.
For such events, pT2 provides the only momentum scale in the prob-
lem and hence presumably the argument of cx8 wherever it occurs.
However, in the case where at least one of the virtual photons is far
off mass-shell, an additional momentum scale, namely Q2, appears.
Thus, in single-tagged events the a, cancellations may not be com
plète and Figure 2.8 need not be correct for ail values of Q2. Explicit
calculations of the Q2 dependence of the 3- and 4-jet cross sections
hâve not yet been made.

The 4-jet processes in Figures 2.8e and f, on the other hand, are
relatively unimportant even for untagged events. According to Référ
ence 2.11, at jet pT = 3 GeV/c and Vs = 30 GeV, thèse processes are
only about 10% of the 2-jet cross-section; at higher pT's, they are
even smaller due to the extra factors of (l-xR).

From the hard scattering expansion and équation 2.20, it should
be clear that pT"4 processes are not unique to 77 interactions. For
example, the QCD diagrams shown in Figure 2.10 are expected to
occur in pp and pp collisions [2.22]. The différence between thèse
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Figure 2.9: Ratio of (a) 3-jet (b) 4-jet and (c) n-jet (n=2,3,4) to 2-jet
production in point-like 77 interactions as a function of
xT = p-r/Eb (from Référence 2.16). The dashed line shows
the maximum value of xT accessible in this study
(Eb=17.3 GeV).

reactions and pT~4 77 processes is the amount of energy necessary in
order to reveal them. In 77 interactions, the direct coupling 7->qq
enables the particles which participate in the hard interaction to
bring a significant fraction of the available energy with them. Hence,
the high pT hadrons and jets allowed by the interaction dynamics are
actually produced. The basic pT~4 processes are therefore observable
at relatively low énergies (W ~ 10 GeV, which practically requires vs ~
30 GeV). In Figure 2.10, on the other hand, the quarks and gluons
which participate in the scattering subprocess generally carry only a
very small fraction of the proton's total momentum, as characteristic
of a bound state. Thus, even at the SPS Collider, where the total pp
CM energy is 540 GeV, the particle pT and jet transverse energy dis-
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tributions are approximately p-r-8. but consistent with QCD
prédictions [2.23].

JlQÛ£££-H
JlSL&ZJUlJUi&L J

Figure 2.10: pT~* processes in pp and pp collisions.

Before leaving this discussion of pT~4 processes, it should be noted
that QCD also predicts the reaction 77-»gg, to occur through an
intermediate quark loop. Calculations hâve shown, however, that this
process is relatively unimportant, with a cross-section which is only
about 10% of that for 77-"qq, independent of xT [2.24].

2.8: Higher Twist Processes

In the processes described above, only elementary constituents
participate in the hard scattering process. In addition. QCD also pre
dicts so-called "higher-twist" contributions, in which constituents
scatter collectively as mesons or diquarks. This collective behavior
can occur in either the initial state (when one or both photons
vector-dominates) or in the final state (when single mesons or
diquarks are produced at high pT). The cross-sections for such proc
esses are proportional to Pt-i\ where n ^ 6. The pT"B distributions
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observed in pp collisions at FNAL/ISR énergies (Vs ~ 20-60 GeV) are
often attributed to higher twist effects [2.25].

The two most important higher twist diagrams (according to the
calculations of Référence 2.11) are shown in Figure 2.11. In both of
thèse diagrams, there are five elementary field lines crossing the
hard-scattering box, so N = 5 in équation 2.20 and thèse processes
are Pt-6- Diagram 2.11a produces a 3-jet final state in which one of
the high pT jets arises from the meson M, and hence may consist of
either a single meson (if M is stable) or the decay products of M. Dia
gram 2 11b produces a two-jet final state.

b)

VW VU

77->qqM 7P^qq

Figure 2.11: Higher twist contributions to 77 hadron production.

In Référence 2.11, the contributions from thèse two diagrams were
found to be significant. For Vs = 30 GeV and jet pT = 2 GeV/c, the
cross-sections from diagrams 2 .lia and 2.11b were estimated to be

300% and 40%, respectively, of the the yy-*qq cross-section. Moreover,
since diagram 2.11b also yields a two-jet final state, it can interfère
with the 77~>qq diagram to produce a pT~5 contribution to the
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cross-section. This interférence term was also estimated to be large
- approximately 60% of the 77->qq cross-section, again evaluated at
pT = 2 GeV/c and Vs = 30 GeV.

The cross-sections for ail higher twist processes are proportional
to a phenomenological constant aM, which characterizes the qqM ver
tex. A more récent analysis has shown that the value of aM used in
Référence 2.11 was too large by a factor of ~130 [2.26]. As a resuit of
this correction and other refinements of the original calculations, it
is now believed that the total contribution of higher twist processes
to inclusive jet production should really be only about 10% of the
77-»qq cross-section at pT = 2 GeV/c and Vs = 30 GeV. At higher val
ues of pT, higher twist should be even less important, decreasing to
the level of 2% at pT = 5 GeV/c.

2.9: R-y-, and the Quark Charge

A familiar quantity from e+e~ annihilation is the ratio

a(e+e~ -» qq -* hadrons)
Rl7 = = L eq2 • (1 + 0(as/77))

a(e+e~ -* fJ-+fi~)

where eq is the quark charge and the summation runs over ail flavors
and colors accessible at the given value of Vs. A similar quantity can
be defined for 77 interactions:

a(e+e~ -» e+e~qq -»• e+e~ + 2 jets)
R77 = = I eq4

a(e+e~ -* e+e~pi+/j,~)

where QCD corrections and the C=-l bremstahlung contributions of
Figure 1.5 hâve been ignored. Note that in both of thèse définitions,
the quark and muon masses hâve been ingnored.

The sensitivity of R77 to the quark charges was one of the early
reasons for interest in jet production in 77 interactions. (As dis
cussed below, this sensitivity does not simply arise from the différent
exponents in the above équations.) In practice, R77 can provide a
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clean measurement of the quark charges only at sufficiently high jet
pT that processes other than 77^qq are negligible. For this reason,
Ry7 is generally studied as a function of jet pT-

The quark electric charge is related to the quark's other quantum
numbers by the modified Gell-Mann Nishijima formula

Q = (T3 + £Y) + et = Qf + Qc

where T3 and Y are the isospin and hypercharge quantum numbers,
which détermine the quark flavor, and t is a number dépendent on
the quark's color quantum number but is otherwise arbitrary. Qf and
Qc dénote thèse flavor and color components of the quark charge,
respectively. The value of Q can be assigned to the various quarks in
a very gênerai fashion, as shown in Table 2.1 [2.27].

Table 2.1

General Assignment of Quark Charges

lu d s c ...

R I ZR Zr-1 zR-l Zr

B I zB zB-l zB-l zB

Y I ZY Zy-1 Zy-1 Zy

Hère R, B, and Y dénote the différent colors and the ellipses indicate
additional flavors. The only constraint on the choices of zR, zB, and zY
is that

Zr + ZB + Zy = 2

which follows from the fact that A++(uRuBUy) has charge +2. This con
dition is also sufficient to predict the correct value of the TT°^yy
decay width, one of the original arguments for the SU(3)Color symme-
try.

Two commonly-considered choices for the quark charges are

• Gell-Mann Zweig fractionally-charged quarks (FCQ) [2.28], in
which
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ZR = ZB = Zy = 2/3,

corresponding to Qc = 0 for R, B, and Yso that the quark
charge dépends only upon the flavor.

. Han Nambu integrally charged quarks (ICQ) [2.29], in which

zR = 0 and zB = zy = 1.

In this formulation, Qc = -2/3 for R and +1/3 for B and Y.
Thus, the quark charges dépend upon both flavor and color.

The charge assignments produced by thèse two choices are given
in Table 2.2. Note that the quark charges averaged over color are the
same in the two schemes.

Table 2.2

Quark Charges in FCQ and ICQ

u

FCQ ICQ
d s c I u d s

R I § 4 "ê I R I 0 -1 -1 0
B I 1 -à "è 1 B I 1 0 0 1
Y I | -â -è § Y I 1 0 0 1

Using thèse tables, the electromagneUc current's quark compo-
nent can be written in thèse the two models as [2.30, 2.31]

Jemfcq = E (§ûCuc - èacdc - èscSc + §cccc " ••• )
C=K,B,Y

and
JEMICQ = ÛBUB + ÛyUy - O^r - SrSr + CBCB + CyCy + ...

The ICQ current can easily be re-written

ï ICQ _ T FLAVOR + j COLOR
JEM — JEM UEM

where
t flavor _ t„..fcq
Jem jem

and
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jemcolor = £ ( ^qBqB + ^-YqY _ |-RqR j
q=u,d,s,c

Obviously JEMFLAV0R is a color singlet operator. The additional pièce
found in the ICQ theory, JEMC0L0R, however, is a color octet operator.
This component transforms colorless "white" states into "colored"
states.

One can now consider the prédictions of the two théories for Rl7
and R77. The matrix élément for the I-7 annihilation hadron pro
duction can be written

Ml7 ~ <fF\ JEM io>

where fT dénotes the produced final state. For FCQ,

Ml7 ~ <VFI Jemflavor I0>

and for ICQ

Ml7 ~ <^FI JEMFLAV0R + Jemc°loh |0>

Below color threshold (that is, the minimum energy needed to
produce a colored final state), fF must be a color singlet. Since
Jemcolor cannot produce such a state, it makes zéro contribution to
the matrix élément. Thus, below color threshold, the prédictions of
ICQ and FCQ are identical; I-7 reactions cannot be used to distinguish
between the two théories.

In 2-7 interactions, on the other hand, the situation is quite dif
férent. The matrix élément for such reactions in ICQ can be written
as

M27 ~ <f¥\ Jem-Jem I0>

= <1>t\ (Jemflavor + Jemcolob)2 I0>

= <^fI (Jemflavor)2 + (Jemcolor)2 I0>

Because of the group theoretic identity
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{8} x {8} = {1} + {8} + {8} + {10} + {10} + {27}

the product of two color octet operators can produce a color singlet
state. Hence, R-y7 is différent in ICQ and FCQ even below color thresh
old. Two-photon interactions therefore provide a means of choosing
between the two théories.

In order to calculate R77 below color threshold, one must remem-
ber that t[/f must explicitly be a color singlet and hence hâve the
form

IVf> = (1/V3) £ lqcqc> •
C=R,B,Y

Let eF and ec respectively dénote the quark charge's flavor and color
components and write

êtotal = eF + aeCl

where the variable a = 0 for fractionally charged quarks and
a = 1 for integrally charged quarks

has been introduced so as to dérive a common formula for the two

théories. The matrix élément for the reaction yy->fr can then be
written

M77F = K<fF\ (JEM)2 I0> = K (1/V3) £(eF + aec)2

where K represents kinematic and spinor factors common to both
77->qq and yy^fx+/x~ (neglecting mass différences). Squaring the
matrix élément and summing over quark flavors yields

R77 = (1/3) E ( E(eF + aec)2 ) 2
F C

Using the facts that £ec = 0
c

and £a2ec2 = (2/3)a2 for each flavor,
c
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one dérives [2 32]

R77 = 3 Y, eF4 + - a2 £ eF2 + — a4 nF (2.30)
F o F 27

where nF is the number of flavors. Including u.d.s, and c quarks only,
this formula yields

R77FC« - 34/27 ,
> below color threshold.

R77ICQ = 10/3 . >

The ICQ value is therefore larger by a factor of about 2.6. Above color
threshold, Tables 2.2 may be used directly to calculate

R77FC« = 34/27 ,
> above color threshold,

R77IC« = 6 , )

in which case R77ICQ is larger by a factor of almost 5.

In addition to the naive ICQ theory outlined above, there also
exists a more sophisticated version, due to J.C. Pati and A. Salam,
known as the gauge theory of integrally charged quarks (GICQ) [2.33].
In this theory, as in QCD, SU(3)Color becomes a local symmetry, there-
by introducing gluons. Unlike QCD, however, the SU(3)COlor symmetry
is spontaneously broken, with the resuit that the gluons acquire
mass. One of thèse gluons, denoted 0, mixes with the photon, in the
same way in which the photon and the Z0 mix in standard
electroweak theory.

With regards to R77, GICQ differs from naive ICQ in two important
respects [2.32, 2.34, 2.35, 2.36].

1. The ù interfères with the photon to suppress the color com-
ponent of the quark charge by a factor

A(Q2) = mu2/(Q2 + mu2)
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where mu is the û mass. The factor "a" in équation 2.30
above therefore becomes

a = A(Q!2)A(Q22).

Depending upon the value of mu, the color contribution to
R^ may be observable only for small values of Q2.

2. The gluons' color quantum numbers give them electric
charge. As a resuit, gluons couple directly to photons in
diagrams like those shown in Figure 2.12. This process pro
vides an additional contribution to R^. This contribution is
also affected by suppression factors A; it decreases more
slowly with increasing Q2, however, because factors in the
gluon polarization sums tend to partially cancel the A fac
tors.

The prédictions of GICQ therefore approach those of FCQ with
increasing Q2. Measurements of R77 at large Q2 can be used to
exclude naive ICQ, but not GICQ.

Figure 2.12: Direct photon-gluon coupling contributions to 77
reactions in the Gauge ICQ theory.
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2.10: QCD Corrections to the Jet Cross-Section

The previous section has shown why measurements of the 77
two-jet production cross-section at high pT can be especially impor
tant. Thus far, however, only the QPM calculation of the reaction
77-*qq has been considered. In order to evaluate the meaningfulness
of this calculation and to interpret any expérimental results, one
must also consider the QCD corrections to this process. Feynman
diagrams for the 0(a,) corrections are shown in Figure 2.13.

w> W> W)
~^

w>

vAA>

+

v/W

%
+

1 \AAJ

+

k/W

w> W> W>

+ •-64JUL. + +

xAAi v/W vW

Figure 2.13: Lowest order QCD corrections to two-photon jet pro
duction.

Calculating corrections to the two-jet cross-section requires a
careful définition of exactly what is meant by two-jets. In particular,
events in which there is an additional gluon which either has very lit-
tle energy or is collinear to the quark or antiquark are exper
imentally indistinguishable from qq final states. To take account of
this, Sterman and Weinberg [2.37] proposed defining two-jet states in
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terms of two parameters, e and ô, such that ail but a fraction e << 1
of the available hadronic center-of-mass energy is found within a
pair of oppositely directed cônes of opening half angle ô << 1.

Référence 2.38 présents a calculation of the diagrams in Figure
2.13 for massless quarks in terms of the Sterman-Weinberg parame
ters. The corrections are quoted in terms of the cross-section for
e+e-_>e+e- + 2 jets, integrated over jet pT greater than some minimum
value pTmin. The corrections first of ail contain an e-ô independent
term, which gives a reasonable correction of -11% for pTmin = 4 GeV/c
and Vs = 30 GeV, assuming aa = 0.3. The corrections also contain
terms which diverge logarithmically as e.ô-^O. In the inclusive jet
cross-section (i.e, the cross-section in which there is at least one jet,
but the event structure is otherwise undefined), thèse divergent
terms are cancelled against contributions from hard, acollinear
gluon bremstrahlung.

However, in making a full calculation of the bremstrahlung dia
grams of Figure 2.13, the assumption of massless quarks leads to log-
arithmic divergences. To avoid this problem, it is necessary to
introduce an arbitrary parameter Mc, which plays the rôle of the
quark mass and whose value is on the order of A, the QCD scale
parameter. The total value of the corrections to the inclusive jet
cross-section dépend upon the choice of Mc.

Table 2.3 gives the corrections to the inclusive jet cross-section at
two values of Eb, corresponding roughly to PETRA/PEP and LEP éner
gies) and for various choices of pTmin and Mc. From the table note
the following:

1. For PETRA énergies, the corrections are small only at very
high values of pT, which are inaccessible due to low event
rates and high backgrounds from e^e~ annihilation. (See
Section 2.13.)

2. At more reasonable values of pT, the corrections at
PETRA/PEP énergies dépend strongly upon the choice of Mc.

3. At LEP énergies, on the other hand, although the cor
rections are large, they are virtually independent of Mc.
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Table 2.3

First-Order QCD Corrections to the

Inclusive Jet Cross-Section (in %)
(from Référence 2.38)

Beam Energy 15 GeV 90 GeV

pTmln (GeV/c) 4 6 8 12 18 24 36

Mc (GeV)
0.3 +39 +21 + 7 +56 +48 +38 +30

0.5 +23 +13 + 3 +53 +42 +38 +26

0.8 +11+3 —

-,.. .. - — „,.,,—.,•

+46 +39 +33 +21

In Référence 2.39, it was pointed out that the above corrections
could be kept smaller if the i and ô parameters were indeed used to
sélect two-jet final states instead of inclusive jet reactions. In this
way, the contributions of multi-jet events, which are mostly respon-
sible for the large corrections, could be suppressed. Unfortunately,
the corrections calculated in this manner appear to be rather sensi-
tive to the exact choice of e and ô values. For example, the
calculations predict corrections of

-16% for e = 0.15 and <5 = 20°

+ 19% for e = 0.20 and <5 = 20°

This apparent instability may be connected with finite 0(e,d) cor
rections which hâve been neglected.

Because of the difficulties arising from the need for a précise
définition of jets, the authors of Référence 2.40 decided to compute
instead the corrections to the inclusive particle pT distributions.
They found that the 0(a,) corrections at large particle pT is small (on
the order of a few percent) for a fixed value of Wand ©* = 90°, where
©* is the angle between the hadron and the 77 axis in the 77 CM
frame.
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To summarize this section, it appears that the QCD corrections to
the two-jet cross-section are not yet well-understood. There are
indications, however, that the theoretical ambiguities will be less
important at higher énergies. Without a better theoretical under
standing of the QCD corrections, a détermination of the quark
charges via the two-jet cross-section is probably not reliable at
PETRA énergies. The calculated corrections to the inclusive particle
spectra are encouraging. However, the application of thèse cor
rections to the data is not straightforward because the calculation is
made only for fixed W and ©*=90°. Finally, it should be emphasized
that ail of the above calculations considered only the reaction of real
photons. The Q2 dependence of the corrections is an open question.

2.11: The Photon Structure Function

Although the photon structure function is not the topic of primary
interest in this thesis, it is such an important part of the study of 77
interactions that it cannot be ignored in an introduction to
two-photon hadron production. This section gives a brief outline of
the theory of the photon structure function. For more complète
information, the reader is referred to the review talk of D.W. Duke in
the Aachen Proceedings (Référence 1.17). The expérimental status of
the photon structure function is briefly discussed in the next section.

As explained in Section 1.7, most studies of the structure function
hâve concentrated on F2. The prédictions for F2 may be summarized
as follows.

1. QPM. From the exact expressions for ctTt and aLT in Référence 1.4
and the structure function définitions given in Section 1.7, a sim
ple calculation (neglecting terms of order mq2/W2) yields [2.2]

a ( / Q2(l-x)
- 3 £eq4 x ) [x2+(l-x)2] lnf
n ( mq2x

(2.31)

a ( / Q2(l-x) v }
F2<>PM(x,Q2) = - 3 £eq4 x ] [x2+(l-x)2] In + 8x(l-x)-l [
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where the sum is over quark flavors and the factor of 3 cornes
from the summation over colors. A calculation of the QPM pré
diction for F2 is shown in Figure 2.14. From équation 2.31 and the
figure, the two most important features of the photon structure
function are apparent:

• Unlike hadronic structure functions, the photon structure
function F2 rises with increasing x. That is, the quark struck
by the high Q2 probe can carry a significant fraction of the
target photon's momentum. This is a conséquence of the
direct. QED-like photon-quark coupling, 7^-qq.

• Even in this "zeroth-order" QCD calculation, the photon
structure function shows strong "scale-breaking", i.e., its
magnitude dépends upon Q2, normalized by a scale parame
ter, which in this case is given by the quark mass. This is in
contrast to the proton structure function, which dépends
only upon x in QPM.

QCD. Qualitatively, the effects of QCD are easy to understand.
Gluon radtiation from the quark propagator in Figure 2.1b sof-
tens the momentum spectrum of the observed quarks. F2 is
therefore shifted toward lower values of x. Also, in QCD, the scale
parameter A replaces the quark mass. F2 can be written

a Q2F2QCD,L0(xQ2) =_ 3 £6q4 x f(x) ln/ \ (g 32)
•n ^ A2 '

Thus, the InQ2 scale-breaking is retained. The calculable func
tion f(x) was first obtained by Witten using the Operator Product
Expansion (OPE) method [2.41]. Other authors later derived the
same resuit using the Altarelli-Parisi équations [2.21, 2.42, 2.43].

The next-to-leading order QCD resuit, first derived by Bardeen
and Buras [2.44] and then extended by Duke and Owens [2.45],
can be represented (neglecting terms of order [ln(Q2/A2)]-1)
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Box

Figure 2.14: Prédictions for the photon structure function F2. from
QPM ("BOX"), leading-order QCD ("LO"), higher
(next-to-leading) order QCD ("HO"), and TVDM ("Had").
This figure is taken from Référence 2.48.

a

F2qcd.ho(xq2) = _ 3 £eq4 x j ?(x)ln
7T

Q2 v / Q2
+ g(x)lnln ) + K(x)|

A2 A2

(2.33)

where the functions of x are calculable. Leading and
next-to-leading order QCD prédictions for F2 are also shown in
Figure 2.14.

The above équations are responsible for the great theoretical
and expérimental interest in the photon structure function in
récent years. At face value, they imply that the photon structure
function, unlike hadronic structure functions, is absolutely cal
culable in both shape and magnitude in QCD. Given the above
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équations, even a measurement of F2 at a single value of Q2 could
be used to détermine A. In contrast, QCD can only predict the Q2
évolution of the proton structure function.

3. TVDM. However, it must be remembered that the target photon
sometimes looks like a vector meson (Figure 2.1c). The structure
function for such a photon can be estimated from Drell-Yan
measurements of the pion structure function [2.46]. Assuming
that the quark longitudinal momentum distributions within pions
and vector mesons are the same, and using the known
photon-vector meson coupling constants, one can calculate [2.43,
2.47]

F2had(x) = (0.20 ± 0.05) • a . (1-x). (2.34)

The range of normalization values arises from theoretical uncer-
tainty as to whether the contributions from the various vector
mesons (p, cj, <p) should be added coherently or incoherently.
Note that unlike the QPM and QCD prédictions, the TVDM struc
ture function "scales" (at least to a good approximation). The
TVDM structure function is also plotted in Figure 2.14.

The TVDM behavior of the photon introduces the first complication
in interpreting F2. In particular, how should the QPM/QCD calcu
lations be combined with TVDM? It has been suggested that a simple
sum of the two functions should suffice [2.49, 2.48]. If such a view is
correct, the A détermination is easy: one needs only to fit the différ
ence between the measured structure function and the TVDM
prédiction to the QCD formula. At sufficiently large x, the intrinsic
uncertainty in the TVDM contribution is relatively unimportant.

Unfortunately, there are several theoretical complications to the
procédure outlined above:

1. First, at very large x, the QCD calculations are unreliable. This
région corresponds to small values of Wand the proper method
for handling threshold and quark mass effects is presently
unknown.
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2. In the lowest order calculation, the QCD resuit diverges as
x-o.3828 . In the next-to-leading order calculations, QCD even
predicts négative values of F2 at x < 0.2.

3. Because of (1) and (2), the QCD calculations hâve generally been
considered reliable only at moderate values of x (say, 0.2 < x <
0.8). A more récent analysis, however, has shown that as one cal
culâtes to even higher orders in QCD, the divergences become
more severe and disrupt the QCD prédictions at even larger val
ues of x [2.51]. In this case, QCD no longer provides any
prédiction at ail for the photon structure function!

It has been recognized that the apparent collapse of the QCD cal
culation is closely related to the treatment of the TVDM component
[2.49]. The diagrams typically taken into account in the QCD calcu
lations are those like Figure 2.15a. It is well-known that such dia
grams introduce infrared divergences which must be cancelled by
diagrams b and c. Diagram b, however, is precisely the sort one
associâtes with vector-dominated photons.

vw

Figure 2.15: The origin of divergences in QCD calculations of the
photon structure function. QCD calculations generally
consider only diagrams like (a). Such diagrams, how
ever, introduce infrared divergences which can only be
cancelled by considering diagrams (b) and (c).
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Récent theoretical study of the photon structure function has
therefore concentrated on finding better ways of handling the VDM
contribution. Thus far, two approaches hâve been developed:

1. Gluck, Reya, et al., hâve concluded that the photon structure
function has lost its claim to unique advantage over hadron
structure functions [2.50]. QCD cannot provide an absolute pré
diction of its shape and magnitude; just as with the proton struc
ture function, QCD can only predict its Q2 évolution.
Measurements of the photon structure function over a large
range of Q2 values are therefore necessary to détermine A. (The
photon structure function may still provide a better means of
determining A since its scale-breaking should be stronger than
that observed in hadronic structure functions.)

In order to calculate the Q2 dependence of F2, one must use
the full machinery of QCD (most conveniently, the Altarelli-Parisi
équations) to evolve F2 from an experimentally-derived input
value of F2 at small Q2 (say, Q2 = Q02 ~ 1 GeV2) to higher values of
Q2. The surprising aspect of the calculations in Référence 2.50 is
that the predicted values of F2 at high (but not asymptotic) val
ues of Q2 dépend strongly upon the input structure function at
Qo2. Since the TVDM structure function scales, this resuit contra-
dicts the simple "sum" picture.

2. Another approach to the problem is due to Antoniadis and
Grunberg [2.52]. They introduced a regularization scheme and
another unknown parameter (in addition to A) into the calcu
lation which effectively swallows ail ignorance about the incalcu
lable VDM contribution. Remarkably, variation of the
regularization parameter over a wide range of values appears to
produce little variation in the predicted value of F2 at large x. In
any case, allowed values of the regularization parameter can be
determined from a measurement of F2 at small x. Thus, if this
view is correct, the photon structure function is almost exactly
calculable, and its measurement over the complète x range at
even one value of Q2 can in principle be used to détermine A.

To summarize, theoretical uncertainties about the relationship
between the hadronic and point-like components of the photon hâve
clouded the usefulness of F2 as a tool to détermine A. For this
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reason, expérimental information on this question can be particular-
ly useful.

2.12: Some Expérimental Aspects of 77 Hadron Production

Thus far, only theoretical aspects of two-photon hadron pro
duction hâve been considered. Unfortunately, the expérimental
study of thèse reactions is not as simple and as clear eut as the
above discussion perhaps makes it seem. There are several compli
cations which must be understood before theoretical ideas can be
tested agamst the data. Some of thèse problems are introduced in
this section.

1. Particle Losses. As discussed in Section 1.3, one of the character
istics of the reaction e+e-^e+e-X is that the particle production
is primariy along the e'e" beam axis. Ail detectors at e+e stor
age rings must hâve some acceptance hole near the axis simply
to allow the beams to pass through. Generally, however, other
features of the detector design make thèse holes larger than the
minimum required for this purpose. Consequently, usually only a
fraction of the hadronic system X is observed. Thus,

Wvl9 < Wtrue, where Wvl9 is the invariant mass as calculated
from the observed (visible) particles and Wtrue is the true
value of W.

• xvi, > xtrue, where x = Q2/(Q2+W2) is the structure function
scaling variable. (Q2 is ususally measured in an unbiased
fashion.)

Also, the loss of far-forward particles can distort the interpréta
tion of the observed event structure. For example, a multijet
event with low pT "beam-line" jets which go unobserved might
appear as a two-jet event.

For the study of 77 interactions, it is therefore important that
the detector cover as much of the solid angle along the beam
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axis as possible. The residual effects of particle losses must be
evaluated by Monte Carlo methods.

Backgrounds. The reaction e+e_->e+e~+hadrons must be isolated

from other reactions which also occur in e+e~ collisions. Most of

thèse backgrounds can be rather easily removed. The I-7 annihi
lation channel production of hadrons, however, is particularly
dangerous at large pT and large W. Several types of event
sélection criteria (or, more colloquially, "cuts") are generally
used to reduce this background:

a. Maximum acceptable Wvis. Analyses generally include only
events with Wvi8 ^ Wmax ~ 0.4Vs. Ideally this eut alone should
be sufficient to separate I-7 and 2-7 events. In practice,
however, its effectiveness is reduced by two factors:

• Due to acceptance holes, the annihilation channel events
are also only partially measured. Such events can also
hâve Wvis significantly below Vs.

• Initial state radiation, depicted in Figure 2.16, also
produces I-7 events with W << Vs. Like the scattered

électrons in 77 interactions, the radiated photon is gen
erally at small angles and therefore unobservable.

b. Event quality cuts. Annihilation channel events with missing
particles may be so poorly measured that the observed
charge and momentum imbalance may be large, Thèse fea
tures can be used to exclude such events.

c. Large boosts. As discussed in Section 1.3, 77 events often
hâve large boosts relative to the lab frame, while I-7 events
generally do not. By requiring the observed system X to hâve
significant momentum along the beam line, 77 events are
preferentially selected.

d. Tagging. Detecting and identifying one of the scattered
électrons is one of the most effective way of selecting 77
events. The disadvantage of this method, of course, is that
untagged events can be of particular interest.
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Figure 2.16: Annihilation channel hadron production with initial state
radiation.

Experimentalists generally use combinations of some or ail of the
above criteria to isolate 77 events. Those specifically used in this
analysis are discussed in Chapter 5.

Identification of Jets. There are several gênerai questions about
the feasibility of jet studies in 77 interactions. First of ail, large
boosts can make even an event without jets look "jet-like" in the
lab-frame. The obvious method of circumventing this problem is
to study the event in the center-of-mass frame of the observed
hadrons. As demonstrated in Chapter 7, in spite of the problem
of particle losses and hence errors in the boost calculation, this
method can provide unbiased measures of the event structure.

There is also the question of whether one can even in princi
ple see jets in 77 interactions. Ail expérimental studies to date
hâve been made at Vs ^ 35 GeV. Consequently, Wmax ~ 15 GeV typ
ically, and the average value of Wvi8 in jet studies has been about
7-10 GeV. In e+e~ annihilation at comparable énergies, the
observed jets were broad, with about 50% of the energy lying out-
side a cône around the jet axis with full opening angle about
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50-60° [2.53]. Consequently, the jet structure was not visible to
the eye at thèse énergies. Direct observation of clear,
tightly-collirnated jets only became possible at Vs ~ 20-30 GeV.
At typical 77 énergies, the évidence for jets must therefore be
statistical, based on the distributions of measures of "jettiness",
like thrust and sphericity. In e+e~ annihilation at comparable
énergies, such measures clearly favored an underlying two-jet
structure over an isotropic phase space hadronization [2.54].

Figure 2.17 shows the results of a Monte Carlo calculation of
thrust distributions at Vs = 35 GeV for several processes:

a. 77->qq with hadronization according to standard
Feynman-Field jet fragmentation [2.55].

b. 77-^hadrons with hadronization according to isotropic phase
space instead of a jet model.

c. 77-*qqg, with fragmentation performed with the new LUND
program [2.56].

d. 77^-qqqq. again with fragementation according to the new
LUND program. (A more detailed description of how thèse
multijet final state events were generated is given in Section
7.10.)

e. e+e~->hadrons, including multijet events arising from hard
gluon radiation

No detector effects were included in thèse calculations. Ail of the

77 processes were calculated with the same ansatz for cr77(W,Q2)
(specifically, that of 77-qq) so that the différences between the
distributions arise only from hadronization. For the 77 proc
esses, only events with Wtrue > 6 GeV were included in the plots,
and the thrust calculations were done in the 77 CM frame.

As Figure 2.17c shows, obvious two-jet events in the annihi
lation channel can be selected by demanding thrust to be larger
than about 0.85; the rejected events generally really do hâve
more than two jets. In 77 interactions, on the other hand, the
low CM énergies make the thrust distribution so wide - even for
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Figure 2.17: Monte Carlo calculation of thrust distributions at Vs = 35
GeV for (a) 77 -*• qq -» 2-jets, (b) 77 -• hadrons with an
isotropic phase space hadronization, (c) 77 -» qqg -+
3-jets, (d) 77 -• qqqq -» 4-jets, and (e) e+e" -» hadrons.
No detector effects are included. See the text for more

détails.
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genuine two-jet events - that this sélection criterion rejects
roughly two-thirds of the events. From comparing distributions
(a) and (b), ones sees that on average a jet-like topology is dear
ly différent from an isotropic one. Note, however, that there is a
large overlap between the two distributions. Isotropic and
jet-like hadronizations therefore cannot be distinguished on an
event-by-event basis.

Given the above comments on 2-jet events, the explicit iden
tification of 3- and 4-jet topologies at typicial 77 CM énergies is
probably impossible. As one sees from the figure, such events
yield thrust distributions which lie between those of a two-jet
final state and an isotropic hadronization. To a large extent,
however, such events are indistinguishable from an isotropic
hadronization at thèse CM énergies.

Finally, the fact that multijet events are probably not clearly
identifiable at thèse W values also makes direct comparisons
between the data and the calculations discussed in Section 2.7
very difficult, if not impossible. If multijet events look like phase
space, the calculated jet pT may be poorly correlated with the
parton pT used by theorists. A complète calculation, including a
full treatment of fragmentation effects, is therefore essential.

2.13: Expérimental Status of 77 Hadron Production

In this section, the some previous expérimental results on hadron
production in 77 interactions are briefly reviewed. Measurements of
the Wand Q2 dependence of the total cross-section, the photon struc
ture function, and high pT phenomena are considered. For more
detailed discussions, the reader is referred to Références 1.17. Thèse
références also contain information about topics not considered
hère, such as QED reactions and the production of résonances and
other exclusive final states.
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1. W Dependence of the Total Cross-Section. Measurements of the
total cross-section hâve been presented by the TASSO [2.58] and
old PLUTO experiment [2.57]4 at PETRA. The measurements were
based on single-tagged events with a low average value of Q2
(<Q2> = 0.25 GeV2). (Another measurement has also been made
at a lower beam energy at SPEAR [2.59]. This experiment, which
used double-tagged events, is not discussed hère.)

For the PETRA experiments the most difficult part of the
measurement is the acceptance calculation. This calculation
requires a model for the final state hadronization. Since the
détails of the hadronization are not known a priori, they must be
determined from experiment. Thèse détails include

• Charged and neutral multiplicity distributions. Thèse require
knowledge of both the W-dependence of the average multi
plicity and the functional form of the distribution (Poisson,
KNO, etc.). Thèse distributions can be taken from either oth
er processes (like e+e" annihilation at comparable Wvalues)
or, given sufficient statistics, deduced from the 77 data
itself.

• Species compostion of the final state. In principle, the final
state should include pions, kaons, p's, other mesons, and
even baryons. However, since the compostion of 77 final
states has not yet been experimentally studied, total
cross-section measurements hâve assumed an "ail-pion"
hadronization scheme.

• Particle momentum distributions. On the basis of hadronic
physics, it has been assumed that the produced pions should
hâve limited pT- In particular, the squared matrix élément

4 The "old" PLUTO experiment took data in 1979. For a second
data-taking run in 1981-2, the detector was modified. Most
important among thèse modifications was the addition of a
two-armed forward spectrometer to measure charged particles
near the beam-line. The "new" PLUTO detector, which is the
source of the data used in this analysis, is described in détail in
the next chapter.
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for the hadronic final state has been assumed to be propor-
tional to functions like

exp(-a£pT2) or exp(-/S£pT) or exp(-7^Vmw2+pT2 )

where the summations run over ail the produced pions. The
form of the pT limitation must also be deduced from the
data. For the PLUTO measurement, for example, a mixture
in which 75% of the events had particles distributed accord
ing to exp(-5pT2) and 25% according to exp(-pT2) was found to
satisfactorily describe the data. Note that although such a
scheme may reproduce the inclusive particle pT2 distribution,
it does not take into account the corrélations between parti
cles introduced by jet production.

Unfortunately, due to particle losses, the acceptance calculation
has been found to be very sensitive to the détails of the
hadronization scheme. Systematic errors in the cross-section
measurement are therefore large (on the order of 50-100%).

The results of the PLUTO and TASSO measurements, corrected
for particle losses and detector effects, are shown as a function

of wtrue in Figure 2.18. For both measurements, the observed
cross-section has been extrapolated to Q2=0, assuming a
rho-propagator Q2 dependence, as discussed in Section 2 4. The
bands represent the one-standard-deviation statistical errors;
systematic errors are not shown. The VDM curve in the figure is
the standard 240 + 270/W expectation discussed in Section 2.3.

At large W, both experiments agrée on a W-independent cr77.
Moreover, to within systematic errors, they also agrée on the val
ue of cr77 at large W. At low W, on the other hand, the PLUTO
measurement requires a 1/W2 term, as expected from QPM,
whereas the TASSO data do not. It must be emphasized, however,
that the systematic errors are very large at low W. The Wvls-Wtrue
unfolding in this région is especially sensitive to the détails of
the hadronization model The two measurements hâve différent
systematic errors because of significant différences between the
two experiments. The PLUTO analysis used only
"single-tag/anti-tagged" events and included neutral particles in
the reconstruction of the final state. The TASSO analysis, on the
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Figure 2.18: PLUTO and TASSO measurements of cr77(W).

other hand, used no anti-tagging and, although it had a slightly
larger acceptance for charged particles, included no neutrals in
the final state.

2. Q2 Dependence of the Total Cross-Section. Only the PLUTO group
has presented a measurement of the Q2 dependence of ct77 which
extends over a significant Q2 range [2.60]. This resuit is shown in
Figure 2.19. The data were taken with the old PLUTO detector
(without forward spectrometer) and include approximately 100
events at Q2 > 1 GeV2. The cross-section presented in Figure 2.19
is averaged over Wvis (not Wtrue) between 3.5 and 10.0 GeV.
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One sees that at Q2 < 1 GeV2 the cross-section is
well-described by a simple p propagator. At Q2 > 1 GeV2,
however, the data lie significantly above this prédiction. This is,
of course, exactly the behavior one expects from a point-like
component of 77 interactions. However, it has been claimed by
some theorists that the data at Q2 > 1 GeV2 can also be
accounted for by an Extended Vector Dominance Model, which
takes into account higher mass vector meson states and there
fore has a much weaker Q2 dependence [2.61]. (This point is
discussed further in Chapter 6.)

c\ * e crj

Q^ [GeV2]
Figure 2.19: PLUTO measurement of cr77(Q2)
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3. Photon Structure Function. As mentioned before, 77 interactions
at large Q2 are generally presented in terms of structure func
tions rather than cross-sections. The first measurement of F2
was published by the PLUTO experiment [2.60]. It was based on
the same -100 events at Q2 > 1 GeV2 used for Figure 2.19 above.
The average value of Q2 for thèse events was 5 GeV2. Subséquent
measurements hâve also been published by the JADE [2.62] and
CELLO [2.63] Collaborations. Thèse experiments detected the tag
in shower counters covering larger scattering angles and hence
had higher average Q2 values (23, and 9 GeV2, respectively). More
recently, the JADE Collaboration has published a measurement of
F2 based on 25 events with a very large angle tag and an average
Q2 of 100 GeV2 [2.64].

The new PLUTO experiment has yielded another measurement
of F2, in the same Q2 range as before but based on fifteen Urnes
as many events [2.65]. This resuit is shown in Figure 2.20. The
data hâve been fully corrected for detector effects, and F2 is pre
sented as a function of xtrue and extrapolated to a single value of
Q2 = 5.3 GeV2. The important points to be noted about this resuit
are:

Even at this comparatively small Q2 value, the photon looks
much différent from a hadronic target: at moderate x the
data points lie well above the target VDM expectation.

At moderate values of x, the data are well-described by an
incohérent sum of TVDM (équation 2.34) and next-to-leading
order QCD with AMS between 100 and 300 MeV. (For the QCD
calculation only the u, d, and s quarks are included. The
charm contribution, which is calculated with QPM due to the
large c-quark mass, does not extend beyond x ~ 0.35.) Since
there is little différence between QPM and next-to-leading
order QCD at moderate x for AMS and mq of comparable val
ues, the data are described just as well by an incohérent
sum of TVDM and QPM.

Measurements of F2 at higher values of Q2 are also consistent
with the above observations.
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Figure 2.20: New PLUTO measurement of the photon structure func
tion.

The PLUTO Collaboration has also recently published a meas
urement of the structure function for a virtual photon [2.66].
This resuit is based on double-tagged events in which the probe
photon has <Q2> = 5 GeV2 and the target <P2> = 0.3 GeV2. (P2 is
generally used to dénote the Q2 of the target photon.) The finite
value of P2 makes such a measurement insensitive to the choice
of A or mq . The virtual photon F2 is also well accounted for by
the "TVDM + QPM/QCD" ansatz.

The presently available expérimental data cover a sufficiently
large Q2 range that one can look for direct évidence of a loga-
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rithmic rise in the average value of F2 with increasing Q2. A com
pilation of expérimental data [2.48] is shown in Figure 2.21. The
errors bars are large, and strictly speaking, the différent exper
iments cannot be directly compared because they présent their
results averaged over différent ranges of xViS- (Only the new
PLUTO resuit, which is not included in this compilation, is pre

sented in terms of xtrUe) Nevertheless, the data appear to show
F2 increasing as InQ2, at least at Q2 > 10 GeV2.
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Figure 2.21: Compiled expérimental results on the average value of F2
as a function of Q2. This figure is taken from Référence
2.48.
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High pT Phenomena. Investigations of high pT hadron production
hâve previously been presented by the JADE [2.67], TASSO [2.68],
and (old) PLUTO [2.69] Collaborations. The JADE and TASSO ana
lyses were based on single-tagged events with Q2 £ 1 GeV2. The
PLUTO analysis included both single-tagged and untagged events.
Since ail of thèse studies were restricted to low Q2, the évidence
they provide for the point-like component of 77 interactions is
complementary but not directly comparable to that yielded by
studies of the photon structure function.

The first step in thèse analyses is an examination of the
inclusive particle pT distributions. The TASSO resuit, which is
background subtracted and fully corrected for acceptance losses
and detector effects, is shown in Figure 2.22. The data are com
pared to various functional forms for da/dpT2- normalized to
each other at pT = 1 GeV/c. One notes that at pT £ 1 GeV/c, the
data agrée well with an exponential distribution, as observed in
pp collisions. The data also show a clear break from this distrib
ution at pT £ 1 GeV/c. A fit to the data to the function

da/dpT2 ~ aexp(-kpT) + cpT b

in the range 0.5 è pT û 3.4 GeV/c yielded k = 7.4 ± 0.3 GeV-1 and b
= 3.9 ± 0.6. This resuit therefore confirms the notion presented
in Section 2.7, that interactions between fundamental constitu
ents should be much more readily observable in 77 interactions
than in hadron-hadron scattering.

To analyze the data in terms of jets, algorithms originally
designed for jet studies in e+e_ annihilation hâve been employed.
In doing so, account is taken of the boost of the 77 system rela
tive to the lab frame. The JADE analysis used a cluster algorithm
in the CM frame of the observed hadrons to reconstruct jets.

TASSO and PLUTO performed their jet analysis in the lab frame,
but used twoplicity, a generalization of the familiar thrust algo
rithm, which allows for the reconstruction of two jet axes which
are not necessarily back-to-back. Both of thèse methods hâve
been found to satisfactorily reproduce the true jet directions.
(The method of jet analysis used in this study is discussed in
Chapter 7.)
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da/dpT2.

The JADE and TASSO results on the jet production
cross-section are shown in Figure 2.23. Also shown are the abso-
lute QPM prédictions. One observes that, although the error bars
are large, the data are systematically above the QPM expectation
by about a factor of two.

Recently, the significance of this excess has been confirmed
by yet another study by the TASSO Collaboration, which considerd
the production of single particles (but not jets) at high pT in
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no-tagged events. They found that for particle momenta above
1.5 GeV/c, the observed cross-section exceeds the QPM prédiction
by a factor of three or four.
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Figure 2.23: JADE and TASSO results on single-tagged jet production
at Q2 < 1 GeV2.
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Relatively little work has been done on the actual topology of
high pT events. The TASSO study of no-tagged events did not
include a jet analysis. In their study of single-tagged events,
TASSO compared the jets at pT > 2 GeV/c with two models. One of
thèse produced high pT hadrons as jets; the other was a pT-limit-
ed phase space scheme, in which 85% of the events had particles
distributed according to exp(-5pT2) and 15% according to
exp(-l pT). This limited pT model is similar to those used in the
analysis of the total cross-section. It describes well the inclusive
particle distribution in Figure 2.22 but produces uncorrelated
high pT particles rather than jets. It was found that the data
agreed better with the jet model. Unfortunately, because the
high pT data sample consisted of only 36 events after background
subtraction, no stronger conclusions were possible. The JADE
analysis showed that ail events taken together had a thrust dis
tribution which agreed with the expectation from standard
models of jet fragmentation. This resuit is dominated, of course,
by low pT jets from VDM-like interactions and therefore says
nothing about the structure of jets with high pT-

2.14: This Analysis

This thesis présents an expérimental study of the Q2 and pT
dependence of jet production in 77 interactions. The most important
characteristics of the data used hère are as follows.

1. The events are single tagged and cover the Q2 range
0.1 û Q2 £ 18.0 GeV2

2. The events hâve relatively large invariant mass (4 û Wvia è 13 GeV,
corresponding roughly to 5 < Wtrue £ 15 GeV) in order to make an
analysis of the data in terms of jets meaningful.

3. The range of measured jet transverse momenta considered hère
is 0 < pT £ 5.0 GeV/c. It should be noted that thèse data hâve
been selected on the basis of the tag and not the pT in the
hadronic final state, as generally is done in hadron-hadron scat
tering.
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This work represents several advances over previous studies of
single-tagged jet production:

1. For Q2 < 1 GeV2, this analysis is based on two to three Urnes as
many events as available to previous studies.

2. The new PLUTO detector is equipped with a forward spectrometer
to measure charged particles at angles between 5 and 15° from
the e+e~ beam line. The JADE and TASSO detectors are unable to

detect particles at such small angles. Because of the forward
spectrometer, accurate reconstruction of low as well as high pT
jets is possible.

3. As discussed in Section 2.12, small angle particle détection is also
important for the accurate reconstruction of event topologies.
The forward spectrometer, combined with the higher statistics of
this study, makes possible for the first time detailed studies of
the event structure.

4. Most importantly, this work extends the study of jet production
to Q2 > 1 GeV2. This step should help to more clearly isolate the
point-like reaction yy->qq~-

5. Thèse data should also help to clarify the excess over the QPM
reported by previous experiments at high pT. This excess is a
potentially important feature of the data. One possible explana-
tion for the excess is the multijet final states discussed in Sec
tion 2.7. Such events are a rigorous prédiction of QCD.
Observation of them would be the first direct évidence for QCD in
77 interactions: as noted in the previous section, the photon
structure function measurements are equally well described
using QPM or QCD. On the other hand, the absence of thèse
multijet events would provide a significant challenge to the theo
ry. Another possibility is that the excess should be attributed to
gauge ICQ. In any case, analysis of both the event structure and
Q2 dependence of the excess will be valuable for its eventual
interprétation.
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This work should also hâve implications for the studies of the total
cross-section and the photon structure function.

1. As noted in Section 2.13, previous studies of thèse topics hâve
generally ignored détails of the event structure and possible cor-
relations between particles introduced by jet production. This
study will help to clarify to what extent thèse effects are signif
icant in the data.

2. More importantly, previous studies hâve analyzed data at Q2 < 1
GeV2 and Q2 > 1 GeV2 very differently. Little considération has
been given as to how the two should be combined in a cohérent
picture of 77 interactions. This is most strikingly illustrated by
the "target VDM" used in studies of the photon structure
function: TVDM yields a cross-section which diverges as 1/Q2 and
therefore cannot. even in principle, be applied at Q2 ^ 1 GeV2.
This study is the first attempt to build a complète picture of 77
interactions over a large Q2 range. As a resuit, this work
demands more careful considération of the Q2 dependence of the
hadronic component of 77 interactions than previous studies
hâve made.

3. Also, the extended Q2 range of this study should provide a further
test of the "VDM - QPM/QCD" ansatz, which describes well the
observed photon structure function in spite of some récent the
oretical objections. If the success of this simple picture is more
than coincidental, its validity should also be dramatically
reflected in différent Q2 dependences for low and high pT jet pro
duction.
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CHAPTER 3: THE APPARATUS

3.1: Introduction

The data presented in this thesis were taken with the PLUTO
detector at the e+e~ storage ring PETRA at the Deutsches Elektronen
Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg, West Germany between August 1981
and August 1982. PETRA and its opération during this period are
briefly described in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 provides a gênerai intro
duction to the PLUTO detector. For this thesis, the most important
components of PLUTO are the tracking chambers used to measure
charged particles and the electromagneUc shower counters used to
measure photons and électrons. Thèse components include the inner
detector, the barrel and endcap shower counters, the forward
spectrometer, the large angle taggers (LAT), and the small angle
taggers (SAT), and are described in détail in Sections 3.4-3.8. Detec
tor components specifically designed for particle identification are
not used in this thesis and are therefore only briefly described in
Section 3.9. Section 3.10 discusses those aspects of the PLUTO trigger
important for the work of this thesis. (A more detailed discussion
can be found in Appendix C.) Section 3.11 describes the data acquisi
tion system of the experiment. Finally, the détermination of the
expérimental luminosity is discussed in Section 3.12.

3.2: PETRA

PETRA (Positron Elektron Tandem Ringbeschleuniger Anlage) is an
électron-positron storage ring capable of exploring e+e~ interactions
for center-of-mass énergies between 12 and 46 GeV. For the run
period in which the data of this thesis were taken, PETRA operated at
center-of-mass énergies between 34.6 and 35.0 GeV (with an average
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value of 34.7 GeV), the highest energy achieved up to that time at
such a facility.

The basic opération of a storage ring like PETRA can be simply
explained. Bunches of equal-energy électrons and positrons circulate
around the ring in opposite directions. At certain locations around
the ring, known as interaction régions, thèse bunches colhde
head-on During such collisions, individual électrons and positrons
can interact to produce new particles. Thèse particles are detected
and measured by the expérimental apparatus which surround the
interaction régions.

A schematic layout of PETRA is shown in Figure 3.1 and some
important parameters [3.1] are given in Table 3.1. The ring .self .s
à3PKilometers in circumference. Along the ^•"J^V^
sections In four of thèse sections, detectors (JADE. MARK J, TASSO.
and PLUTO and CELLO, which hâve alternated in the use of an inter
action région) are installed. Two other straight sections contain the
RFcavite which give energy to the e*e" beams. The remaimng two
sections, which colld hâve been used for additional experiment.
hâve also recently been filled with RF cavities in order to enable
PETRA to reach center-of-mass énergies above 40 GeV.

The opération of PETRA can be explained in slightly more détail as
follows Electrons in bunches are first accelerated by the hnear
acceTerator L1NAC 1to an energy of about 40 MeV. The bunches then
go into the DESY synchrotron, in which the électrons are further
acdrated to about 7 GeV, the energy needed for injection into
PETRA Getting positrons into PETRA involves a somewhat more com-
Phcated procédure. The positrons are created via pair production,
wlh a conversion rate of about 0.1%. by a 150 MeV électron.beam
îrom UNAC II incident upon a target located midway along LINAC L
The remainder of LINAC II is then used to accelerate the positrons to
about 450 MeV. In order to get a number of positrons comparable to
the number of électrons, this procédure is repeated many Urnes and
the resulting positron bunches are accumulated mthe intermédiare
sioratre ring PIA (Positron Intensity Accumulator). In FIA tne
Positrons Tre compressed into a single short bunch, which ,s, thenTnjected into DESy" accelerated to 7GeV and^inally inser ed ^
PETRA to loin the counter-circulating électron bunch. The électrons
anT^osRrons are then accelerated by PETRA to the operat.ona. ener-
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gy. Under normal conditions, PETRA contains two bunches of each
kind (the so-called 2+2 mode) in order to produce collisions at four
interaction régions.

As the électrons and positrons go around PETRA, they lose energy
due to synchrotron radiation at a rate of about 58 MeV/turn for
1B.3 GeV beams. To maintain the beam energy, this loss must be
compensated by the RF cavities. Since the rate of energy loss grows
as the fourth power of the beam energy, the maximum attainable
energy dépends upon the number of such cavities in the ring. In the
run period of this experiment, PETRA had 60 such cavities.

The entire procédure of "filling" PETRA and accelerating the
électrons and positrons to the final interaction energy takes about 30
minutes. The beam currents decay exponentially with time, primarily
due to interactions between beam particles and gas molécules
released from the beam pipe wall by synchrotron radiation. In order
to maintain a high rate of interactions, the e+e~ beams are "dumped"
every three to five hours and PETRA is "refilled".

The event rate for a particular e+e~ interaction with cross section
a is given by

event rate = a • L

where the quantity L is called the luminosity. In a simplified picture,
one expects L to be directly proportional to the number of particles
in the électron and positron bunches and inversely proportional to
the transverse dimensions of the bunches: high luminosity requires
dense bunches of small transverse extent.

For the run period of this experiment, PETRA increased the
luminosity it delivered to the experiments by roughly a factor of 3
over its previous performance [3.2]. The causes of this improvement
were a realignment of the PETRA magnets and the installation of the
so-called "mini-/S" quadrupoles [3.3], additional focusing magnets
installed at a distance of about 5 meters on either side of each inter
action point. With the installation of the mini-/? quadrupoles, PETRA
delivered an average luminosity of 5 x 1030 cm~2sec_1. Allowing for
the dead-time and down-time of the experiment, this performance
gave PLUTO an integrated luminosity of approximately 46 pb-1 in



Table 3.1

PETRA

Dimensions

Circumference

Bending Radius
Total Accélération Path Length
Length of Expérimental Régions

Accessible Beam Energies
Energy Spread
Injection Energy at 17.3 GeV
Injection Current at 17.3 GeV
Energy Loss at 18.3 GeV

Luminosity with Mini /S
Maximum Achieved

Average

Bunch Size (rms, with Mini /S)
Az

Ax

Ay

Number of Bunches

Maximum achieved

Beam Lifetime

Number of RF Cavities (Aug. 82)

Bearn-pipe Vacuum

102

2304 m

192 m

108 m

15 m

6-23 GeV

0.023 x (E/GeV) MeV
6-7 GeV

~ 6 mA/bunch
58 MeV/turn

17 x 1030 cm-2sec-

5 x 1030 cm_2sec"-i

~ 10 mm

100 - 150 jitm
20 - 30 fj,m

2 + 2

4 + 4

3-5 hours

60

2 x 10-° Torr
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about 150 days of data-taking, an average of about 300 nb-1/day. To
get a better feeling for the significance of this number, note that it
corresponds to an event rate for e+e~ -+ /^+/tx~ at 35 GeV
center-of-mass energy of about 20 events/day. The rate for e+e~
annihilation into hadrons is about a factor of 4 higher. The reaction
e+e~ -» e+e~fx+fx~ produces about 40000 events/day. The two-photon
hadron production rate is an order of magnitude or so larger. How
ever, as discussed in Section 1.3, whereas 60 - 80% of the annihilation

channel events fall within the acceptance of the detector, only about
0.1% or less of the 77 events do so. Thus, the observed rates of anni
hilation and two-photon events are similar at PETRA énergies.

3.3: The PLUTO Detector

PLUTO1 was originally designed as a gênerai magnetic detector
with large acceptance for both charged particles and photons. The
detector has had a long history at DESY. It began opération at the
DORIS storage ring in 1974 with studies of the newly discovered J/ip
particle. Until mid-1978, PLUTO remained at DORIS and primarily
focused on the study of the T résonance. At the end of 1978 PLUTO
was moved to the northeast interaction région of the just-completed
PETRA ring. The work of the PLUTO detector between 1974 and 1980 is
reviewed in Référence 3.4.

For the 1981-82 data run, the PLUTO detector was modified for the

specialized study of photon-photon interactions [3.5]. The compo
nents at the center of the detector were left essentially unchanged,
but septum magnets and additional tracking chambers, improved
shower counters, and particle identification detectors were added to

1 PLUTO is not an acronym. It actually refers to the superconducting
solenoid of the central detector. The name follows a one-time tradi

tion in high energy physics of calling large magnets after the gods
and goddesses of classical antiquity. PLUTO, of course, was the
Roman god of the cold nether reaches of the underworld and hence a
fitting namesake for a superconducting magnet. He was also the god
of death.
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cover the very small scattering angles at less than 15° from the e+e
beams. This coverage of the far-forward angles made PLUTO unique
among the PETRA detectors. Only the PEP9 detector [3.6] at SLAC has
similar capabilities for the study of 77 interactions.

Figure 3.2 gives a view of the PLUTO detector as seen from the
center of PETRA. Figure 3.3 shows the central components as seen
looking along the e+ beam. Figure 3.4 offers a close-up view of one
side of the new forward components. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 also define
the standard PLUTO coordinate system which will be used throughout
this thesis. The detector is symmetric about the plane z = 0. This
symmetry will be implicit in the following discussion of the detector.

This description begins at the center of PLUTO and proceeds out-
ward, first dealing with the central-région components for charged
particle and photon measurement which were part of the pre-1981
PLUTO. Thèse components include the inner detector tracking cham-
bers and the barrel and endcap shower counters. The description
then turns to the new components in the forward région —the for
ward spectrometer, the large angle taggers (LAT), and small angle
taggers (SAT). Finally, the central detector muon identifier and the
forward particle identification components are very briefly described.

The acceptances and resolutions for charged particle and
electromagnetic shower measurement provided by the various com
ponents of PLUTO are summarized in Table 3.2 . The coverage for
charged particle détection extends over 90% of the full 4n solid angle.
The shower counters cover 99% of the full solid angle. The only seri-
ous gap in PLUTO's acceptance is the lack of charged particle
tracking for scattering angles between 15°, where the forward
spectrometer ends, and 30°, where the inner detector begins.
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Figure 3.2: The PLUTO detector, in cross-section, as seen looking from
the center of PETRA.
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Figure 3.3: A cross-section of the PLUTO detector as seen looking
along the beam axis. The inset at the top defines the
coordinates in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis.
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Figure 3.4: A close-up view of one half of the PLUTO detector, showing
components of the forward spectrometer.
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Table 3.2

The PLUTO Detector

Charged Particle Tracking — 90% x 4tt Acceptance

Device Acceptance

Resolutions

°p/P
(p, GeV/c)

% a

Inner

Detector
30° <> 0 <, 150° 3% • p 0.5° 0.2°

Forward

Spectrometer

5° S © S 15°

165° < 0 < 175°

85% x 27r azimuth

3% • p
1.0

mrad
1.0°

ElectromagneUc Shower Counters — 99% x 47T Acceptance

Device Acceptance

Resolutions

(E, GeV) °e
a

Barrel Icos0l è 0.64 35%/VË 1.4° 1.3°

Endcap 0.58 û lcos©l è 0.95 19%/VË 1.0° 4.0°

LAT
85 - 300 mrad

85% x 27T azimuth
25%/VÊ 1.6

mrad
1.0°

SAT 28 - 60 mrad 16.5%/VÊ 1.0
mrad

2.0°
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3.4: The Inner Detector

The e+e~ beams travel through the center of PLUTO inside an
evacuated aluminum pipe, succinctly known as the beam pipe. The
beams collide at a point within a few millimeters of the géométrie
center of PLUTO, and the produced particles émerge from this inter
action point.

At the center of PLUTO, immediately outside the beam pipe, begins
an array of 13 cylindrical tracking chambers, eleven of which are
operated in the proportional mode and two of which are drift cham
bers. The axes of thèse chambers are coincident with the e+e~ beams
and their wires run parallel to the beam direction. This array of
chambers, known as the inner detector, sits inside a superconducting
solenoid which produces a nearly homogeneous 1.65 T axial magnetic
field. [3.4] The inner detector measures charged particles in the
angular région lcos(0)l < 0.87. For p £ 3 GeV/c, the momentum
resolution is ap/p = 3% p (p in GeV/c) 2. For smaller momenta, the
fractional momentum resolution is roughly constant at about 10%
due to multiple Coulomb scattering in the beam pipe and chamber
walls, The resolution is approximately constant for lcos(©)l < 0.75 but
détériorâtes toward smaljer angles. The angular resolutions of the
inner detector are ct8 « 0-5° and a„ « 0.2°, also roughly constant for
lcos(0)l < 0.75 but worse at smaller angles [3.7].

More detailed information about the inner detector chambers is
given in Table 3.3. The chambers are numbered from 2 to 14, out-
wards from the beam pipe. (There is no chamber 1; it existed at
DORIS but was removed when PLUTO was transferred to PETRA.) A
schematic drawing of one of the cylindrical proportional chambers
(CPC's) is shown in Figure 3.5. The chamber walls are three glued lay-
ers of 0.3 mm G10 epoxy. The sensé wires are 30 ^m diameter
gold-plated tungsten wires, except in chambers 3 and 4, whose wires
are 20 //m in diameter. The wire spacings in the CPC's range from
2.225 to 4.712 mm. The cathodes are copper strips attached to the
inner surfaces of the walls. Thèse strips hâve widths varying from 5.7
to 11.6 mm and make angles of 45° or 90° to the sensé wires. The
CPC's contain a total of 6120 sensé wires and 2256 cathode strips. The

For vertex-constrained tracks. See Appendix D, Section D.2.
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Table 3.3

The PLUTO limer Detector

Rad.

Lengths
Radius ! Max

(mm) i lcos(e)l
Sensé Wires Cathode Strips

Number
Spacing

(mm)
Inner

Number Angle
Outer

Number Ancle

Bm Pipe 0.0452 118.0 ! i —
CPC 2 0.034 142.5 | 0.96 360 2.487 120 41.01° 10B ; 90°

CPC 3 0.020 170.0 ; 0.94 480 2.225 90 -45.86° 90 ; 90°

CPC 4 0.020 197.5 i 0.92 480 2.585 90 45.73° 78 ! 90°

CPC 5 0.019 225.0 i 0.90 600 2.365 60 45.64° 60 i -44.37°

CPC 6 0.020 282.5 i 0.87 600 2.749 60 45.55° 60 i 90°

CPC 7 0.019 300.0 i 0.84 450 4.18B 90 45.48° 90 i -44.53°

CPC 6 0.020 337.5 i 0.81 450 4.712 90 45.43° 90 i 90°

CDC 9 0.015 385.0 ; 0 79 120 20.0 120 45.76°

CDC 10 0.015 385.0 i 0.77 120 L 20.0 120 ; -44.30°

CPC 11 0.019 412.5 i 0.75 600 4.320 120 45.35° 120 ! -44.66°

CPC 12 0.019 450.0 i 0.72 600 4.712 120 45.32° 120 i 90°
CPC 13 0.019 525.0 i 0.67 750 4.400 150 45.27° 150 | -44.73°
CPC 14 0.C19 562.5 1 0.64 750 4.712 150 45.26° 150 ; -44.75°

TOTALS 0.303 6120 1260

1 AU chambers

* In the région
9 Angle between

are 940 mm long.
Izl < 500 mm.

the wire and strip directions.

chambers are operated with a gas mixture of 90% argon, 8.5%
propane, and 1.5% methylal, with sensé wires at +1.3 KV and cathode
potentials between -1.7 and -2.2 KV, depending upon the chamber.
Using cosmic ray muons, the efficiency of an individual chamber has
been measured to be greater than 99.5%. A more detailed description
of thèse chambers and their performance is given in Référence 3.8.

Chambers 9 and 10 of the inner detector are the two cylindrical
drift chambers (CDC's). The walls of the CDC's are similar in con
struction to CPC walls, except that no cathode strips are found on
the walls between the two chambers. The spacing between sensé
wires in a CDC is 2 cm, with a potential wire located midway between
each pair. To résolve the left-right ambiguity of a charged particle's
passage by a wire, the sensé wires in chambers 9 and 10 are displaced
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Figure 3.5: Acylindrical proportional chamber of the PLUTO inner
detector.
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proportional
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azimuthally relative to each other by one-half cell distance 1 cm
The sensé wires are grounded and the potential wires are held at
-1 73 KV Ail together the CDC's contain 240 sensé wires and 240 cath
ode strips. The CDC's use the same gas mixture as the CPC's. The
spatial resolution of the CDC's has been measured to be o - 0.3 mm.
In this analysis, however, the CDC's hâve been utilized only as propor
tional chambers with a 2 cm wire spacing. Référence 3.9 gives more
information about thèse chambers.
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3.5: The Barrel and Endcap Shower Counters

The central région of the PLUTO detector contains two Systems of
lead-scintillator sandwich-type shower counters for the measure
ment of photons and électrons in the angular région Icos0l < 0.95.
Thèse Systems are known as the barrel and the endcap. Their posi
tions relative to the inner detector on one side of PLUTO is shown

schematically in Figure 3.6.

The barrel [3.10] is a cylindrical array of sixty shower counter
modules, located between the outermost chamber of the inner detec
tor and the superconducting solenoid. The axis of the array coin-
cides with the e+e~ beams and the counter covers the angular région
Icos0l < 0.64. The modules are 12° wide in <p and are arranged in two
layers. An end view of one 12° segment of the barrel is shown in Fig
ure 3.7. The modules of the two layers are azimuthally displaced
relative to each other by 6°. The counter contains a total of 8.6 radi
ation lengths (0.36 hadronic interaction lengths) of material. Each
module is read out via light guides and photomultiplier tubes at both
the +z and -z ends. The photomultiplier signais are digitized by ADC's
(analog-to-digital converters) and used to start TDC's (time-to-digital
converters) to provide timing information for the event.

Information on the 0 and cp position of barrel showers is provided
by 880 hélix tubes3 [3.11,3.12] located between the two layers of the
shower counter at a depth of 3.9 radiation lengths. The tubes are 5.7
mm in diameter and are also arranged in two layers with their axes
parallel to the beam direction.

The energy resolution of the barrel has been measured te be
<rE/E = 35%/VÊ (E in GeV) for E < 5.0 GeV [3.13]. At larger énergies,
however, the resolution is crE/E = 25%, independent of energy [3.14]4.
Energy-sharing between modules of the counter leads to an

azimuthal resolution of o^ = 2°. The arrivai time différence between
the signais at the two ends of the module localizes the z-corrdinate

3 Hélix tubes are proportional tubes in which the anode is a
tightly-coiled hélix of wire. The time delay between the arrivai of the
cathode and anode puises at the ends of the tube provides the meas
urement of the shower's position along the tube.
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Figure 3.6: The barrel and endcap shower counters relative to the
inner detector.
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of the shower to within ctz = 10 cm, corresponding to a* ~ 9° at 0 -
90°. The hélix tubes further localize isolated showers to within resol
utions of ct8 = 1.4° and a^ = 1.3°.

spacing of the tubes

inner ring : t; - &X9 rrm
outer ring ; 4, - SfiBmm

outer module
'crossecimnl
i,3 rad/otion lengths

hélix tube chambers

~f 1 \ inner i
» ~ZJ7ZnL.~_f^ ~s^l - 35 radiation lengths

• module

light guide

iOmm diameter

Figure 3.7: Cross-sectional view of one 12° segment of the barrel
shower counter.

4 The are two reasons for this relatively poor energy resolution.
First, because the barrel has so few radiation lengths, there are large
fluctuations in the shower leakage out the back end of the counter.
Second, because of space limitations, the light guides are far from
adiabatic. This leads to poor photon statistics and hence severely
degraded resolution.
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The endcap shower counters [3.15] are located at the two ends of
the inner detector and cover the angular région 0.58 < Icos0l < 0.95 .
Each endcap is subdivided into 30 wedge-shaped segments, one of
which is shown in Figure 3.8. Each segment is 10.2 radiation lengths
(0 48 hadronic interaction lengths) thick and is read out via an
adiabatic light guide and photomultiplier tube at the wedge's wide
end. The photomultiplier signais are fed into both ADC's and TDC's.

To détermine the radial position of an endcap shower, each seg
ment also contains a single-layer proportional wire chamber [3.16]
located at a depth of 2.1 radiation lengths. Each chamber is divided
into two sections, one covering the angular range 0.75 < Icos0l < 0.94
and the other the région 0.62 < Icos0l < 0.67 (The space between
the chamber sections contains the light guides which connect the
barrel shower counter modules to their phototubes.) The wires of
thèse chambers run only perpendicular to the radial direction. The
wire spacings in the inner and outer chamber sections are 15.4 and
16.4 mm, respectively.

The energy resolution of the endcaps has been measured to be
(7E/E = 19%/VË (E in GeV) [3.15]. The proportional chambers give a
polar angle resolution of a% = 1.0° in the régions they cover. The
segmentation of the counter alone provides an azimuthal resolution
of a<f = 4°, but energy-sharing between segments gives an improve
ment in some circumstances [3.13].

The barrel and endcap were calibrated with Bhabha events
(e+e-^e+e~) For the barrel, cosmic rays and events containing only
one inner detector track were also used. (Thèse are primarily
77^e+e- events with large boosts, so that only one of the final state
électrons is observed. The inner detector measures the observed
electron's momentum.) Photomultiplier tubes were individually cali
brated with a new calibraUon constant calculated roughly every two
weeks during the data taking. This amount of time was necessary m
order to accumulate sufficient barrel and endcap Bhabha events to
perform the calibraUon. The observed drift in the calibraUon con
stants was generally less than 5% per month.
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Figure 3.8: One segment of the endcap shower counter and the
included single layer proportional wire chamber.
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3.6: The Forward Spectrometer

Forward-going charged particles are measured in PLUTO's
double-armed forward spectrometer, which covers the angular région
5° < 0 < 15° (and symmetrically 165° < 0 < 175°) and 85% of the full
azimuth. Each arm of the forward spectrometer consists of a septum
magnet, which provides an integrated field strength of
/B • dî = 0.2 T-m, and five sets of drift chambers, three before the
magnet and two after. (See Figure 3.4.) The momentum resolution of
the forward spectrometer is ap/p = 3% p (p in GeV/c), independent of
angle5. The angular resolutions are <rB « 1.0 mrad and av « 1.0° for
p > 1 GeV/c. To traverse ail 5 chambers of the spectrometer a
charged particle must hâve a momentum p £ 500 MeV/c. Due to the
fringe field of the central solenoid, the acceptance for low momen
tum particles (p S 1 GeV/c) is slightly différent in the two
spectrometer arms.

One of the two septum magnets is shown in Figure 3.9. Each mag
net consists of a rectangular iron yoke with two vertical septa and
windings at the top and bottom of the yoke. A detailed mapping of
the combined septum and central solenoid fringe fields was made in
situ [3.17]. The field is essentially horizontal inside the the septum
volume but also has a significant quadrupole component in the
région between the noses. (The effect of this quadrupole component
on the finite width e+e~ beams is compensated by other quadrupoles
behind the mini-/S magnets. The PLUTO detector had no measureable
adverse effects on the performance of PETRA.) The septum noses are
responsible for the 15% loss in the azimuthal acceptance.

Détails about the chambers of the forward spectrometer are given
in Table 3.4. The chambers before the septum magnets (labeled

5 The achieved resolution quoted hère is worse than the 1% resolution
hoped for in the PLUTO proposai [Référence 3.5] for several reasons.
First, the number given hère is for électrons; for non-radiating parti
cles the achieved resolution is between 2.0 and 2.5%. Second, due to
the effect of the septum field on the photomultipliers of the SAT and
LAT, the septum was operated at 1000 amps instead of the originally
planned 1500 amps. Finally, the proposai did not take into account
the effect of multiple Coulomb scattering in the beam pipe wall.
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Windings

37675

Figure 3.9: A septum magnet of the PLUTO forward spectrometer.

DC1-DC3 in each arm) hâve circular active areas, while the chambers
after the magnets (labeled DC4 and DC5) are rectangular. Ail the
chambers hâve round holes at the center through which the beam
pipe passes. To allow for installation around the beam pipe, each
chamber is constructed as two vertical halves. The forward

spectrometer is thus divided into four quadrants, two on each side of
the interaction point, one to the right and one to the left of the beam
pipe. Since the septum field is primarily horizontal, a particle from
the interaction région generally travels through only one quadrant.
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Table 3.4

Forward Spectrometer Chambers

Chamber

Boundaries of

Active Area, mm Rad.

Signal Wire Planes

No. Min

r

Max

r

Max

lyl
Max

Ixl

Lengths
Meas.

Coord
Type

Location

Iz-i, mm

No.

Wires

y drift 1352.8 38

y drift 1362.8 37

DC1 118 385 1 — — 0.010 w prop. 1372.8 30

X drift 1382.8 16

X drift 1392.8 16

y drift 1672.8 47

y drift 1682.8 36

DC2 144 472| —

i
i

1

0.008 w

X

X

prop.

drift

drift

1692.8

1702.8

1712.8

36

22

24

1 i
j 1 X drift 2012.4 24

i
X drift 2022.4 24

DC3 169 550 0.010 w

y

y

drift

drift

drift

2032.4

2042.4

2052.4

48

56

56

y drift 3369.0 112

DC4 270 — ;ii25
i
1

1

964 0.016
y

X

w

drift

prop.

prop.

3381.0

3393.0

3405.0

111

47

111

DC5 280 — 1125

i

964 0.016 y

y

drift

drift

3539.0

3551.0

111

112
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The chambers in each spectrometer arm contain a total of 21
planes of signal wires. Seventeen signal wire planes are equipped
with TDC's to measure drift distances. The other four are operated as
proportional chambers. The 21 wire planes include 10 planes of hori
zontal wires for y-coordinate measurement (ail drift). 7 planes of
vertical wires for x-coordinate measurement (6 drift, 1 proportional),
and 4 planes of wires inclined at 45e for the so-called "w"-coordinate
measurement (one drift, 3 proportional).

The sensé wires of the forward chambers are 30/u.m-diameter
gold-plated tungsten wires. They are spaced 20 mm apart, except in
chamber DC4, where the spacing is V4~5 cm. The distance between
sensé wire planes is 10 mm in chambers DC1,2,3 and 12 mm in DC4
and 5. Sensé wires in the same chamber with the same orientation

are staggered relative to each other by one-half drift cell. Ail
together the forward chambers contain 4496 sensé wires.

The walls of the forward chambers are designed to minimize the
effect of multiple Coulomb scattering on the spectrometer's momen
tum resolution The walls in chambers 1-3 are 0.3 mm thick alumi-

num plates, except for the innermost wall of chamber 1 and the
outermost wall of chamber 3, which are 0.5 mm thick aluminum for
reasons of mechanical stabilitv. In the angular région between 85
and 250 mrad, the first three forward chambers présent in total
approximately 0.03 radiation lengths of material to a particle of
normal incidence [3.18]. The walls of chambers 4 and 5 are glued lay
ers of 0.5 mm aluminum and 1.0 mm epoxy which make a total of
approximately 0.03 radiation lengths [3.19]. Thus, the total amount
of material in the forward chambers is smaller than the «O.O45/sin(0)
radiation lengths presented by the beam pipe to a particle produced
at angle 0.

The chambers are operated with a gas mixture of 30% ethane and
70% argon. The signal wires are grounded while the cathode and
field-shaping wires are at -2.1 and -2.3 KV, respectively. Test beam
measurements without a magnetic field showed that such operating
conditions gave a chamber efficiency of (98.3 ± 0.3)% with a spatial
resolution of a = 200 p.m per drift plane (3.20). In the experiment,
the achieved average chamber efficiency was (97 ± 1)%. The achieved
average spatial resolution per drift plane was a = 250 yurn [3.21].
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More information about the design, construction, and perform
ance of the forward spectrometer chambers is given in Références
3.18, 3.19, and 3.20.

3.7: The Large Angle Taggers (LAT)

The large angle tagger (LAT) shower counters are located at
Izl ~ 3.6 m and cover the angular région between 85 and 300 mrad
from the beam direction. As the name indicates, the primary func
tion of thèse counters is to "tag" 77 events by identifying the scat
tered initial state électrons. In particular, the LAT sélects 77 events
in the Q2 range 1-20 GeV2.

A front view of one LAT is shown in Figure 3.10. Like the forward
chambers, each LAT is divided vertically into two halves, one on each
side of the beam line. Each half of an LAT is a single large stack of
lead-scintillator sandwich, read out via thirteen photomultiplier
tubes mounted at the outside edge of the counter. Although each
half is not subdivided into isolated light-tight horizontal segments,
the photomultiplier's position provides a rough measurement of a
shower's y-coordinate. The thickness of the LAT is 16.3 radiation
lengths (0.83 hadronic interaction lengths).

Better position information is provided by two layers (one vertical,
one horizontal) of proportional tube chambers, located approximate
ly 3 radiation lengths inside the counter. Thèse chambers are con-
structed of square brass tubes which are 10 mm wide and hâve 0.3
mm thick walls. The anode wires are 50 fzm gold-plated tungsten. In
total, the LAT's contain 920 horizontal and 688 vertical tubes. The
chambers are operated at 1.4 KV with the standard PLUTO gas mix
ture of 90% argon, 8.5% propane, and 1.5% methylal. During the
experiment, the average chamber efficiency for Bhabhas was
(97 ± 1)%. Using the chamber information, the position resolutions
for showers in the LAT are aB « 1.6 mrad and a„ « 1°.

Bhabhas at 17.3 and 8.6 GeV were used to calibrate the LAT. The
calibraUon used the proportional tube information to correct for the
position dependence of the energy measurement. Each
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photomultiplier tube was calibrated separately, and new calibration
constants were calculated for every two or three days' worth of data.
The observed average drift in the calibration constants was about 10%
per month. The average energy resolution of the LAT was measured
to be cje/E = 25%/VË, E in GeV The Q2 resolution of the LAT is
ct«VQ2 a 10%. More information about the performance of the LAT
can be found in Référence 3.22.
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3.8: The Small Angle Taggers (SAT)

The small angle tagger (SAT) shower counters6 cover the angular
région between 28 and 60 mrad from the beam direction7. The SAT's
are lead-scintillator sandwich shower counters with a total of 19.3
radiation lengths (0.93 hadronic interaction lengths). The SAT's iden-
tify 77 events in the range 0.1 £ Q2 £1.0 GeV2.

An SAT sits in the middle of an LAT, just outside the beam pipe, as
shown in Figure 3.4. Each SAT is divided vertically into independent
left and right sections to allow for installation around the beam pipe.
A single SAT is shown in Figure 3.11. Each SAT is subdivided into
twelve 30° wedge-shaped modules. Each module is independently
read out at both the wide and narrow end of the wedge via BBQ
wave-shifter bars with attached adiabatic light guides and
photomultiplier tubes.

This structure enables the shower counter alone to give not only
an energy measurement but also an accurate position measurement.
The puise heights from the phototubes at the wide end of the wedge
are relatively insensitive to the position of the shower (except at the
counter's edges) and hence are used to measure the shower energy.
The puise heights from the narrow-end phototubes, on the other
hand, dépend strongly on the shower position. Thus, the ratio of the
narrow-end to wide-end signais gives a measurement of the shower's
radial position. Energy sharing between adjacent modules yields a
measurement of the shower's azimuthal coordinate.

Adouble layer of proportional tube chambers is positioned imme-
diately in front of each SAT. Except in total size, thèse chambers are
identical in construction and opération to those of the LAT. The
tubes are 1 x 1 cm2 in cross-section and are arranged in square

6 The SAT's were not installed until January, 1982 and hence were
available for only the last two-thirds of the accumulated luminosity.
7 The SAT's acceptance actually extends up to 77 mrad. The angular
région between 60 and 85 mrad, however, is totally shadowed by many
radiation lengths of material from the support structures of the for
ward chambers and lead synchrotron radiation shielding wrapped
aroung the beam pipe for the protection of the forward chambers.
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Figure 3.11: (a) The small angle tagger (SAT), showing the shower
counter modules and the frames of the proportional
tube chambers, and (b) a side-view of a single SAT mod
ule, showing the the photomultiplier readouts at the
two radial edges of the wedge.
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arrays, with a total of 384 tubes, half vertical and half horizontal.
Thèse tubes thus provide an independent measurement of the x and y
coordinates of a charged particle's shower. More importantly, the
présence or absence of chamber hits is used to identify the shower-
ing particle as a photon or charged particle. This ability is crucial in
separating high-pT multi-hadronic 77 events from the large back
ground of annihilation-channel hadronic events with initial state
radiation.

The SAT was calibrated with 17.3 and 8.6 GeV Bhabhas, with new
constants calculated every two or three days during the data taking.
The average drift rate in the calibration constants (given in energy
per ADC count) was +6.5% per month. (A more detailed description of
the calibration procédure and event reconstruction in the SAT is pre
sented in Appendix D, Section D.6.)

The average energy resolution achieved in the SAT is
CTe/E = 16.5%/VË, E in GeV. The position resolutions obtained from
the shower counter alone are ct8 ~ 1.4 mrad and ct„ = 2°. When the
shower counter information is combined with that from the propor
tional tube chambers, the azimuthal resolution is slightly improved
and a8 is reduced to about 1.0 mrad. The Q2 resolution of the SAT is
crQ2/Q2 « 10%.

A detailed description of both the SAT hardware and software is
given in Référence 3.23.

3.9: Particle Identification

Particle identification in the central région of the PLUTO detector
is limited to muon détection (apart from the identification of
électrons by associating inner detector tracks with large barrel and
endcap showers, of course.) The central muon detector covers the
angular région lcos©l < 0.8 and is divided into two parts. The inner
muon detector uses a single layer of proportional tube chambers
[3 24] outside a muon filter of approximately 70 cm steel-equivalent
thickness, provided by the barrel and endcap shower counters and
the coil and flux return yoke of the central solenoid. The outer muon
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detector consists of an additional 30 cm of steel, referred to as the

hadron absorber, followed by four layers of large planar drift cham
bers [3.25]. The inner and outer muon detectors identify muons with
minimum momenta of approximately 1.0 and 1.3 GeV/c, respectively.
Thèse muon detectors are not used in this thesis, so they are not dis
cussed further hère. A detailed description can be found in Référ
ences 3.26 and 3.27.

Three components among the forward detectors are specifically
for particle identification. They are -

1. Threshold gas Cerenkov counters [3.28]. Thèse counters are
set inside the open space of the septum magnet between
the the third and fourth forward chambers. They are
intended to provide 7r/e séparation for momenta up to
about 5 GeV/c.

2. The forward time-of-flight (TOF) counters. Thèse
scintillator counters are located between the last forward

chamber and the LAT. They provide n/K/p identification for
momenta less than about 1 GeV/c.

3. The forward muon detector. This detector is positioned
immediately behind the LAT and consists of 60 cm of steel
followed by large planar drift chambers.

None of thèse components is used in this thesis, and they are not
described further hère. More information about them can be found

in Référence 3.29.

3.10: The Trigger

An unfortunate feature of many high energy physics experiments
is that interesting events occur at a rate many orders of magnitude
smaller than that of background processes. In an e+e~ experiment
thèse background processes include cosmic rays, interactions
between the e+e~ beams and residual gas molécules inside the beam
pipe vacuum ("beam-gas" interactions), off-momentum beam parti-
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clés hitting the beam pipe or detector ("beam - beam pipe" inter
actions), and synchrotron radiation. The exact rates of thèse
backgrounds dépend upon the size and nature of the detector and
the operating parameters of the storage ring. Under normal PETRA
operating conditions, the total background rate in the PLUTO detec
tor is on the order of 105 events/sec. In comparison, genuine e+e_
interactions, such as annihilation into hadrons, occur at rates of only
about 10~3 events/sec.

Apart from the inhérent inefficiency of recording 108 uninteresting
events for each genuine physics event, a rate which included ail
background events would completely paralyze a typical experiment.
Readmg-out and storing ail the electronic information, such as ADC
and TDC counts and the addresses of latched amplifiers, requires a
relatively long time. In the PLUTO detector, this procédure takes
approximately 10 msec. Thus, any attempt to record ail "events"
would swamp the detector in background: the experiment would vir-
tually always be busy recording a background event when a rare,
interesting event occurred. Ail high energy physics experiments
therefore employ some sort of electronic filter, known as a trigger, to
sélect with minimal loss potentially interesting events for which the
detector should be read out and the results stored.

The PLUTO trigger sélects many types of events on the basis of
spécifie characteristics, referred to as trigger conditions. Thèse trig
ger conditions are defined in terms of signais which indicate the
présence of tracks in inner detector or forward spectrometer or
shower energy in the barrel, endcap, LAT or SAT. The détails of how
thèse signais are processed in order to make a quick and reliable
"trigger décision", as well as a listing of trigger conditions, are given
in Appendix C. In this section, only those trigger conditions most
important for the data sample of this analysis are discussed.

This thesis présents a study of two-photon events in which one of
the scattered électrons is observed in the LAT or SAT. Such events
thus hâve large LAT or SAT energy. The trigger condition indicating
large LAT shower energy is referred to as "LAT HI". This condition is
satisfied if the total shower energy in either LAT exceeds about 4 GeV.
The shower energy measurement used in this trigger décision is very
crude: the photomultiplier tubes of ail LAT modules on a side are
simply added together and compared to a discriminator level. Due to
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variations among phototube gains and signal atténuation effects, the
threshold for the LAT HI condition, in terms of true, calibrated show

er energy, is not sharp.

The efficiency of the LAT HI condition as a function of energy is
shown in Figure 3.12a. To calculate this efficiency from the data,
events which satisfied some LAT-independent trigger condition (such
as tracks in the inner detector, large shower energy in the barrel,
etc.) were selected. The LAT energy spectrum for ail such events and
for those which additionally satisfied the LAT HI condition in the trig
ger hardware were plotted and divided bin by bin. As the figure
shows, the efficiency rises sharply at about 3 GeV and then increases
gradually between 4 and 8 GeV. For showers with energy ^ 8.0 GeV,
the measured average LAT HI efficiency is 98.1 ± 0.1%.

Similarly, there is an SAT HI trigger condition, whose nominal
threshold is about 6 GeV. The SAT HI condition's efficiency versus cal
ibrated shower energy is shown in Figure 3.12b. For énergies
è 7 GeV, the SAT HI condition is 100% efficient8.

The LAT HI condition alone, with no further requirements imposed
upon the event, was sufficient to trigger the detector and to hâve an
event written out for later analysis. Unfortunately, a "stand alone"
SAT HI trigger was impossible due to the high rate of backgrounds,
such as Bhabhas and beam-gas interactions. To suppress thèse
backgrounds relative to SAT-tagged 77 events, the SAT HI condition
was therefore required to occur in coïncidence with some other con
dition. The most important of thèse secondary conditions was the
requirement of at least one "short" track in the inner detector.

In the trigger logic, a "short" track is defined in terms of the pat-
tern of wire hits9 in the inner detector chambers. (See Appendix C
for détails.) The efficiency of the short track condition therefore

8 More precisely, the efficiency was calculated to be greater than
99.98% at the 95% confidence level.

9 In the jargon of expérimental high energy physics, the sensé wire of
a proportional or drift chamber which carries an electric current,
indicating that a charged particle has passed nearby, is said to hâve
been "hit" or "fired".
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(b) SAT HI Efficiency vs. Energy
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Figure 3.12: Efficiency of (a) LAT and (b) SAT HI shower energy
triggers, as a function of the true deposited shower
energy.

dépends upon 0, the laboratory production angle of the charged par
ticle and pT, the particle's momentum transverse to the e+e~ axis.

To study the efficiency of the short track condition, events satisfy-
ing the LAT HI condition and having exactly one good inner detector
track from the interaction point were selected. (The LAT HI trigger
ensured that the event triggered the detector independently of inner
detector tracks. The requirement of exactly one track eliminated
combinatorial effects.) The efficiency of the short track trigger con-
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dition in each (0,pT) bin is simply the fraction of such events which
satisfy that condition in the trigger hardware.

The efficiency of the inner detector short track trigger condition
is plotted as a function of cos© and pT in Figure 3.13. The efficiency
for a single track with pT ^ 150 MeV/c and Icos0l ^ 0.8 is
98.4 ± 0.2%. In the multiprong events studied in this thesis, combi-
natorial effects raise the efficiency to 99.1 ± 0.2%.

For roughly one-third of the SAT-tagged luminosity, an intermit
tent power supply reduced the efficiency of the inner detector track
trigger to about 75%. The effect of this malfunction was largely miti-
gated, however, by redundant trigger conditions involving shower
energy in the barrel or endcap: 80.9 ± 1.7% of the SAT-tagged events
used in this thesis triggered the detector independently of the inner
detector track trigger. (This number was calculated by taking those
events in the final data sample with an inner detector track trigger,
zeroing ail trigger bits associated with the track trigger, and then
re-doing the entire trigger logic as if there were no inner detector
tracks.) As a resuit, the trigger efficiency for the SAT-tagged
multihadronic data sample of this thesis is reduced to 96.9 ± 2.1%.

3.11: The Data Acquisition System

The data-taking was monitored by a PDP 11/45 computer, which
also acted as a buffer to the DESY Computer Center's IBM 3081 or 168.
The information from a trigger-accepted event was first read into the
PDP memory, from which the data were continuously transferred to
the IBM via a fast data link. After temporary storage on disk, the
data were copied onto magnetic tapes for later analysis. A more
detailed description of the data acquistion system is found in Référ
ence 3.30.

The data associated with an event are —

• information from the trigger décision analyis (specifically,
the sequential wire logic and the inputs and outputs of RAM
units. See Appendix C.)
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Efficiency of the Inner Detector Short Track Trigger Condition
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Figure 3.13: Efficiency of inner detector short track trigger condition
as a function of -

(a) pT, for particles produced at Icos0l û 0.8.
(b) cos©, for particles with pT ê 150 MeV/c.

the data itself: the addresses of latched amplifiers and the
contents of TDC's and ADC's.

A typical event consisted of about 2000 16-bit words. The PDP's
wrap-around buffer had about 8000 16-bit words of storage to allow
for fluctuations in the data transfer to the IBM. The maximum trans-
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fer rate was about 40K words/sec. As previously noted, the total
read-out time was about 10 msec/event and hence produced a 1%
dead-time per Hz for trigger rates less than about 20 Hz. At larger
trigger rates, the dead-time was much more severe due to limitations
imposed by the data link, which employed a priority algorithm to
prevent any one experiment from seizing a disproportionate share of
the central computer's power.

3.12: Luminosity Monitors

Luminosity in an e+e~ experiment is determined from the
observed rate of Bhabha events, the cross-section for which is

assumed to be precisely calculable in QED. In the PLUTO detector,
the barrel/endcap (BAEC), SAT, and LAT provide three independent
measurements of the luminosity.

The Bhabha cross-section s very strongly peaked in the forward
direction, with dcr/d0 varying as ©"* at small angles. The Bhabha
rate is therefore very large in the SAT and LAT. Thèse counters there
fore served as the experiment's "on-line" monitors of the instantane-
ous luminosity during the data-taking. However, because of the
cross-section's steep angular dependence, even a small error in the
alignment of one of thèse counters could lead to a relatively large
error in the luminosity measurement. For this reason, the "final"
expérimental luminosity, which is used to convert numbers of events
into cross-sections, was deduced from large-angle Bhabhas observed
in the BAEC counters, where the cross-section varies much more
slowly with angle.

The BAEC luminosity measurement is described fully in Référence
3.31. The analysis used information from both the BAEC counters and
the inner detector tracking chambers to identify Bhabhas. The
luminosity calculation carefully considered known expérimental
effects, such as energy resolutions, acceptance holes, tracking and
shower counter inefficiencies, and background processes. The
observed Bhabha rate was compared to a QED calculation which
included complète radiative corrections up to order a4 [3.32].
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The resulting luminosity values were tabulated on a "run-to-run"
basis, where a "run" generally corresponded to about ten thousand
triggered events and hence roughly an hour's worth of data-taking.
In this way, the total luminosity for an analysis which uses only part
of the data (because, for example, of a temporary malfunction in a
detector component critical to that analysis) can be easily
calculated.

For the entire data sample, the statistical error on the BAEC
luminosity measurement is less than 1%. The systematic error is
estimated to be about 3%, due in roughly equal parts to expérimental
effects and theoretical uncertainty in the radiative correction calcu
lations.

Subsamples of the SAT and LAT Bhabhas were also subjected to a
full off-line analysis. Like the BAEC analysis, thèse studies [Référ
ences 3.31 and 3.22 for the LAT and Références 3.23 and 3.33 for the

SAT] carefully considered the counters' acceptances and efficiencies,
as well as radiative corrections.

The resulting luminosity values are limited to about 5% and 3%
systematic error for the SAT and LAT, respectively, due to uncertain-
ties in the counters' positions and alignment. The SAT and LAT
luminosity values both agrée with the BAEC resuit to within 2%. This
consistency among the results not only confirms the BAEC calcu
lation, but also indicates that the acceptances of the SAT and LAT are
well understood.
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CHAPTER 4: DATA REDUCTION

4.1: Introduction

Only a very small fraction of the events recorded by high energy
e+e~ experiments are useful in any particular study. Most events
come from trivial backgrounds, such as beam-gas and beam-beam
pipe interactions, synchrotron radiation, and cosmic rays. Many oth
er events are so incompletely reconstructed (with, for example, only
one charged particle observed in the detector and nothing else), that
they are unanalyzable. Finally, most experiments are designed to
observe many différent types of e+e_ interactions. The particular
reaction of interest must therefore be separated from thèse other
processes. One such background process is Bhabha scattering, whose
cross-section is many orders of magnitude larger than that of any
other e+e~ interaction. Bhabha events hâve such a simple, distinctive
structure that they could easily be suppressed at the trigger level.
However, because of their simplicity and large cross-section, Bhabhas
are an essential tool in aligning, calibrating, and monitoring the
apparatus. Thus, when one wishes to study some other e+e" reaction,
Bhabhas account for a large portion of the events which must first of
ail be discarded. Other reactions, which are of interest in their own

right, must also be removed. Although thèse other processes hâve
smaller cross sections than Bhabha scattering, they are often much
more difficult to distinguish from the reaction of interest. The
reactions e+e" -» hadrons and e+e"~ ->• e+e~ + t+t" are backgrounds

of this type for the study of e+e" -» e+e" + hadrons.

Extracting the few interesting events from the expérimental data
sample is a formidable task: out of approximately 38 million events
recorded by the PLUTO detector, only about a thousand are used in
this analysis. For the purpose of this discussion, the job of isolating
the final event sample is divided into two stages:
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1. Data Réduction. In data réduction, emphasis is placed upon dis-
carding obviously uninteresting events, such as beam-gas, cos
mic rays, and Bhabhas. The data réduction stage attempts to
lose as few potentially interesting events as possible and thus to
provide common starting point for many analyses.

2. Event Sélection. In event sélection, events are chosen on the

basis of characteristics indicative of the reaction of interest.

Thus, analyses of différent reactions use différent sélection crite
ria. The final event sélection tries to isolate a sample of
well-measured events with minimal background contamination.

There is another, equally formidable task which must be attacked
at this point: event reconstruction, that is, the application of a séries
of complex computer programs which convert the raw detector
information into particle four-momenta. Thèse programs often
require large amounts of computer time. They are therefore per
formed as late as possible in the course of the data réduction. In
this way, as few events as necessary are run through the recon
struction programs and time is not wasted on events which can be
reliably rejected on the basis of less sophisticated information. In
practice, data réduction and reconstruction proceed together in
several steps. In each step, some events are rejected and only the
accepted ones are subjected to the next level of event
reconstruction. Event sélection, whose detailed criteria require the
best possible information, generally waits until the full event recon
struction process has been completed.

The PLUTO data réduction chain, up to the sélection of a gênerai
sample of SAT- and LAT-tagged 77 events, is schematically illustrated
in Figure 4.1. The chain involves four réduction programs, PLUTOPAT,
FILT, QEDREJO, and PHYS, and two sélection programs, TAG and QTAG.
The PLUTOPAT and FILT programs remove most beam-gas and
beam-beam pipe interactions, unanalyzable events, and SAT Bhabhas.
Thèse two programs are described in Section 4.2 of this chapter. The
QEDREJO and PHYS programs primarily reject central detector and
LAT Bhabhas, although they also make additional cuts against other
backgrounds. They are described in Section 4.3. The TAG and QTAG
programs, which make the initial sélection of tagged 77 events, are
discussed in Section 4.4.
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The following discussion also tells at what point in the data
réduction the important event reconstruction programs (for the
inner detector, the forward spectrometer, the barrel and endcap
shower counters, the LAT's, and the SAT's) are run. Each of thèse
programs is rather complicated and requires careful description. In
order to simplify the présentation of the data réduction, détails of
the reconstruction programs are relegated to Appendix D.

One gênerai comment is necessary before proceeding into the
détails of the data réduction. Events are accepted or rejected on the
basis of requirements, such as the number of "good" tracks or "sig
nificant" shower energy. Obviously, what is meant by "good" and
"significant" requires précise defintion. Thèse définitions are
expressed in terms of acceptable ranges for certain parameters. A
"good" track , for example, is required to hâve its z-intercept (de
noted z0) at lz0l < Zcut • The shape of the z0 distribution is
determined by both the detector's resolution and by the nature and
size of the various background processes. In practice, one décides
upon a reasonable value for zCUt by examining the actual z0 distrib
ution of the data. For the purpose of data réduction, zCut is chosen
so that it is effective in reducing backgrounds but causes as few
interesting events as possible to be lost.

In the discussion which follows, the values of many parameters
like zCuT are listed. The distributions which were examined in decid-
ing upon thèse values, however, are not shown. Consequently, the
criteria given below will often appear arbitrary to the reader. It is
therefore emphasized that in ail cases, thèse criteria hâve been cho
sen with careful considération of the need to balance the competing
demands for significant data réduction and for minimal loss of inter
esting events.
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4.2: First Level Data Réduction: PLUTOPAT and FILT

The first step in the PLUTO data réduction chain is the program
PLUTOPAT [4.1]. PLUTOPAT's primary task is the reconstruction of
charged particle tracks in the inner detector. (See Appendix D, Sec
tion D.2.) This procédure, however, requires large amounts of com
puter time (typically on the order of a few hundred milliseconds per
event). PLUTOPAT therefore includes an event filter which rejects
about 2/3 of the input events. The full inner detector track recon
struction program is applied only to the events accepted by this
filter. Ail events, however, are written to the output tapes, so as to
facilitate re-processing in case of a subsequently-discovered error.

For the purposes of the PLUTOPAT filter, each event is analyzed
with a "fast" inner detector pattern récognition (that is,
"track-finding") program which performs a simplified version of the
track reconstruction. Similarly, each quadrant of the forward
spectrometer is subjected to a crude pattern récognition program
(Section D.2.5), to mark those which contain at least one good track.
(Due to the complex forward magnetic field, the full forward
spectrometer track reconstruction (Section D.3), is relatively slow. It
is therefore not performed until later in the data réduction.) The
shower énergies used in the PLUTOPAT filter are based on approxi-
mate shower counter calibrations.

The inner detector track reconstruction yields for each track
three parameters which are used in the filter program:

• r0, the minimal distance in the r-<p plane between the recon
structed track and the nominal interaction point x=y=0 at the
géométrie center of PLUTO.

• z0, the z-coordinate at which the reconstructed track intersects

the beam axis.

• s0> the distance between the track's point of closest approach to
the nominal interaction point and the first wire hit on the track,
as measured along the track's projection in the r-cp plane.

A good track from the interaction point should hâve r0 and z0
« 0 mm, and s0 « 150 mm, the radius of the innermost chamber.
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The PLUTOPAT filter has several parts:

1. "Cloud" Filter. Beam-gas and beam-beam pipe interactions
usually produce a shower of many low momentum particles.
Thèse particles spiral around the magnetic field lines and
produce a dense cluster of many wire hits in a restricted région
of the inner detector. An event is rejected as a cloud event if -

the total number of wire hits is greater than 50; AND

the average value of the hits' radial coordinates is
F < 280 mm; AND

• the dispersion of the hits' (^-coordinates is <(<p - <?i)2>
£ 1 rad2; AND

the total shower energy in the event
(barrel+endcap+LAT+SAT) is less than Ebeam/2
(~ 9 GeV).

2 "Unassigned Hit" Filter. Synchrotron radiation and
beam-gas and beam-beam pipe interactions also produce many
additional wire hits which cannot be clearly associated with
tracks. Events surviving the cloud filter are therefore analyzed
with the fast inner detector pattern récognition for the r-<p
plane. Events with more than 100 hits in the proportional
chambers, less than 20% of which are on reconstructed tracks,
are rejected.

3 Cosmic Rav Filter. In events containing exactly two recon
structed tracks, an attempt is made to fit the points to a single
long track. The event is rejected as a cosmic ray event if -

the probability of the single-track fit is greater than
0.3%; AND

• lz0! > 200 mm; AND

r0 > 8 mm + 2ar, where <7r is the uncertainty in r„ and
is generally about 1 mm or less.
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4. Incomplète Event Filter. Some events are rejected because
they hâve too little information to be successfully analyzed. The
rejection criteria are différent for "tagged" and "untagged"
events:

» Bad Tagged Events: An event is rejected if —

• the SAT or LAT on either side of the detector

hasshower energy greater than Ebeam/16
(~ 1 GeV); AND

• the detector contains fewer than 2 tracks, (inner
or forward or mixed); AND

• low barrel shower energy (< Ebeam/4); AND

• low endcap shower energy (< Ebeam/4).

(For roughly the last third of the data, PLUTOPAT rejected
tagged events only if they contained no tracks.)

• Bad Untagged Events: An event is rejected if -

• the shower energy in each SAT and LAT is less
than Ebeam/16; AND

• the event has < 2 tracks total OR < 1 long inner
detector track, which extends at least through

chamber 8); AND

• low barrel shower energy (< Ebeam/4); AND

• low endcap shower energy (< Ebeam/4).

The z-track reconstruction (Section D.2.3) is applied to events surviv
ing the incomplète event filter. Ail tracks reconstructed with
lz0l > 200 mm are then deleted and the incomplète event filter is
repeated.

PLUTOPAT also keeps certain kinds of events even if they fail one
or more of the above filters. Thèse spécial "KEEP" catégories are:
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Double-tagged events A total SAT+LAT shower energy greater
than Ebeam/4 (~ 4 GeV) on each side
of the detector.

LAT single-tagged events Either LAT with shower energy greatet
than Ebeam/3 (~ 6 GeV). (This "KEEP"
condition was applied only for about
the last 2/3 of the data.)

Events which fail the PLUTOPAT filter and which do not fall into
one of the "KEEP" classes are marked bad and not analyzed further.
Ail other events are subjected to the complète inner detector track
reconstruction program.

The FILT program [4.2] rejects the same kinds of events as
PLUTOPAT. It first of ail deletes events marked bad by PLUTOPAT.
Since the full inner detector track reconstruction has already been
performed on the remaining events, FILT uses harder criteria to
define acceptable inner detector tracks. In particular, a "good" inner
detector track is required to hâve

• è 1 degrees of freedom in the r-<p fit, i.e. at least four measured
points in the r-<p plane; AND

• k 0 degrees of freedom in the s-z fit,i.e., at least two measured
z-coordinates; AND

• r0 < 30 mm; AND

s0 < 200 mm; AND

• lz0l < 200 mm.

A"good" track is called "long" if the s-z fit has at least six degrees of
freedom.

For counting the number of forward spectrometer tracks, the FILT
program uses a fast version of the full forward spectrometer pattern
récognition program. (See Section D.3.) The main différence between
the fast and standard versions is that the fast version does not use
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drift distance information; it treats the forward chambers as propor
tional chambers with a 2 cm wire spacing. The tolérances of the
pattern récognition are widened accordingly. Unlike the simplified
forward pattern récognition used by PLUTOPAT, this program can
reconstruct more than one track per quadrant.

FILT further rejects the following events:

• SAT Bhabhas, i.e., events which satisfy the SAT Bhahba trigger
condition, which required shower energy greater than about 6
GeV in each SAT and nothing else in the event.

• incomplète events which hâve no significant shower energy and
too few tracks. Specifically, an event is rejected if —

— each SAT and LAT has shower energy less than Ebeam/8 (c 2
GeV); AND

— the total barrel + endcap shower energy is less than
Ebeam/2 (* 9 GeV)); AND

— the event does not hâve at least two good inner detector
tracks (either shprt or long) OR at least one long inner
detector track.

The full version of the forward spectrometer pattern récognition
(but not the track fitting) is run on events accepted by FILT. The
accepted events are written to the FILT tapes. Events classified on
the basis of shower energy as inner detector Bhabhas are also written
to another set of tapes, known as QEDC. Thèse tapes are used to cal
culate the final expérimental luminosity and to détermine the true
x- and y- coordinates of the interaction vertex for each PETRA filling.
Thèse vertex coordinates are later used to produce
vertex-constrained fits for inner detector tracks. (See Section D.2.4.)
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4.3: Second Level Data Réduction: QEDREJO and PHYS

About 90% of the events which remain after the PLUTOPAT and FILT
réductions are Bhabhas. The next two réduction programs, QEDREJO
[4.3] and PHYS [4.4], are therefore primarily aimed at removing
Bhabhas. The QEDREJO program rejects obvious central detector and
LAT Bhabhas. After this réduction, sufficiently few LAT Bhabhas
remain to make the final fitting of the forward spectrometer tracks
feasible in terms of the available computer time. Thèse fitted tracks
are used in the PHYS réduction program to remove more LAT
Bhabhas. The PHYS program also makes additional cuts against cos-
mics, beam-gas, and 0- and 1-track events.

Before starting the QEDREJO réduction, the reconstruction pro
gram for barrel and endcap showers (see Section D.4) is run on ail
input events. Thus, the central detector shower energy cuts applied
from this point on are based on the best possible information. (The
full LAT reconstruction program, however, is run between the
QEDREJO and PHYS réductions. Cuts against LAT Bhabhas in QEDREJO
are therefore still based on approximate calibrations.)

QEDREJO sets harder acceptance criteria for "good" tracks. Agood
inner detector track is required to hâve:

• ê 2 degrees of freedom in the r-cp fit (i.e., at least 5 measured
points in the r-<p plane.); AND

• r0 < 25 mm; AND

• so < 200 mm.

A good forward spectrometer track is required:

• to extend through ail 5 forward chambers; AND

to hâve p ^ 100 MeV/c. (Although the track fitting has not yet
been done, the significant variables analysis in the pattern
récognition provides an estimate of the track momentum. See
Section D.3.)
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The QEDREJO program rejects the following events:

1. Inner Detector Bhabhas. An event is rejected as an inner
detector Bhabha if

• there are 2 inner detector showers, each with
E k 7 GeV; AND

• the two showers are back-to-back to within 5° in the

r-cp plane; AND

• there are no LAT showers; AND

• there are no good forward spectrometer tracks; AND

• for barrel Bhabhas, there are two good inner detector
tracks, pointing to the showers and collinear to within
10°; OR

• for endcap Bhabhas, the radial coordinates of the two
showers (as measured by the endcap proportional
chambers) agrée to within 50 mm. Track association is
not possible over the whole angular range of the
endcap. Endcap e+e~ -*• yy events are therefore also
removed by this eut.

2. LAT Bhabhas. An event can be rejected as an LAT Bhabha in
two ways:

a. On the basis of LAT shower energy. An event is rejected if

there are 2 LAT showers, each ê 10 GeV; AND

• the two showers occur in back-to-back LAT modules; AND

• there are no other shower clusters in the event with
è 200 MeV; AND

• there are no good inner detector tracks.
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b. On the basis of forward spectrometer tracks. Events are
rejected if

• there are exactly two good collinear forward spectrometer
tracks, each of which is in the same quadrant as an LAT
shower ë 4 GeV; AND

the total LAT shower energy ^ 10 GeV; AND

there are no other showers clusters with è 200 MeV; AND

• there are no good inner detector tracks.

The rejection on the basis of showers without tracks also
removes LAT e+e~ -* 77 events.

3. Single électron events. Events which hâve only one good
track (either inner detector or forward spectrometer) with
momentum > 500 MeV/c and associated shower energy > 5 GeV
are rejected.

The forward spectrometer track fitting is run on ail events not
rejected by the QEDREJO program.

Since fitted forward tracks are now available, the PHYS réduction
begins by running the full LAT shower reconstruction program (Sec
tion D.5), which associâtes forward spectrometer tracks with LAT
showers. The SAT reconstruction program (Section D.6) is also run at
this point. Ail subséquent shower energy cuts are therefore based
upon the best possible information.

Events in the following catégories are removed by the PHYS pro
gram:

1. "Edge" LAT Bhabhas. The LAT and forward spectrometer
acceptances do not perfectly overlap. In particular, whereas the
drift chambers hâve a circular hole for the beam pipe, the LAT
has a square hole. Thus, it is possible for an électron track to
be fully reconstructed in the forward spectrometer but to
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deposit no energy in the LAT. Also, when an électron hits the
LAT near an edge, leakage may make the observed shower too
small to identify the event as a Bhabha. Since fitted forward
spectrometer tracks are available at this stage in the data
réduction, tracks can be reliably extrapolated to see if they hit
near the edge of the LAT acceptance. An event is removed as an
"edge" LAT Bhabha if:

• it has no inner detector tracks; AND

• there are exactly two forward spectrometer tracks,
which are collinear to within 10°; AND

• either of the tracks misses the LAT or hits it within 40

mm of an edge.

2. Cosmic Rays. Cosmic ray events are removed on the basis
of timing cuts. Barrel and endcap signais consistent with or
larger than minimum ionization start TDC's. The TDC values are
compared with the PETRA beam-crossing signal. If the event is
"out of time" with respect to the beam-crossing by a rather
large margin and if the event has at least one inner detector
track, the event is rejected as a cosmic ray. (Events with no
inner detector tracks are not affected.)

3. 0- and 1-track events. Events with exactly 0 or 1 charged
track (where a charged track hère is simply a
pattern-recognized set of points in either the inner detector or
forward spectrometer) are rejected. Most of the events rejected
by this eut are either e+e_ -> 77 or Bhabhas in which only one
track has been reconstructed.

4. Beam-gas events. The Izl-vertex eut against beam gas
events is reduced from 200 mm to 120 mm. The interaction ver
tex is calculated from inner detector tracks only, so events
without inner detector tracks are not affected by this eut.

Vertex-constrained inner detector track fits (Section D.2.4) are
calculated for ail events which pass the above cuts. The accepted
events are then written to a new set of tapes, known as the PHYS
tapes. The PHYS tapes contain approximately 1.1 million events, a
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factor of 35 réduction from the original data sample, and serve as the
starting point for several event sélection chains.

4.4: First Level Event Sélection: TAG and QTAG

The TAG event sélection program [4.5] is designed to provide a
starting point for ail analyses of tagged two-photon events, both
hadronic and leptonic. To be accepted by the the TAG sélection, an
event must satisfy one of the following criteria:

• è 4 GeV in a single LAT or SAT shower cluster; OR

• an LAT HI or SAT HI trigger condition; OR

• è 4 GeV in a single shower cluster in the barrel or endcap.

TAG events are also required to hâve at least two good tracks, which
may be found anywhere in the detector. The criteria for good tracks
are the same as in the QEDREJO réduction, except that forward tracks
are further required to hâve a successful fit1. The track count does
not include those tracks associated with an LAT or central detector

tag candidate.

The QTAG program [4.6] sélects only SAT- and LAT-tagged events.
The program uses more stringent tag définitions to reduce uncertain-
ties due to trigger inefficiencies and background processes. In par
ticular, the QTAG tag criteria are:

• è 6 GeV in a single SAT shower cluster; OR

• è 6 GeV in a single LAT shower cluster. The shower is further
required to be associated with a fitted1 forward spectrometer

1 Tracks for which the fit fails only because the track encounters a
région of unknown magnetic field are also acceptable. Such tracks
are rare, however.
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track which extends through ail 5 chambers and has
p è 100 MeV/c.

The QTAG program also demands a certain minimum number of
good tracks. The criteria for good tracks are the same as in the TAG
sélection, except that the eut on r0 for inner detector tracks is
relaxed from 25 mm to 50 mm. Two sets of output tapes, each with
différent multiplicity requirements are produced. In each set of
tapes, the multiplicity eut is slightly différent for single-tagged and
double-tagged events. The output tapes are:

• QTAG tapes, for which a single-tagged event is required to hâve at
least two good tracks, not counting the track associated with an
LAT-tag. For double-tagged events, no minimum multiplicity eut
is applied by the QTAG program.

• QTAG.FOURPR tapes, for which single-tagged events must hâve at
least 4 good tracks, again not counting the track associated with
an LAT-tag. The same requirement is made for SAT-SAT and
SAT-LAT double-tagged events. LAT-LAT double-tagged events,
however, are required to hâve at least 5 good tracks, including
those associated with tags.

The QTAG program further requires that SAT-tagged events (more
precisely, events without any LAT-tag) hâve at least one inner detec
tor track at Icos©! < 0.8. This requirement minimizes uncertainties
in the trigger efficiency of the QTAG sample. (See Section 3.10.)

The QTAG.FOURPR tapes are the starting point for the final event
sélection of this thesis. Thèse tapes contain:

• SAT and LAT single-tagged events with 4 or more charged parti
cles in the final state;

• SAT-SAT and SAT-LAT double-tagged events with 4 or more
charged particles in the final state;

• LAT-LAT double-tagged events with 3 or more charged particles in
the final state.
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The QTAG.FOURPR tapes contain 7665 events. corresponding to a total
réduction factor of ~2 x 10~4 from the original data sample.
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CHAPTER 5: THE EVENT SAMPLE

5.1: Introduction

The previous chapter described the event sélection up to the level
of a gênerai sample of SAT- and LAT-tagged 77 events with four or
more charged particles in the final state. Not ail of the events in this
sample are useable in the présent analysis. Many hâve too little
energy in the final state, and others are either poorly measured or
due to background processes. Additional sélection criteria must
therefore be applied to isolate the final sample of well-measured
events which are within a well-understood acceptance and include
minimal background contamination. Thèse additional criteria are
discussed in Section 5.3.

After the final sélection, several important questions about the
event sample arise.

• What is the residual background contamination? The final
sélection criteria are designed to minimize backgrounds. Some
backgrounds, however, are virtually impossible to remove simply
because they are so similar to the reaction of interest. (The
reaction 77 -* t+t~, with both taus decaying to hadrons, is such
a background in this analysis.) Before interpreting the data,
careful studies of the size and properties of the residual back
ground are therefore necessary. Wherever the residual
backgrounds are large, conclusions about the reaction of interest
are unreliable: features observed in the data may be due to sta-
tistical fluctuations in the background rather than the reaction
of interest itself. Section 5.4 of this chapter présents the back
ground studies necessary for this analysis.

• How well are important physical variables measured by the
detector? The quality of the Q2 and Wmeasurements provided by
the PLUTO detector for this data sample is quantified in Section
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5.5 (The measurement of other interesting quantities, such as
jet pT and jet production angle, is discussed in Section 7.3.)

• What is the event acceptance? That is, given the limitations of
the detector and the long chain of data réduction and event
sélection criteria, what fraction of events from the reaction
under study actually make it to the final data sample? Reliable
physics conclusions generally require that a substantial portion
of the interesting events be accepted. In Section 5.6, the accept
ance is presented as functions of W and Q2. (The acceptance in
terms of jet variables is discussed in Section 7.3.)

Before beginning the above-outlined discussion, it necessary to
introduce Monte Carlo event simulation, a powerful calculational
technique used extensively in this and subséquent chapters. This
introduction is made in the following section.

5.2: Monte Carlo Event Simulation

In Chapters 1 and 2, the theory of 77 interactions was presented.
In Chapters 3 and 4, the components of an experiment to test those
théories were described. What is necessary at this point is a procé
dure by which theoretical prédictions and expérimental results can
be compared. The basic problem which this procédure must address
is that an event is only imperfectly observed in a real detector. Cer
tain expérimental "facts of life" must be taken into account,
including:

• particle losses

finite expérimental resolutions for particle momenta and éner
gies

• "secondary interactions" between the produced particles and the
material in the detector (photon conversion in the beam pipe or
tracking chamber walls, or hadronic interactions in the
electromagneUc shower counters, for example).
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A technique widely used in high energy physics to handle such
problems and to thereby make possible direct comparisons between
theory and experiment is Monte Carlo (MC) event simulation. The
method logically divides itself into two parts:

1. Event Génération. Given a complète and spécifie theoretical
description of a particular reaction, random sampling (hence
"Monte Carlo") techniques are applied to the differential
cross-section to produce "events", where an "event" is simply a
set of particle four-vectors. Many such events constitute a Monte
Carlo "data" sample.

2. Detector Simulation. The Monte Carlo events are then processed
one-by-one by a computer program which simulâtes the detec-
tor's response to each event, taking into account the distorting
effects listed above. The distributions of physical quantités
produced by passing many MC events through the simulation
program shows the results to be expected if the theory used in
the event generator is correct. Thèse distributions may there
fore be compared with the real data to test the theory.

Generally theorists provide programs for the event génération step.
Each experiment requires its own detector simulation program.

Detector simulation programs can be written to many degrees of
sophistication. The PLUTO program reproduces the detector response
in great détail: for each Monte Carlo event, the program outputs a
data string of ADC and TDC values and addresses of hit wires, identi
cal in format to the real data. As far as possible, the PLUTO simu
lation is based upon actual measurements of the behavior of the
various detector components.

An outline of how the PLUTO simulation program processes an
input MC event makes the above statements clearer [5.1].

For each particle in the event, the simulation program proceeds
as follows.

1. The particle's trajectory through the detector is calculated. If
the particle is a neutral, this trajectory is simply a straight
line. If the particle is charged, the trajectory is determined
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by both its momentum and the detector's magnetic field. For
charged particles, the trajectory calculation also includes
multiple Coulomb scattering in the beam pipe and chamber
walls. For électrons and positrons, bremstrahlung energy loss
is also taken into account.

For a charged particle the calculated trajectory is com
pared to a map of the tracking chambers. Proportional wire
chambers located along the trajectory are marked as "hit" in
the output data string, just as they presumably would be by
real particles in the real data. If the measured efficiency of a
particular wire is less than 100%, a random number (hence
again, Monte Carlo) is used to décide whether or not to mark
the wire as "hit". In the case of drift chambers, the actual

distance between the trajectory and the sensé wire is
"smeared" according to the experimentally-measured resol
ution. The smeared drift distance is converted to a TDC

reading for the output data string.

2. If the particle trajectory intercepts a shower counter, subrou
tines are called to simulate the counter's response [5.2]. If
the particle is an électron, positron, or photon, the measure
ment of its energy is smeared according to the counter's
known resolution. Other aspects of the shower counter's
response, such as energy-sharing between modules, edge
effects, and the response of internai position-determining
devices (the hélix tubes, the endcap proportional chambers,
the LAT proportional tubes), are also simulated. Thèse élé
ments of the simulation dépend upon the the spatial
development of the electromagneUc shower, information
about which is determined both from studies of simple events
(Bhabhas and cosmic ray muons) and from theoretical calcu
lations of the well-understood underlying QED processes

[D.ll],

The counter response to other types of particles is also
simulated. The energy reading corresponding to a
minimun-ionizing particle is known from cosmic ray muons.
The simulation of hadronic interactions is based on measure

ments of the LAT and endcap in pion test beams [5.3]. (For
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the barrel and SAT, thèse results are adjusted for the différ
ent numbers of hadronic interaction lengths.)

3. The particles path through the detector is actually "tracked"
in small steps. At each step, the probability of something
happening to the particle (a photon converting into an e+e"
pair, or an unstable particle decaying, for example) is calcu
lated. A random number is used to décide whether the parti
cle should continue farther along it trajectory or whether it
should disappear, with its energy carried off by new particles.
If new particles are produced, the detector responses to them
are also simulated, beginning again at step 1 above.

Finally, when the program has run through ail the individual par
ticles, other subroutines consider the detector's response to the
whole event.

4. For each shower counter module, the total energy observed
therein is converted to an ADC reading. In this way, the effect
of more than one particle entering a given module is correctly
taken into account. The ADC readings are then added to the
output data string.

5. The output data string is analyzed by another subroutine
which simulâtes the expérimental trigger [5.4]. The event is
marked as to whether or not it would hâve actually triggered
the detector. Events which fail to do so can be ignored in
subséquent analysis1.

Since the detector simulation program produces events in a form
identical to the real data, the Monte Carlo events are subjected to the
exact same chain of data réduction, event reconstruction, event

sélection, and analysis programs. In this way, additional losses and

1 The Monte Carlo trigger information was not used in this analysis
since, as demonstrated in Section 3.10, the trigger efficiency for this
event sample can be directly calculated from the data. The MC trig
ger calculation gave results which agrée, however, to within a few
percent.
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distortions introduced by each of thèse procédures are also taken
into account.

From the above discussion, the usefulness of the event simulation
method is évident. Each of the effects which distort an event is easy
to understand by itself and for a single particle. The difficult prob
lem is to détermine the cumulative distortion produced by ail thèse
effects together, including any confusion which may arise because
several particles traverse the detector simultaneously. It is precisely
this problem which the simulation method solves. Also, the simu
lation method enables one to compare events "before" and "after"
detector and therefore to study complicated effects.

Although event simulation is a very powerful tool, it is important
to be aware of its limitations. In particular, one must know which
aspects of the detector response are only partially understood or
roughly simulated. Since the analysis relies upon extensive compar-
isons between the data and MC events, the final event sélection gen
erally includes criteria to reduce the influence of thèse limitations.
Several examples of such criteria are found in the next section.

5.3: Final Event Sélection

The final event sélection starts from the QTAG.FOURPR data tapes,
described in Section 4.4. The final event sélection criteria involve:

• quality requirements which charged particle tracks and
neutral showers must satisfy in order to be included in the
hadronic final state. The purpose of thèse requirements is
to eliminate poorly-measured particles, as well as "fake"
tracks and showers which are artifacts of detector noise
and/or the reconstruction programs.

• more stringent requirements for acceptable SAT- and
LAT-tags. Thèse requirements are especially important in
reducing backgrounds in the final event sample.
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• anti-tag requirements to reject most double-tagged 77
events and to focus this study on interactions in which one
photon is quasi-real.

• overall event sélection criteria, involving quantités such as
the total charged particle multiplicity, the visible hadronic
invariant mass Wvis, and the transverse momentum and
charge balance in the event. Thèse criteria also suppress
backgrounds and remove poorly-measured events.

Détails of the final sélection criteria are given below.

5.3.1: Requirements for Final-State Particles

A. Charged Particle Tracks

The exact criteria used to sélect good quality charged particle
tracks are rather technical and therefore relegated to Appendix E.
To briefly summarize the requirements:

1. Inner detector tracks must come from the interaction point
and hâve hits in 5 or more inner detector chambers. Thèse

requirements effectively limit the inner detector track
acceptance to lcos(i9l £ 0.87.

2. Forward spectrometer tracks are required to extend
through ail five forward chambers, to come from the inter
action point, and to hâve momentum p è 500 MeV/c.

With very few exceptional cases (see Appendix E), the track momen
tum is calculated from vertex-constrained fits and the particle is

assigned the pion mass.
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B. Neutral Showers

A shower in the barrel, endcap, or LAT is accepted as a photon
from the hadronic final state under the following conditions:

• The shower must not be associated with any accepted inner
detector or forward spectrometer track. (The association
algorithms, which are somewhat complicated, are discussed
in Appendix D.)

• The shower must hâve a certain minimum energy, in order
to suppress "fake" showers from noise. For barrel and
endcap showers, the minimum energy is 100 MeV; for LAT
showers, 250 MeV.

• For endcap showers, the shower must be located at
IcosÔI è 0.93. This requirement removes showers near the
synchrotron radiation absorber (see Figure 3.6), since its
position is not precisely known and hence the absorber's
effect may not be well represented in the detector simu
lation. Showers for which there are no endcap proportional
chamber position measurements are also disregarded. Most
of thèse are in the région where the barrel light guides pass
through the endcap. (See Figures 3.6 and 3.8.) Without the
proportional chamber information, the signal atténuation
corrections hâve large uncertainties. Thèse additional cuts
on endcap showers reduce the overall acceptance for
electromagneUc showers from 99% to 89% of 47T solid angle.

5.3.2: Tag Requirements

For the purposes of the final event sélection, a tag must satisfy
the following requirements:

• è 8 GeV in a single SAT or LAT shower cluster. This relatively
high minimum energy requirement not only suppresses the
background from "fake" tags due to hadronic interactions,
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but also reduces uncertainties connected with the trigger

efficiency. (See Section 3.10.)

In order to further supress fake tags, the tag shower must
be identified as coming from a charged particle.

• For LAT tags, the shower must be unambiguously asso
ciated (Section D.5) with a forward spectrometer track.
The track must be of good quality: it must extend
through ail 5 chambers, hâve a successful fit1, and
hâve rf û 25 mm, where rf is the distance between the
track extrapolation and the interaction vertex in the
plane z=0. The track's momentum must be
è 1.0 GeV/c, and its charge must be of the correct
sign. (That is, positive for tags on the +z side of the
detector and négative on the -z side. For tracks with
measured momenta greater than 20 GeV/c, this
charge requirement is not made, since the curvature
of such tracks is obviously too small to be
well-measured.)

• For SAT tags, no track information is available, since
the forward chambers do not cover the SAT

acceptance. Showers from charged particles can be
identified, however, by requiring that the SAT shower
be associated with a hit in the SAT proportional cham
bers. Studies of SAT Bhabhas indicate that this

procédure has an efficiency of 80±3% for correctly
identifying charged particles. Studies of central detec
tor Bhabhas with a photon in the SAT from initial state
radiation indicates that 7's are misidentified as
charged particles 35±4% of the time. (See Section D.6
for détails about the SAT charge identification procé

dure.)

1 Tracks for which the fit fails only because the track encounters a
région of unknown magnetic field are also acceptable. (In such cases,
the significant variables analysis from the pattern récognition (see
Section D.3.1) provides an estimate of the momentum.) Tracks with-
out fits, however, constitute less than 1% of the tag candidates.
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The effectiveness of the above tag criteria in reducing the back
ground from fake tags is quantified in Section 5.4.2 below.

• To restrict the events to those with a well-measured tag
within a well-defined acceptance, the further requirements
are as follows.

• For LAT tags, the tag must be within the angular range
100 ^ i? ^ 260 mrad, where o? hère is the angle
between the tag track and the e+e~ beam Une at the
interaction point. Also, to reduce leakage effects, the
shower must be more than 40 mm away from the edges
of the LAT. Finally, the <p coordinate of the tag track
must be more that 25° away from ±90°, in order to
remove events in which the tag passes near the
septum noses. The magnetic field around the noses is
very complicated. Studies of LAT Bhabhas and tagged
yy^p/pr events indicate discrepancies between the
data and the detector simulation in the tag-track
reconstruction efficiency in this région.

• For SAT tags, the tag must be at 31 è -â < 55 mrad, in
order to stay away from edges of the SAT acceptance.

For LAT tags, the direction is taken from the track fit. The energy,
however, is taken from the shower counter, since it provides a better
measurement than the forward spectrometer for électron momenta
> 4 GeV/c.
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5.3.4: Final Event Sélection Criteria

The requirements which an event must satisfy in order to be
accepted into the final data sample are as follows.

• The event must hâve an acceptable SAT or LAT tag, as
defined in the previous subsection.

• There must be no SAT or LAT shower cluster with more than

6.0 GeV on the opposite side of the detector from the tag.
With this anti-tag requirement, approximately 70% of the
untagged photons hâve Q2 less than 0.01 GeV2. 2

• I zave I û 35.0 mm, where zave is the interaction vertex's
z-coordinate, calculated as a weighted average of the good
tracks' z-intercepts. This eut suppresses the background
from beam-gas and beam-beam pipe interactions.

• k 4 charged tracks in the hadronic final state, where the
tracks may be in the inner detector or forward
spectrometer and must satisfy the criteria given for
acceptable tracks above.

• 4.0 g Wvi8 è 13.0 GeV, where Wvis is the visible invariant
mass of the hadronic system, calculated using both charged
and neutral particles. The lower bound on WViS is necessary
to allow an analysis in terms of jets. The upper bound sup
presses annihilation channel background.

• I SPti I è 3.0 GeV/c, where the summation runs over ail
particles in the event, including the tag. Background events

2 An average value for the Q2 of the untagged photon is not very
meaningful: the distribution has a long tail reaching to high values of
Q2 due to the residual double-tagged events in the sample. The num
bers quoted hère are taken from Monte Carlo studies of 77->qq
events. Since this model has about the weakest Q2 dependence of ail
models for 77-^hadrons, the real distribution of the untagged
photons' Q2 may be even more strongly peaked at Q2 « 0 than indi-
cated hère.
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with missing particles, such as tau events and e+e~-+hadrons
events in which particles are lost in acceptance holes, often
hâve large unobserved transverse momentum.

I net charge of the hadronic system I û 2. This requirement
suppresses poorly reconstructed events. It also further
suppresses beam-gas events, which often contain several
protons.

For SAT-tagged events, there must be at least one good
inner detector track with Icos-tfl è 0.8 and pT ê 150 MeV/c.
This requirement gives a uniform trigger efficiency for
SAT-tagged events. (See Figure 3.13).

With thèse cuts, a final data sample of 846 SAT-tagged and 381
LAT-tagged events is obtained, corresponding to integrated
luminosities of 29.3 and 39.4 pb-1, respectively. The average value of
Q2 is 0.4 GeV2 for the SAT events and 5.0 GeV2 for the LAT events. Fig
ure 5.1 shows an LAT-tagged event from the final data sample.
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Figure 5.1: An event from the final data sample, as shown by the
PLUTO event display program. The top view shows the
x-z projection of the event, including both forward
spectrometers and the central detector. (The two rec
tangles represent the septum magnets and the square in
the middle is the central detector.) The event has an
LAT tag, which is the forward spectrometer track on the
left side of the picture. The opposite spectrometer also
contains three tracks. The bottom view shows the tracks

in the inner detector, as seen looking along the e+ beam.
This event has Wvl9=5.8 GeV and Q2=13.9 GeV2.
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5.4: Background Estimâtes

Estimâtes of the residual background contamination in the final
event sample are given in this section. The considered background
processes are:

1. e+e" -» hadrons

2. e+e~ -> t+t~

3. 77 -» t+t~

4. e+e~ -> e+e~ + hadrons, via the inelastic Compton process

5. untagged 77 -» hadrons, in which a photon or showering
hadron produces a false tag

6. double-tagged 77 -+ hadrons, in which one électron is
mistakenly treated as a hadron

7. beam-gas and beam-beam pipe interactions.

Except for (7), which is estimated from the event vertex distribution,
ail thèse backgrounds are studied via Monte Carlo event simulations.

The most interesting events in the sample are those which hâve
relatively large pT (where pT is measured relative to the 77 collision
axis in the hadronic center-of-mass frame) in either individual par
ticles or jets. Such events constitute, however, only about 10% of the
data sample. Thus, a priori it is not sufficient to know that a back
ground is only a few percent of the entire event sample: it is
particularly important to understand the residual background at
large pT.

The estimated residual background contaminations are given in
Table 5.1, listed separately for SAT- and LAT-tagged events and for
both the entire event sample and for events with jet pT è 2.0 GeV/c. 3

3 Jet reconstruction uses a thrust algorithm. More information
about the jet reconstruction is given in Section 7.2.
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As the table shows, ail backgrounds are small, amounting to less than
10% overall. At large pT, the backgrounds constitute about 20% and
15% of the SAT and LAT events, respectively.

Table 5.1

Residual Background Contaminations *
(Values given as percent of the observed number of events)

SAT LAT

Reaction Ail

events

Jet Pt

> 2 GeV/c
Ail

events

Jet Pt

> 2 GeV/c

e^e^hadrons

e+e--»T+r~

77->t+t-

Compton

No tag

Double Tag

Beam Gas

1.7 ± 0.2

1.3 ± 0.1

1.1 ± 0.3

4.5 ± 0.2

< 0.7

9.4 ± 1.3

0.3 ± 0.2

5.5 ± 0.5

< 1.7

4.8 ± 0.5

< 2.4

1.2 ± 0.3

4.1 ± 0.3

< 0.9

4.2 ± 0.3

< 1.0

2.3 ± 0.1

8.2 ± 0.8

< 2.5

4.6 ± 0.6

< 2.7

1 Quoted errors are statistical only. A dash indicates that the calcu
lated residual background is negligible (less than 0.1% at the 90% con
fidence level). Upper limits (denoted by the "<" sign) are also at the
90% confidence level.

The remainder of this section gives détails about the individual
background calculations.
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5.4.1: e+e~ -»• hadrons

In generating Monte Carlo events for the reaction e+e~->hadrons
there are two considérations:

1. The treatment of initial state radiation. Events with initial

state radiation were generated with the program of Berends
and Kleiss [5.5]. This program has been used extensively by
ail PETRA experiments in studies of annihilation channel
reactions and found to be satisfactory.

2. The hadronization scheme. The Monte Carlo events used

hère were hadronized according to the prescription of Ali
[5.6]. The event génération considered qq, qqg, qqgg, and
qqqq, (where q=u,d,s,c,b quarks and g=gluon) final states
with fragmentation parameters which hâve been found to
give a good description of annihilation channel data for cen
ter of mas,s énergies between 12 and 34 GeV [5.7]. The
différences between this and other commonly-used
hadronization models are sufficiently subtle that one does
not expect the background calculation hère to be sensitive
to such détails. As a check, however, a Monte Carlo sample
with hadronizaton according to to the Hoyer model [5.8] was
also studied. The two hadronization schemes yielded back
ground estimâtes which agreed to within statistical error.

It is interesting to note that the annihilation channel background
arises differently in the SAT and LAT data samples. For SAT-tagged
events, the tag is nearly always caused by a photon from initial state
radiation. Since the energy spectrum of thèse photons, like that of
the tags, has a peak near the beam energy*, raising the minimum tag
energy requirement is not particularly effective in reducing this
background. The only way such events can be distinguished from

* This behavior may seem unusual, since one might naively expect a
simple bremstrahlung spectrum. The beam-energy peak arises
because a hard initial state radiation lowers the effective hadronic
center of mass energy (Vs) and the annihilation cross-section varies
as 1/s.
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genuine 77 events is by positively identifying the tag as a charged
particle.

In addition to initial state radiation, fake LAT tags are also often
produced by photons and électrons from meson decays and by
hadrons interacting in the shower counter. Fake tags like thèse are
rare in the SAT simply because the SAT covers such a small solid
angle. Although fake tags are thus more complicated in the LAT, the
additional information provided by the forward spectrometer makes
an effective background suppression possible. Table 5.2 gives the
results of a Monte Carlo study on how the successively-applied crite
ria for a good LAT tag reduce the annihilation channel background,
both overall and at large pT. Increasing the minimum tag energy
from 6.0 to 8.0 GeV, which causes only about a 10% loss of genuine 77
events, reduces fake tags by roughly one-third: the momentum spec
trum of annihilation channel hadrons falls steeply and hadronic
interactions generally deposit only a fraction of the incident parti
cle's energy in the shower counter. Requiring that the LAT shower
hâve an associated track gives a negligible loss of 77 events, but
removes photon tags. Finally, requiring that the tag's track hâve the
correct charge reduces the number of fake tags by another factor of
two, again with negligible loss of 77 events. Thus, the annihilation
channel background in the LAT-tagged events is reduced from 20%
overall and ~50% at large pT to about 1% and 2%, respectively. This
final resuit means that the calculated probability for a pion with
momentum greater than 8 GeV/c to be misidentified as a tag is about
4%. Given the energy resolution of the LAT (about 9% at 8 GeV), this
estimate is reasonable.

The Wvls distributions of SAT and LAT events which pass ail the
final sélection criteria (except perhaps the Wvis S 13.0 GeV require
ment) are shown in Figure 5.2. Also shown are the distributions for
the calculated residual e+e~->hadrons background. The requirement

Wvls g 13.0 GeV insures that the residual background is less than 10%
at ail values of Wvls used in this study. Even at higher values of W^,,
however, the différence between the data and the e+e~-»hadrons MC is

consistent with the expected number of genuine 77 events.

The large Wvls events in which the tag candidate fails the
charge-identification requirements of Section 5.3.2 should include a
relatively small number of genuine 77 events. This data subsample
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Table 5.2

A Monte Carlo Study of the
hadrons Background 1Réduction of the LAT-tagged e+e'

Total

Number of

Events

Events with

Jet Pt

> 2 GeV/c

Expected number of yy events -400

85

60

12

5

-80

45

30

4

2

e+e

e+e"

hadrons with tag > 6.0 GeV
hadrons with tag > 8.0 GeV

AND the tag has an associated track
AND the track has the correct charge

1 Numbers of events based on 40 pb l of luminosity

therefore provides an additional (albeit very low statistics) check on
the e+e-->hadrons MC. At Wvis è 15.0 GeV, the data include 14 SAT
and 3 LAT events with such "fake" tags. The e+e'-hadrons MC pre-
dicts 9.5±1.3 and 2.1 ±0.7 such events in the SAT and LAT, respectively.
The expected "contamination" of genuine 77 events in this subsample
is about four events in the SAT and negligible in the LAT. The
observed number of events is therefore well accounted for. Also, this
handful of events agrées with the e+e"-hadrons MC in the distrib
utions of other quantiUes, such as "tag" energy, charged and neutral
multiplicities, and particle momenta.
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Figure 5.2: Wvis distribution of the SAT and LAT-tagged events. The
shaded area shows the residual e+e--»hadrons back

ground, as calculated by Monte Carlo. The final event
sample includes only events with Wvls £ 13.0 GeV.
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5.4.2: e+e~ -+ t+t

Thèse MC events were generated with the e+e~-l+r(7) (where l=p:
or t) program of Berends and Kleiss [5 5], which takes into account
initial and final state radiation and other QED radiative corrections
up to order o3. The produced taus were then decayed according to
isotropic phase space, using the branching ratios given in Table 5.3.
The Monte Carlo branching ratios agrée with those given in the Parti
cle Data Book [5.9], except that the total t-+1 prong and t-»3 prong
rates are slightly higher and lower, respectively. This is in accord-
ance with récent measurements [5.10]

The results of this study indicate that the background from anni
hilation channel tau production is less than 1%, independent of Q2
and pT. Such events are effectively suppressed by the tag, minimum
multiplicity, maximum Wvi9, and transverse momentum balance
requirements.

5.4.3: 77 - t+t

Thèse events were generated with the 77~>l+r (where 1 can be a
^,r,or quark) program of Vermaseren [1.7]. The produced taus were
decayed as described in the previous subsection. In principle, the
"tag" in such events can be either genuine or produced by an
électron from a tau decay. In practice, the latter cause is negligible
because the decay électrons generally hâve insufficient energy to be
accepted as a tag.

In rejecting genuine SAT- and LAT-tagged yy^r+r~ events, two of
the final sélection criteria are are particularly important. The
requirement of four or more charged particles in the final state
removes ~70% of the events. Because of the unobserved neutrinos,
tau events also often fail the requirement that the event be trans
verse momentum balanced to within 3 GeV/c. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.3, which shows the net transverse momentum after detector
simulation for yy^T+r~ and 77-uû (with standard Feynman-Field
fragmentation [5.11, 5.12]) events.
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Tau Decay Branching Ratios
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Monte Carlo Particle Data Book (1982)

16 %

16 %

10 %

4 %

20 %

11 %

1 %

9 %

6 %

5 %

2 %

78 %

20 %

2 %

}

18.5 ± 1.2 %

16.2 ± 1.0 %

10.7 ± 1.6 %

21.6 ± 3.6 %

hadron" + neutrals

37.0 ± 3.2 %

7 ± 5 %

15 ± 7 %

71.7 ± 3.6 %

28.4 ± 3.0 %
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Figure 5.3: Monte Carlo expectations (after a full simulation of the
PLUTO detector) for the observed transverse momentum
balance in 77-+UQ and 77->t+t" events. Each histogram
is normalized to unit area.

5.4.4: The Inelastic Compton Process

The basic Feynman diagram for hadron production via the inelas
tic Compton process is shown in Figure 1.4b. Compton events differ
from genuine two-photon events in that the hadronic final state has
négative charge conjugation parity. Experimentally, the two types of
events are indistinguishable.
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The Monte Carlo program for generating Compton events is based
on the formulae of Référence 1.23 for e+e~ -» e+e~qq and considers
u,d,s, and c quarks. The calculated Compton background in the data
sample is less than 0.1% at the 90% confidence level. As discussed in
Section 1.8, such a resuit is expected for large invariant masses,
since the Compton diagrams differ from the genuine 77 diagrams by
changing the value of a photon propagator from l/Q2 to 1/W2.

5.4.5: Untagged 77 -> hadrons

Untagged 77-»hadrons events, like e+e~->hadrons events, can
sometimes hâve a fake tag, produced by either a photon or électron
from meson decay or by a hadron interacting in the tagger. To esti-
mate this background, untagged 77 events were generated according
to two models:

1. Quark-Parton Model (QPM), using fractionally charged u.d.s,
and c quarks with constituent quark masses (300,300,500,
and 1600 MeV, respectively) and standard Feynman-Field
fragmentation; and

2. Vector Dominance Model (VDM), for which the untagged
77~>hadrons cross-section was taken to be

ct77(W) = 240 + 270/W nb, (W in GeV)

as suggested in Référence 2.3. In this model, final state

hadrons were produced as jets along the 77 collision axis5.

The background from fake tags in QPM events is found to be negligi
ble (less than one event). The VDM Monte Carlo, however, predicts a
background which is negligible in the LAT, but which amounts to a
few percent of the SAT-tagged events. Thèse background events are
ail at very low transverse momentum (jet pT £ 0.5 GeV/c) - just as

5 More détails about the VDM hadronization scheme are given in the
next chapter.
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expected, since the VDM final state is assumed to be hadron jets
along the 77 axis

Since untagged 77->hadrons events at W <: 3 GeV hâve not yet
been experimentally studied, the above background estimâtes must
be considered to hâve large (perhaps on the order of 100%) systemat
ic uncertainties. Nevertheless, this background is small and confined
to low pT.

5.4.6: Double-tagged 77 -> hadrons

Double-tagged 77->hadrons events are considered a background to
this event sample only if one of the scattered électrons is mistakenly
treated as a particle from the hadronic final state. Other events, in
which, for example, the second électron is scattered into the accept
ance hole at 55 S i? £ 85 mrad between the SAT and LAT and hence

goes undetected, are not considered as part of the double-tagged
background. The only effect of such events is to slightly increase the
average value of Q2 for the untagged photon; the undetected électron
per se does not distort the hadronic final state

Double-tagged events are also qualitatively différent from other
backgrounds, such as e+e~-»hadrons and yy-*r+r~, in that they are
implicitly included in ail models of two-photon hadron production.
Thus, it is not necessary to subtract the calculated double-tagged
"background" from observed distributions before comparing data and
Monte Carlo prédictions. The only purpose of the calculation hère is
to make sure that the double-tagged events occur sufficiently infre-
quently that they cannot significantly distort the interprétation of
the data.

For the purpose of this background calculation, double-tagged
Monte Carlo events were generated according to the Quark-Parton
Model and a vector dominance model, as described in the previous
subsection. In the VDM, tr77 was assumed to dépend upon the Q2 's of
the two virtual photons according to the product of two GVDM form
factors. A separate study of PLUTO's double-tagged events [5.13] has
shown that the total cross-section for such events is well described
by the sum of a similar vector dominance model and QPM.
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As shown in Table 5.1, the estimated background from
double-tagged 77 events in this sample is small, roughly 5% inde
pendent of both Q2 and pT

5.4.7: Beam-gas and Beam-beam pipe events

Residual background from thèse processes is estimated from the
distribution of zave, the event vertex's z-coordinate. Genuine inter
actions yield a zave distribution peaked around zéro, while thèse
backgrounds should show a flat zave distribution. The zave distribution
for events which pass ail sélection criteria (except perhaps the vertex
eut) is shown in Figure 5.4. The event vertex is obviously
well-reconstructed: a Gaussian fit to this distribution yields
a = (15.9±0.3) mm, consistent with the 10 mm rms length of the
électron and positron bunches. The distribution also shows that
beam-gas and beam-beam pipe backgrounds are small. Events in the
sidebands at 50 É zave û 100 mm were used to make the background
estimâtes given in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of zave. the z-coordinate of the reconstructed
interaction vertex. The curve shows a Gaussian fit to the
distribution. The standard déviation of the Gaussian is
a = (15.9±0.3) mm. The event sélection requires
lzavel ^ 35.0 mm.
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5.5: Quality of Q2 and W Measurements

5.5.1: Measurement of Q2

The results of Monte Carlo studies of the Q2 resolution are shown
in Figure 5.5. Figures 5.5a and b are corrélation plots of measured
versus true Q2 for SAT- and LAT-tagged events, respectively. Figures
5.5c and d show histograms of the quantity AQ2/Q2, where
AQ2=(Q2measured-Q2true). The corrélation plots show that there are no
significant systematic distortions in the measured Q2 value. Gaussian
fits of the AQ2/Q2 distributions yield o = (9.0±0.2)% for the SAT and
(10.1±0.2)% for the LAT. Thèse results agrée with the Q2 resolutions
estimated directly from Bhabhas, CTq2/Q2 « 10% for both SAT and LAT.
This agreement is not surprising, of course, since the resolutions
used in the simulation of the SAT or LAT were determined from

studies of Bhabhas.

5.5.2: Measurement of W

Because of particle losses, the measurement of the two-photon
invariant mass from the observed final state hadrons is a much more

complicated matter. The effect by which Wvis is systematically small
er than WtrUe would occur even in a detector with 4tt acceptance since
some particles, like neutrinos and K°L 's (in detectors without a
hadron calorimeter), are in principle unobservable. This loss, howev
er, is very small: Monte Carlo studies of 77-*uû events with standard
Feynman-Field fragmentation show that unobservable particles make
Wvis only 3% smaller than Wtrue on average. In the PLUTO detector,
acceptance holes cause a much larger dégradation in the W meas
urement. Moreover, since acceptance holes are localized near the
beam line and since the momentum resolution is not uniform

throughout the detector, the severity of the W mismeasurement
dépends upon détails of the final state topology. One might even
expect the Wvl8-WtrUe corrélation to be différent in SAT- and
LAT-tagged events. In SAT-tagged events, the 77 collision axis is
essentially parallel to the e+e~ beam line. In LAT-tagged events, on
the other hand, this is not the case. Thus, final state particles in SAT
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Figure 5.5: Monte Carlo study of the quality of the Q2 measurements.
Figures (a) and (b) show corrélation plots of Q2measured vs
Q truoi
-. „-«., for SAT and LAT tags, respectively. The two
histograms in (c) and (d) are distribution of the ratio
AQ2/Q2, where AQ2=Q2me»8ured-Q2true. The histograms are
normalized to unit area. The solid curves are Gaussian
fits to the histograms. The standard déviations of the
Gaussians are (9.0±0.2)% and (10.1±0.2)% for the SAT and
LAT, respectively.
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and LAT-tagged events hâve différent angular distributions relative to
the acceptance holes.

To study the W-reconstruction in the PLUTO detector, Monte Carlo
SAT- and LAT-tagged 77~>hadrons events were generated according to
several différent models of the hadronic final state:

1. Quark-Parton Model. In particular, 77-»uG events with
standard Feynman-Field fragmentation were used in thèse
studies. Events of the type 77^cc were also considered.

2. Vector-Dominance Model events, with jets along the 77 axis.

3. A multi-pion, isotropic phase space model, with charged and
neutral pions generated in an average ratio of 2:1. The
charged and neutral multiplicity distributions for thèse
events are similar to those for the 77-+UÛ events.

More detailed information about thèse hadronization schemes is giv
en in the next chapter. Events from the above samples which passed

ail the same event sélection criteria as the data were used in the

W-reconstruction studies.

The results of thèse studies, presented separately for SAT- and
LAT-tagged, events are illustrated in Figure 5.6. Figures 5.6a and b
show corrélation plots of Wvis vs. Wtrue. The systematic distortion by
which Wvia is less than Wtrue is clearly seen. (The ~5% of the events in
which WYis exceeds Wtrue by more than 20% are primarily
double-tagged background events.) Histograms of the quantity
Wvis/Wtme are shown in Figures 5.6c and d. To illustrate the systemat
ic variation among the hadronization models, the Wvi8/Wtrue
distributions are shown for the uû, VDM, and phase space events. In
Table 5.4 the average values of Wvi8/WtruB, along with the
root-mean-square (rms) déviations, for thèse models and the 77-+CC
events are given.

The average values of WVig/Wtrue range between 0.70 and 0.85, with
rms variations between 0.15 and 0.25. The différences between the

various hadronization schemes are clear:
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Wtrue for SAT- and LAT-tagged events, respectively. The
histograms in (c) and (d) show the distribution of the
ratio Wvia/Wtrue for SAT and LAT events, respectively, as
given by three différent hadronization models: 77^uu
(solid line), VDM (dashed line), and multi-pion isotropic
phase space (dotted line). Each distribution is normal-
ized to unit area.
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Ratio

Table 5.4

of Visible to True Invariant Mass

SAT LAT

Model mean value1 rms mean value1 rms

77 •+ uu

VDM

Phase Space

77 -» ce

0.830

0.685

0.846

0.738

± 0.005

± 0.004

± 0.002

± 0.006

0.21

0.18

0.13

0.17

0.841 ± 0.006

0.700 ± 0.010

0.857 ± 0.005

0.748 ± 0.008

0.24

0.18

0.14

0.20

1 Quoted errors are the statistical only.

3.

The VDM hadronization, in which hadrons are produced pri
marily along the beam axis and hence most likely to be lost
in acceptance holes, yields the smallest average value of
Wvis/Wtrue and the largest rms variation.

The phase space model, on the other hand, gives the largest
average value and the smallest rms variation. In fact, the
average value of =0.85 is roughly as expected from the
geometrical acceptance of the detector (about 90% of 4rr for
both charged and neutral particles, after ail sélection crite
ria.)

The uû events hâve an average value of Wvjs/Wtrue close to
that of the phase space events. This is not unreasonable
since the un events include jets at large angles to the beam
axis. The rms variation in the uû events, however, is much

larger than that for phase space events. This is also as
expected: with isotropic phase space hadronization, vari
ation between individual events is small. With a jet model,
an event can be either very well or very poorly recon
structed, depending upon the jets' orientation relative to
the acceptance holes.
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4. Table 5.4 shows that the ce events hâve a lower average val
ue of Wvls/Wtrue than the uû events. This effect is primarily
due to the greater number of neutrinos and K°L 's produced
in charm fragmentation: even with a perfect detector, thèse
losses give <Wvls/Wtrue> ~ 0.87 for ce events (as compared to
a value of ~ 0.97 for uû events).

Finally, it is clear that W-reconstruction is not very différent for SAT-
and LAT-tagged events.

5.6: Acceptance vs. W and Q2

The event acceptance should be presented as a function of the two
variables, W and Q2 simultaneously, since the detector and sélection
criteria effectively make cuts on both of thèse. The purpose of this
section, however. is to convey an understanding of the acceptance,
rather than to provide a précise acceptance function. (The précise
acceptance is, of course, accounted for in the full Monte Carlo event
simulation.) For the sake of clarity, the acceptance is presented
hère (1) as a function of Wtrue for events within a precisely defined
tagging range and (2) as a function of Q2 for events within a
restricted Wtrue région.

To estimate the acceptance as a function of Wtrue, Monte Carlo
events with a tag of energy ^ 8.0 GeV and in the angular région
31 ^ i? è 55 mrad (SAT) or 100 â i3 è 260 mrad (LAT) are consid
ered. Thèse restrictions on the tag parameters are applied to their
true (that is, unsmeared by detector resolutions) values.

The acceptance as a function of Wtrue is shown in Figure 5.7, sepa
rately for SAT- and LAT-tagged events and for three hadronization
models (uû, VDM, and multi-pion phase space). Several features of
the acceptance should be noted:

1. In ail models, the acceptance rises approximately linearly
from 0 at WtrUe - 4.0 GeV to a "plateau" value of about
40-50%, beginning at Wtrue = 7-8 GeV. At Wtrue ÏZ 15 GeV, the
acceptance falls off.
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2. Systematic différences between the various hadronization

models are clearly seen. The acceptance rises most quickly
at low Wtrue for the phase space hadronization and most
slowly for the VDM. The plateau acceptance is smallest for
the VDM events (=40%) and larger (=50%) for the uû and
phase space models.

3. For a given hadronization model, the acceptance is very
similar for SAT- and LAT-tagged events. The acceptance
plateau is slightly higher for the SAT events.

4. The acceptance of 77-+CC events, for which no plots are
shown, differs very little from that of the uû events.

It should also be noted that a large part of the acceptance losses
arises for trivial reasons. In the SAT, the tag charge identification
procédure (cf. Sections 5.3.2, D.6.4) reduces the maximum possible
acceptance to 80%, independent of Wtrue. Similarly, the restricted
azimuthal range for LAT tags (cf. Section 5.3.2) reduces the maximum
LAT acceptance to about 72%.

To estimate the acceptance as a function of Q2, events with
6.0 g Wtrue ^ 14.0 GeV are considered. The choice of hadronization

model affects the overall level of the acceptance vs. Q2 but not its
functional form. In Figure 5.8, the acceptance vs. Q2 for SAT and LAT
events is shown, as calculated from the phase space hadronization
model. The acceptance is constant in the SAT for
0.15 S Q2 S 0.75 GeV2 and in the LAT for 4.0 g Q2 S 15.0 GeV2. The
acceptance for 0.9 £ Q2 ;S 1.0 GeV2 is vanishingly small due to the
hole between the SAT and LAT at 55 è -û û 85 mrad. Because of

energy measurement errors, however, a few SAT-tagged events hâve a
measured value of Q2 in this range.
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Figure 5.7: Event acceptance as a function of Wtrue. The calculated
acceptance is shown for SAT and LAT events, and for
three hadronization models - uû jets, VDM, and
multi-pion isotropic phase space. The acceptance is giv
en as a fraction of 100%.
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Figure 5.8: Event acceptance as a function of Q2true for SAT- and
LAT-tagged events. The acceptance is given as a fraction
of 100%.



CHAPTER 6: EVIDENCE FOR HARD INTERACTIONS AND

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DATA
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6.1: Introduction

In this chapter, the évidence for hard, point-like interactions in
77 hadron production is presented. Two independent features of the
data provide this évidence:

1. The Q2 dependence of the observed 77 cross-section. In partic
ular, the data are compared to several "hadronic" models, in
which at least one of the two interacting photons behaves as a
vector meson. Thèse models include simple p-propagator VDM
(p-VDM), the Generalized Vector Dominance Model (GVDM), the
Extended Vector Dominance Model (EVDM), and the so-called
"target" VDM (TVDM). The observed number of events falls off
with increasing Q2 more slowly than predicted by any of thèse
models. A relatively large cross-section at high Q2 is character
istic of the reaction 77-»qq, in which there is a direct point-like
coupling between each of the the photons and the quark current.

2. The momentum of the produced hadrons transverse to the 77
collision axis. Conventional ideas about VDM-like interactions

predict that pT should be limited to a few hundred MeV/c, the
transverse momentum scale characteristic of soft, hadronic

interactions A hard, point-like interaction, on the other hand,
produces high pT hadrons. The data show a high pT "tail" in the
particle pT distribution which is inconsistent with the pT limita
tion generally expected for VDM-like interactions.

Both of the above characteristics hâve been demonstrated previ-
ously with lower statistics measurements [6.1, 6.2-6.4]. This work
confirms those results and extends them by covering a larger Q2
range and by making comparisons to alternative vector dominance
models, like GVDM and EVDM.
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After presenting the above évidence for the existence of hard
interactions, the Quark-Parton Model (QPM) is considered as a candi
date description thereof. The observed number of events makes it
clear that QPM alone cannot account for the data. The data are

therefore compared to a simple, quantum-mechanically incohérent
sum of QPM and a vector dominance model. This comparison is con
tinuée] in the next chapter, where an analysis of the data in terms of
jets is presented. It is demonstrated that, overall, this simple
"two-component" model provides a good description of the data.
Some small residual discrepancies between this model and the data
are noted. In gênerai, however, the QPM "fills in" at the correct level
the large Q2 and high pT excesses which are not accounted for by vec
tor dominance models.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 briefly reviews
the salient features of the vector dominance models considered hère.

Section 6.3 describes a semi-empirical hadronization scheme for VDM
interactions, developed in order to make direct comparisons between
the data and thèse models. The évidence for hard interactions in the

Q2 and transversé momentum distributions is presented in Sections
6.4 and 6.5, respectively. Détails of the QPM calculation are given in
Section 6.6. This section also tells exactly how the vector dominance
modei is combined with QPM to produce the two-component ansatz
mentioned above. Comparisons between the data and this model with
regards to numbers of events and distributions of Q2, Wvi8, xvis,
charged and neutral multiplicities, and particle transverse momen
tum distributions are presented in Section 6.7. Finally, the important
conclusions of this chapter are summarized in Section 6.8.

Before starting the above oxitlined discussion, several preliminary
comments are necessary. First, ail comparisons between data and
models discussed in this and subséquent chapters include the full
simulation of the PLUTO detector, as described in Section 5.2. Unless

otherwise noted, ail expérimental distributions are uncorrected for
detector effects. Second, in ail plots of the data, the small residual
backgrounds from yy-*r+r~ and e+e~^hadrons hâve been subtracted
(cf. Section 5.3). The double-tagged background, which is of compa
rable size, is not subtracted, since such events are also présent in
the Monte Carlo prédictions for 77-^hadrons.
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6.2: A Brief Review of Vector Dominance Models

As noted in Section 2.4, "VDM" is really a generic label encompass-
ing any model in which the behavior of the photon is explained in
terms of vector mesons. This notion is sufficiently imprécise to
admit many variations on the basic idea. The particular vector
dominance models which are considered in this analysis are reviewed
in this section.

1. Simple p-propafiator VDM (p-VDM)

In pure vector dominance models [6.5], both photons are
assumed to transform themselves into neutral vector mesons. As
discussed in Section 23, in such models the cross-section for the
interaction for real photons is generally written as

cx77(W) = A + B/W,

where the W-independent term is identified with diffractive
interactions in which a Pomeron is exchanged between the
mesons and the 1/W term arises from the exchange of réso
nances. The coefficients A and B can be estimated from
factorization arguments applied to the measured cross-sections
for pp, 7p, and other reactions. The "standard values" of thèse
coefficients are given in Référence 6.6 as

A = 240 nb and B = 270 nb-GeV.

As discussed in Section 2.4, the simplest formulation for the
Q2 dependence of VDM involves the square of the p-meson
propagator. The cross-section is therefore written

<777(W,Q2) = (240 + 270/W) • FP(Q2) nb (W in GeV)

where

FP(Q2) = 1/(1 + Q2/mp2)2.

It should be recognized that p-VDM has several deficiencies. First
of ail, the contributions of mesons other than the p are not
included. Secondly, this Q2 dependence ignores the fact that a
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virtual photon can be longitudinally as well as transversely
polarized. This extra polarization state is also available to the
vector mesons and hence can produce an additional contribution
to the cross-section which vanishes as Q2 approaches zéro. It is
thèse deficiencies which more complicated models, like GVDM and
EVDM, seek to rectify.

2. Generalized Vector Dominance Model (GVDM)

In this model [6.7, 6.8], a77 is given by

<J77(W,Q2) = (240 + 270/W) • FGVDm(Q2) nb (W in GeV)

where

C 1 + 0.25 Qg/mve ) 0.22
FGVDM(Q2) = L ) rv (i +Q2/m 2)8 \ + (i + Q2/m02)

with

rp=0.65, rw=0.08, and rv=0.05
mp=0.769, m„=0.783, m„=1.020, and m0=1.4 GeV.

GVDM explicitly includes the u and cp mesons in addition to the p.
It also takes into account the contribution from the mesons' lon
gitudinal polarization states (the terms proportional to
0.25 Q2/mv2)- Moreover, the model postulâtes an infinité séries of
higher vector mesons states, which resuit in the 0.22/(l+Q2/m02)
term in FGVdm(Q2)- As demonstrated in Référence 6.7, this addi
tional term enables GVDM to describe well the Q2 dependence of
the 7*p cross-section up to Q2 ~ 5 GeV2. The authors of the model
determined the free parameter m0 from a fit to this data.
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3. Extended Vector Dominance Model (EVDM)

Like GVDM, the Extended Vector Dominance Model [6.9, 6.10]
replaces the interacting photons with infinité séries of vector
meson states. The characterization of thèse states is, however,
quite différent. Each of the low mass vector mesons, p, u, and (p,
is assumed to be the first of an infinité séries of vector mesons,
whose masses are given by the spectrum

mn2 = mv2(l + An)

where n runs from zéro to infmity, mv is the mass of the
lowest-lying meson of the family, and Xis the free parameter of
the model. In EVDM, a77 is written

a77(W,Q2) = 240 • FD(Q2) + (270/W) • FR(Q2) nb (W in GeV)

where FD(Q2) and FR(Q2) are convergent infinité séries1 given by

and

FD(Q2) =E avE ) M+An +Q2/m 2)2
V=p,a>,v> n=0 *• v

„ A ( d + M1/g )
FR(Q2) = LavL ) (1 + Xn +Q2/m 2)2 )

and av are the standard SU(3) coupling constants (ap = 9/12, o„
= 1/12, and av = 2/12). In Référence 6.10, the authors of the
model fixed the parameter X to the value 2 on the basis of the
Q2=0 photoproduction cross-sections [6.10]. Note that, unlike
p-VDM and GVDM, EVDM predicts différent Q2 dependences for the
diffractive and Regge contributions to the cross-section. Like

1 The actual calculation of the EVDM cross-section uses only 500
terms of the séries for FD(Q2) (which converges rapidly) and 3 million
terms for FR(Q2) (whose value at Q2 > 3 GeV2 is increased by 10-20% by
the additional terms). The error introduced by considering only this
many terms is estimated to be a few percent or less.
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GVDM, EVDM also provides a reasonably good description of the Q2
dependence of the electroproduction cross-section [6.10].

4. Target Vector Dominance Model (TVDM)

The Target Vector Dominance Model [6.11], has already been
introduced in Section 2.11. In TVDM, a77 is given by

a77(W,Q2) = (47T2a/Q2) • F2had(x)

where a = 1/137 is the electromagneUc fine structure constant
and

P2had(x) = (0 20 ± 0 os) . a . (i-x).

Thus,

rj77(W,Q2) = (47r2a2/Q2) • (0.20 ± 0.05) • W2/(Q2 + W2).

This model is conceptually différent from the others considered
above. In TVDM only the quasi-real "target" photon is assumed to
behave as a vector meson (specifically, p, co, or <p). The high Q2
"probe" photon, on the other hand, interacts in a point-like fash-
ion and couples directly to the electric charge of the quarks
within this target. The view hère is therefore entirely analogous
to the generally-accepted quark-parton interprétation of 7*p
interactions. The momentum distribution of the target's quarks
is derived from the characteristic structure function F2had(x) ~
(1-x), which is estimated from measurements of the pion struc
ture function. The uncertainty in the normalization of F2had
largely reflects theoretical uncertainties about how the contrib
utions of the p, cd, and <p mesons should be combined. Note that
this model cannot be applied at low Q2, since a77 diverges as 1/Q2.
The formulation hère is sensible only at Q2 £ 1 GeV2, where the
rôles of two interacting photons as "target" and "probe" can be
distinguished.

In spite of appearances, thèse vector dominance models are not
really very différent. Figure 6.1 shows a plot of a77 vs. Q2 at W = 9
GeV, roughly the mean value of W in this data sample. The figure
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shows that in the Q2 range of the LAT, GVDM, EVDM, and TVDM predict
comparable cross-sections, even though they invoke entirely différ
ent theoretical frameworks. Actually, this is not a surprising resuit,
since both GVDM and EVDM hâve free parameters (m0 and X, respec
tively), whose value has been fixed by comparison to measurements.
The extrapolation of thèse models to 77 interactions uses very simi-
lar factorization arguments. TVDM gives a similar resuit, first of ail
because its normalization is determined from known photon-vector
meson coupling constants. Secondly, in the TVDM view the only dif
férence between 7*p interactions (which both GVDM and EVDM
adequately describe) and 7*7 interactions is the différence between
the proton structure function and that assumed for vector mesons.
As Figure 6.2 shows, this différence - apart from normalization - is
rather small in the Q2 range of the LAT. At x neither too large (where
the number of valence quarks is important) nor too small (where the
quark sea excited by the valence quarks dominâtes), the measured
proton structure function is also approximately F2(x) ~ (1-x). (Very
small and very large x are not important for this study of the LAT Q2
range, since they are inaccessible due to the restrictions on W.) It is
this basic similarity between hadronic bound states which forces
TVDM, EVDM, and GVDM to make similar prédictions for the Q2 depend
ence Of <777.

The practical advantages of models like GVDM and EVDM are also
clear in Figure 6.1: thèse models extrapolate smoothly from the low
Q2 range (where a p-propagator should roughly describe the data) to
high Q2 (where, some would argue, the TVDM prescription is appropri
ate).

It should be remembered that none of the above vector
dominance models is a précise prédiction for a77. The uncertainties
of TVDM hâve already been noted. As far as p-VDM, GVDM, and EVDM
are concerned, the values of 240 nb and 270 nb-GeV/W are derived
from factorization arguments, which also involve theoretical uncer
tainties. In Référence 6.8, for example, the diffractive and Regge
contributions are estimated to be 250-300 nb and 315±55 nb-GeV,
respectively. Thus, although thèse models are better than
order-of-magnitude prédictions, agreement with the data to within
twenty or thirty percent should probably be judged a success.

2
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Figure 6.1: a^ vs Q8 at W = 9 GeV for several models, including
p-propagator VDM (dotted line), GVDM (solid line), EVDM
(dashed line), and TVDM (band). For comparison pur-
poses, the standard QPM prédiction (u.d.s, and c quarks
with fractional charges and constituent masses) is also
shown (dash-dot line).
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Figure 6.2: The measured proton structure function as given in Référ
ence 6.12 at Q2 of 5.5 and 7.5 GeV2, values comparable to
those in the LAT-tagged data. The solid line is F2 ~ (1-x),
with normalization fit to the data at x è 0.1

Because of this intrinsic uncertainty, in the analysis below thèse
models are first re-normalized to agrée with the low Q2 SAT-tagged
data. (Such an adjustment cannot be made for the TVDM, of course,
smce it is not valid in the SAT Q2 range.) The test of the models
therefore becomes how well they can account for the data in the Q2
range of the LAT. In this way, the models are given the maximum
"benefit of the doubt". Also, in the comparisons below, the 1/W terms
in the p-VDM and GVDM are dropped. This is done primarily to simpli
fy the models2: the relatively large Wevents used hère make this
analysis - apart from an adjustment to the normalization of ct77 -
insensitive to an explicit 1/W term, within expérimental statistics.
For the EVDM, on the other hand, the 1/W term is retained because it
has a différent Q2 dependence from the W-independent term.
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A comparison of the above models with the data first of ail
requires that they be folded in with the appropriate photon flux fac
tors. This has been done using the single-tagged luminosity func
tions of Berger and Field [1.18], as outlined in équations 1.39-1.43.
The Monte Carlo event generator written for this purpose is described
in more détail in Appendix B.

6.3: Hadronization in VDM Interactions

In the previous section, the prédictions of several vector
dominance models for the 77 cross-section were reviewed. What is
needed to complète the VDM picture is a description of the final
state.

The basic assumption of ail vector dominance models, regardless
of the formula for ct77 they arrive at in the end, is that photons
behave as vector mesons. As discussed in Section 2.5, one therefore

expects VDM-like 77 interactions to show the same characteristics
seen in other hadron-hadron scattering processes. Specifically, VDM
interactions should yield hadrons with momentum transverse to the
77 collision axis limited to about 300-400 MeV/c, the canonical pT
scale of hadronic physics. Limited transverse momentum with
respect to some axis, of course, is the defining characteristic of jets.
Therefore, on a phenomenological level one can picture the VDM final
state as two oppositely-directed jets, aligned with the 77 axis. Thèse
VDM jets, however, need not arise from the fragmentation of a single

2 There may also be some theoretical justification for this procédure.
As demonstrated in this chapter, the Q2 and pT dependences observed
in the data require that a QPM-like component be added to a vector
dominance model. In the language of QCD, the Pomeron term is iden
tified with multiple gluon exchange. If this is correct, there should
be no question of double-counting between the W-independent VDM
term and QPM. The 1/W term, on the other hand, involves meson
exchange and may therefore in some way be dual to the quark cur
rent. (This observation is merely spéculation on the part of the
author.)
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quark; diquarks or even more complicated objects may be involved.
A detailed description of thèse low pT jets must be deduced from the
77 data itself.

Such a study requires a data sample with minimal
"contamination" from hard processes. VDM-like interactions are
expected to dominate the cross-section at low Q2 and low jet pT. Con
sequently, SAT-tagged events in which lcos(©*)l è 0.9, where ©* is the
angle between the reconstructed jet axis and the 77 axis in the
hadronic center-of-mass frame, were selected3 This data subsample
(hereafter referred to as the "VDM subsample") consists of 379 events
(roughly half of the SAT-tagged events). It was selected on the basis
of small jet angle, rather than small jet transverse momentum, in
order not to bias the sample toward low invariant masses. Approxi
mately 90% of thèse small-angle events, however, also hâve jet
transverse momentum less than 1.0 GeV/c. The "purity" of the VDM
subsample cannot really be quantified, since there is no sharp divi
sion between "hard" and "soft" interactions. Standard QPM with
constituent quark masses, however, accounts for only about 10% of
the observed number of such events. The total background from
other processes (yy^T*T, e+e~->hadrons, and untagged 77->hadrons)
in this sample is less than 3%.

The events of the VDM subsample were first of ail compared to
Monte Carlo events in which the Feynman-Field (abbreviated "FF")
scheme with standard values of the fragmentation parameters [5.11,
5.12] was used to hadronize the final state as quark jets4 along the 77
axis. This program was used simply because it provides a convenient
tool for modeling jet formation. It has the advantage over ail-pion
limited-pT phase space programs, which hâve been used for this pur-
pose in other analyses [6.1, 6.3, 6.13], that it makes reasonable
guesses about the number of higher mass mesons in the final state.
The Monte Carlo events were, of course, passed through the PLUTO
detector simulation program and the same chain of analysis pro-

3 The method of thrust analysis is explained more fully in Section
7.2. Monte Carlo studies, which are presented in Section 7.3, show
that the procédure works well in reconstructing the true jet pro
duction angle.
4 The quarks were taken as either u or d with equal probability.
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grams as the real data. Comparisons between the VDM subsample
and the MC events considered their distributions for charged and
neutral multiplicities, thrust, and kT and kL, where kT and kL are
respectively the observed particle momenta transverse and parallel
to the reconstructed jet axis. The comparisons were made with the
events separated into five Wvls bins (4-5, 5-6, 6-8, 8-10, and 10-13
GeV).

The average values of charged multiplicity, kT, and kL in thèse Wvis
bins for the data and MC events are given Table 6.1. It is seen that
standard FF parameters do not provide an adéquate description of
the data. (This is not really surprising, since the VDM jets, as already
noted, may be more complicated than jets arising from single quarks,
from which the standard fragmentation parameters were
determined.) Specifically, the data events are found to contain
slightly broader jets with slightly lower multiplicities than predicted
by standard FF fragmentation parameters applied to u and d quarks.
Non-standard values of the fragmentation parameters were therefore
considered.

The important ingrédients of the FF fragmentation scheme are:

1. The fragmentation function f(z), which gives the probability of
producing from a given quark a hadron of momentum fraction

Z=(E + pL)hadron/(E + pL)quark.

where E is the energy and pL is the momentum parallel to the jet
axis. In the FF program, this distribution is given by

f(z) = 1 - a + 3a(l-z)8

where 'a' is an adjustable parameter. In standard FF fragmenta
tion, a=0.77. Smaller values of 'a' increase the average momen
tum and hence decrease the average particle multiplicity at a
fixed value of total energy.
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Table 6.1

Average Values of Charged Multiplicity, kT , and Icl

for SAT-tagged Events with Jets at |cos9 |* 0.9

MC Prédiction MC Prédiction

Quantity Data Standard FF Non-Standard FF

a = 0.77 a = 0 45

ot = 350 MeV of = 450 MeV

Charged Mult:

Ail Wvis 5.55 ± 0.09 6.00 ± 0.05 5.58 ± 0.05

Wvis 4-5 GeV 4.78 ± 0.12 5.14 ± 0.06 5.04 ± 0.07

Wvis 5-6 GeV 5.15 ± 0.14 573 ± 0.08 5.37 ± 0.09

Wvis 6-8 GeV 5.85 ± 0.18 6.26 ± 0.09 5.67 ± 0.08

Wvis 8-10 GeV 6.16 ± 0.23 6.95 ± 0.15 6.10 ± 0.14

Wvis > 10 GeV 6.32 x 0.32 782 ± 0.27 6.76 ± 0.22

kT. (MeV/c):
Ail Wvis 332 ± 4 304 ± 2 335 ± 3

Wvis 4-5 GeV 293 i 8 282 ± 3 292 ± 4

Wvis 5-6 GeV 314 ± 8 294 ± 4 316 ± 5

Wvis 6-8 GeV 331 ± 8 310 ± 3 352 ± 5

Wvis 8-10 GeV 376 ± 12 325 ± 5 360 ± 7

Wvis > 10 GeV 371 ± 15 335 ± 7 380 ± 9

kL (MeV/c):
Ail Wvis 670 ± 15 579 ± 7 662 ± 9

Wvis 4-5 GeV 510 ± 22 470 ± 10 521 ± 12

Wvis 5-6 GeV 571 ± 26 516 ± 12 579 ± 15

Wvis 6-8 GeV 622 ± 24 585 ± 12 681 ± 15

Wvis 8-10 GeV 868 ± 47 726 ± 25 781 ± 29

Wvis > 10 GeV 966 ± 68 803 ± 36 942 ± 47
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2 The distribution of qT, the momentum of a primary3 meson
transverse to the jet axis. The FF prescription distributes qT
according to a Gaussian,

dN/dqT2 ~ exp(-qT2/crf2).

Standard FF fragmentation6 uses ot = 350 MeV/c.

Variations in the parameters a and af were considered in modeling
the VDM jets. The other parameters of the FF prescription (the ratio
of vector to pseudoscalar mesons and the u:d:s:c quark ratio in the
sea) were left at their standard values (V/P = 1.0 and u:d:s:c =
2:2:1:0). The parameter values

a - 0.45 and af = 450 MeV/c

were found to provide a much-improved and generally satisfactory
description of the VDM jets, as one sees from the values in Table 6.1.
This choice of fragmentation parameters is not necessarily unique,
however, since a and at are correlated due to the requirements of
energy and momentum conservation. The changes produced by using
thèse parameter values instead of the standard ones are rather small
but nevertheless statistically significant. It should be noted that
thèse parameter values also give results similar to those produced by
the ail-pion limited-pT phase space models used in other analyses
[613, 6.14].

There is another ingrédient to the VDM hadronization scheme
which remains to be considered - the transverse momentum distrib
ution of the produced jets. Expecting the VDM jets always to be
exactly aligned with the 77 axis is clearly a simplification. Some

5 This is as opposed to a "secondary meson", which is produced by
the decay of a primary meson (pions from p decays, for example).
6 This distribution is sometimes presented in terms of qT\ the
momentum transverse to the jet axis of the individual quarks within
the meson. In this case, the distribution is written exp(-qT'2/2cTf'z)
with Ot = 250 MeV/c. The convolution of two such distributions
produces the primary meson qT distribution given hère.
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rotation of the jet axis away from the 77 axis is an obvious variation
of the hadronization scheme. In fact, it is important to consider this
possibility, since it can affect the extent to which VDM interactions
account for any high transverse momentum tail, which is otherwise
taken as évidence of hard interactions.

As argued in Section 2.5, a reasonable guess for the distribution of
the jet transverse momentum (henceforth denoted PT, with pT
reserved for particle transverse momenta) in VDM interactions is

dN(jet)/dPT2 ~ exp(-bPT2).

Jets exactly parallel to the 77 axis correspond to b=°°, a delta func
tion at PT=0. A more realistic distribution is given by b=5 GeV-2.
This value corresponds to <PT> » 400 MeV/c and is consistent with
the values of b » 4-7 GeV-2 observed in the reactions 7P~*VP and
7*p->Vp, where V=p, co, or cp. In electroproduction at 1 < Q2 < 6 GeV2,
the observed jet distribution has been found to require b~2 GeV-2
[6.15]. The jet PT in thèse interactions is ascribed to the intrinsic
transverse momentum of the struck quark from the hadronic bound
state. This value of b yields <PT> « 630 MeV/c, somewhat larger than
expected. Recently, this observed PT distribution has been explained
as an artifact of soft gluon émission induced by the "hard knock" of
the probing particle [6.16].

The choice of the jet PT distribution is actually the most
poorly-understood part of the VDM hadronization scheme. First of
ail, unlike the fragmentation parameters7 a and af, the jet PT distrib
ution cannot be deduced from the two-photon data itself: at large
transverse momenta, which must be considered in order to déter
mine the jet PT distribution, the VDM events may be swamped by hard
interactions, whose exact level is not known. Secondly, it is possible
that the VDM jet distribution (as well as the fragmentation parame
ters, for that matter) changes as Q2 increases and the interaction
evolves (in conventional terms) from primarily vector meson scatter
ing (W -> hadrons) to the target VDM interaction (7*V -• hadrons).

7 The corrélation between the fragmentation parameters (a, crf) and
the value of b was found to be small. This simplified the détermi
nation of a and af and left b as a free parameter.
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Uncertainty about the hadronization scheme is therefore an
important factor in comparing the two-photon data with vector
dominance models. For this reason, the VDM prédictions must gener
ally be represented on plots as bands whose widths represent the
change produced by variation in the hadronization scheme. In this
and subséquent chapters, thèse bands correspond to variations of the
hadronization parameters within the following limits:

• 0.35 è a ^ 0.77. The observed average charged multiplicity in the
small jet-angle SAT-tagged events is 5.55 ± 0.09. This range of 'a'
values produces average charged multiplicities for such events
ranging between 5.4 and 6.1.

• 350 ^ (7f ^ 600 MeV/c. The observed average value of charged
particle momentum transverse to the thrust axis is 332 ± 4

MeV/c in the VDM subsample. This range of af values, along with
the variation in 'a', yields average values between 290 and 370
MeV/c.

• 2 ê b < co GeV-2. This corresponds to the average VDM jet PT
ranging between 0 and 630 MeV/c.

In some distributions, variations in hadronization parameters hâve a
very small effect and no band is necessary. Unless otherwise noted,
in plots where the VDM expectation is not represented by a band, the
best (a=0.45 and af=450 MeV/c) and most reasonable (b=5 GeV-2) val
ues of the hadronization parameters hâve been used.

6.4: Invariant Mass and Q2 Distributions Compared to VDM

In this section, the WviB and Q2 distributions of the data are com
pared to the vector dominance models discussed in Section 6.2, using
the VDM hadronization scheme developed in Section 6.3. The compar
isons are made as follows. For p-VDM, GVDM, and EVDM, the préd
ictions are adjusted by multiplicative factors (denoted cp_vdm. cGvdm>
Cevdm) to account for the total number of observed SAT events after
background subtractions. (As already noted, such a renormalization
procédure is not possible for TVDM since it is not valid in the Q2 range
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of the SAT.) Using thèse adjusted normalizations, the models are
compared to the LAT data.

The renormalization factors for the p-VDM, GVDM, and EVDM are as
follows:

cp-vdm = 2.07 ± 0.07
Cqvdm = 1-48 ± 0.05

Cevdm = 1-08 ± 0.04

That is, in ail cases, the models predict fewer events than actually
observed in the SAT (although not significantly fewer in the case of
the EVDM). The errors quoted above are statistical only. Variation of
the VDM hadronization parameters, within the limits discussed in
Section 6.2, changes thèse correction factors by about ±10%. A
hadronization scheme which departed from the notion of "jets along
the 77 axis" to include large angle jets or more isotropic event
topologies would increase the expérimental acceptance and hence
decrease the necessary adjustment factors.

Figure 6.3 shows the Wvls and Q2 distributions of the SAT-tagged
data, as well as the prédictions of p-VDM, GVDM, and EVDM after cor
rection by the renormalization factors. Some systematic discrepan-
cies between the data and the models are apparent. The data include
more large Wvis events than any of the models predicts. Also, the
average Q2 of the data is slightly higher than predicted. Nevertheless,
on the basis of thèse distributions alone, there is no reason to reject
any of thèse models or to prefer one above the others. Moreover,
none of the renormalization factors can be considered unreasonably
large. After taking the adjustment factors into account, p-VDM,
GVDM, and EVDM agrée on cr77 * 180 nb at W = 9 GeV and Q2 = 0.4 GeV2
(appropriate mean values for the SAT data) to within a few percent.
(To emphasize the inapplicability of TVDM at Q2 < 1 GeV2, it is noted
that TVDM overestimates the observed number of SAT-tagged events
by nearly a factor of three.)
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Figure 6.3: Wvi8 and Q2 distributions of the SAT-tagged data compared
to GVDM, EVDM, and p-propagator VDM. The model préd
ictions are normalized to the observed number of events,
as discussed in the text.
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The LAT-tagged data are now considered. Even after adjusting the
p-VDM, GVDM, and EVDM upwards to give the correct number of
SAT-tagged events, thèse three models, as well as TVDM, fail to
account for the observed number of LAT-tagged events. The numbers
of events are as follows:

Observed Number of LAT Data-Backround Events 361 ± 20

cp-vdm • p-VDM prédiction 48 ± 2
cGvdm • GVDM prédiction 228 ± 12
Cevdm • EVDM prédiction 192 ± 10

TVDM prédiction 220 ± 11

The errors are statistical only.

Figure 6.4 shows the Wvis and Q2 distributions of the LAT data and
the prédictions of TVDM and the renormalized p-VDM, GVDM, and
EVDM The discrepancies between the models and the data are larger
at higher Q2 and smaller Wvi8. Except for p-VDM, which is completely
inadéquate, the other vector dominance models give rather similar
prédictions. As discussed in Section 6.2, this is expected for the Q2
and W range of the LAT data.

The above model prédictions assume that the hadronization
scheme is Q2 independent, that is, jets along the 77 axis at ail Q2. As
previously noted, it is not unreasonable to consider an évolution of
the hadronization with increasing Q2. However, even if the
hadronization were to change radically, the vector dominance models
would still underestimate the number of LAT events. Suppose, for
example, that the hadronization changed suddenly at Q2 ~ 1 GeV2
from jets along the 77 axis in the SAT to an isotropic hadronization in
the LAT. Under this extrême hypothesis, the above prédictions for
the number of LAT-tagged events would increase by 30-35% and hence
still fall below the data by several standard déviations. Such a sud-
den change in the hadronization scheme is, however, both physically
unreasonable and, as shown in the next chapter, easily excluded by
the data. Reasonable models for hadronization in the LAT Q2 range,
which are consistent with the observed structure of the LAT events,
yield increases of only about 10-15%. Thus, the vector dominance
models cannot be reconciled with the data through a Q2-dependent
hadronization scheme.
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Figure 6.4: Wvi9 and Q2 distributions of the LAT-tagged data compared
to GVDM, EVDM, p-propagator VDM, and TVDM. Except for
TVDM, the models hâve been renormalized to give the
observed number of SAT-tagged events.
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In conclusion, none of the considered vector dominance models
can account for the observed Q2 dependence of the 77 cross-section
throughout the range 0.1 ^ Q2 û 18.0 GeV2.

It is noted that this conclusion contradicts the claims made for
EVDM in Référence 6.9. The authors base their statements on the old
PLUTO cr77(Q2) measurement (Figure 2.19). Their claim for
Q2 £ 1 GeV2 rests upon the the large error bars of this measurement.
The old PLUTO Q2 > 1 GeV2 data consisted of only about one-fourth as
many events as used hère, spread over a larger Wrange. More impor
tantly, the PLUTO publication présents ct77(Q2) averaged over Wviï
between 3.5 and 10.0 GeV. The theoretical calculation, on the other
hand, was apparently calculated as an average over Wtrue, since the
WVi8-Wtrue corrélation is impossible to take correctly into account
without a full detector simulation. This is particularly true for the
old PLUTO experiment, which iacked forward spectrometers. The the
oretical calculation of cr77(Q2) is very sensitive to this point: the 1/W
term is needed to produce the apparent agreement with the data. (In
EVDM, the 1/W term has a weaker Q2 dependence than the
W-independent term.) Treating Wvi8 as WtrUe overestimates the con
tribution of low Wtrue events to the data.

6.5: Particle Transverse Momentum Distributions Compared to VDM

In this section, the data and vector dominance models are com
pared with respect to the distribution of charged particle pT relative
to the 77 axis. For the purposes of thèse comparisons, the normal
ization of the VDM was determined from the total number of SAT
events, just as in the previous section. After this renormalization,
the pT distributions are insensitive as to which vector dominance
model is used for cr77(W,Q2), apart from the obvious failures, p-VDM in
the LAT and TVDM in the SAT. The expectations for the particle pT dis
tributions are represented as bands to reflect variations in the VDM
hadronization scheme, as discussed in Section 6.2.

Figure 6.5 shows the distributions of charged particle pT2 for the
SAT- and LAT- tagged data, as well as the VDM bands8. In both the SAT
and LAT, there is an excess of high pT particle production which can-
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not be accounted for by reasonable VDM hadronization schemes. The
high pT tail can be clearly seen in the Q2 ^ 1.0 GeV2 SAT-tagged data,
where the total cross-section itself provides no strong évidence for
hard interactions. In the LAT, the VDM also underestimates the data

at low pT. This is another reflection of the inability of vector
dominance models to account for the Q2 dependence of the data.

It should be pointed out that high pT particle (or jet) production is
not universally recognized as incompatible with hadronic models. In
particular, GVDM and EVDM include high-mass vector meson states.
What sort of final state topology the interaction of such particles
should produce is not clear9.

8 The VDM expectation extends to higher pT's in the LAT than in the
SAT. This feature is purely a detector effect: because of the LAT's
poorer energy resolution, the 77 collision axis — and hence pT with
respect to that axis - is not as well determined in LAT events as in
SAT events.

9 In this regard, maleability is one of the most unfortunate features
of thèse extended and generalized vector dominance models. The key
ingrédient of thèse models is the infinité séries of higher mass meson
states. Thèse states hâve such large widths that they are impervious
to direct expérimental observation. This infinité séries provides an
infinité number of adjustable "knobs" which can be twiddled to
accomodate any expérimental fact. For example, in one of the early
EVDM papers [6.10], the authors considered the model's implications
for hadron production in e+e~ annihilation:

"As an immédiate conséquence of this picture we predict a
quite isotropic distribution of the observed final particles, and
therefore the absence of jets which [arise] in the parton
model..." [Référence 6.10, p.402.].

This observation was one of the few a priori prédictions of EVDM. The
subséquent expérimental discovery of jets was not, however, suffi
cient to rule out the model. Instead, it was noted that interférence
between the higher mass states could be invoked to explain the jets
[Référence 2.8, p. 404].
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Figure 6.5: Charged particle pT2 distribution for SAT- and LAT-tagged
events. In each plot, the band shows the VDM expectation,
normalized to the number of SAT-tagged data events. The
widths of the bands show the change in the expectation
produced by variation of the VDM hadronization parame
ters, as discussed in the text.
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In conclusion, the distribution of charged particle momenta
transverse to the 77 axis shows an excess at high pT which cannot be
explained by conventional ideas about the hadronic interactions of
two photons. The excess is clearly observed at Q2 $ 1 GeV2, where
vector dominance models are otherwise consistent with the data.

6.6: Addition of Hard Interactions

The previous two sections hâve demonstrated the inadequacies of
vector dominance models: the observed cross-sections at large Q2
and high particle pT are much larger than predicted. Thèse features
can be accounted for by including hard interactions.

The Quark-Parton Model (QPM) - which is really zeroth-order QCD
- is the most obvious choice for a candidate description of hard
interactions. Other descriptions, such as leading- and
next-to-leading order QCD, cannot be used in this analysis. More
than 90% of the events in this data sample hâve xvi8 < 0.2 (and hence
even smaller values of xtrUe). As discussed in Section 2.11, QCD calcu
lations yield divergent or even négative cross-sections in this
kinematic région [2.49].

For this study, events of the type e"re-->-e+e-qq were generated
with the program of Vermaseren [1.7], which is based on the exact
calculation of the two lowest-order QED diagrams shown in Figure 6.6.
The calculation included four quark flavors (u,d,s,c) and assumed
fractional charges (qu=2/3, qd=-l/3. q.=-l/3, and qc=2/3). Constitu
ent quark masses of mu=md=300 MeV, m8= 500 MeV, and mc = 1.6 GeV
were used. (The effect of varying the quark mass is discussed in Sec
tion 7.7.)

The produced quarks were fragmented according to the
Feynman-Field scheme, with standard values for the fragmentation
parameters [5.11, 5.12]. Feynman and Field fixed the parameter val
ues from data on quark fragmentation in many différent reactions
and over a large range of center-of-mass énergies. Thèse values
hâve been shown to describe well e+e-->qq events at center of mass
énergies comparable to those involved hère [6.17, 6.18, 6.19]. Only at
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Figure 6.6: Basic Feynman diagrams used in the calculation of the
reaction e+e~-»e+e~qq

Vs £ 20 GeV, where hard acolinear gluon radiation is important, does
the Feynman-Field prescription become unsatisfactory.

Specifically, the ingrédients of the fragmentation are as follows:

• For u.d.s quarks, the fragmentation function f(z) is as given in
Section 6.3, with a=0.77. In Référence 5.11, Feynman and Field
show that this choice of "a", along with the other standard
parameter values, gives a good description of the observed
z-distribution in e+e" annihilation, 7*p, and vp interactions with
center-of-mass énergies ranging between 3 and 20 GeV.

• For c quarks, a "harder" fragmentation function is used [6.20].
The function is

f(z) = A / [ z ( 1 - 1/z - £o/(l-z) )•]
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where A is a normalization constant and ec=0.25. This function is
derived from measurements of D meson production. [6.21]. This
fragmentation function and that used for the light quarks are
plotted in Figure 6.7.

• The primary meson qT is distributed according to a Gaussian, as
given in Section 6.3, with af=350 MeV/c. This value of af was cho-
sen by Feynman and Field so that, along with the vector to
pseudoscalar ratio given below, the average pion momentum
transverse to the jet axis would be <kT> = 323 MeV/c. This value
agrées very well with those observed in e+e~ annihilation at cen
ter-of-mass énergies of about 8 GeV. The observed kT
distribution is also well-described by the Gaussian distribution
[6.19],

• Vector and pseudoscalar mesons are produced in the ratio
V/P=l. Feynman and Field fixed this ratio to be unity, because
the observed p°/rx° ratio at large transverse momentum in pp
collisions is about one. Observed p° production in e+e- annihi
lation at PETRA énergies is also consistent with this value of V/P
[6.22].

• Quark content in the sea is taken as u:d:s:c = 2:2:1:0. The pro
portion of s-quarks was estimated by Feynman and Field from
the observed K/tt ratio at large transverse momentum in pp col
lisions. The c-content of the sea is assumed negligible due to the
large mass of the charm quark.

• Charmed and other heavy mesons are decayed as described in
Référence 5.12. As far as possible, the branching ratios are con
sistent with measured values given in the Particle Data Book
[5.9]; some poorly known decays are based on theoretical esti
mâtes. Ail decays are according to isotropic phase space in the
unstable meson's rest frame, except for certain decays, for which
the known momentum-dependent matrix élément is included.

Given the success of the FF prescription in describing quark fragmen
tation in so many environments, it is very reasonable also to expect
it to work well for the reaction 77~*qq. The effect of variations in the
fragmentation parameters is discussed in Section 7.7.
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quarks in the Quark-Parton Model fragmentation.

Considération of the observed number of events shows that

"standard QPM", as formulated above, cannot alone account for the
data. Since the properties of the QPM enable it to compensate for
the inadequacies of the vector dominance models, it is natural to
consider next the sum of QPM and a VDM. For simplicity, the sum is
taken as a quantum-mechanically incohérent sum of cross-sections,
ignoring the possibility of interférence effects.

It is recognized that such a simple "two-component" model can be
criticized on several grounds. The neglect of possible interférence
between the components has already been noted. One may also wor-
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ry about "double-counting" in the cross-section calculation.
However, the hard component is hère taken as QPM, in which the
interacting photons produce a free quark pair, completely undis-
turbed by gluon radiation. By définition, such a process cannot con
tribute to bound states of quarks, which are the ingrédients of the
VDM. It is therefore difficult to see how double-counting could be a
serious problem. Amore fundamental objection is that this division
of the interaction into "hard" and "soft" components is arbitrary: a
complète theory must naturally and continuously describe the full
évolution of the cross-section in both Q2 and pT. Some récent the
oretical work [2.50] has attempted to approach the photon structure
function along thèse lines within the framework of QCD. Unfortunate
ly, present-day understanding falls far short of providing a complète
calculation for two-photon hadron production. Thus, only simplified
pictures, like this two-component model, are available for direct
comparisons to data. In any case, it is certainly interesting to see
how well such a simple model can work.

It must be emphasized that this two-component ansatz certainly
need not provide a complète description of the data. Apart from the
uncertainties of hadronization and interférence effects, such a sim
ple model also neglects many other things. For example, the
QCD-predicted 3- and 4-jet states discussed in Section 2.7 are in no
way included hère. As discussed in Section 2.10, QCD corrections to
the high PT two-jet cross-section may be significant. It is therefore
also interesting to see where this model fails to describe the data.

In completing the détails of this "QPM + VDM" ansatz, two impor
tant questions arise:

1. How should the VDM component be normalized? As already
noted, there is considérable uncertainty in the normalizations of
the four vector dominance models discussed in Section 6.2. Since
the data are now to be compared to a "VDM + QPM" ansatz,
internai consistency demands that the VDM be adjusted to the
différence between the data and the QPM prédiction. In order to
minimize the effect of the QPM on the VDM normalization, it is
préférable to détermine the VDM adjustment factor from a sub
sample of the data in which the VDM component dominâtes and
the QPM "contamination" is relatively small. Two such subsam-
ples are SAT-tagged events with small jet transverse momentum
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(PT è 1.0 GeV/c) and SAT-tagged events in which the recon
structed jet axis is at a small angle to the 77 axis
(lcos(8*)l è 0.9). Standard QPM accounts for only ~15% and ~10%
of thèse two subsamples, respectively.

Thèse two subsamples hâve most of their events in common;
the VDM adjustment factors derived from them consequently
agrée to within 1.8%, with the small PT subsample giving the
slightly larger value. This small différence is unimportant, since
the subsamples contain -350 events and thus hâve ~6% statistical
uncertainty.

Using the small jet-angle SAT events, the multiplicative
adjustment factors (cf. Section 6.3) become

cp_vdm = 137 ±0.09
Cgvdm = 0 99 ± 0.06
Cevdm = 0-73 ± 0.04

The errors given above are statistical only. An additional ~10%
uncertainty arises from variation in the VDM hadronization
parameters within the limits discussed in Section 6.3. If the vec
tor dominance model were normalized to the différence between
the SAT data and the QPM prédiction using ail events (instead of
just the events with small-angle jets), the above renormalization
factors would increase by ~20%.

Which of the considered vector-dominance models gives the best
description of the data when added to the QPM? This question
can be addressed by examining the Q2 distribution of the
LAT-tagged events. Figure 6.8 shows this for the data and the
sums of QPM and each of the four candidate vector dominance
models. The VDM, GVDM, and EVDM hâve been renormalized as
described above. The TVDM has no such normalization adjust
ment.

From the figure it is seen that only the simple p-propagator
VDM is clearly unsatisfactory. The other three models provide
equally good descriptions of the LAT data when added to the QPM.
(Not much emphasis should be placed on the slightly high predic-
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tion of TVDM at Q2 < 5 GeV2, since its normalization has 20%
intrinsic uncertainty.) In fact, the similarity of TVDM, GVDM, and
EVDM when thus applied to the data as descriptions of the
hadronic component of 77 interactions is quite striking.

TVDM, of course, must be rejected for this study since it can
not be used in the Q2 range of the SAT. The choice between GVDM
and EVDM is rather arbitrary. As pointed out in Section 6.2, it is
reasonable to expect the hadronic component of 77 interactions
to be very similar to 7*p interactions in the Q2 and Wrange of
this study. GVDM is therefore chosen, because it is directly
determined as a fit to the electroproduction data: even if one
rejects the theoretical framework of GVDM, one cannot deny its
empirical success.
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Figure 6.8: Q2 distribution of the LAT-tagged events, compared to
two-component models which are the sum of QPM and a
vector dominance model.
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6.7: Comparison of Data and GVDM+QPM

The foregoing discussion has motivated comparisons between the
data and a two-component model. To briefly recapitulate, the two
components are:

1. The standard Quark Parton Model, calculated with fractionally
charged quarks and consitituent masses. The final state in this
model consists of two jets, produced by applying standard
Feynman-Field fragmentation to the quarks, whose angular dis
tribution is according to the exact lowest-order QED-like calcu
lation of the reaction e+e~->e+e~qq.

2. The Generalized Vector Dominance Model, with a77 given by

cj77(W,Q2) = 240 • FGVDM(Q2) nb.

The final state from this GVDM component is hadronized as two
jets, essentially lying along the 77 axis, as described in Section
2.3.

It is emphasized that the coefficient 240 has not been taken
simply because it appears in the theoretical literature. Instead,
it has been determined directly from the SAT-tagged data, as
discussed in the previous section. More exactly, the fitted value,
which was given in terms of cGvdm in the previous section, is 238 ±
15 ± 35, where the first error is statistical and the second is sys
tematic and primarily due to uncertainty in the hadronization
scheme. For simplicity, this resuit has been rounded to 240 nb in
the following analysis.

This two-component model is hereafter referred to as "GVDM+QPM".

In this remainder of this section, several comparisons between the
data and the GVDM+QPM ansatz are presented. The comparisons
include:

• total numbers of events

• Q2, Wvi8, and xvi8 distributions
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• particle pT2 distributions.
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Comparisons in other observables related to the jet analysis, such as
thrust, particle momenta relative to the thrust axis (kT and kL), and
jet transverse momenta (PT) and production angles (©*), are dis
cussed in the next chapter.

6.7.1: Numbers of Events

The observed and predicted numbers of events, broken down into
four Q2 bins (0.1 - 0.4, 0.4 - 1.0, 1.0 - 10.0, and 10.0 - 180 GeV2), are
given in Table 6.2. Only statistical errors are shown, except for the
GVDM prédictions, for which estimâtes of the uncertainty arising from
variation of the hadronization parameters are also presented. Three
points are noted:

1. Except in the Q2 > 10 GeV2 bin, the data everywhere slightly
exceed the GVDM+QPM prédiction. The excess is largest at
Q2 < 0.4 GeV2, where it amounts to about 15% of the observed
number of events. Even in this Q2 range, however, the excess
does not hâve compelling statistical significance. The interpréta
tion of this excess, as either a fluctuation or a systematic
discrepancy between the data and the GVDM+QPM ansatz, will
become clearer below and in the next chapter.

2. The relative importance of the QPM contribution grows as Q2
increases. At Q2 ^ 0.4 GeV2, QPM accounts for only ~15% of the
data. At Q2 > 10 GeV2, QPM alone correctly predicts the observed
number of events: after background subtraction, there are
29.4 ±6.1 events in this Q2 range, compared to the QPM prédic
tion of 29.6 ± 1.6. Thus, no GVDM-like hadronic component is
needed to explain the data at Q2 > 10 GeV2. Such a component,
which predicts about 10 events, cannot, however, be excluded on
the basis of this data.
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Table 6.2

Numbers of Event s1

Q2 Range> (GeV2)

0.1 - 0.4 0.4 - 1.0 1.0 - 10.0 10.0 - 18.0

DATA 515 331 348 33

Background2 10.7 ± 1.1 15.0 ± 1.3 16.5 ± 1.3 3.6 ± 0.6

Net DATA 504 ± 23 316 ± 19 331 ± 15 29.4 ± 6.1

77-*uu, dd 50.3 ± 1.5 55.5 ± 1.6 105.9 ± 2.5 20.8 ± 1.1

77+ss 2.2 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.3 4.1 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.2

77+cc 21.3 ± 1.0 20.8 ± 1.0 44.5 ± 1.7 7.9 ± 0.7

Total QPM 73.8 ± 1.8 78.3 ± 1.9 154.5 ± 3.0 29.6 ± 1.6

GVDM 352 ± 10 203 ± 8 144 ± 8 10.7 ± 2.1

± 35 ± 15 ± 8 ± 2.8

GVDM+QPM 426 ± 10 281 ± 8 299 ± 9 40.3 ± 2.6

1 Quoted errors are statistical only, except in the case of the GVDM,
where the second error gives the uncertaintly arising from variation
in the hadronization parameters, as described in the text.
2 Only the yy->r+r~ and e+e--»hadrons backgrounds are included hère.
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3. The itemization of the QPM prédiction by flavor is also
interesting. The s-quark contribution is only ~4% of the
u,d-quark contribution primarily because of the fourth power of
the quark charge in a77. The fact that the c-quark contributes
only ~40% of that of u and d merely reflects the différence in
quark masses.

6.7.2: Q2 Distributions

The Q2 distribution of the SAT- and LAT-tagged events are shown in
Figure 6.9. Also shown are the GVDM contribution, the absolute QPM
prédiction, the sum of GVDM and QPM, and the calculated background
which has been subtracted from the data points. The figures show
the data's excess over GVDM+QPM, particularly at Q2 S 0.4 GeV2 in the
SAT. For the LAT, the shape of the Q2 distribution is well described,
but the data lie slightly but systematically above the GVDM+QPM pré
diction for Q2 £ 10 GeV2. This discrepancy is certainly not distressing
- in addition to the uncertainties about the hadronic component of
the interaction, QPM is only a naive représentation of hard inter
actions, which takes no account of gluon corrections. The
remarkable fact is how well the GVDM+QPM ansatz describes the LAT
data.

There is a discrepancy between the data and GVDM+QPM in the
shape of the SAT Q2 distribution. Since ~70% of the SAT-tagged events
are attributed to VDM-like interactions, one might ask if the discrep
ancy is due to an inadequacy of GVDM in describing such interactions.
As argued in Section 6.3, the SAT-tagged events in which the jets are
at small angles to the 77 axis should provide a relatively pure sample
of VDM-like interactions. Figure 6.10 shows the Q2 distribution of only
those SAT-tagged events in which lcos(0*)l è 0.9. The solid line shows
the Q2 dependence predicted by GVDM. The agreement between the
data and GVDM is very good. The excess events in Figure 6.9 must
therefore be associated with large jet-angle, and hence primarily
large PT, interactions.

Figure 6.10 is an interesting resuit. GVDM describes well the Q2
dependence of 7*p interactions. Factorization is the basis of extrapo-
lating GVDM to 7*7 interactions. This procédure is generally consid
ered theoretically reliable at low values of Q2. As far as the structure
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of the final state is concerned, the small-angle-jet 77 events are
those which most closely resemble 7*p and hadronic interactions.
Thus, GVDM works best exactly in the kinematic région where 7*7 and
7*p interactions are most alike and where the theoretical ideas relat-
ing the two are most secure.
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Figure 6.10: Q2 distributions of SAT-tagged events in which the recon
structed jet axis is at a small scattering angle from the
77 axis, namely lcos(©*)l è 0.9. The line shows the GVDM
expectation.

(It should be noted that the statistical errors on the data points
in Figure 6.10 make GVDM, EVDM, and p-VDM indistinguishable. Also,
the GVDM+QPM ansatz is also consistent with the data in this figure.
The différence between the QPM and GVDM Q2 dependence is small in
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this restricted Q2 range and QPM accounts for only a small fraction
(~10%) of thèse events.)

As noted in the previous subsection, QPM becomes a relatively
more important contribution with increasing Q2. This behavior is
illustrated in Figure 6.11, which shows plotted versus Q2 the ratio

observed number of events at a given value of Q2

îUq2) =
number predicted by standard QPM at that same Q2

The line shows the expectation of GVDM+QPM. Increasing Q2 appears
to suppress other processes and to expose the fundamental
point-like component of 77 hadron production. Also, GVDM generally
accounts well for the différence between the data and QPM.

6.7.3: Wvi8 Distributions

Distributions of Wvi9 in four Q2 bins are shown in Figure 6.12. The
data are slightly but systematically higher than the GVDM+QPM ansatz
for Q2 < 10 GeV2. The discrepancies between the data and the model
are greater at larger values of Wvis. For Q2 > 10 GeV2, the data are
consistent with the QPM expectation.

6.7.4: xvls Distributions

Distributions of the variable xvls = Q2/(Q2 + Wvl82) are shown in Fig
ure 6.13 in four Q2 bins. The différences between the data and
GVDM+QPM are significant only at very small xvj8 (xvi9 S 0.02), which
corresponds to the excesses observed at small Q2 and large Wvls in the
previous plots. The data approach the QPM prédiction as xvu
increases. For xvi, £ 0.2, they are consistent with QPM.
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6.7.5: Multiplicity Distributions
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cluster more often in data than in Monte Carlo. The net effect is that
a barrel shower sometimes becomes two adjacently-Iocated lower
energy showers. Such a distortion obviously has little effect in this
analysis.

6.7.6: Particle pT2 Distributions

The charged particle pT2 distributions for SAT and LAT events are
shown in Figure 6.18. The prédictions of GVDM and GVDM+QPM are also
shown. The absolute GVDM prédiction alone is shown as a band,
whose width reflects variation in the VDM hadronization parameters,
as discussed in Section 6.3. The solid line is the GVDM+QPM
prédiction, calculated using the best values of the VDM hadronization
parameters. The following points are noted.

1. In both the SAT- and LAT-tagged data, the addition of QPM leads
to a good description of the high transverse momentum tail at
pT2 Z 4.0 GeV2/c2.

2. The low Q8, low pT data are also well described. A fit of the SAT
distribution at pT2 è 1.5 GeV2/c2 to an exponential

dN/dpT2 ~ exp(-kpT)

yields k = 5.3±0.1 GeV"1, with a x2 per degree of freedom of 0.9.
This resuit11 is comparable with the distributions observed in
hadron-hadron interactions and previous studies of 77 inter
actions [2.68], where k is found to be about 6 and 7 GeV"1. The
Monte Carlo reproduces this distribution well: a similar fit to the
GVDM+QPM prédiction yields k = 5.25±0.03 GeV"1, with a x2 per
degree of freedom of 1.4.

3. The SAT-tagged data is systematically above the GVDM+QPM pré
diction for pT2 between about 1 and 3 GeV2/c2. (This discrepancy

11 It should be remembered that the fit hère has been made to an
uncorrected distribution. Momentum smearing and the loss of very
low pT particles tend to flatten the distribution. This is perhaps the
reason for the slightly low value of k found hère.
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Figure 6.18: Charged particle pT2 distributions for SAT- and
LAT-tagged events. The bands are the GVDM ex-

pectations, with widths to reflect variation in

the hadronization parameters. The solid lines

are the GVDM+QPM expectations, calculated with

the GVDM hadronization parameters which best fit
the data. (See text.)
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at moderate values of pT is discussed further in the next chapter
in the context of jet transverse momentum distributions.)

4. The LAT-tagged data is satisfactorily described at ail values of
pT2.

6.8: Chapter Summary

The results of this chapter and the conclusions which may be
drawn from them can be summarized as follows.

1. Vector dominance models (specifically p-VDM, GVDM, EVDM, and
TVDM) cannot account for the relatively slow decrease of the 77
cross-section with increasing Q2.

2. The observed particle transverse momentum distributions are
also inconsistent with VDM: the data show a significant excess of
high pT particles which cannot be explained by conventional
ideas based on hadron-hadron scattering. This excess is clearly
observed at Q2 £ 1.0 GeV2, where the total cross-section is other
wise consistent with vector dominance models to within the
statistical limitations of this study.

3. Both of thèse deficiencies of the vector dominance models can be
corrected to a large extent by adding a hard interaction compo
nent to the VDM prédictions. The standard Quark-Parton Model
successfully accounts for the production in excess of the VDM
prédictions at Q2 2: 1.0 GeV2 and particle pT S 2 GeV/c.

4. Turning the previous statement around, one can also say that the
vector dominance models largely account for the discrepancies
between the data and QPM. When considered from this point of
view, the vector dominance models appear to effectively repre-
sent the QCD corrections to the basic reaction 77^qq-

5. Ail vector dominance models, allowing for the uncertainties in
their normalizations, equally well fulfill this rôle (within their
respective Q2 domains of applicability). At 0.1 £ Q2 £ 1.0 GeV2,
p-VDM, GVDM, and EVDM are indistinguishable within the limita-
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tions of this study. At Q2 ^ 1.0 GeV2, GVDM, EVDM, and TVDM yield
equally good descriptions of the data when added to the QPM.

Although the simple sum of a vector dominance model (specif
ically GVDM) and QPM generally provides a satisfactory
description of the data, some discrepancies remain. Thèse dis-
crepancies are most significant at low Q2 (Q2 £ 0.4 GeV2) and
intermediate particle pT's (1 < pT S 2 GeV/c), where the data
exceed the GVDM+QPM ansatz. Given the simplicity of this
two-component model, the failure to yield a perfect description
of the data is not surprising. The remarkable fact is how well it
accounts for the data.
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CHAPTER 7: JETS AND EVENT STRUCTURE

7.1: Introduction

The previous chapter has shown that a reasonably good
description of the data is given by the ansatz "GVDM+QPM'. As an
immédiate conséquence of this model, one expects the prédominant
event topology to be that of two jets, with the GVDM accounting for
jets along the 77 axis and QPM contributing jets at large transverse
momenta and large angles. The topic of this chapter is therefore an
analysis of the data in terms of jets.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 explains the
method of analysis used hère. Monte Carlo studies of the quality of
jet reconstruction yielded by this method are presented in Section
7.3. The event acceptance as functions of jet angle and jet transverse
momentum is briefly discussed in Section 7.4. In Section 7.5, évi
dence is shown that the prédominant topology of the data is indeed
that of two jets. The production angle and transverse momentum
distributions of thèse jets are presented in Sections 7.6 and 7.7,
respectively. In Section 7.8, thrust distributions are used to make
more detailed studies of the event structure, with particular empha
sis on how the structure evolves with changing Q2 and jet transverse
momentum. Thèse studies reveal clear systematic discrepancies
between the data and the GVDM+QPM ansatz, which are discussed fur

ther in Sections 7.9 and 7.10. Finally, Section 7.11 summa-

rizes the important conclusions of this chapter.

7.2: Method of Analysis

A thrust analysis [7.1] is used to define jets and to study the event
structure. The thrust calculation is made in the hadronic
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center-of-mass (CM) frame, as determined from the observed final
state particles. The hadrons are boosted to this frame and the
thrust, T, is calculated as

T=max |(£lpLil)/ŒPi)j
where the thrust axis is chosen to maximize the quantity T. In this
expression, pu is the projection of the momentum Pi of the i-th par
ticle along the thrust axis, and the summation runs over ail
final-state particles, charged and neutral. For a perfectly collimated
two-jet event T=l; a perfectly isotropic event (which would require an
infinité number of particles) would hâve T=£ . The jet momentum is
defined as pJET = £Pk. where the summation is over ail particles with
positive pL.

The 77 collision axis in the hadronic CM frame is used as the réf
érence direction in defining the jet production angle and transverse
momentum. For SAT-tagged events, this axis is essentially parallel to
the e+e~ beams. For LAT-tagged events, on the other hand, this gen
erally is not the case. To détermine the 77 axis, the incoming beam
and the tagged électron or positron are used to calculate the
4-momentum of one of the interacting photons. This photon is then
also boosted to the CM frame of the observed hadrons. As illustrated

in Figure 7.1, the jet production angle ©* is simply the angle between
the photon's momentum vector and the thrust axis in this référence
frame. The jet transverse momentum is defined as

PT = |pJET, . sm(©*).

7.3: Quality of Jet Reconstruction

The quality of jet reconstruction produced by the above method of
analysis is not obvious. Given the distortions introduced by particle
losses and the sometimes large boosts of the hadrons relative to the
lab frame, one may wonder how reliably the calculated jet quantiUes
(like T, ©*, and PT) reflect their true values in the real 77 CM frame.
Monte Carlo studies provide answers to thèse questions.
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Hadronic CM Frame

Jets yy Collision Axis

Figure 7.1: Method of jet analysis.

7.3.1: Thrust Reconstruction

To study the thrust reconstruction, two types of Monte Carlo
events hâve been used: 77^qq events, in which there really is an
underlying two-jet structure; and events with an ail-pion isotropic
phase space (PS) hadronization and hence no jets. As customary,
thèse events were processed through a complète simulation of the
PLUTO detector and subjected to the same chain of analysis programs
as the real data.

The results of thèse Monte Carlo studies are presented in Figure
7 2. The figure shows for both the jet and PS events several compar
isons between the measured thrust and the true thrust, i.e., the
thrust as calculated in the exact 77 CM frame, using the true
unsmeared momenta of ail produced particles with no acceptance
losses. (True thrust is calculated, however, after allowing unstable
mesons to decay and does not include unobservable particles like
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neutrinos and K°L's.) In Figures 7.2a and b, the solid and dashed lines
show the distributions of true and measured thrust, respectively. For
both the jet and PS events, the measured distributions are slightly
différent from the the true distributions. For the PS events, the
measured thrust is slightly higher than the true thrust; in the jet
events, the opposite effect is observed. Nevertheless, the clear dif
férence between the PS and jet events is little distorted by the meth
od of analysis.

Figures 7.2c and d, which show corrélation plots of measured ver
sus true thrust, indicate how well the thrust is reconstructed on an
event-by-event basis. For both the PS and jet models, the measured
thrust correlates well to the true thrust. This corrélation is pre
sented more quantitatively in Figures 7.2e and f, which show
histograms of AT, the différence between measured and true thrust.
Approximately 92% of the accepted jet events hâve IATI < 0.1. The
thrust is also well measured in the PS events, although there is a sys
tematic distortion toward slightly higher measured thrust values.

Later in this chapter, the structure of events with relatively large
measured jet transverse momentum will be of particular interest.
Such events constitute only a small fraction of ail events. Figure 7.2
is therefore not sufficient to prove that thrust is also well-measured
in high PT events. Figure 7.3 shows the AT distributions of events in
which the measured PT of the reconstructed thrust axis is greater
than 2.0 GeV/c. The distribution is shown for both 77~»qq and PS
events. Although both distributions show a slight bias toward slightly
higher measured values of thrust, ~ 68% of thèse events hâve IATI <
0.05 and ~ 95% hâve IATI < 0.1.
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models. (Figure continued on the next page)
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7.3.2: Reconstruction of the Jet Production Angle, ®*

In considering the measurement of this quantity, there are actual
ly two important questions. First, how well are the measured and
true jet production angles1 correlated; and second, how well does the
jet production angle reflect the original parton direction before
fragmentation?

Figures 7.4a and b show corrélation plots of measured versus true
jet production angle for MC 77-*qq SAT- and LAT-tagged events. (The
corrélation appears as an "X" because of the ambiguity as to which of
the two true back-to-back jets a given measured jet should be asso
ciated.) The figure shows that the corrélation is good overall, but
somewhat worse for LAT-tagged events. As previously noted, this is
due to the poorer LAT energy resolution, which leads to larger errors
in the reconstruction of the 77 axis than for SAT-tagged events.

In Figures 7.4c and d, the corrélation between the measured jet
angle and the parton production angle is shown for SAT- and
LAT-tagged events, respectively. The corrélation is obviously worse
than that between jet angles. This effect is due to fragmentation,
which can cause a significant différence between the jet and parton
directions at the relatively small invariant masses of thèse events.

The différence between the measured jet angle and the parton
production angle is represented more quantitatively in Figures 7.4e
and f. Thèse figures show histograms of A©*. (To suppress the asso
ciation ambiguity seen in Figures 7.4a-d, A®* = mod(A©*, 90.).) For
SAT-tagged events, the rms width of the A®* distribution is 23°. For
LAT-tagged events, it is slightly larger, 26°.

1 Note that since the production angle is measured with respect to
the 77 axis, the errors involved in reconstructing the 77 axis are also
included hère.
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b) LAT-Tagged Events
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Figure 7.4: Monte Carlo study of jet production angle (0*) recon
struction for SAT- and LAT- tagged events (left- and
right-hand figures, respectively.) Figures (a) and (b)
show the corrélation between the measured and true jet
production angles, where the jet axis is defined using a
thrust algorithm. Figures (c) and (d) show corrélation
between the measured jet angle and the parton pro
duction angle. (Figure continued on the next page)
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e) SAT-Tagged Events f) LAT-Tagged Events
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Figure 7.4 (continued): Figures (e) and (f) show histograms of the
différence between the parton angle and the measured
jet production angle.
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7.3.3: Reconstruction of the Jet Transverse Momentum, PT

The jet PT reconstruction shows effects similar to those seen in
the ®* reconstruction. In Figures 7.5a and b, the corrélation plot of
measured versus true jet PT is shown. A clear corrélation is seen,
although a close examination of the figures reveals several systemat
ic distortions. First, the measured PT is generally lower than the true
PT. This is simply another reflection of the Wtrue-Wvis corrélation dis
cussed in Section 5.7. Also, it is clear that jet PT is better measured,
on average, for SAT-tagged events than for LAT-tagged events.

Figures 7.5c and d show the corrélation between the measured jet
PT and the parton PT. The corrélation is obviously much poorer hère,
particularly at PT less than 2 GeV/c. Thèse low PT events also gener
ally hâve lower values of W. The distortions introduced by fragmenta
tion are therefore more severe. Even at higher PT, however, the
measured jet PT is systematically lower than the parton PT. Since
this effect is not so strongly observed in Figures a and b, this dis
tortion must also be attributable to fragmentation.

Figures 7.5e and f show histograms of the ratio measured jet PT to
parton PT for SAT- and LAT-tagged events, respectively. The average
value in both distributions is about 0 75. (The dashed lines in Figures
c and d show the lines PT meas = 0.75 • PT Part.) In both histograms
there is a long tail from events in which measured PT is much larger
than the parton PT- The corrélation plots of Figures 7.5c and d show
that this severe mismeasurement is almost completely restricted to
the région in which both measured and parton PT's are less than 2
GeV/c.
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Figure 7.5: Monte Carlo study of jet PT reconstruction for SAT- and
LAT-tagged events (left and right-hand column figures,
respectively). Figures (a) and (b) show the corrélation
between the measured and true jet PT, where the jet is
defined using a thrust algorithm. Figures (c) and (d)
show the corrélation between measured jet PT and
parton PT. The dashed lines show the lines PT mea» =
0.75 • PT part. (Figure continued on the next page)
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Figure 7.5 (continued): Figures (e) and (f) show histograms of the
ratio of measured jet PT to parton PT •

This section may be summarized as follows:

1. In spite of potential expérimental distortions, thrust in the
center-of-mass frame of the observed hadrons provides a
reliable measure of event structure in this data sample.

2. Jet production angle and transverse momentum are
well-measured expérimental quantities.

3. Fragmentation effects tend to somewhat dégrade the corré
lation between parton production variables and the meas
ured jet quantities. In fact, the distortions introduced by
fragmentation are more severe than those produced by the
apparatus.
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7.4: Acceptance vs. Jet Angle and Transverse Momentum

In this section, the event acceptance as a function of jet pro
duction angle ©* and jet transverse momentum PT is discussed. It is
not the purpose of this section to présent a detailed acceptance cal
culation. (Such a calculation is, of course, in effect built into the
Monte Carlo event simulation.) Rather, the purpose hère is to show
that the acceptance does not vary so dramatically as a function of ©*
and PT that one cannot draw reliable physics conclusions from
uncorrected distributions of thèse quantities.

Monte Carlo 77~»qq events were used to produce the acceptance
plots shown in this section. The events were required to hâve SAT- or
LAT-tags which satisfy the fiducial acceptance criteria defined in Sec
tion 5.7. Also, only those events in which 6 â Wtrue û 14 GeV were con
sidered. This mitigates the effect of acceptance losses which are
primarily due to cuts on W^, rather than poor jet acceptance. The
acceptance is presented, of course, as a function of true jet angle
and true jet PT and not the measured values of thèse quantities.

The acceptance as a function of lcos©*l is shown for SAT- and
LAT-tagged events in Figure 7.6. In the SAT events, the acceptance is
largest at large angles and falls gradually toward smaller angles. For
the LAT-tagged events, on the other hand, the acceptance is inde
pendent of cos®*. This behavior is not surprising. For the
SAT-tagged events, the trigger requirements and acceptance holes
between the central and forward detectors naturally reduce the
acceptance at small jet angles. For LAT-tagged events, the trigger is
independent of the hadrons in the event. Also, the large transverse
boost from the tag wipes out the corrélation between small angles in
the lab and small angles in the 77 CM frame.

The acceptance as a function of jet PT is shown in Figure 7.7. For
the SAT-tagged events, the acceptance increases gradually with
increasing PT. For the LAT events, the acceptance shows little vari
ation with PT.
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Figure 7.6: Acceptance vs. Icos0*l, where ©* is the jet production
angle in the 77 CM frame, for SAT- and LAT-tagged
events.
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7.5: Evidence for Jets

The defining characteristic of a two-jet topology is that there
exists some axis, with respect to which the transverse momentum of
the produced particles remains limited, even as the available
center-of-mass energy increases. At the same time, the momentum
of the particles along this axis grows approximately linearly with
increasing CM energy. It is precisely such an axis which the thrust
calculation identifies.

Thus, to search for jets in the data, the average value of kT, the
charged particle momentum transverse to the thrust axis, is plotted
as a function of Wvis. This plot is shown for the SAT- and LAT-tagged
events in Figure 7.8. Also shown in the figure are the expectations
from two hadronization models:

1. The "GVDM+QPM" jet model, with hadronization and fragmen
tation as described in the previous chapter. The width of
thèse bands merely represents the statistical error in the
Monte Carlo calculation of <kT>.

2. An ail-pion isotropic phase space hadronization model. In
order to be sure that this model provides a fair standard of
comparison, the observed multiplicity in thèse events is
chosen to agrée well with that of the data and the jet
model2. This agreement is illustrated in Figure 7.9. The
width of the PS bands in Figure 7.8 reflects variations
introduced by changing the generated multiplicity within
the uncertainty allowed by the data. Also, the PS expecta
tion remains within thèse bands even if 50% of the produced
primary mesons are p's instead of pions.

2 Specifically, for the phase space events, the average generated
charge multiplicity as a function of Wis given by

ncn = 2.38 + 0.040 • exp( 1.92 • Vln(4.0 • Wz) ).
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Figure 7.8: Observed average value of kT vs. Wvls for SAT- and
LAT-tagged events, compared to the "GDVM+QPM" jet
Monte Carlo and an isotropic ail-pion phase space (PS)
hadronization scheme.
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Figure 7.9: Observed average charged multiplicity vs. Wvls for SAT-
and LAT-tagged events. The solid and dashed lines are
the expectations from the "GDVM+QPM" jet and isotropic
phase space hadronization Monte Carlos, respectively.
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In both the SAT- and LAT-tagged events, the average value of kT
grows only very slowly with increasing Wvi8. As Figure 7.8 shows, this
behavior is consistent with the jet model and obviously inconsistent
with an isotropic phase space hadronization. Figure 7.8 therefore
clearly establishes that two-jets is the prédominant topology of large
W 77 events, at least in the Q2 range of this study. It should be
pointed out, however, that the qualifier "prédominant" is an impor
tant part of this conclusion: thèse plots do not exclude the
possibility that some small subsample of the data départs from a
two-jet topology.

In Figure 7.10, the average value of kL, the charged particle
momentum parallel to the thrust axis, is plotted as a function of Wvia.
Obviously <kL> grows more quickly with increasing Wvia than <kT>. In
this respect the events are also consistent with the jet model. In the
kL plots, however, the différence between the phase space and jet
models is more difficult to see. Even in the PS events, <kL> is larger
than <kT> at a given value of Wvi8 This is merely an artifact of the
way in which the thrust axis is determined, by maximizing the sum of
particle kL's. At finite energy and finite multiplicity, <kL> is there
fore always greater than <kT>, even for events with an isotropic
hadronization.

E(cont.) This formula is the resuit of a fit (7.2) to the charged multi
plicity in e+e" annihilation for center-of-mass énergies between 3
and 30 GeV. The functional form is based on a QCD prédiction. For a
given value of <nch>, the actual multiplicity was chosen according to
a Poisson distribution. The neutral pion multiplicity is similarly cho
sen, with neutral and charged pions produced in an average ratio of
1:2.
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Figure 7.10: Observed average value of kL vs. Wvls for SAT- and
LAT-tagged events, compared to the "GDVM+QPM" jet
Monte Carlo and an isotropic ail-pion phase space (PS)
hadronization scheme.
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7.6: Jet Production Angle Distributions

A description of the data in terms of jets has now been justified.
It is therefore appropriate to consider distributions of jet variables.
Distributions of lcos©*l in four Q2 bins, 0.1-0.4, 0.4-1.0, 1.0-10.0, and
10.0-18.0 GeV2, are shown in Figure 7.11. The absolute prédictions of
QPM and the GVDM+QPM ansatz are also shown. The following points
are noted:

1. The most remarkable feature of thèse plots is how the jet
production at small angles shrinks relative to the QPM with
increasing Q2. At Q2 £ 0.4 GeV2, the data exceed the QPM at
lcos©*l ^ 0.9 by a factor of 12. At Q2 > 10 GeV2, on the other
hand, the data are consistent with the QPM. The shrinkage
of the forward production peak with increasing QE is well
accounted for by the GVDM.

2. At Q2 > 10 GeV2, the jet angle distribution is consistent with
the QPM expectation, albeit within large statistical errors.
Although a GVDM contribution is not necessary at Q2 > 10
GeV2, it cannot be excluded.

3. The jet production at large angles is systematically above
the GVDM+QPM prédiction, at least for Q2 < 1.0 GeV2. This
discrepancy grows smaller with increasing Q2.

The QPM prédiction for the jet angle distribution dépends upon the
choice of quark masses. The differential cross-section for 77~+qq for
real photons can be written

^ =^M/i _l^fV72 S2 +4 (1 _ m^(l-m2/W2)(l-z2)z2 +m|/W2
dO 2W2 \ W2 / ( \ W2/ [Hl-ml/W^z2]2 S

where z=cos®*, eq is the quark charge in units of the électron charge,
and mq is the quark mass. Assuming W >> 2mq and expanding in
powers of mq2/W2, this expression becomes at ©*=7r/2,
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da

dO W2
2 = 0

o(m*/w*)

Hence, at large production angles, the QPM cross-section is inde
pendent of the quark mass. At ®*=0, on the other hand,

da

d0
z=l

a2e^/2W2\ ( 5m2 , A, Ai

That is, the cross-section at ©*=0 is proportional to l/mq2. Of
course, the cross-section at a single point in phase space is not
important, More useful information is obtained from the total
cross-section. Integrating over dO yields

47ra2e| [ ,/W2«nW =-Tp-s l m^ I- i

again assuming W >> 2mq and neglecting terms of order mq2/W2.

Since the average value of Wtrue in this study is about 9.0 GeV,
decreasing the u,d quark mass from 300 MeV to 10 MeV approximately
doubles their cross-section at lcos©*l > 0.8 and hence (leaving the
c-mass unchanged) increases the QPM prédiction by about 60%. If the
c-quark mass is also reduced to 10 MeV, the total QPM prédiction for
lcos@*l > 0.8 is larger by a factor of three.

Because the VDM contribution obviously dominâtes the
cross-section, at small angles, the choice of quark mass is largely
irrelevant at low Q2. At Q2 £ 10 GeV2, where the data do not require a
VDM component, however, the question is potentially more
interesting. Figure 7.12 compares the observed jet angle distribution
at Q2 > 10 GeV2 to the QPM prédiction calculated with constituent
masses (300 MeV) and current algebra masses (10 MeV) for the u and
d quarks. (For simplicity, the s and c masses are left at their con
stituent values of 500 and 1600 MeV, respectively. Reducing thèse
quark masses to their current algebra values (100 MeV and 1.2 GeV,
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respectively, according to Référence 5.12) has relatively little effect.)
One sees that at large Q2 and after the effects of fragmentation and
detector resolution are taken into account, the différence between

the two prédictions is primarily one of normalization, rather than the
shape of the distribution. The total numbers of events represented
in Figure 7 12 are

Data-Backgrounds 29.4 ± 6.4
QPM, with mu=md=300 MeV 29.6 ± 1.6
QPM, with mu=md= 10 MeV 40.5 ± 3.5

(The errors on the prédictions are statistical only; the larger error on
the low mass prédiction is due to smaller Monte Carlo statistics.) The
error bar on the data does not permit choosing between the two
mass values. In any case, the meaningfulness of this comparison
cannot be judged without a reliable évaluation of the QCD corrections
at this relatively large Q2.
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Figure 7.12: Observed jet production angle distributions in the Q2 bin
10-18 GeV2, compared to the QPM with two différent
choices for the quark mass. The solid line is the abso-
lute QPM prédiction given when the u and d quarks are
assigned a mass of 300 MeV; The dashed line is the pré
diction for u and d quarks with a mass of 10 MeV. (In
both calculations, the same values of the s and c quark
masses are used, namely 500 MeV and 1.6 GeV, respec
tively.)
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7.7: Jet Transverse Momentum Distributions

The jet transverse momentum distributions are discussed in this
section. Figure 7.13 shows the jet PT2 distributions for the data com
pared to the prédictions of QPM and GVDM. The GVDM expectation is
represented by a band to reflect variation in the hadronization
parameters as discussed in Section 6.3. The bands also include the
uncertainty due to limited Monte Carlo statistics.

In Figure 7.13, the SAT and LAT data show clear excesses over the
vector dominance model expectations at PT2 greater than 2.0 GeV2/c2.
As PT increases the data approach the QPM expectation from above.
At PT2 greater than 4.0 GeV2/c2, where the expected vector dominance
contribution is small, the data show a power law distribution, dN/dPT2
~ PT" b. "where b=4, as in the QPM.

Before making further comparisons between the data and QPM,
the sensitivity of the QPM prédiction to variation in quark masses and
fragmentation parameters should be noted.

1. Reducing the u,d quark mass quark mass to as little as 10 MeV
was found to change the QPM-predicted jet cross-section at PT è
1.5 GeV/c by less than 10% [7.3]. Since large PT is correlated with
large angles, this resuit is reasonable in light of the discussion in
the previous section.

2. The effects of a wide range of fragmentation parameters hâve
also been studied. Specifically, the following variations hâve
been considered:

a 250 û at ^ 500 MeV/c.
0.30 ^ a û 0.90

0 é V/P û 3.0
a 0 é 7 ^ 1.0, where y is the ratio of s to u

and d quarks in the sea.

In addition, changing the fragmentation scheme from
Feynman-Field to LUND [5.12], in which hadrons are produced
along the color strings between the quarks and hence with a dif
férent f(z) distribution, was also considered.
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The changes in acceptance at jet PT > 1.5 GeV/c produced by
thèse variations were ail on the order of 5-10%. The jet PT dis
tributions at high pT therefore dépend only weakly upon détails
of the fragmentation, at least for detectors which measure both
charged and neutral particles. This is obviously not the case for
studies based on particle pT distributions, which therefore hâve a
significant disadvantage relative to jet analyses.

To study the jet PT distributions in more détail, the quantity

observed number of events at a given value of P7

Rt/CPt) —
number predicted by standard QPM at that same PT

is defined. Thus, if QPM accounted for ail observed events, K77 would
be equal to unity at ail values of PT and Q2. In gênerai, however, oth
er processes make Ë77 greater than one.

It should be noted that, strictly speaking, K77=l is not équivalent
to the more familiar R77=34/27. The statement R77=34/27 assumes
that quark mass effects can be ignored. As discussed in the preAdous
section, this assumption is a good approximation only at ©*=rr/2.
Since the measurement given hère includes ail values of ©*, the dif
férence between the quark masses cannot be disregarded. In fact,
using constituent quark masses, the c-quark contributes only &bout
half as much as the u-quark to the QPM prédiction, independent of
both Q2 and PT.

In Figure 7.14, K77 is shown versus the measured jet PT in four Q2
bins. The bands show the expectation from GVDM+QPM, taking into
account the usual variation in the VDM hadronization parameters.
The dashed line is the QPM prédiction, Ë77 identically one. From the
figure, it is observed that:

1. For ail Q2, the data approach the QPM prédiction as PT
increases.

2. For ail PT, the data approach the QPM as Q2 increases.
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3. The value of Ë77 falls most rapidly with increasing Q2 at low
Pt-

4. The value of K77 falls most rapidly with increasing PT at low
Q2.

5. In the highest Q2 bin, the data are completely consistent
with standard QPM at ail PT. This resuit rules out naive
Han-Nambu integrally charged quarks by about five stand
ard déviations (29.4 ± 6.4 events observed, compared to 78.5
± 4.3 expected). The data are not necessarily inconsistent,
however, with the gauge theory of integrally charged
quarks.

6. Overall, GVDM+QPM provides a good description of the data.
Only at Q2 < 1 GeV2 and at PT's between approximately 2 and
4 GeV/c are the data systematically above the GVDM+QPM
ansatz.

With regard to the last point, it is important to note that this
excess cannot be explained by variation in the VDM hadronization
scheme withm the limits considered hère. Moreover, the excess can
not be accounted for by choosing a différent vector dominance
model. As discussed in Chapter 6, p-VDM, EVDM, and GVDM are
indistinguishable at Q2 < 1 GeV2, after adjusting their overall normal-
izations to the data. A vector dominance model could explain this
excess only by changing the VDM hadronization scheme to increase
significantly the number of observed jets at PT k 2 GeV/c.

There is one additional technical point regarding the B77 plots. 877
is a useful quantity because it corrects to a large extent for accept
ance effects. However, it should be noted that changing the mini
mum Wvi8 requirement can significantly alter the appearance of the
Ryy plots - although not the conclusions which hâve been drawn from
them. Figure 7.15 shows the K77 plots calculated after raising the
minimum value of Wvi8 from 4 to 6 GeV. The points at PT > 2 GeV/c
are, of course, essentially unaffected by this change. The values of
fty7 at lower PT) on the other hand, change dramatically. This behav
ior is easy to understand: since QPM gives a77 ~ 1/W2, whereas VDM
has a77 independent of W, increasing the minimum Wvl, value removes
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Figure 7.14: Ë77 (see text) vs. measured jet PT in four Q2 bins for
events with Wvis > 4 GeV. Note the différent ordinate
scales. The bands are GVDM+QPM.
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from the sample proportionately more "QPM events" than "VDM
events". Thus, the denominator of R77 at low PT decreases more than
the numerator, and the values of Ë77 grow. However, as the curves in
Figure 7.15 show, the GVDM+QPM ansatz continues to describe the
data just as well as before.

The numbers of SAT- and LAT-tagged events with jet PT > 2 GeV/c
(hereafter referred to as "high PT") are summarized in Table 7.1.
Note the following:

a For SAT-tagged events (Q2 < 1 GeV2),

Data-Backgrounds: R77(Pt > 2 GeV/c) = 2.7 ± 0.3
GVDM+QPM Prédiction: R77(PT > 2 GeV/c) = 1.3 ± 0.1.

Thus, the observed number of high PT events at Q2 < 1 GeV2
exceeds the QPM prédiction by nearly a factor of three. This
observation is consistent with previous studies [2.67-2.70]. The
observed value of R77 also significantly exceeds the GVDM+QPM
expectation.

For the LAT-tagged events (Q2 > 1 GeV2),

Data-Backgrounds: R77(pt > 2 GeV/c) = 1.8 ± 0.2
GVDM+QPM Prédiction: 877(PT > 2 GeV/c) = 1.2 ± 0.1.

Thus, the observed excess over QPM is substantially smaller at
higher Q2. The excess over GVDM+QPM hère is only on the border
of statistical significance.
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Figure 7.15: Ë77 (see text) vs. measured jet PT in four Q2 bins for
events with Wvi8 > 6 GeV. Note the ordinate scales are
différent than in Figure 7.14.



Table 7.1

Numbers of Events with Jet PT > 2 GeV/c1

Data

Backgrounds:

e+e_->hadrons

yy-*T+r~
Net Data

QPM Prédiction

GVDM Prédiction

SAT

96.0 ± 9.8

9.0 ± 1.2

5.3 ± 0.5

81.7 ± 9.9

30.1 ± 1.2

10.4 ± 1.8 ± 3.3

UT

84.0 ± 9.2

1.9 ± 0.7

6.9 ± 0.7

75.2 ± 9.2

41.3 ± 1.6

10.2 ± 2.0 ± 2.6

270

1 Quoted errors are statistical only, except in the case of GVDM, where
the second error is the fluctuation produced by variation in
hadronization parameters.

7.8: Thrust Distributions

It has been demonstrated in Section 7.3.1 that thrust provides a
good measure of the degree of jettiness for the events in this data
sample. Thrust distributions are therefore used in this section to
make more detailed studies of the event structure. Figure 7.16 shows
the thrust distributions for ail SAT and LAT events, as well as the
absolute prédiction of the GVDM+QPM and the distribution yielded by
an isotropic phase space hadronization. In the SAT, the data show a
significant excess over the GVDM+QPM expectation at low values of
thrust. In the Q2 > 1 GeV2 LAT-tagged data, except for a small excess
at very low thrust values, the data are well described by the two-jet
model.

To examine the event structure in more détail, thrust distrib
utions for subsamples of the data, defined by restrictions on the val-
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i

T

Figure 7.16: Thrust distributions for ail SAT- and LAT-tagged events,
compared to the absolute prédiction of the "GVDM+QPM"
2-jet Monte Carlo (solid line) and an isotropic all-pion
phase space (PS) hadronization scheme (dashed line).
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ues of Q2 and PT, are now considered. First, Figure 7.17 shows the
thrust distributions in 3 Q2 bins of those events in which the PT of the
reconstructed thrust axis is less than 1 GeV/c. It is clear that at ail
values of Q2, thèse low PT events are completely consistent with a
two-jet model and inconsistent with an isotropic hadronization.

The thrust distributions of the high pT events are shown in two Q2
bins in Figure 7.18. Since GVDM accounts for less than 15% of the
observed high pT events, the data is first of ail compared to QPM
alone. (The GVDM contribution at high pT is discussed further in Sec
tion 7.10.) Figure 7.18 shows the thrust distributions predicted by
QPM, both in absolute normalization and adjusted to the observed
number of events. Refering to Figure 7.18, the following points are
noted.

1. In the Q2 < 1 GeV2 events, the data hâve significantly lower thrust
than expected for 77-^qq events with standard fragmentation.

2. At Q2 > 1 GeV2, the data are much more consistent with the dis
tribution predicted by standard quark fragmentation.

3. Although the Q2 < 1 GeV2 data exceed the absolute QPM prédiction
by about a factor of two, the excess is concentrated at low
thrust. The statistical error bars are large, but the data clearly
approach the absolute QPM prédiction as thrust increases.

4. At Q2 > 1 GeV2, the discrepancy between the data and the abso
lute QPM prédiction is one of normalization. The shapes of the
two distributions agrée well.

Finally, Figure 7.19 shows the thrust distribution of ail events,
regardiess of the value of PT, with 10 è Q2 < 18 GeV2. The line is the
absolute QPM prédiction. Thus, at Q2 > 10 GeV2, the thrust distrib
ution is consistent with 77->qq with standard fragmentation parame
ters.

It is therefore seen that at low Q2 and high PT, where the data
hâve already been seen to systematically exceed the GVDM+QPM
ansatz, the events are also less two-jet-like than expected. As Q2
increases, however, the two-jet model provides a better description of
the data. At the highest values of Q2 considered in this study, the
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The discrepancy between the low Q2, high PT data and the QPM
shown in Figure 7.18 has been subjected to several checks.

1. One may first ask if the discrepancy is actually due to différ
ences between the data and QPM in other distributions, such as
Wvis or multiplicities. Figure 7.20 shows the Wvis and charged
multiplicity distributions of the high PT SAT-tagged data. Thèse
are compared to the distributions from the QPM Monte Carlo.
One sees that there are no significant différences between the
shapes of thèse distributions which could account for the dis
crepancy in the thrust distributions.

The average values of Wvis, charged multiplicity, thrust, and
some other quantities whose distributions hâve not been shown
are tabulated in Table 7.2. Values are given for both the back-
ground-subtracted data and prédictions of QPM with standard FF
fragmentation. The most significant différences between the
data and the QPM are in the average values of thrust and kT in
the SAT-tagged events. Thèse values are, respectively, lower and
higher than expected. (It will be noted that the neutral multi
plicity is systematically higher in the data. This problem has
already been discussed in Section 6.7.5. Note, however, that the
average value of the sum of ail neutral energy per event is well
reproduced.)

2. Figure 7.21a shows the resulting distribution when the thrust of
the high PT events is calculated using only charged particles and
no neutrals. The clear différence between the SAT-tagged data
and the QPM remains.

3. Figure 7.21b shows the thrust distribution of only those events
high PT events in which the charged multiplicity is greater than
six. The discrepancy is seen not to be due to poorly-understood
low multiplicity events.

4. The discrepancy in Figure 7.18 should also be indicated by other
measures of the event structure. A potentially very sensitive
measure is provided by the Fox-Wolfram (FW) moments [7.4]. The
n-th FW moment is defined as

Hn = (Wvls)-2 • £ PiPj Pn(cos0lj)
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Table 7.2

Average Values of Observable Quantities for the

High PT Jets

Quantity

wvis' GeV

Nch

Nneut
Thrust

kT, MeV/c

kL, MeV/c

y Eneut' GeV

Quantity

Wvis, GeV

Nch

Nneut
Thrust

kT, MeV/c

kL, MeV/c

? Eneut' GeV

1 Background subtracted

SAT

Data1 QPM2

7.98 ± 0.28 7.61 ± 0.08

6.59 ± 0.20 6.48 ± 0.08

3.44 ± 0.23 2.42 ± 0.06

0.792 ± 0.016 0.854 ± 0.003

362 ± 13 302 ± 3

577 ± 33 675 ± 11

3.54 ± 0.30 3.02 ± 0.09

LAT

Data1 QPM2

7.42 ± 0.32 7.72 ± 0.08

5.70 ± 0.26 6.45 ± 0.08

3.22 ± 0.26 2.64 ± 0.06

0.821 ± 0.023 0.852 ± 0.002

346 ± 16 304 ± 3

645 ± 40 657 ± 10

3.37 ± 0.30 3.38 ± 0.10

2 Using standard Feynman-Field fragmentation.
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where p4 and Pj are the momenta of the i-th and j-th particles,
©ij is the angle between their momentum vectors, and Pn is the
n-th Legendre polynomial. The summation runs over ail particle
pairs ij, including the case i=j. In this analysis, Hn is calculated
in the observed 77 CM frame. Unlike thrust, the FW moments do
not rely upon identifying a spécial axis in the event. Instead,
they provide a more gênerai measure of corrélations between
particles. Given adéquate expérimental statistics, the FW
moments provide a means of investigating very subtle
hadronization effects. The FW moments hâve been used by the
LENA Collaboration in a study of the T->ggg decay in order to
investigate différences between quark and gluon fragmentation
[7.5].

By energy conservation, H0 ~ 1 and by momentum conserva
tion, Hi = 0 for a perfectly measured event, regardiess of the
structure of the final state. An event consisting of two final state
particles (the perfect two-jet event) has Heven rv H0 and Hodd ~ 0
for ail higher even and odd values of n, respectively. For multi-
particle final states, the behavior of the FW moments is more
complicated.

Figure 7.22 shows the ratio H2/H0 for the high PT SAT- and
LAT-tagged events. Also shown are the distributions (normalized
to the observed number of events) expected from QPM and
isotropic phase space. As with the thrust distributions, the
SAT-tagged events agrée very poorly with the QPM-predicted dis
tribution. The distribution for LAT-tagged events, on the other
hand, agrées reasonably well.

It is therefore concluded that the observed high PT jets at Q2 £ 1.0
GeV2 do not arise solely from the reaction 77-*qq. In the next section,
the characteristics of thèse events events are investigated further.
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7-9: Discrepancies between the Data and GVDM+QPM

In previous sections, the data hâve been extensively compared to
the GVDM+QPM ansatz, which assumes that the final state is always
that of two jets. Generally, this simple model accounts well for the
data. However, several discrepancies hâve been noted. Specifically,
the data exceed the model at

Q2 S 1.0 GeV2 (Figure 6.9)

reconstructed jet PT's between 1.5 and 3.0 GeV/c (Figures 7 14 and
7.15)

measured thrust < 0.8 (Figures 7.16a and 7.18a)

It is the purpose of this section to characterize more completely the
events which cause thèse discrepancies.

Figure 7.25 shows again the thrust distributions for (a) ail
SAT-tagged events and (b) for those with measured jet PT > 2.0 GeV/c.
The solid lines in the figures are the absolute prédictions of
GVDM+QPM. The dashed lines show the distributions produced by
GVDM+QPM plus an additional number of events - fixed by the
observed excess over GVDM+QPM - generated according to an
isotropic phase space hadronization, as described in Section 7.5. One
sees that to a large extent, the shortcomings of GVDM+QPM can be
remedied by adding to the model a component with an explicit
non-jet-like hadronization.

If one treats thèse phase-space-like events as an additional con
tribution to the total 77 cross-section, several questions arise:

What is the magnitude of the PS-like component's cross-section?

• What is its Q2 dependence?

• What is its W dependence?

The answers to thèse questions are important not only in completing
a phenomenological model for the reaction 77 -> hadrons, but also in
interpreting thèse excess low-thrust events.
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Figure 7.25: Thrust distributions for (a) ail SAT-tagged events events
and (b) those SAT-tagged events with measured jet PT >
2 GeV/c. The solid lines are the absolute prédictions of
QPM+GVDM. The dashed lines give the distributions
obtained by assuming the excess data events are
described by an isotropic phase space hadronization
scheme.

As an attempt to address thèse questions, the following procédure
was adopted.

• Monte Carlo events with isotropic phase space hadronization were
generated according to several prescriptions for the W and Q2
dependence of the 77 cross-section. Thèse prescriptions
included the following:
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PS Model 1: cr77P8(W,Q2) ~ a77«PM(W,Q2), for definiteness
calculated with a quark mass of 300 MeV.

PS Model 2: a77ps(W,Q2) ~ (1/W2) • FGVDu(Q2). Note that
this model differs from Model 1 essentially
only in its Q2 dependence.

PS Model 3: ct77ps(W,Q2) ~ (1/W ) • FGVDm(Q2)

PS Model 4: a77ps(W,Q2) ~ constant • FGVDm(Q2)

As is standard procédure, the generated events were processed
through the PLUTO detector simulation program and subjected to
the same chain of data réduction and analysis programs as the
real data.

• The normalization for each of thèse prescriptions was deter
mined from the observed excess of SAT-tagged events.

Using thèse MC events, the following characteristics of the PS-like
component were noted:

1. The estimated cross-section for the PS-like component, evalu-
ated at Q2 = 0.4 GeV2 and W = 9 GeV (the appropriate mean values
for the SAT-tagged events), is a77ps on the order of 10-15 nb. Ail
four of the above considered forms for cr77ps yielded values within
this range. This resuit for cr77ps corresponds to roughly 10% of
the total 77 cross-section at this Q2 and W value. In the SAT Q2
range, the PS-like component's cross-section is therefore rough
ly comparable to that for 77"+qq, whose cross-section evaluated
at W = 9 GeV and Q2 = 0.4 GeV2 is approximately 17 nb.

2. The PS-like component must hâve a much stronger Q2 depend
ence than the QPM. In fact, the PS-like component falls off with
increasing Q2 roughly as fast as GVDM. In Figure 7.26, the thrust
distribution of ail LAT-tagged events is shown again. Also shown
are the absolute prédictions of GVDM+QPM (solid line) and the
thrust distributions obtained when the PS component is assumed
to hâve the Q2 dependence of either QPM or GVDM (PS Models 1
and 2, respectively). The numbers of LAT-tagged events are as
follows:
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Thrust distribution ail LAT-tagged events compared to
the absolute GVDM+QPM prédiction (solid line), and the
prédictions obtained when the PS-like component, after
normalization to the SAT data, is given either the Q2
dependence of QPM (dashed line) or of GVDM (dash-dot
line).
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Data - Backgrounds 360 ± 16
GVDM+QPM Prédiction 339 ± 9.4
GVDM+QPM + PS (QPM) Prédiction 426 ± 9.6
GVDM+QPM + PS (GVDM) Prédiction 369 ± 9.8

Thus, if the PS component had the same Q2 dependence as QPM,
the expected number of LAT-tagged events would exceed the data
by 66 ± 19 events. A GVDM Q2 dependence for the PS-like compo
nent, on the other hand, is easily accomodated by the data, as
also seen in Figure 7.26.

3. In order to investigate the W dependence of the PS-like compo
nent, the Wvi8 distribution of the SAT-tagged low-thrust (T < 0.7)
events was considered. More than one-third of thèse events must
be attributed to the PS-like component. Figure 7.27 shows their
Wvi8 distribution after backgrounds and the calculated GVDM+QPM
contribution has been subtracted. The distributions are com
pared with those expected from PS models (2)-(4) above. For the
purpose of thèse comparisons, the PS Models were normalized to
the observed excess over GVDM+QPM in this data subsample.
From the figure one sees that both a^^ ~ constant and o-y-f*5 ~
1/W are strongly disfavored by the data at Wvls > 10 GeV. The
assumption cr77ps ~ 1/W2, on the other hand, is consistent with
the data. The numbers of events at Wvis > 10 GeV are as follows:

Observed Number of Events 0
Expected Backgrounds 0.3 ± 0.2 events
GVDM+QPM Prédiction 0.7 ± 0.4 events
Expectation from PS Model 2 1.2 ± 0.5 events
Expectation from PS Model 3 6.5 ±1.1 events
Expectation from PS Model 4 9.6 ± 1.1 events

The préférence for a 1/W2 dependence remains, although with
smaller statistical significance, when the above analysis is
repeated with the maximum thrust eut changed from 0.7 to 0.65
or 0.75. It should be noted that the sensitivity of the above con
clusions to the détails of the PS hadronization has not been
investigated.
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Figure 7.27: Wvls distribution of the SAT-tagged events with measured
thrust less than 0.7, after subtraction of backgrounds
and the GVDM+QPM expectation. The expectations from
the PS-like component, generated with cr77ps independ
ent of W, ~ 1/W, and ~ 1/W2 are shown as dotted,
dashed, and solid lines, respectively.
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As a resuit of the three observations presented above, the
cross-section for the PS-like component is parameterized as

ct77ps(W,Q2) = 1500 nb-GeV2/W2 • FGVdm(Q2)

The statistical uncertainty on the coefficient 1500 is on the order of
30%, since discrepancy between the SAT-tagged data and GVDM+QPM
overall is 113 + 33 events. Also, it should be remembered that this
analysis is insensitive to invariant masses Wtrue ^ 6 GeV. Consequent
ly, it should not be assumed that <777ps must give a large contribution
to the total cross-section at smaller invariant masses.

It remains to demonstrate that the addition of the PS-like com
ponent yields a good phenomenological description of the data in var
iables which hâve not been used in determining ct77ps . Figure 7.28
shows Ë-^ vs. measured jet PT, as previously shown in Figure 7.14. The
curve is the expectation from the "GVDM+QPM+PS" model, where a77ps
is as given above. The good description of the data at ail Q2 and ail
measured jet PT's is self-evident.

Figures 7.25 and 7.26 demonstrate that the thrust distribution of
the data overall is well-described by the addition of the PS-like com
ponent. To examine the event topology in more détail, Figure 7.29
shows the average value of thrust plotted as a function of measured
jet PT for SAT- and LAT-tagged events. The bands, whose widths are
due to statistical uncertainty in the MC calculation of <T>, represent
the expectations from the GVDM+QPM two-jet model. The solid line
shows the expectations from the GVDM+QPM+PS model. The dashed
lines are the expected values from the PS-like component alone.

One sees that without the PS-like component, the SAT thrust val
ues are systematically below the GVDM+QPM two-jet expectation,
except at very low PT (where the GVDM hadronization has been
adjusted to the data) and at very high jet PT (within large error bars,
but where the data are consistent with QPM alone and GVDM does not
contribute). At more moderate values of jet PT, the SAT-tagged data's
observed thrust lies midway between the GVDM+QPM and PS expecta
tions. In the LAT-tagged data, on the other hand, the discrepancies
between the data and GVDM+QPM are of marginal significance.

With the inclusion of the PS-like component, however, a

better description of the data is obtained at ail PT and

at ail Q2.
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Figure 7.30 shows again the charged particle pT2 distributions of
Figure 6.18. The solid curve is the GVDM+QPM+PS prédiction; the
dashed curve, that of GVDM+QPM alone. One sees that the systematic
excess of the SAT-tagged data over GVDM+QPM at 1 < pT2 £ 3 GeV2/c2
is accounted for by the PS-like component.

Finally, Figure 7.31 shows the Q2 distributions for the SAT- and
LAT-tagged events, compared to GVDM+QPM+PS and GVDM+QPM. Of
course, GVDM+QPM+PS is virtually guaranteed to give a good
description of the data in thèse plots: the PS-like component's nor
malization has been fixed to the SAT data, and its Q2 dependence has
been determined using the LAT data.

To summarize this section:

1. An improved description of the data which compensâtes for the
inadequacies of the GVDM+QPM two-jet model can be obtained by
adding to the model a component with an explicit
non-two-jet-like final state. Isotropic phase space provides a
reasonably good description of this component.

2. At Q2 ^ 1 GeV2 and in the W range of this data, the cross-section
for this phase-space component is roughly comparable to that of
QPM. This corresponds to roughly about 10% of the total 77
cross-section at Q2 <> 1 GeV2 and W » 9 GeV.

3. The Q2 dependence of the PS-like component must be much
stronger than that of QPM, since no significant excess of
low-thrust events is observed at Q2 > 1 GeV2. The LAT-tagged
data can, however, accomodate a Q2 dependence like that of
GVDM.

4. The excess over GVDM+QPM, when represented by an isotropic
phase space hadronization, appears to favor a W dependence at
least as strong as 1/W2.

It should be emphasized again that this PS-like component is only
a very small contribution to the total 77 cross-section. As noted
above, it amounts to only about 10% of the total cross-section at 0.1
S Q2 < 1.0 GeV2. At Q2 > 1 GeV2, it could be even less important.
Measurements of the total cross-section per se are not, within près-
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Figure 7.30: Charged particle pT2 distribution for SAT- and LAT-tagged
events. The dashed curve is the GVDM+QPM prédiction.
The solid curve is the expectation from GVDM+QPM+PS.
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Figure 7.31: Q2 distributions of SAT- and LAT-tagged events, com
pared to the prédictions of GVDM+QPM+PS (solid line)
and GVDM+QPM (dashed line).
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ent statistical and systematic errors, sensitive to discrepancies
between the data and GVDM+QPM on this order [7.6]. The PS-like
component became apparent in this analysis only through a detailed
investigation of the event topology.

7.10: Interprétation of the Excess Low-Thrust Events

The previous section has more fully characterized the low-thrust
events which give rise to discrepancies between the data and
GVDM+QPM. With this additional information, one can speculate about
possible interprétations of thèse events. Three possible explanations
are offered in this section.

1. Given that the Q2 dependence of the PS-like component is con
sistent with GVDM, it is possible that the PS-like component
should be identified with VDM-like interactions. This interpréta
tion requires that the GVDM contribution at measured jet PT £ 2
GeV/c be larger by a factor of four. Such a possibility cannot, of
course, be excluded. The hadronization scheme for the VDM
events was developed to describe the low PT events, which hâve
been shown to be clearly jet-like. There is no reason that this
prescription should precisely describe the small fraction of the
VDM events which lead to a thrust axis reconstructed at relatively

high PT •

The above comments deserve further élaboration. Figure 7.32
shows the thrust distribution of the SAT-tagged high PT events,
along with the absolute prédictions of GVDM (dotted line) ,
GVDM+QPM (solid line), and the distribution obtained when the
entire excess over QPM is attributed to GVDM (dashed line). Note
that the GVDM events at high PT hâve significantly lower values of
thrust than QPM:

GVDM: <T> = 0.797 ± 0.005

QPM: <T> = 0.854 ± 0.003

One sees that attributing the entire excess to GVDM can account
for the observed events with very low thrust.
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Figure 7.32: Thrust distribution of the SAT-tagged events with meas
ured jet PT > 2 GeV/c compared to the absolute
GVDM+QPM prédiction (solid line), the absolute GVDM
prédiction (dotted line), and the distribution obtained
when entire excess over QPM is attributed to GVDM
(dashed line).
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It therefore becomes particularly important to understand
the GVDM contribution at high PT- There are three salient points:

a. In gênerai, the thrust distributions of the GVDM and QPM are
not so dramatically différent. Considering ail SAT-tagged
events (not just those with PT > 2 GeV/c), the average values
of thrust for the accepted GVDM and QPM events before and
after detector are as follows:

Average Values of Thrust for Ail Accepted SAT-tagged Events

Before Detector After Detector

GVDM <T> = 0.825 ± 0.002 <T> = 0.803 ± 0.002
QPM <T> = 0.835 ± 0.003 <T> = 0.821 ± 0.003

The GVDM events hâve relatively low values of thrust only for
the small sample of events at high PT-

b. The low thrust of the high PT GVDM events is not a detector
effect. Figure 7.33 shows a histogram of AT, the différence
between measured and true thrust for thèse events. (The
same histogram for the high PT QPM events is given in Figure
7.3a.) The thrust of the high PT GVDM events is measured
just as well as that of the high PT QPM events: 68% of the
events in Figure 7.33 hâve IATI û 0.05, the bin width in Figure
7.18. Approximately 98% of the events hâve IATI û 0.10.

c. The fact that any GVDM events at ail are observed at high PT
is due to fragmentation. Figure 7.34a shows the corrélation
plot of measured jet PT vs. partpn PT for the GVDM events
with measured PT > 2 GeV/c. Ninety-eight percent of thèse
events hâve parton PT less than 2 GeV/c. In QPM (Figure
7.34b), on the other hand, high PT jets really do arise from
high PT partons: 68% of the QPM events with measured jet PT
> 2 GeV/c come from partons with PT > 2 GeV/c.

The GVDM contribution at high PT is therefore produced by low PT
interactions in which fluctuations in the fragmentation hâve
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Figure 7.33: Histogram of the différence between the measured and
true thrust for GVDM events in which the measured jet
PT is greater than 2.0 GeV/c.
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produced an unusually broad jet. It is due to this fluctuation that
the measured jet PT is large in the first place.

The comments made at the beginning of this discussion should
now be clear: if the VDM-like interactions produce broad jets more
frequently than predicted by the relatively simple hadronization
schemes considered hère, the excess over QPM at high PT observed in
both this and earlier studies could be accounted for.

The converse point, however, should also be made. The low PT jets
are well-described in both shape and number by the
VDM-hadronization scheme used hère. If this hadronization scheme

is reasonable, there is no reason to believe that the "feed down" from
low parton PT to high jet PT is significantly underestimated in this
study.

2. The apparent 1/W2 dependence of a77ps, however, makes its iden
tification with VDM-like interactions somewhat problematic.
Generally, such a W-dependence is not associated with hadronic
interactions. For point-like interactions, on the other hand,
such behavior arises naturally. If o-y-y98 must therefore be
ascribed to point-like interactions, its observed Q2 dependence
must be interpreted more carefully. In particular, one must
conclude that to within the statistical uncertainties of this study,
the true Q2 dependence of a77ps cannot be distinguished from
GVDM.

There are many point-like reactions which perhaps can
explain the PS-like component. The most obvious of thèse are
the QCD-predicted 3- and 4-jet processes discussed in Section
2.7. At the relatively small W's available in this study, such a
multijet structure probably cannot be clearly resolved. Thèse
events would therefore look rather isotropic and hence yield
smaller values of thrust than two-jet events. Thèse processes
are expected to be comparable in magnitude to 77-*°^- ax- least
for the interaction of real photons. Although no full calculation
of the Q2 dependence of thèse processes has yet been made, it is
expected that they fall-off with increasing Q2 more quickly than
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yy-*qq. This would account for the high PT data's approach
toward a two-jet topology with increasing Q2.

In an attempt to further evaluate the feasibilty of this inter
prétation, Monte Carlo events with 3- and 4-jet final states were
generated. Specifically, the event génération was done as follows:

a. For the 3-jet events, only the hard scattering subprocess
7q-»qg was considered; for 4-jets, only qq-+qq.

b. The W-dependence of the multijet cross-section was tak
en to vary as ~1/W2.

c. The fraction of the photon's longitudinal momentum carried
by the quark which participâtes in the hard scattering proc
ess (cf. Section 2.7) was taken from a flat distribution, Gq/7(x)
= 1.0.

d. The angular distribution of the hard scattering subprocess
(yq-+qg for 3-jets and qq-*qq for 4-jets) was taken to be the
same as that in the process 77~>-qq. In this way, the correct
PT~4 scaling behavior is guaranteed.

e. The final state (qqg or qqqq) was fragmented with the new
LUND program [7.7]. This program conserves both energy
and momentum.

It is recognized that the above event generator is crude and
can be improved in many ways. However, the only goal hère is to
see what sort of final state structure one might expect from
multijet processes at thèse W values. For this limited purpose,
the calculation outlined above should be sufficient.

In Figures 7.35a and b, the thrust distribution of the high PT
SAT-tagged events are compared to the distributions obtained
when the excess over GVDM+QPM is made up by 3- and 4-jet
events respectively. In Figure 7.35c and d the excess is made up
by mixtures of 3- and 4-jet events. In Figure 7.35c, the 3- and 4-
jets are combined in a ratio of 6:1, as given by their relative
acceptances at PT > 2 GeV/c. (Four-jet events with recon
structed "jet" PT at 2 GeV/c are suppressed because more of the
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available W goes into the low pT fragments.) In Figure 7J5d, the
the 3- and 4- jets are mixed in equal proportions.

It should noted that no attempt has been made to adjust the
multijet fragmentation parameters to the data. With this in mind,
Figure 7.35 leads one to conclude that qualitatively, the multijet
hypothesis can provide an acceptable explanation for the thrust dis
tribution of the observed excess. More theoretical work is necessary
to see if thèse processes also hâve the correct magnitude and Q2
dependence.

Finally, it is noted that the the gauge theory of integrally
charged quarks is also in semi-quantitative agreement with the
observed features of the data. Référence 7.8 présents an analysis
of a preliminary (but not signficantly différent) version of the Ë^
plots of Figure 7.14. The authors claim that the observed excess
and its PT and Q2 dependence could be explained by gauge ICQ if
the gluon were assigned a mass between 150 and 300 MeV.
According to their calculations, most of the observed excess over
standard QPM is due to the direct photon-gluon coupling in the
reaction 77-+gg. Détails of gluon fragmentation are still contro-
versial, even at PETRA énergies. There is some expérimental
évidence, however, that gluons hâve a broader fragmentation
than quarks [7.9]. At the low CM énergies of thèse events, this
interprétation of the excess could therefore also be consistent
with the observed thrust distributions.
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7.11 Chapter Summary

The important results of this chapter may be summarized

as follows:

1. The prédominant topology of large invariant mass

hadronic final states in -yy interactions is that of two

jets.

2. The jet production cross section shows the following

features:

The jet cross-section approaches the prédiction

of the standard, fractionally-charged Quark-

Parton Model from above, as either Q^ or PT
increases.

o

At high PT, the Q dependence of the jet cross-

section is well described by standard QPM. Jet

production at low PT. on the other hand, has a
o

much stronger Q dependence.

• The simple incohérent sum of GVDM and QPM

provides a good overall représentation of the

jet cross-section, with GVDM yielding events in

which the final state is hadronized as jets

along the yy axis and the QPM accounting for the

states with two high PT jets.

• Some discrepancies between this ansatz and the

data are observed, however. In particular, the

data lie systematically above the GVDM+QPM

expectation by a factor of two to three
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2 2at Q £ 1 GeV and measured jet PT's between 1.5

and 4.0 GeV/c.

2 2
At Q > 10 GeV , the observed jet cross section

is consistent with standard QPM at ail values of

PT. This resuit rules out naive Han-Nambu

integrally charged quarks at the level of five

standard déviations.

3. Using a thrust analysis to make a more detailed

examination of the event structure reveals the

following :

At low jet PT (PT < 1 GeV/c ), the data are

consistent with a two-jet structure at ail

values of Q .

At high PT (P > 2 GeV/c) and low Q2 (Q2 < 1
2 ~

GeV ), where the observed jet cross-section

exceeds the GVDM+QPM expectation, the events

also look less two-jet like than expected, with

significantly lower values of thrust.

As Q* increases, however, the two-jet hypothesis

provides a better description of the event

structure.

2 2
At Q > 10 GeV , the observed event structure is

completely consistent with a two-jet topology

and standard quark fragmentation.
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An improved phenomenological description of the data,

which accounts for the excess low thrust events and

which compensâtes for the inadequacies of the GVDM+QPM

two-jet model, can be constructed by adding a third
component with an explicit non-two-jet-like final

state. Within the limited statistics of this study,

isotropic phase space hadronization provides a

satisfactory model of this component. Its cross-section

can be represented as

a PS(W,Q2) =1500.^500 .F^fQ2) nb-GeV2.
YY ^7

This corresponds to approximately 10% of the total

cross-section at Q2 < 1 GeV2 and is therefore comparable
~ 2to the QPM contribution. The apparent strong Q

dependence of this component makes it even less
2 2

important at Q > 1 GeV .
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CHAPTER 8: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has presented an expérimental study of jet

production in photon-photon interactions. The primary goals
of this study were:

1. To confirm the évidence for a point-like component

in the reaction yy •* hadrons provided by earlier

jet studies at Q2 £ 1 GeV2.
2. To extend thèse results to Q > 1 GeV2, where the

point-like component should be more clearly
observed.

3. To clarify the nature of the excess over the

standard Quark Parton Model prédiction (QPM)

observed at high PT in previous studies.

4. To investigate the Q2 and pT dependence of jet
production over significant ranges in both of thèse

variables in order to build a more complète picture
of the reaction yy + hadrons.

Summary of the Analysis

This study was based on data collected with the PLUTO

detector at the e+e~ storage ring PETRA between August 1981
and August 1982, when PETRA operated at an e+e~ center-of-
mass energy of -34.7 GeV. For this data run, the PLUTO

detector was modified for the specialized study of yy
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interactions. The primary modification was the addition of
a forward spectrometer at each end of the detector to
measure charged particles produced at angles
between 5° and 15° from the e+e~ beam line. Thèse forward
spectrometers significantly improved the detector's

acceptance for yy events and made possible more accurate

reconstruction of yy multihadronic final states. The

detector was also equipped with two sets of electromagnetic
shower counters to measure the scattered initial state
électrons and positrons from the reaction e+e~ + e+e~ X.

Thèse counters were the small angle taggers (SAT's), which
covered scattering angles between 30 and 55 mrad from

the e e~ beam line and measured Q2 in the ranqe 0.1 < o2 <
2

1.0 GeV , and the large angle taggers (LAT's), whose
fiducial acceptance extended from 100 to 260 mrad and
covered the Q2 range between 1 and 18 GeV2.

This analysis used single-tagged events in which only
one of the scattered électrons was detected in either the
SAT or LAT. The most important of the sélection criteria

imposed upon the multihadronic final state were:

at least four charged particles (not counting the
tag)

visible hadronic invariant mass (W • ), as
vis

calculated using both charged particles and

photons, between 4 and 13 GeV. Monte Carlo

studies showed that this corresponded to the true

invariant mass (Wfcrue) ranging between roughly 5
and 15 GeV.
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The minimum multiplicity and Wvis requirements ensured that

an analysis of the events in terms of jets was possible.

The upper bound on Wvis suppressed background from the
reaction e+e~ + hadrons. The final data sample consisted of

846 SAT-tagged events and 381 LAT-tagged events,

corresponding to integrated e e~ luminosities of 29.3 and

39.4 pb-1, respectively. The average value of Q was 0.4
GeV2 for the SAT-tagged events and 5.0 GeV2 for the LAT-

2
tagged events. The event acceptance, averaged over the Q

and Wtrue ranges given above, is roughly 50%.

The background contamination in this event sample was

studied and found to be small. For both the SAT- and LAT-

tagged events, the overall contamination was only a few

percent. At high pT (specifically, measured jet pT > 2

GeV/c). the background was larger, amounting to about 15%

and 10% for the SAT- and LAT-tagged events, respectively.

Thèse backgrounds came primarily from the reactions e e +

hadrons and yy •> t+t~. They were subtracted from ail plots

in the analysis.

The analysis of the data proceeded in several steps.

The first step was an examination of gênerai characteristics

of the data, without spécifie référence to jet structure.

This examination revealed two important features of the data

which may be taken as évidence for point-like

interactions. Specifically:

1. The observed cross-section for the reaction yy •+

hadrons decreases with increasing Q2 much more

slowly than predicted by vector dominance models.

In particular, in the LAT-tagged data thèse models
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accounted for only about half of the observed

number of events.

2. The distribution of charged particle pT relative to

the yy collision axis shows a significant excess at

PT > 2 GeV/c. This high pT particle production

cannot be explained by ideas of pT-limitation

extrapolated from hadron-hadron scattering. In

confirmation of earlier results, the high pT tail

is clearly observed even at Q2 < 1 GeV2, where the

total cross-section is otherwise consistent with

vector dominance models to within the statistical

limitations of this study.

It was demonstrated that a simple, quantum-mechanically

incohérent sum of two components gave a good description of

the total cross section, its Q and W dependence, and the

particle pT distributions. The two components were:

1. a point-like component, as represented by the

standard QPM prédiction for the reaction yy + qq

with quark fragmentation according to the Feynman-

Field prescription

2. a hadronic component, in which the final state was

produced as jets along the yy axis, with cross

section given by

a = 240 • F_,.nM (Q2) nb.
y y GVDM

F (Q2) dénotes the Q2 dependence predicted by

the Generalized Vector Dominance Model (GVDM).

Both the coefficient 240 and the jet fragmentation
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parameters for this component were determined from

the data.

Although this two-component model provided a generally

satisfactory description of the data, some discrepancies

remained. Thèse discrepancies were most significant at low

Q2 (Q2 < 0.4 GeV2) and intermediate particle pT* s (1 < PT <
2 GeV/c), where the data systematically exceeded the

GVDM+QPM ansatz. Thèse discrepancies however, represented
2 2

only about 10% of the total cross-section at Q < 1 GeV .

The next step in this study was an analysis of the data

in terms of jets. A thrust algorithm was used for this

purpose. The thrust calculation was made in the hadronic

center-of-mass frame, as determined from the observed final

state particles. The jet transverse momentum was measured

with respect to the yy axis in this CM frame. Extensive

Monte Carlo studies showed that this procédure yielded good

measurements of jet PT's and production angles and that the

calculated thrust provided a reliable measure of the event

structure.

Jets, regardiess of the mechanism by which they are

produced, are characterized by a limitation of km, the

momentum of the produced particles transverse to the thrust

axis. In order to search for this limitation, the average

value of kT was plotted as a function of Wv^s (Figure

7.8). This plot provided convincing évidence that the

prédominant topology of large-invariant-mass multihadronic

final states in yy interactions is indeed that of two jets.

The next step in the jet analysis was an examination of

the jet Pm distribution. This was most easily done through
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the quantity ff , defined as

£yY(PT) =observed number of events at agiven value of p
number predTcTeT^y~sTa7ïdlrT~QPÏ^aT^

^YY was plotted as a function of measured jet PT in
four Q2 bins (Figure 7.14). Thèse plots revealed the
following characteristics of jet production in yy
interactions:

1. The jet cross-section approaches the prédiction of
standard fractionally-charged Quark Parton Model
from above, as either Q2 or PT increases.

2. At high PT, the Q2 dependence of the jet cross-
section is well-described by standard QPM. Jet
production at low Pm, on the other hand, has a much
stronger Q2 dependence.

3. The GVDM+QPM ansatz not only accounts for the total
cross section but also provides a good description

of the Q and PT dependence of the jet production.

4. The ff^ plots reveal, however, some clear
systematic discrepancies between the data and the

GVDM+QPM ansatz. At Q2 < 1 GeV2, and intermediate
values of jet PT between 1.5 and 4.0 GeV/c, the
data points lie systematically above the GVDM+QPM
prédiction by a factor of two to three.

5. At Q > 10 GeV , the observed jet cross-section is
consistent with standard QPM at ail values of Pm.
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The next step in the analysis was a more detailed

examination of the event structure, primarily through the

use of thrust distributions. This examination showed that:

1. At low jet PT (PT < 1 GeV/c), the data are
consistent with a two-jet structure at ail values

of Q2 (Figure 7.17).

2. At high PT (PT > 2 GeV/c ), on the other hand, the
2 2

event structure changes with increasing Q . At Q

< 1 GeV2, the events look less two-jet-like than

expected. Specifically, the excess events at high
PT and low Q2 hâve significantly lower values of
thrust that predicted for the reaction yy + qq with

standard quark fragmentation. With increasing Q2,
however, the two-jet hypothesis provides a better

description of the high PT events (Figure 7.18).

3. At Q2 > 10 GeV2, the event structure is completely
consistent with the two-jet topology of the

reaction yy + qq and standard quark fragmentation

(Figure 7.19).

Finally, it was demonstrated than an improved

phenomenological description of the data, which accounts for

the excess low thrust events and which compensâtes for the

inadequacies of the GVDM+QPM two-jet model, could be

constructed by adding a third component with an explicit

non-two-jet-like final state. Within the limited statistics

of this study, isotropic phase space hadronization provided

a satisfactory model for this component. Its cross-section

can be represented as
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oTÏPS =^°-± ^ •FGVDM<Q2> »»-^2
w2

This corresponds to approximately 10% of the total cross-

section at Q2 < 1 GeV2 and is therefore comparable to the
QPM contribution. The apparent strong Q2 dependence of this

2 2
contribution makes it even less important at Q ^ 1 GeV .

Significance of Thèse Results

This analysis has confirmed the indications for a
point-like component in yy hadron production from earlier

low statistics studies. The Q2 and Pm évolution of the jet
production cross-section revealed hère provides an

additional élégant pièce of évidence. That the cross-

section approaches the yy + qq expectation from above as

either Q2 or PT increases is beautiful expérimental
confirmation of asymptotic freedom, the fundamental notion

of QCD, that the strong interaction becomes simple at large

momentum transfers. Without this feature of QCD, there

would be no reason to believe that the interactions of

point-like constituents, as represented in zeroth-order QCD
by QPM, should ever become dominant or saturate the observed

cross-section.

It should be noted that the évidence for a point-like

component presented in this study is actually complementary
to that provided by measurements of the photon structure
function in this Q2 range. At thèse values of Q2, the
point-like component observed at large x is comprised of
events with small W. This study, on the other hand, has

used large W and hence small x events.
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This study has confirmed the excess of high PT events
observed at low Q2 in earlier studies. This excess is
interesting because of its possible bearing on the question
of quark charges. The observed jet cross-section at Q2 > 10
GeV easily excludes naive Han-Nambu integrally charged
quarks. The high Q2 data is completely consistent, however,
with the gauge theory of integrally charged quarks (GICQ),
in which the contribution from the color component of the
quark's electric charge is suppressed with increasing Q2.

This study has also revealed some hitherto unknown
features of the excess. The most important of thèse is that
the excess events are significantly less two-jet-like that
expected for the reaction yy - qq. Thus, it is highly
unlikely that the excess should be associated with the color
component of the quark charge. This observation does not

imply, however, that the GICQ hypothesis can be excluded
from further considération. Récent calculations hâve shown
that the différence between GICQ and the standard QPM in
this Q2 range arises mostly from the reaction yy +gg
[7.8]. If gluon jets undergo broader fragmentation than
quark jets, GICQ may still be a tenable explanation of the
data.

There are other possible explanation for the excess.
Given its apparent strong Q2 dependence (consistent, to
within the statistics of this study, with GVDM), the excess
may simply be a "tail" of VDM-like interactions for which
the hadronization is not understood. Also, the excess may
be due to higher-order QCD processes, in which 3- and 4- jet
final states are produced. Calculations hâve indicated that
thèse diagrams make significant contributions, at least for
the interactions of real photons. At the relatively small W
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values accessible in this study, the multijet structure
simply cannot be resolved. Such events would fit poorly,
however, to the hypothesis of a two-jet final state - just
as the observed excess events do. The data also appear to
favor a 1/W2 dependence for this non-two-jet-like excess,
also as one would expect for thèse QCD processes. However,
no calculations are presently available to show to what
extent thèse QCD processes can explain the apparent Q
dependence of the excess.

To summarize, although much new information about the
excess high PT events has been gained, their interprétation
is still ambiguous. It is clear only that they are not due
to the reaction yy + qq. Further expérimental progress
requires not only higher statistics, but also sufficiently
high values of W that the multijet final states can be
clearly resolved. Higher values of W are probably
inaccessible at PETRA due to the large background from
annihilation channel hadron production. At LEP, where the
necessary W values will still constitute only a relatively
small fraction of the available e+e" center-of-mass energy,
such studies should be possible.

Finally, this work has contributed to the goal of
constructing a comprehensive, internally-consistent picture
of yy hadron production. First, the rôle of vector
dominance models has been clarified. It has been
demonstrated both hère and in other studies recently
published by the PLUTO Collaboration [7.6] that vector
dominance models cannot account for the total yy cross-
section and its relatively slow decrease with increasing
q2 This statement even applies to the more elaborate
vector dominance models, such as EVDM, which has been
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incorrect* claimed to provide a Muai description» of the
total cross-section that obviâtes the need for apoint-like
component.

élasticité / 91"en ^ lnVenti™ <* theori.t. and theelasticity of vector dominance ideas, no study can ever
compietely rule out thèse models. However. as thèse mod

.cen.ro. t"""^ '" "* """ '"'" "°" ™=*ted
e" eXPlain "hat 1S S° «"«tl...ly accounted for

The obT 'T C°mPOnent' ^^ ^-"^"ity decreases.
vector dom 9 ^ Pa"iCle Md ^ Production Mkesvector dominance models even less attractive.

On the other hand, this study has shown that vector
chance models are useful i„ one regard: they can pr d

good description of the hadronic component of Tï
interactions, which are found at low p as hho „ ? •
analogues of hadron-hadron and ^ Z^^
ZZ Z- ^ haS bee" —— «.t the Gener9ali2Vector Dominance «odel, when added to the point-like
component, is very satisfactory for this purpose.

for thehehaddTnStrable ""^ * ^ " * ^rametrizationror the hadronic component of YY in^r^f^
r/1 '' interactions over the lamo
Q range of this study constitutes an important adva e I

dePsrcerr6USTtearUer —%— — -ss-sectioaescribe interactions at O2 < i r^r2
r t ~ y ^ i GeV and eit-i-nnfnv^functions at Q2 > j. GeV2 ThP h^ ~- structure

<, i bev . The hadronic pièce of the nh^+™
structure function, F ~ n vï • ,* ' Phot°n
,, 2 ' 2 ~ ^-x)' Yields a cross-section which
diverges as Q^ +0 Th,10 tu lcn
• k ' h6Se two methods of analvsis *r*inherently incompatible. analysis are
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It should be emphasized that the success of GVDM does

not imply a confirmation of the theoretical framework

invoked by its authors. Rather, it must be remembered that

GVDM is a fit to the electroproduction data. Whether one

conceives of interactions in terms of a continuum of higher

mass vector meson states or in terms of a point-like

photonic probe of a hadronic bound state, it is the basic

similarity between electroproduction and électron scattering

from a vector-dominated photon target which makes GVDM

useful in describing the hadronic component

of yy interactions.

This study has therefore constructed a highly

satisfactory quantitative model for the

reaction yy •*• hadrons which is valid over a large W and Q

range. The ansatz GVDM+QPM accounts not only for the total

cross-section, but also the observed Q2 and Pm dependence of
the jet production cross-section. Both components of this

ansatz assume that the final state consists of two jets.

Thus, the only discrepancy between the data and GVDM+QPM is

due to events which are inconsistent with the hypothesis of

a two-jet final state. This "non-two-jet-like" component

could be due to either a hadronization "tail" in VDM-like

interactions or other point-like processes not included in

QPM. In either case, the discrepancy between the data and

GVDM+QPM amounts to only a small fraction (approximately 10%
2 2

at Q < 1 GeV ) of the total cross-section.
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APPENDIX A: THE HELICITY BASIS FORMALISM

In the yy CM frame, in which a photon has four momentum

qii = (qo' °' °' lql ) (A>1)

the photon polarization vectors e (X,q) can be written

e (±l,q) = —• (0, +1, -i, 0)
^ /2

e„(0,q) = —--L- (131 , 0, 0, qn)
/-q:

V 2 -l^l'

(A.2)

where q = qQ2 - |4|2. Thèse vector satisfy the following
orthogonality and completeness relations

q^ e^U,q) = 0 (a.3)

e^U,q) e^(\',q) =(-1)X ô^, (A.4)

T (-1)X e *(\,q) e (\,q) = g - -JL* (A.5)
\ * v ^v q2

where summations are performed over repeated indices and q

is the familiar Minkowski metric tensor, diag(1,-1,-1,-1 ).

Since the three polarization vectors constitute a

complète set, they may be used as a basis for expanding
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arbitrary tensors. For example, the tensor R in the

transtion amplitude for the reaction yy + X (eq'n 1.17) can

be written

%v= ! <-1)X+X' %U'ql> C (X''q2> MXX'
A. A.

where

MXX« =ea*U'qi> eB(X,^2> RŒP

The tensor W (eq'n 1.24) may therefore be decomposed as
\ivpa

X-i + A^ + Xi Xn Xi X^. X-. X.}
W = y (-1) 121 2E1212W

^Vpa X, X2X1'X.' ^V0P X1X2X1 X2

where

Xi Xo Xi X-j i, *
E -1- z -1 z = e (X, ,q. ) e ( X9,q9) e (X ' ,q ) e (X ' ,q,)

^ivap p. 11 v 2 2 pi 1 a 4 Z

and

aPyô
W X1X2X1'X2'=eaUl'ql)eBU2'q2)ey <Y'*l>eô <V'q2)W

The photon density matrix (eq'n 1.25) in the helicity

basis is defined as

p_XX' s (-i)x+x'ev(X,qi) e *(X'fq.) p± ^ (A.6)

Using the gauge invariance conditions (eq'n 1.27) and the

completeness relation (A.5) one can show
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ay 86 _ Xl 'Xl X2 'X2 IT

Since each index X can only take on three values (-1,0,+1),

it is clear that the tensor W has at most 34 = 81

independent components in the helicity basis.

X. i X 'X ' indicate tne helicity
iifticipating in the reaction,

Because the indices of W.

states of the photons pai

conservation and invariance laws are easily applied to count

the total number of independent tensor components.

By the optical theorem, the tensor components W , ,

are proportional to the imaginary part of the 1elaètic
scattering amplitude for the reaction

yl\±) + y(\2) + y(X1') + y( V }

Conservation of angular momentum in this reaction demands

Jz + Jl =V + Jz2'

and hence

h X2 " Xl' " Y

Thus, given the values of three of the component indices,
there is only one value of the fourth index for which the

component does not vanish. Hence, the number of non-trivial

components is immediately reduced to 33 = 27.

Of thèse remaining 27 components, it is easy to show
that for eight of them, the combination of X,, X9, X '
requires |X2 •| > 1, which is, of course, impossible. Thus,
only 19 components remain. Thèse are listed in Table A.l.
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Invariance under spatial inversion demands

Wx1x2x1'x2' =w-x1-x2-x1'-x2'.

As a resuit, the nine components listed in the second column

of Table A.l are equal to some other component. Similarly,
time-reversal invariance demands

W = W
1 ^? 1 7 Xl X9 X1 X9

and hence, the four components listed in columns three and

four are also not independent. Thus, only the eight
components listed in the first column of Table A.l remain.

Thèse are used in équations 1.29.



Table A.l

Non-Vanishing Components of the Tensor W^ x ,x ,
X £ -L ^
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APPENDIX B: A MONTE CARLO GENERATOR FOR THE

REACTION e+e~ •*• e+e~ + HADRONS

321

Monte Carlo génération of events of the

type e e~ + e e~X can be conveniently broken into two steps:

+ - + - * *
1. Génération of the reaction e e + e e y y using

the photon flux factors of Section 1.6 and the
* *

cross-secton formula for the reaction y y •* X.

Hadronization of the final state X. At the end of

step (1), the only known characteristic of the

final state X is its invariant mass W. It

therefore remains to convert this available energy

into hadrons. This procédure is most easily

carried out in the center-of-mass frame of the two

virtual photons and then boosting the generated

hadrons to the lab frame. This hadronization

process uses the

référence direction.

* *

process uses the y y collision axis as the

Of course, events produced by the MC generator program must

be processed through the detector simulation program

(Section 5.2) before they can be compared to the data.

The program [B.l] described in this appendix has been

used to generate events according to the various vector
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dominance models; for QPM calculation, the program of

Vermaseren, et al. , has been " used. Final state

hadronization for the vector dominance models is discussed

in Section 6.3. This appendix therefore présents only a few

détails of the first step listed above.

This program has been designed for the génération of

single-tagged events. For convenience, the generator takes

the scattered positron as the tag. In order to symmetrize

the calculation, half of the events are "flipped" at the end

of the event génération by interchanging the scattered

électrons and positrons and reflecting ail particle momenta

through the origin (p + -p).

The program requires the following input parameters:

Ej-, - e+, e- beam energy

Quntagged . . ,em-,v - maximum scattering angle

for the untagged électron
max

9_._, 6__v - minimum and maximum
111111 lUa X

scattering angles for the

tagged positron

wmin ~ minimum value of

invariant mass to be

generated

The first step in the program is generating the four-

vectors of the scattered électrons and positron and the two

virtual photons. To do this:
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The énergies of the two virtual photons are

independently sampled from a bremstrahlung
spectrum,

dE /E
Y Y

between the limits (W 2 /4E, ) < E < EL. The
min d y b

outgoing électron and positron énergies are
therefore E. = E. - E .

i b yl

The électron and positron scattering angles are

independently sampled from the distribution [1.1]

de2

32 + [me(Eb ~ E')/EbE']2

For the tagged positron, the sampling is

restricted to the range 8 . < e, < 9 ; for the
min 1 max'

untagged électron, 0 < 9^ < 9untagged^
2 max

The azimuthal angles of the scattered électron

and positron are chosen randomly from the

interval [0,2n] .

With the above énergies and angles, the four-momenta of the

scattered électron and positron are determined. The virtual

photon four-momenta q.^ and q2 are therefore also known. The
* *

important variables of the y y interaction

W2 = (qj^ + q2)2

2 _ 2
Q - -c3l (tagged photon)

2 2p - -cd2 (untagged photon)



can then be calculated

Next a weight w is calculated for the event:

where

(d0Out/dE 2dE 1d91d<|)1)
W = ; ^

(dain/dE ~dE . d 9, d 4», )
y2 yl 1 1

324

daout = rT[aTT+ eaLT] Ny (dE^/Eg) ÔE y± (sinG^) d^

is the differential cross-section for the reaction e e

+ e+e~X from eq'ns 1.39-1.41 and

with

dE ~ dE , d 9, d <i>,
, in y2 yl 1 \L

Ey2 Eyl 91 2%

r, = rin(4Eb2/Wm2n)r2rin(9max/9min)r1

is the distribution from which the génération variables hâve

been sampled. (The untagged électron angle variables hâve

been integrated out.) The total cross-section for the reac

tion e e~ •> e e~X within the kinematic limits established by

the program parameters is simply given by the average value

of thèse weights.

The weight calculation includes the cross-section for
* *

the reaction y y + X. In the kinematic région of this

study, negligible error is introduced by setting e = 1 and
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writing

ayy " °TT + 0LT.

In the formula for a , a small correction (less than 3%)
YY

for the P2 dependence of the cross-section is introduced by
assuming that the Q2 and P2 dependence of a has the same

YY

functional form. For the GVDM, for example,

OyY(W,Q2,P2) = ^YY(W,Q2=0,P2=0).FGVDM(Q2).FGVDM(P2).

For TVDM, the P2 dependence is assumed to be that of

a p-propagator, as used in Référence 2.66.

Before proceeding further in the génération procédure,

the event is "reduced to unit weight". For this purpose,

the weight w is renormalized to values ranging between 0 and

1, by defining

w = w/w
max

where wm=„ is the maximum value of w encountered in
lu clX

generating events within the specified kinematic limits and

is determined from a test run of the program. The value

of w is compared to a random number r. If r > w, the event

is rejected and the generator starts a new event.

If r < w, the event is passed to the hadronization

subroutines and then recorded for later processing through

the detector simulation and analysis programs. This

réduction procédure guarantees that the recorded events

follow the differential cross-section formula of équation

1.39.
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APPENDIX C: THE PLUTO TRIGGER

Cl: Introduction

The important characteristics of a high energy physics trigger
include -

1. Speed. The trigger must be as fast as possible, particularly in
rejecting background events and resetting the detector for the
next event.

2. Generality. The trigger must not only reject background events
but also positively sélect potentially interesting events. The
sélection is based on characteristics which are relatively unlikely
for background processes, such as large electromagnetic shower
energy, many tracks with large momentum transverse to the
beam direction, and spécial event topologies, like back-to-back
high momentum tracks emerging from the interaction point. In
order for an experiment to be sensitive to a wide range of phys
ics reactions, the trigger should be constructed to recognize as
many of thèse features as possible. Moreover, the trigger should
utilize as many of the signatures of an interesting event type as
possible. Such redundancy in the trigger can compensate for
trigger inefficiencies introduced by edge effects and equipment
failures. Also, thèse signatures should be as loosely defined as is
compatible with a workable background trigger rate.

3. Flexibility. The trigger rate from background processes can vary
greatly with changes in the operating conditions of the storage
ring. To accomodate thèse changes, the trigger should be easily
and quickly modifiable. Furthermore, a continuous and précise
record of trigger conditions must be kept, since it will be impor
tant in the data analysis.
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A gênerai solution for constructing a trigger with the above prop
erties can be provided by a programmable computer memory Raw
detector information is first converted to a set of single-bit yes-no
inputs which indicate, for example, the présence or absence of tracks
in the detector, shower energy above or below a certain threshold,
etc. The response of the trigger to every possible combination of
thèse input signais is stored in the computer memory, with the input
combination serving as the memory address for fast retrieval. The
value of the stored response is then used to décide whether or not to
record the event. (If each memory word consisted of a single bit, "0"
might be used to indicate that the event should be rejected and "1"
to indicate that it should be accepted, for example.) Such a trigger
scheme can be very fast: smce fast memory chips are available, the
chief speed limitation cornes from the time needed to prépare the
input bits from the raw detector information Given sufficient mem
ory space, the trigger can be as gênerai as desired Such a system
also provides a flexible and well-documented trigger. Modifications
can be made by simply re-prograrnmmg the memory, and a contin
uons history of the trigger can be obtained by periodically
reading-out and recording the memory contents.

The above scheme is clear, but unfortunately too simple for many
applications. In particular, the final trigger décision may require
relatively detailed information which takes a long time to prépaie. In
order to avoid this time-consuming analysis for events which can be
simply rejected, triggers are often designed with a multi-level struc
ture, in which succeeding levels make more sophisticated décisions
on the basis of more refined information. At each level, an event can
be either rejected or passed to the next step of the trigger analysis.

C.2: The PLUTO Trigger

The PLUTO experiment uses a multi-level trigger based on pro
grammable computer memories. The trigger consists of seven 1024
4-bit word random access memories (RAM's), each of which thus has
10 input bits and 4 output bits. Thèse RAM's provide an output signal
within about 20 nsec. Three of the output bits are interpreted as a
'level' describing the significance of the input, with 0 as the lowest
and 7 as the highest. The fourth bit is assigned so that each memory
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word has an odd parity. During the data-taking, the hardware con-
tinuously monitors the output parities as a guard against RAM
malfunctions. The contents of the RAM's are prepared at a terminal
of the DESY central computer in symbolic language and then decoded
by the PDP-11 expérimental computer and loaded via a CAMAC inter
face. For diagnostic purposes, the RAM contents are immediately
read back and stored after each such transfer. Moreover, for each
event the input and output bits of each RAM are recorded.

The opération of the PLUTO trigger is indicated schematically in
Figures C.la and C.lb. The trigger analysis is started by the
beam-crossing signal provided by the PETRA RF system in order to
eliminate events which are unrelated to the e+e~ beams. In this way,
cosmic rays are rejected, except those which happen to traverse the
detector coincidentally with the beam crossing. Five RAM's then
receive "pre-trigger" information from the hard-wired logic of vari
ous detector components. Thèse pre-triggers and their mnemonics
are listed in Table Cl. Thèse pre-triggers contain information from
the following:

1. The parallel wire logic. The parallel wire logic (so-called because
it opérâtes in parallel with other components of the trigger logic)
provides a very crude but fast counting of tracks in the inner
detector. For this purpose, five pairs of chambers are formed
from the proportional chambers of the inner detector. Thèse
pairs are (2,5), (3,6), (4,7), (8,11), and (13,14). The wires of each
chamber are divided into 120 equal sectors in <p. A track at this
level is defined as a coïncidence of a wire hit in the inner cham
ber of a pair and at least one hit in the seven nearest sectors in
the outer chamber. The DOR pre-trigger is the logical OR of ail
such coïncidences in ail five chamber-pairs. The DUL
pre-triggers indicate at least two tracks in two non-adjacent 45°
octants of the given chamber pair. Thus, neither DOR nor DUL
means no tracks in the inner detector, DOR indicates at least one
track, and a DUL indicates two or more tracks, where a track
must hâve momentum transverse to the beam line greater than
about 120 MeV/c. A large fraction of beam-gas interactions fail
to produce such a track, since thèse events are generally a show
er of very low transverse momentum particles, which make tight,
small-radius spirals.
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Figure Cl: The PLUTO Trigger, showing (a) the organization of the
RAM's and (b) the séquence of opération.
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The barrel and endcap shower counters. Several barrel and
endcap pre-triggers are based on the total energy deposited in
the shower counters. Thèse pre-triggers make référence to
several différent threshold levels. The HIGH-level pre-triggers
indicate a total energy greater than ~3.6 GeV in the barrel and
~2.4 GeV in the endcap. The MEDIUM-level pre-triggers hâve
thresholds of ~0.8 and ~0.6 GeV in the barrel and endcap, respec
tively. LOW-level pre-triggers are sensitive to minimum-ionizing
particles and require that at least one TDC be started in the
counter. Other barrel and endcap pre-triggers indicate shower
energy in diagonally opposite counter modules, in order to rec-
ognize events like e+e~->e+e~, e+e~-+yy, and e+e~-^p/p,~. If both
showers are moderately large (greater than ~1.5 GeV in the bar
rel and ~1.2 GeV in the endcap), the so-called QED pre-triggers
are set. If both showers are at least minimum ionizing and start
the modules' TDC's, the event satisfies the //-pair pre-triggers.

The LAT and SAT shower counters. For the SAT and LAT
pre-triggers, the total energy in each SAT or LAT is separately
summed. (The counters at +z and -z are referred to as A and B,
respectively.) Thèse énergies are compared to two threshold lev
els, HIGH (~4 GeV in the LAT and ~6 GeV in the SAT) and LOW (~2
GeV in the LAT and ~3.6 GeV in the SAT), to give the eight
pre-triggers listed in Table Cl

The forward spectrometer. The forward track trigger [Cl, C.2]
analyzes separately each forward quadrant. In each of the five
chambers, neighboring wires in the two planes of staggered hori
zontal signal wires are hard-wired into pairs, where a pair con
sists of one wire from each plane. In chambers 4 and 5, adjacent
pairs are further grouped into double wire pairs to save electron-
ics. The track search begins in chamber 3, where there are 54
wire pairs. For each hit pair in chamber 3, the search first
extends back through chambers 1 and 2, using their fired pairs
to look for a straight line track through chambers 1-3 which
originates within ~200 mm of the interaction point along the
z-axis. If such a three-chamber track is found, the search tries
to connect it with fired double wire pairs in chambers 4 and 5.
The "long" tracks thus reconstructed correspond to p £ 0.9
GeV/c and consist of one wire pair in each of the five chambers.
After ail possible long tracks hâve been found, adjacent tracks
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are merged into clusters. The number of such clusters found in
quadrant n is indicated by the pre-trigger conditions COQn and
ClQn. (The quadrants are numbered n=0,3. Quadrants with
numbers of the same parity - even or odd - are diagonally
opposite.) Neither COQn nor ClQn means no clusters in quadrant
n; COQn alone indicates exactly one cluster, and ClQn alone
means more than one cluster. Both COQn and ClQn together,
however, indicates a messy event with more than 4 short tracks
in chambers 1-3 in quadrant n. This coïncidence of pre-triggers
is used to veto the use of forward track information from quad
rant n in the trigger décision.

Due to high background rates, the above-described forward
trigger was operational only on the -z side of the detector for
only about 15% of the collected luminosity.

This pre-trigger information is available and processed by the input
RAM's within less than 1 ^sec. Smce the beam-crossings at PETRA
come roughly every 3.8 usée, this step of the trigger analysis causes
no dead time.

The outputs from the five pre-trigger RAM's are then passed to two
additional RAM's which constitute the master trigger. One of thèse
RAM's receives high bits which are sufficient alone to trigger the
detector and is hence called the "master pass". The other RAM,
known as the "master coïncidence", forms coïncidences of the input
bits. If the outputs of both the pass and the master coïncidence are
zéro, the event is rejected, the trigger analysis halted, and the detec
tor reset. If either RAM gives a non-zero output, the next step of the
trigger analysis is started. Among the conditions sufficient to pass
this "fast master trigger" are -

• at least two tracks in the inner detector, i.e. at least two inner
DUL's.

a HIGH signal from the barrel or endcap or the barrel or endcap
QED pre-triggers.

a HIGH signal from the LAT, or both LAT LOW signais, or a SAT
HIGH in coïncidence with an opposite side LAT LOW, or both SAT
HIGH's. Only every sixteenth of those events with the double SAT
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HIGH is passed, unless the event also has a pre-trigger from
some other detector component. This reduces the rate of SAT
Bhabhas with a minimal loss of SAT double-tagged yy events.

• a SAT HIGH in coïncidence with at least one inner detector track

(the DOR condition) or a MEDIUM barrel shower energy.

• colinear tracks in the forward spectrometer.

• many other conditions involving coïncidences among
pre-triggers.

The fast master trigger décision is virtually instantaneous, since it
involves only the response time of the master pass and master coïn
cidence RAM's. The acceptance rate of the fast master trigger under
normal PETRA operating conditions is about 1 KHz.

The next step of the trigger analysis, called the sequential wire
logic, involves a more complicated track reconstruction in the inner
detector and is the most time-consuming part of the trigger analysis:
it requires roughly 50 usée per event and hence produces a dead time
of roughly 5% per KHz of the fast master trigger rate. The sequential
logic track search utilizes the wires of the proportional chambers of
the inner detector. As in the parallel wire logic, the wires of each
chamber are divided into 120 three-degree (p sectors. For the pur-
pose of track définition, the chambers are grouped into two
four-component rings, denoted A and B, as follows:

Ring Included Chambers

A 7 OR 8 6 4 AND 5 2 AND 3

B 7 OR 8 11 13 14

In each ring, a track requires hits within a certain Acp région in at
least 3 of the 4 components, one of which must be chambers 7 or 8.
The actual track récognition utilizes 10 120-bit 'circular' shift regis-
ters into which the chamber hits are mapped. As the chamber
information is rotated through 120 steps, the register contents are
compared to previously stored masks. Thèse masks are such that
tracks from the interaction point must hâve pT £ 150 Mev/c in order
to be recognized. A track is classified as 'short' if it is found only in
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Pre-Triggers

RAMO: Parallel Logic ("Fast" Inner Detector Wire Analysis)
DUL1 DUL in Chambers 2 and 5

DUL2 DUL in Chambers 3 and 6

DUL3 DUL in Chambers 4 and 7

DUL4 DUL in Chambers 8 and 11

DUL5 DUL in Chambers 13 and 14

DOR Logical OR of ail DOR's

RAM1: Barrel and Endcap Showers

ELO At least one endcap TDC started

ECX At least two opposite TDC's started
EHI High endcap shower energy (> ~2.4 GeV)
EMED Médium endcap shower energy (> ~0.6 GeV)
EQED 2 * ~1.2 GeV in opposite endcap éléments
BLO At least one barrel TDC started

BAX At least two opposite TDC's started

BHI High barrel shower energy (> ~3.6 GeV)
BMED Médium barrel shower energy (> -0.8 GeV)
BQED 2 * ~1.5 GeV in opposite barrel éléments
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RAM2: SAT and LAT Showers

SALO, SBLO Low energy in SAT, A or B side, > ~ 3.6 GeV
SAHI, SBHI High energy in SAT, A or B side, > ~ 6 GeV
LALO, LBLO Low energy in LAT, A or B side, > ~ 2 GeV
LAHI, LBHI High energy in LAT, A or B side, > ~ 4 GeV

RAM3: Forward Spectrometer Tracks
COQn, ClQn n=0,l,2,3 indicates the forward quadrant.

NOT COQn and NOT ClQn = no track in Quadrant n.
COQn and NOT ClQn = one track in Quadrant n.
ClQn and NOT COQn = > 1 track in Quadrant n.
COQn and ClQn = Quadrant n confused.
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Ring A or 'long' if it extends from Ring A to Ring B through a common
point in chamber 7 or 8. The sequential logic also searches for pairs
of tracks which are coplanar (that is, colinear in their projections in
the plane perpendicular to the beam line) to within certain tolér
ances.

The results of the sequential logic, as they are input to the trigger
analysis, are listed in Table C.2. Thèse inputs give enumerations of
short and long tracks as 1, 2, or many. They also indicate the prés
ence of two short tracks which are coplanar to within 84° or 6e or two
long tracks which are coplanar to within 12°.

Table C.2

Results of the Sequential Logic Analysis

C'Slow" Inner Detector foire Analysis)

A=l 1 (short) track in Ring A
AB=1 1 (long) track in Rings A and B
A>1 more than 1 (short) track in Ring A
AB>1 more than 1 (long) track in Rings A and B
A>2 more than 2 tracks in Ring A
AB>2 more than 2 tracks in Rings A and B
OPPA 2 tracks in Ring A coplanar to within 84°
COPA 2 tracks in Ring A coplanar to within 6°
COPB 2 tracks in Ring B coplanar to within 12°

To prépare for the "slow master trigger", which makes the final
trigger décision, the sequential logic information is input to the
remaining, unused RAM. The output bits of this RAM update the paral
lel wire logic RAM while ail other input RAM's hold their old status.
The master coïncidence and pass then act upon this refined informa
tion to give either a "slow NO", which finally rejects the event and
resets the detector, or a "slow YES", which starts the event read-out.
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A partial listing of the conditions sufficient for accepting events is
given in Table C3. The most important conditions for the analysis in
this thesis are:

LAHI or LBHI

(SAHI or SBHI) and RAM7 > 0

an LAT shower > 4 GeV

an SAT shower £ 6 GeV in

coïncidence with at least

one "short" track in the

inner detector.

The efficiencies of thèse trigger conditions are discussed in Section
3.10.

The final trigger rate of the experiment is about 5 Hz on average,
corrected for a dead-time of about 10%. This dead-time is due in

equal parts to the sequential logic and the event read-out time.

Additional détails about the 1981-82 PLUTO trigger are given in
Référence C.3. More information about the opération of the parallel
and sequential wire logics and the RAM master trigger can be found
in Références C.4 and 3.30. It should be noted, however, that thèse
last two références specifically describe the pre-1981 PLUTO and are
no longer correct in regard to many détails.
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Table C.31

Sufficient Trigger Conditions (Partial Listing)

Inner Detector Track. Triggers

AB>2 multiprong in the inner detector

AB>1 • (COPA 4- COPB) long, coplanar two-prongs

AB>1 • OPPA 2 long tracks, L<p < 84°

Forward Track Triggers

(C0Q3 • COQl) OR (C0Q2 • C0Q4)
AND (ail other forward track bits false)

collinear forward two-prong

COQl • COQO • NOT ClQl • NOT CIQO

Forward two-prong on side B2

ClQl • CIQO • NOT COQl • NOT COQO

Forward multipron/g on side B2

Forward Shower Triggers

LAHI LAT-tag, A-side

LBHI LAT-tag, B-side

LAHI • LBHI LAT QED

LALO • LBLO LAT QED backup

SAHI • SBHI SAT QED3

SAHI • LBLO Forward QED edge-":rigger

SBHI • LALO Forward QED edge-'trigger



Table C.3 (cont.)
Sufficient Trigger Conditions (Partial Listing)

Barrel and Endcap Shower Triggers

BQED Barrel Bhabhas and e+e"->77
EQED Endcap Bhabhas and e+e~-*yy
BHI High barrel energy (> 3.6 GeV)
EHI High endcap energy (> 2.4 GeV)
BMED • EMED Barrel energy > 0.8 GeV

and endcap endcap >0.6 GeV
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Coïncidences between detector components

ECX • (COPA + COPB) Endcap u-pairs

BMED • (1 inner detector track)
for barrel calibration

SATAG • RAM7>0 SAT-tag
(= SAHI + SBHI + (SALO • SBLO))
and at least one inner

detector track

SATAG • BMED SAT-tag and médium barrel energy

SATAG • ECX SAT-tag and at least
two-opposite endcap TDC's started

1 In the table, "•" means logical AND and "+" means logical OR.
2 Because of background problems, thèse forward triggers were
available only on the -z side of the detector for about 6 pb-1.
3 Only every 16-th such event recorded.
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APPENDIX D: EVENT RECONSTRUCTION

D.l: Introduction

When first written to magnetic tape, an event in the PLUTO detec
tor consists of the addresses of fired wires in the various tracking
chambers and TDC and ADC readings. The first step in the analysis of
an event is therefore the conversion of this raw data into measured

momenta for charged and neutral particles.

Différent detector components provide différent types of informa
tion and therefore necessitate différent event reconstruction procé

dures. In tracking chambers, for example, the reconstruction has
basically two steps. First, a "track-findmg" or "pattern-recognition'
algorithm identifies sets of wire hits whose pattern is consistent with
the passage of a single charged particle through the array of cham
bers. The structure of this' algorithm obviously dépends heavily upon
the magnetic field configuration and the chamber geometry. At the
next stage of the track reconstruction, the coordinates of hits
grouped together by the pattern récognition are fitted to a trajectory

équation. The charged particle's 3-momentum is then derived from
the fit parameters.

Shower reconstruction first of al] entails converting ADC readings
to énergies. Also, it is often necessary to cluster together shower?
from neighboring counter modules into a single shower. In gênerai,
the position resolution in shower counters is poorer than that pro
vided by tracking chambers. Consequently, shower reconstruction
programs usually make use of any additional information which
neighboring tracking chambers can provide. For example, the shower
location indicated by a track pointing into a shower counter can
often be used to improve the shower energy measurement: the more
précise position information can reduce uncertainties due to signal
atténuation or edge effects.
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In this appendix, the reconstruction procédures used in the vari
ous components of the PLUTO detector are described. Sections D.2
and D.3 deal with track reconstruction in the inner detector and for
ward spectrometers, respectively. Section D.4, D.5, and D.6 give
détails of the shower reconstruction in the barrel and endcap, the

LAT's, and the SAT's, respectively.

D.2: Track Reconstruction in the Inner Detector

As described in Section 3.4, the PLUTO inner detector is an array
of cylindrical tracking chambers in a nearly uniform solenoidal mag
netic field, which is parallel to the chamber wires and the e+e~ beam
axes. The simple field configuration yields simple charged particle
trajectories. Neglecting energy loss, multiple Coulomb scattering,
and the small field inhomogeneities near the edges of the detector
volume, the trajectory is a hélix of constant pitch with axis parallel
to the e+e~ beam axis.

D.2.1: Pattern Récognition in the Inner Detector

Pattern récognition in inner detector is divided into two steps
[D.l]. First, tracks are reconstructed in the r-<p plane, plane perpen
dicular to the beam axis. (See Figures 3.3 and 3.4 for the coordi
nate system définition.) After this step is completed, pattern
récognition in the z-coordinate is made. There are three motivations
for this two-step procédure:

1. The division into two steps is natural, given the structure of the
inner detector: wire hits record the T-cp coordinates of points
along the trajectory, and the cathode strips provide z-coordinate
measurements.

2. The r-c/j reconstruction is done first because the <p-coordinate
resolution is much better than the z-coordinate resolution.
Cathode strips are ~10 mm wide, while the wire spacings in the
proportional chambers range from 2.2 to 4.7 mm.
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3. The results of the T-cp track reconstruction significantly simplify
the z-pattern récognition. The projection of a charged particle
trajectory into the r-<p plane is an arc, as shown in Figure D.la.)
Once the arc paramters (radius of curvature, etc.) are known,
one can calculate for each measured point on the arc another
coordinate s, which measures the distance along the arc in the
r-<p plane. (A convenient origin for s is the arc's point of closest
approach to r=0.) As illustrated in Figure D.lb, a track's locus of
points in the s-z plane is simply a straight line.

D.2.2: Pattern Récognition in r-cp

As a first step in the T-tp pattern récognition, consécutive wire hits
in each chamber are clustered together to produce points (n,^).
Thèse points are referred to as "coordinates" in the following dis
cussion.

For the purpose of the pattern récognition, the inner detector is
divided into 16 c/?-sectors. In order to avoid edge effects, two such
sets of sector divisions are defined, displaced relative to each other
by half a sector. For high energy tracks from the interaction point,
one sector usually contains ail of the track's coordinates.

The r-cp track récognition proceeds as follows. First, starting at
large radii, three coordinates are selected to initialize the pattern
récognition. Thèse three coordinates, which are known as "primary
coordinates", must satisfy the following criteria.

• They must lie in one e^-sector.

• They must lie in three différent chambers.

• Neighboring coordinates must not be separated by more than
2 chambers.

Each set of primary coordinates defines an arc. To be acceptable for
further analysis, the arc formed by a set of primary coordinates
must hâve a radius greater than 40 mm.
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Figure D.l: Schematic représentation of an inner detector track in
(a) the r-<p (= x-y) plane and (b) the s-z plane.

The pattern récognition program then searches for additional
coordinates within a neighborhood of the arc. This neighborhood is
referred to as a "road". The road width is chosen to take into
account the chambers' spatial resolutions and the expected dévi
ations due to multiple Coulomb scattering (as calculated from the
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first-order r-<p momentum estimate). The search along the road
extends primarily toward smaller radii, since the primary coordinate
sélection started at large radii. One additional step toward larger
radii is allowed, however. The search is terminated when three con
sécutive chambers fail to contribute additional points to the arc.

A set of coordinates defined by the above procédure is accepted as
a track if the following conditions are satisfied:

• The track has more than a certain number of coordinates. The
required minimum number of coordinates dépends upon the
progress of the pattern récognition: if the first primary coordi
nate is in a large-radius chamber, more coordinates are required
than if the first primary coordinate had been in a smaller-radius
chamber. In ail cases, a track must hâve at least 4 points.

• The track has an efficiency of at least 70% That is, the ratio of
coordinates found to the number of chambers traversed must be
greater than 0.7.

• The track has at most 70% of its coordinates shared with another
track. The pattern récognition allows a coordinate to be used by
only one track, apart from one exceptional case which sometimes
arises from particle decays and photon conversions. If the pat
tern récognition an ambiguity in which one chamber contains
more than one coordinate within the road boundaries of the
track search, ail coordinates which lie closer to the interaction
point than the ambiguity can be shared with another track. No
coordinate, however, can be shared by more than two tracks.

• No more than two chambers are allowed to contribute more than
one acceptable coordinate to the track.

• The track cornes within 40 mm of the nominal interaction point
r=0. This criterion is not required, however, if the track has no
coordinate in the two innermost chambers.

The probability of the fit to a circle in the r-cp plane (evaluated in
terms of x2) is greater than 0.3%.
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In cases where two tracks need the same point, the poorer track (the
one with fewer coordinates or more gaps) is rejected, unless the
coordinate can be shared as described above.

D.2.3: Pattern Récognition in s-z

The pattern récognition in z proceeds as follows. First, for each <p
coordinate used in an r-cp track, ail possible z-coordinates are calcu
lated from the clusters of fired cathode strips. (The z-coordinate
calculations need <p as input in order to utilize the slanted (± 45°)
cathode strips. Also, the cross (90°) strips are divided into cp sectors
in some chambers.) The z-coordinates thus found from the inner
and outer strips of the same chamber are compared. If the two val
ues agrée to within the spatial resolution (as determined from the
strip and cluster widths), they are combined to yield a single
z-coordinate. Such a z-coordinate is called "redundant".

Non-redundant z-coordinates, however, are not discarded.

An s-z track is initiated by two primary coordinates, at least one
of which must be "redundant". Additional points on the track are
then sought along the straight-line fit through thèse two points. The
road width used in this search takes into account spatial resolution
but not multiple scattering. No additional cuts are made on the
number of points found by the search. If, however, there is more
than one possible s-z track for a given r-cp track, several criteria,
including the number of redundant z-coordinates, the total number
of coordinates, and the x2 of the straight-line fit, are used to sélect
the best s-z track.

Finally, reconstructed s-z tracks are subjected to several cuts,
namely -

• lzcl < 200 mm, where zc is the z-coordinate of the track point
nearest to the beam axis.

• At least 60% of the chambers traversed by the track must con
tribute a point.

• Straight-line fit's x2 probability is greater than 0.3%.
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D.2.4: Final Track Fitting and Vertex Constraints

Since the inhomogeneity of the inner detector magnetic field has
a much smaller effect than the chamber resolutions on the momen

tum resolution, it is ignored in the final fitting of pattern recognized
tracks. The effects of multiple scattering, energy loss, and hadronic
interactions are also neglected in the standard fitting program. The
final track fits are therefore simple - a circle in r-cp and a line in
s-z. The conversion of thèse fit parameters into a 3-momentum is
straightforward.

Most tracks in good events originate from the interaction point. A

significant improvement in the momentum resolution of thèse tracks
is obtained by constraining the track fits to include the interaction

vertex [D.2]. For this purpose, the actual (as opposed to nominal)
interaction vertex is needed. It is determined independently for each
PETRA filling from central detector Bhabhas. Because the e+e~
bunches are much longer than high or wide, the z-coordinate of the
interaction vertex varies significantly from event to event. Thus, the
vertex constraint can only be applied in the r-cp fit.

The usefulness of the vertex constraint is best illustrated by its
effect on the data. Figure D.2 shows the observed distributions of the
Gaussian variable 1/p, where p is the particle momentum, for 17.3
GeV/c muons from the reaction e+e~ -> p/pT in the angular région
IcosOI < 0 75 without and with the vertex constraint [D.3]. Fitting
thèse distributions to Gaussians yields -

without vertex constraint:

<l/p> = 0.015 ± 0.008 (GeV/c)"1
CT(l/p) = 0.098 ± 0.004 (GeV/c)"1

with vertex constraint:

<l/p> = 0.058 ± 0.001 (GeV/c)"1
a(l/p) = 0.034 ± 0.001 (GeV/c)-1.

The power of the vertex constraint in the PLUTO inner detector is
easy to understand. A high momentum track at ©=Tr/2 from the
innermost to the outermost chamber is only about 450 mm long.
Since the innermost chamber has a radius of 142.5 mm, including the
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Figure D.2: Observed distribution of p-1 for 17.3 GeV/c muons with
icos®l < 0.75 from the reaction e+e" -* p.+p,~, without and
with the vertex constraint applied to the track fit. The
curves are fitted Gaussians.

vertex significantly increases the track length over which the curva-
ture is observed.

(For future référence, it should be noted that fits without and
with the vertex constraint are referred to in PLUTO jargon as GEOM
and TRAC fits, respectively.)

D.2.5: Fast Pattern Récognition in the Inner Detector

The pattern récognition procédure described above is relatively
slow and hence cannot be efficiently applied to ail trigger-accepted
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events. On the other hand, some sort of track reconstruction is
needed even in the earliest stages of data réduction in which most
bad events are discarded. Therefore, before applying the full pattern
récognition procédure, a simplified, "fast" pattern récognition is per
formed [D.4]. The results of this fast procédure are used to reject
about 2/3 of the events in the PLUTOPAT pre-filter step (cf. Section
4.2). Events accepted by this pre-filter then undergo the full pattern
récognition procédure.

The fast pattern récognition differs from the full procédure only
in its simplified treatment of the r-cp projection. As in the full procé
dure, tracks are initiated by three primary coordinates. One of thèse
primary coordinates is taken as the nominal interaction point r=0.
The remaining two primary coordinates must be found in one of the
following pairs of chambers -

(14.8) (12,7) (8,5) (6,4) (4,3).

In each pair the sélection of primary coordinates begins in the out-
ermost chamber. For a hit in the outer chamber with azimuthal
coordinate <plt ail hits in the inner member of the pair with azimuthal
coordinate cpz are considered, provided

\<P\ ~ <pè < tt/16 .

Each set of primary coordinates thus selected is fitted to a circle.
Additional wire clusters are examined to see if their position is con
sistent with lying on this circle. Specifically, a wire cluster with
coordinates (ri,<Pi) is taken to belong to the circle if

(pi - cpY < 16 o? + AipVi-i8.

where

cp is the azimuthal coordinate of the intersection point of the
circle and the chamber of radius r^

t7i is the uncertainty in coordinate cpit and

Aip = 5 mm takes into account the uncertainty in the inter
action point location.
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The search for additional hits on the circle is terminated when 3 con

sécutive chambers fail to contribute a point.

An r-cp track is accepted if it contains a certain number of points.
The required number of points dépends upon which chamber pair was
used to initiate the search: a total of 5 points are required for pairs
(4,3), (6,4), (8,5); and 8 points for pairs (12,7) and (14,8). Also, 60% of
the chambers traversed by the circle are required to hâve at least
one wire hit compatible with the circle. No further cuts are applied
to the reconstructed r-cp tracks. Once a point is associated with a
track, it is not considered in subséquent track searches.

The r-cp tracks produced by the fast pattern récognition procé
dure serve as the input for the s-z track reconstruction, which is
otherwise identical to that of the full procédure.

D.3: Track Reconstruction in the Forward Spectrometer

Figure D.3 shows the magnetic field in the forward spectrometer,
including both the septum magnet and the fringe field of the central
solenoid, along a typical particle trajectory (0=8°, <p=4o°). The for
ward magnetic field is obviously much more complicated than that of
the inner detector. Both pattern récognition and track-fitting are
therefore considerably more difficult.

D.3.1: Pattern Récognition in the Forward Spectrometer

Pattern récognition proceeds independently in each quadrant of
the forward spectrometer [D.5]. As a first step, wire hits and drift
distances in the two y-planes in each chamber (see Table 3.4) are
combined into single y-points. Similarly, x-points are formed. No
attempt, however, is made to associate x and y points at this stage in
the reconstruction procédure. In the case where only one x or y
plane has fired in a chamber, two points, corresponding to positive
and négative drift distances, are formed. A quadrant with more than
20 hits in any one wire plane is not analyzed.
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Figure D.3: Magnetic field in the forward spectrometer along a typical
particle trajectory, ©=8°, ?=45°. The vertical lines show
the positions of the forward chambers.

For some parts of the data-taking, high background rates made it
impossible to switch on chamber DC4 or DC5. In order to reconstruct
tracks in thèse circumstances, the LAT proportional tube chambers
are used to calculate the missing point by fitting a parabola through
the LAT tube cluster, the DC4 or DC5 point (whichever is présent), and
the interaction point. This calculated point is then used in the pat
tern récognition exactly as if it were a real point. (For the track
fitting, however, it is assigned a weight which is only 1% of the weight
of a genuine point.)

The pattern récognition is attempted first in the y-z plane, since
more précise points are available there. (There are no x-drift planes
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after the septum magnets.) To each possible pair of points in cham
bers DC4 and DC5, a corresponding coordinate is sought in DC3. A DC3
point is associated with a DC4-5 pair if it lies within a parabolic road
passing through the DC4-DC5 points and the origin y=z=0. The width
of the parabolic road used in this search has been determined from
Monte Carlo studies. It is not constant but dépends upon the change
in the trajectory's slope as it passes through the septum magnet.

îf a DC3 point is found, a DC2 point is sought in the neighborhood
of the straight line Connecting the DC3 point to the origin. A DC1
point is then sought near the straight line from the DC2 point to the
origin. The road widths for thèse searches hâve also been deter
mined by Monte Carlo.

Some ambiguities can arise in the y-z pattern récognition
described above. Occasionally, one DC4-5 pair can be successfully
attached to more than one DC1-2-3 triplet. If two such triplets hâve
no point in common, both are retained as track candidates at this
stage. If two triplets hâve one or two points in common, the track
whose straight line fit points back closer to the origin is kept.

Finally, when ail DC4-5 pairs hâve been examined, short
"3-chamber" tracks are sought by associating unused DC3 points with
DC1 and DC2 points, as described above.

Pattern récognition in x-z is done only in the first three
chambers. The procédure is identical to that used in the y-z track
finding in chambers DC1-2-3 as described above.

The next step in the pattern récognition is to associate the y-z
and x-z projections of the same track. This is done by using the
inclined w-coordinate wires, as illustrated in Figure D.4. When ail
possible links are made, the approximate x and y coordinates initially
calculated in the pattern récognition are corrected, using the now
known slopes of the track candidates to which they belong.

At this stage in the pattern récognition, there can still be ambigu
ities. Some ambiguities are confined to one projection: two y-z
tracks, for example, can hâve points in common. Other ambiguities
arise in the x-y linkage: a single y-z projection can hâve two totally
différent x-z projections. Some measure of track quality is neces-
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Figure D.4: Linkage of (x,z) and (y,z) points using the w-wires.
Reconstructed coordinates are found at ylp y2, and Xi in
this chamber. The inclined wire shows that coordinates

Xj and yi should be associated, but not Xi and y2.

sary to remove such ambiguities. Since particle trajectories in the
forward spectrometer cannot be described by simple functions (un
like trajectories in the inner detector), straightforward quality meas
ures such as x2 are difficult to apply.

The method of significant variables [D.6] provides a useful meas
ure of track quality for such problems. The method uses the fact
that any track (neglecting energy loss, multiple scattering, etc.) is
completely described by 5 parameters (the coordinates x0,yo in some
plane z0, the slopes dx/dz and dy/dz at the point (x0,yo>Zo), and the
momentum p, for example). The chambers, on the other hand, pro
vide 8 measured coordinates (5y+3x) along the track. In the
significant variables method, linear combinations1 of the measured
coordinates are constructed so as to form five "significant variables",
which are related to the essential track parameters, and three "in-
significant variables", which are distributed around zéro with some
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width dépendent on the track momentum. Thèse widths can be
determined from Monte Carlo studies, and the values of the insignif-

icant variables used to discard bad tracks.

Ambiguities which remain after cuts on the insignificant variables
are resolved by other criteria. If two tracks hâve one or more points
in common, the better track (as defined by the number of chambers,
values of insignificant variables, or closest approach to the inter
action point) is kept. Remaining x-y link ambiguities are removed by
selecting the best link on the basis of the drift distance provided by
the w-plane in DC3.

D.3.2: Track Fitting in the Forward Spectrometer

The trajectory of a charged particle in a magnetic field can be
written

x = ai + a2z + p-*X(z) (D.l)
y = bi + b2z + p-xY(z) (D.2)

where ai.bi are the coordinates at some référence plane, (hère cho
sen to be DC1),

a2,b2 are the slopes dx/dz and dy/dz at the référence plane,
p is the signed track momentum, qlpl, where q is the particle's

charge, and
X,Y describe the coordinates' momentum dependence,

X=ôx/a(p_1), Y=3y/ô(p"1), and dépend upon the magnetic
field.

A set of measured points can be fitted to thèse équations by least
squares to obtain the track parameters ai,a2,bi,b2,p, provided the
functions X(z) and Y(z) are known.

1 Linear combinations suffice for a linear problem, which the forward
tracking is, to a good approximation.
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The functions X(z), Y(z) can be handled in several ways. If the
magnetic field is sufficiently simple, the particle's équations of
motion can be solved and analytic expressions given for X(z), Y(z).
Such is the case in the PLUTO inner detector. Another possibility is
to represent X(z), Y(z) by splme functions. Fitting to splines,
however, requires well-measured tracks. Since there are no cham
bers inside the septum volume and since essentially only
y-coordinates are available after the magnet, spline fits do not work
well in the PLUTO forward spectrometer. A third method is to déter
mine the functions X(z), Y(z) via numerical intégration. It is this
technique which is used [D.7].

Initial estimâtes of the track parameters aLag.bi.bs are provided
by the straight line fits through the DC1 and DC2 points. The signif
icant variable analysis provides p0, a starting value of the
momentum. With thèse initial values, the particle is tracked through
the measured magnetic field map, using the Runge-Kutta method of
numerical intégration [D.8], for two values of momentum, l/p0 and
l/po+<5(l/po). The trajectories thus calculated are then used to
détermine X and Y at each measured point. The data points are then
fitted to équations D.l and D.2 by least squares to obtain new values
of the track parameters. Thèse improved values are taken as the
starting point for another itération. The whole procédure is repeated
until the change in l/p is less than 0.005 GeV"1 for 5-chamber tracks
(or 0.05 GeV"1 for 3-chamber tracks), up to a maximum of 10 itér
ations. Tracks for which the fit does not converge are retained, along
with the momentum estimate from the significant variables. Such
"unfitted tracks", however, are not used in this analysis.

Finally, several procédures are applied to try to improve the final
fits. First, five-chamber tracks with obviously bad points (more than
3 standard déviations off the fit) are re-fit, omitting the worst point.
Second, an attempt is made to extrapolate the measured track back
to the interaction point for a vertex fit. This procédure involves
Runge-Kutta intégration through the fringe field of the PLUTO
solenoid and fails for a few low momentum tracks. Such tracks are
not used in this analysis. Note that the final track fits do not take
into account multiple scattering, energy loss, or hadronic inter
actions.
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D.3.3: Forward Spectrometer Pattern Récognition in PLUTOPAT

The full forward spectrometer pattern récognition described above
is a rather time-consuming procédure. As with the inner detector,
the PLUTOPAT filter (cf. Section 4 2) needs a quick estimate of the
number of forward tracks [D.9]. Events accepted by PLUTOPAT are
subsequently subjected to the full pattern récognition.

For the purpose of this fast track search, the effect of the septum
field is approximated as a sudden change in the track's direction at
the middle of the septum magne'.. Each forward quadrant is ana
lyzed separately. A "track" in the y-z projection requires a line
through points in DC1-2-3 which intersects a line Connecting a pair of
DC4-5 points near the middle of the septum. Since this is a very
crude représentation of a track, the tolérances for the collinearity of
the DC1-2-3 points and for the intersection of the two lines are very
loose. Similarly, a track projection in the x-z plane consists of three
approximately collinear points in DC1-2-3. A quadrant in which both
a y-z and an x-z track projection are found is declared to contain a
track, although no attempt is made to link the two projections Also,
no attempt is made to find more than one track in a quadrant.

D4: Shower Reconstruction in the Central Detector

Shower reconstruction in the barrel and endcap [D.lOj utilizes
information from three sources —

• the shower counters themselves

• internai position measurement devices (hélix tubes in the barrel
and proportional wire chambers in the endcap)

• for charged particles, tracks in the inner detector.

The reconstruction program combines this information in a rather
complicated procédure, derived from studies of well-understood
reactions, such as Bhabha scattering, in the data and in Monte Carlo
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simulions. The procédure for the barre! and endcap are similar.
The following description refers specifically to the barrel.

The first step of the shower reconstruction is the calculation of
shower énergies from the modules' ADC reading.. This calculation
akes in" aLunt module-to-module variation and corrections, for

phototube saturation and ADC overflows <"V?fT, ^ufficTentnected through an attenuator). At this point, there »™°>%££
information to make corrections for atténuation and leakage effects.
Such corrections require position information and the total shower
energy and showers generally extend over more than one module.

The next step in the reconstruction procédure is associating
informat'n from the various components. This proceeds mseveral
steps.

(1) Hit hélix tubes, shower counter modules with energy, and
extrapolated inner detector tracks are gathered together into
azimuthal "superclusters" which are sépara ed by "*****?
from other superclusters. This loose, initial clustering is
intended to reduce difficultés associated with the discontmuity
in cp from tt to -n.

(2) Hit hélix tubes within each supercluster are broken down
into smaller hélix tube clusters. The boundary of a small clus
ter is first fixed by a change in slope of the hit tube density. It
is found, however, that clusters produced by this method are
generally too small: single showers are often split. Therefore,
adjacent clusters are recombined unless

. one cluster is small, with û 4 fired tubes, or

Ayp(mrad) ^ 96 + 4.80^+^),

where m and n2 are the number of he^ix tubes in each
cluster and Acp is the azimuthal separati m of the cluster
centers. Note that z-postion information is not used at
this point.

(3) Hélix tube clusters formed by the above step are now associ
ated with inner detector tracks or other tube clusters if
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• Acp é 192 mrad, and

• Az I 200 mm, and

N + è(6.8A? + 3.5Az) ± 400,

where N=0 for helix-track association and N=50 for the
association of two clusters, and Ap (in mrad) and Az (in
mm) are the azimuthal and z séparations, respectively.

(4) Finally, shower counter modules are associated with the
clusters (which can now consist of tube clusters and associated
tracks, or tube clusters without tracks. or tracks without tube
clusters). For the purpose of the association, a corrélation
weight

C = (A?/48)"3(Az/200)-3

is calculated, where à<p and Az are now the cluster and module
séparations in azimuth and z, respectively. (The z-coordinate of
the shower is calculated from the division of energy between the
two phototubes at the opposite ends of the barrei module.) The
module and cluster are associated if C > 0.03 More than one.
module can be associated with a single cluster by this procé
dure. If a module is associated with more than one cluster, the
shower energy is shared according to the z-ccordmates of the
clusters and the energy division between the two phototubes.
Infrequently, modules are associated with more than two clus
ters In such cases, the energy sharing is based on the
corrélation weights.

When the above association procédure is completed, the positions
and total (uncorrected) énergies of individual showers are known.
Atténuation and leakage corrections can therefore be made. For the
atténuation correction, the z-coordinate is taken as the weighted
average of the values provided by the inner detector track (if any),
the hélix tubes (if any), and the shower counter itself. The leakage
corrections hâve been determined from Monte Carlo studies of
électrons and photons with the Electron Gamma Simulation (EGS)
program [D.ll]. Because électron- and photon-initiated showers
develop differently, the two cases require différent leakage cor-
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rections. Showers associated with tracks are corrected as électrons,

and unassociated showers as photons.

The endcap shower reconstruction is similar. It works, however,
with less information. Inner detector tracks are not available over

the whole angular range of the endcap. Also, there is a large gap in
the endcap proportional chambers, where the barrel light guides pass
through. (See Figure 3.6.) Finally, the shower counter itself provides
less position information, since its readout is only at one end. On the
other hand, the endcap has better energy resolution than the barrel,
and leakage corrections are smaller because the endcap is thicker.

D.5: Shower Reconstruction in the LAT

LAT shower reconstruction [D.12] utilizes information from three
sources —

• the shower counter itself

• the proportional tube chambers imbedded within the shower
counter

• forward spectrometer tracks.

Thus, in regard to the types of available information, shower recon
struction in the LAT and in the central detector are similar. On the

other hand, because the LAT covers a much smaller solid angle, it
does not contain the very high multiplicity events which must be
untangled in the central detector. Ambiguities, such as two tracks
pointing into the same counter module2, etc., occur infrequently and

2 Unlike the other PLUTO shower counters, the LAT is not divided into
light-tight segments, each of which is observed by only one (as in the
endcap) or two (as in the barrel or SAT) phototubes. Ail thirteen
phototubes in a given quadrant are attached to a single large
lead-scintillator stack. The word "module" is therefore applied
somewhat loosely when describing the LAT. It refers simply to the
signal from a single phototube.
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can be either ignored or discarded in most analyses. LAT procédures
or combining information from the above sources are therefore con-

siderably simpler than those used in the barrel and endcap.

Because the LAT shower counters are nearly a meter wide (see
Fisure 310) the atténuation of the scintillator light as it Propagates
[oward the phototubes is significant. Studies with Bhabhas hâve
shown that the conversion of ADC readings into énergies not only
varies from phototube to phototube, but also dépends upon the
shower's x coordinate. The shower position can be obtained directly
rom the proportional tube chambers. In the case of acharged par-

UcT, the forward spectrometer track also provides the showers
position.

Since the primary purpose of the LAT is to identify tags the LAT
reconstruclLn program first extrapolâtes f^lT.ssZ^
tracks to the UT. Ail energy in an intercepted module is associatea
wi hthe track, and the track's impact position is "£££%££_

tne secuuu m^ +T-ork^ cannot be determined.

ations of oTher sLwers within the module ^J™*°M
tube clusters away from the track impact point, are ignored.

-y i^SJîSr irucrm^s^howTp^n
nefer^ frTftheP^^^£&<%££
Thpsp uncertain cases, however, are edt>ny ici qj„oc
ana ysis by fiducial cuts, discarding showers near »~Vt""*> «ta»;Tf a module contains more than one proportional tube cluster. al!
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energy is associated with the largest cluster and the others are
ignored.

In some cases a module contains energy but has neither an asso
ciated track nor proportional tube clusters. The energy in such
modules is calculated using the module's center as the shower
location. If the energy is less than 1GeV and an adjacent module has
a shower, the energy is attributed to light leakage between the mod
ules. In this case, the energy is added to the adjacent module's
shower. Otherwise, the energy is treated as a photon at the center of
the module. Studies with the EGS program [DU] indicate that, inde
pendent of energy, only about 85% of the incident photons make
proportional tube hits [D.13]. This inefficiency arises because the
proportional tubes are imbedded in the LAT at a depth of only about
d radiation lengths.

D.6: Shower Reconstruction in the SAT

D.6.1: Introduction

Each SAT [D.14] consists of twelve wedge-shaped modules, with
readout at both the wide and narrow ends of the wedges. (See Figure
3.11. Electron test beam measurements with énergies between 2and
6 GeV and studies of 17.3 and 8.6 GeV Bhabhas at PETRA showed the
following important features of the SAT's response:

1. The signal observed at the wide end of the wedge provides an
energy measurement which is virtually independent of the show
er s position within the module.

2. The signal observed at the narrow end of the wedge, on the other
hand, dépends very strongly on the shower's radial coordinate
Ihe ratio of narrow-to-wide end signais provides an
energy-independent measure of the radial coordinate.

3. Energy sharing between modules can be related to the azimuthal
coordinate of the shower. nai
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The proportional tube chambers !°ca^d ' these chambers are
vide imposant additional^«^"Jf£°f^uvely free of back-quite close to the PETRA beamline, they ar ^ ^ ^ ^
ground hits: a study of central ***°™ event on aver-
chambers contain ^f^l^ZJll hits, the chambers are
„„„3 With such a small rate 01âge3 with such
useful in two important ways.

They provide an '^J^l^^^shower position at least.'«£»« couPnler and proportional
resolutions yielded by the *°wer Combining the two
chambers, each alone, are comp t increase in pre-
measurements therefore produces a sign
cision.

~a ^ipptrons Because thez They distinguish between P^^^ counters (instead ofchambers are locatedu, fronM th-ho^ ^
Ch^aHicÏl^nU they pass through dead areas o,
chambers, should make hits.

D.6.2: Calibration of SAT Phototubes
h SAT phototube was

An individual calibration ^antthe'sATs good energy resol-
determmed from Bhabhas. To maintain ter was contin-
u on (4% for Bhabhas), the P-™^^ constants calculateduously monitored with anew set of calb ^ r ^_

The calibration of the ^^jZTXu^J^^r-
%&%% rthebCm eS - calibration of the narrow-end

— - ^ to have less than 1GeV energy depo-s Thèse Bhabhas were «quired to h« 1^ ^ .^ st&te radl_
sition in the SAT's in order to suppress
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^:rirrsx-:r.=srr::a-;-
narrow-end ADC value

wide-end ADC value

lwerrhe^e?^LTeag^rehs7T 7^™ «"T»* fmined by a po.ynom.al fit toThe vJettru^T^1^6^-
same va,ue for ail narrow-end phototubes Lr T '° the
rCtn^nToX0L? "-T-^"i^^rSafactor for eon^aZ^^;^ P-ded

D.6.3: Shower Reconstruction

each SAT, the highest energy module îf,h Wlde"»d énergies. In
ter. I, the immediately adiac»' „i ,"^ aS the core ot a<*""added to the cluster f „™ ? ™odules contain energy. they are
at this Point [he^neluh toeh^eï m°dUlerilh
second cluster, and the entire nrl, , energy f°rmS the core °f *u.es with energy are a^Ud*™^^ 7",? ^
produce a maximum of six clusters 1 1 , 'S algorithm can
ble that individual modules can bel ,"' ." prin"Ple- « '» P°ssi-
events with multiple cluster* » .?•* tW° clusters- However,
procédures were det^d tr' ™b ^T^ ^ ^ "° "»<^

Wide-end readouts o, the centraltoTulf, ^Z^WT^ "*

Ewlde



The azimuthal energy sharing variable, <\ is calculated

E+ - E_

f =
E+ + EWide + E.
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where Ewlde is the wide-end energy of the central module and E+, E_
are the wide-end énergies of the modules toward +cp and -<p, respec
tively, as shown in Figure D.5. The variable Çvaries from -0.5 to +0.5,
with 1^1=0.5 corresponding to the shower at the boundary between two
modules. The variables 77c and Ç are used to calculate the radial and
azimuthal coordinates4 of the shower position as

r = R(r?c. C)
9 = HVc, <)

and their errors

<7r = £r(r?C, C)

The functions R, $, Er, E^ are spline functions, empirically deter
mined for each module, with new fits calculated for every two- or
three-weeks' worth of data. The functions are derived from "clean"

Bhabha events in which only one cluster of proportional tube hits is
associated with the energy cluster: the proportional tubes provide a
shower position to which the shower counter responses are
compared. The position functions R and $ were checked by making
sure that they produced an r-3 radial distribution and a flat cp dis
tribution, respectively, for the Bhabha events. The errors provided
by the functions £r and E^ were confirmed by comparing the Bhabha
shower positions in the two SAT's.

4 The functions R and $ actually yield the radial coordinate relative
to the symmetry axis of the particular SAT quadrant and the
azimuthal coordinate relative to the miodle of the cluster's central

module. Thèse coordinates are converted to the standard PLUTO

coordinate System using the surveyed positions of the SAT.
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Figure D5- Schematic drawing of an SAT shower counter, showing
phototube énergies and hit proportional tubes used m
the shower position détermination.

In cases where one of the non-central modules of a cluster has a
significant fraction of the total energy, the ratio t? for that module is
used to provide an additional measurement of the radial coordinate.
The radial coordinate is then calculated as a weighted average of the
values provided by the central and adjacent modules. This procédure
significantly improves the r-resolution near the cp-edges of the mod
ule, where the r-resolution is otherwise poorest. The final position
resolution obtained from the shower counter alone is crr=5 mm (cor
responding to a8=1.4 mrad) and (7^=2°.
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The next step of the SAT shower reconstruction is to incorporate
information from the SAT proportional tube chambers. To form clus
ters of hit tubes, adjacent hit wires are grouped together, with the
two dimensions, x and y, treated independently. No limit is placed on
the cluster width, but if a cluster crosses the square beam cut-out
(see Figure 3.11.), it is split into two so that each cluster consists of
single-length wires and hence has an unambiguous center.
Two-dimensional clusters are formed by associating ail possible com
binations of crossed x and y clusters.

In associating wire and energy clusters, an event is assigned to
one of five catégories. Thèse catégories, and the percentage of
Bhabha électrons which fall into them, are:

NO CLUSTER

MISS

SINGLE

RESOLVED

CONFUSED

No x-y cluster exists in the SAT chambers. (7%)

There exists at least one x-y chamber cluster
but none falls within four standard déviations of
the SAT shower position. (7%)

Only one x-y chamber cluster exists and it falls
within four standard déviations of the SAT show
er position. (42%)

Two or more x-y chamber clusters exist. The
cluster closest to the SAT shower position lies
within three standard déviations, the next clos-
est is more than twice as far away. (38%)

None of the above. (6%)

The NO CLUSTER and MISS catégories contain events in which the
shower is located within the chamber dead areas. (As shown in Fig
ure 3.11, the chambers are constructed as two L-shaped arrays, m
order to allow for installation around the beam pipe. The dead areas
are found primarily near the joints between the two pièces.)

When a wire cluster of the SINGLE or RESOLVED class is associated
with an energy cluster, the positions provided by the shower counters
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and chambers are combined in a weighted average. This procédure
improves the final radial coordinate resolution to about ar=3.8 mm,
corresponding to (7e=1.0 mrad.

Once the best possible shower position information is available,
small corrections are applied to the cluster energy measurement.
First, a trivial correction compensâtes for double counting. The ori
ginal wide-end phototube calibrations set the average ADC reading for
Bhabhas to the beam energy, ignoring the small shower leakage into
neighboring modules. The energy clustering explicitly recovers this
leakage and hence the cluster energy is systematically high by about
7%. Second, although the wide-end readouts provide a remarkably
position-independent energy measure, systematic effects on the
order of 10% are présent near edges of modules. The cluster energy
and its error are therefore rescaled by position-dependent factors,
which are determined from Bhabhas. EGS studies indicate that show

er leakage out the back of the 19.3 radiation lengths of the SAT is
completely negligible, so no leakage correction is necessary.
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D.6.4: Charge Identification in the SAT

Charge identification in the SAT is based on the cluster association
classes described above. Four charge identification classes are
defined:

NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL?

CHARGED?

CHARGED

The chamber association class is NO CLUSTER or MISS
and the following conditions are ail satisfied:

1) The number of x-y clusters is less than 4.

2) The shower counter position falls more than
4 standard déviations outside the edge of any
hit tube.

3) The shower position lies 20 mm inside the
sensitive région of the chamber.

The chamber association class is NO CLUSTER or MISS
and the preceeding conditions are not ail satisfied.

The chamber association class is CONFUSED.

The chamber association class is SINGLE or RESOLVED.

The efficiency of this charge identification scheme has been
measured by studying SAT Bhabhas (for a clean sample of électrons)
and central detector Bhabhas with initial state radiation (for a clean
sample of photons in the SAT). The efficiency values are given in
Table D.l.

Separate studies of 17.3 and 8.6 GeV Bhabhas indicate that the
électron identification efficiencies are independent of energy to with
in the quoted errors. The rather poor efficiency of photon identifica
tion is due to 2 mm of lead placed directly in front of the chambers
for synchrotron radiation shielding.



Table D.l

SAT Charge Identification Efficiencies (%)

NEUTRAL NEUTRAL"? CHARGED? CHARGED

électrons 1 ± 1 13 ± 2 6 ± 2 80 ± 3

photons 35 ± 4 27 ± 4 3 ± 1 35 ± 4
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APPFNDTX F: FINAL TRACK SELECTION CRITERIA

This appendix gives more detailed information about the sélection
of inner detector and forward spectrometer tracks for inclusion m
the hadronic final state (Section 5.3).

E.l: Inner detector tracks.

To be included in the hadronic final state, an inner detector track
must satisfy the following requirements. (The inner detector track
parameters, r0, s0, and z0. hâve been defined in Section 4.2.)

. >2 degrees of freedom in the r-cp track fit. This criterion
requires that the track hâve hits in 5 or more inner detec
tor chambers. It therefore limits inner detector tracks to
the angular région Icostfl S 0.87 (cf. Table 3.3).

. è0 degrees of freedom in the s-z track fit. Fake tracks due
to the accidentai association of unrelated wire hits are
often not reconstructed in both track projections. For 0.4%
of the inner detector "tracks" on the QTAG.FOURPR tapes
(Section 4.4) no satisfactory s-z projection is reconstructed.
Such tracks are removed by this requirement.

. |ro| g 50 mm. Ahistogram of r0 values (from the events on
the QTAG FOURPR tapes) is shown in Figure E.l. Many tracks
with large values of lr„l are fakes involving spunous wire
hits Such tracks may not be well simulated in the detector
simulation. Some large lr0l tracks are due to low momen
tum particles from the interaction point which hâve been
scattered in the beam pipe wall; others come from particle
decays or photon conversions away from the interaction
point. Ail of thèse effects, however, are well-represented m
the detector simulation.
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s0 â 200 mm. This requirement assures that a track begins
in the first three chambers of the inner detector. Tracks
with larger values of s0 are often spurious, like many tracks
with large values of lr0l-

IAzI = lz0-zavel ^ 50 mm, where zave is the error-weighted
average of the z-intercept of ail tracks in the event.1 Aplot
of Az (also made from the QTAG.FOURPR events) is shown in
Figure E.2. Many tracks with large values of IAzI are fakes.
Also. low momentum tracks can spiral through several révo
lutions on their helical trajectory in the inner detector.
Each segment of the hélix is reconstructed as a separate
track, but with a successively larger value of IAzI. This
requirement suppresses double-counting such particles.

The 3-momentum of tracks which satisfy the above criteria are
calculated from vertex-constrained ("TRAC") fits (Section D.2.4.). For
~5% of the tracks which meet the above requirements, the
vertex-constrained fit fails. For thèse tracks, the momentum is cal
culated from the unconstrained ("GEOM") fits. Also, in cases where
the pT (hère, the momentum of the track transverse to the e+e~
beams in the lab frame) from the TRAC fit exceeds that of the GEOM
fit by more than a factor of 3, the GEOM fit is used. Such cases occur
only rarely, however (~0.8% of the TRAC fits). Scanning indicates that
they mostly arise when a low momentum particle suffers scattering
through a large angle in the beam pipe wall.

1 zave is actually calculated iteratively, starting with ail tracks in the
event. After each itération, tracks whose z-intercept is inconsistent
with the average value by more than 3 standard déviations are dis-
carded, and zave is recalculated.
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Figure E.l: Distribution of r0 for inner detector tracks, where r0 is the
minimal distance in the r-cp plane between the recon
structed track and the nominal interaction point x=y=0.
r0 is négative only if the interaction point lies between the
track and its center of curvature. Tracks from decays
and photon conversions generally hâve positive r0, and
hence the asymmetry in the distribution. Acceptable
tracks are required to hâve lr0l è 50 mm.
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Figure E.2:
, x- a~ - n -t for inner detector tracks,Distribution on Az - z0-zave ior nmei u

where z0 is the track's z-intercept and zave is the
z-coordinate of the interaction vertex, as reconstructed
from ail good tracks in the event. Acceptable tracks
must hâve IAzI è 50 mm.
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E.2: Forward Spectrometer Tracks

To be included in the hadronic final state, a forward spectrometer
track must

• extend through ail 5 forward chambers;

• be successfully fitted2, including a vertex-fit;

• hâve momentum è 500 MeV/c;

• hâve rf é 40 mm, where rf is the distance between the track

extrapolation and the interaction vertex in the plane z=0.
For tracks with momenta ^ 2.0 GeV/c, this eut is relaxed to
120 mm to allow for effects like the larger multiple scatter
ing in the beam pipe wall. A corrélation plot of rf versus
momentum is shown in Figure E.3.

Inner detector and forward spectrometer tracks accepted by the
above criteria are assumed to be pions, and the pion mass is used to
calculate the particle's energy. The particle is assigned the électron
mass, however, if the track points to a shower for which the track
momentum and shower energy agrée to within errors, provided the
track momentum is è 900 MeV/c. (At lower momenta, reliable
hadron/electron séparation is not possible on the basis of shower
energy.) This électron identification is not important, however: it
has only a small effect on the calculated Wvl9 of a few events.

E Tracks for which the fit fails only because the track encounters a
région of unknown magnetic field are also acceptable. This occurs,
however, for only about 2.5% of ail forward spectrometer tracks in
the final event sample.
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Figure E.3: Corrélation plot of rf vs. measured momentum for forward
spectrometer tracks, where rf is the distance between the
track extrapolation and the interaction vertex in the
plane z=0. Acceptable tracks must hâve rf è 40 mm if
p 1 2.0 GeV/c and rf £ 120 mm for p < 2.0 GeV/c.
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